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Discover the music you've been missing in your audio system with the
new SLA-70 vacuum tube 70 watt (35 watt per channel) Class A stereo
amplifier from Cary.
The most exciting feature of the SLA-70, aside from how gorgeous it
looks, is the delightful, sensual beauty of the music it recreates. The first thing
that strikes you about your new SLA-70 is its incredible transparency and
resolution of detail in the music. The SLA's sensual nature is best shown
in the sense of life it reveals in female vocalists. This amp presents music
with such presence and directness, you'll be drawn into the music hour
after musically satisfying hour. The SLA-70 will draw you in even
further when you realize how lucid and utterly uncolored neutrality
reveals delicate nuances in the sound stage.
Need more power? The SLM-70 mono blocks offer 70 watts Class A
power per channel on two gorgeous nickel chrome plated chassis.
To find out more about the full Cary line of exciting audio products,
visit your nearest "High End" audio dealer or call 1-800-421-54S6 or
FAX 919-460-382g for additional information.

101J WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT. CARY, N.C. 27511

Fo complete your amplification
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
As Iwrite these words, Stereopinle's writers .

conference has just finished and, as described
by Larry Archibald on p.258, the main subject
for discussion was October's "Recommended
Components" Every component recommended
in the Apiil'91 listing came under the spotlight,
with often acrimonious discussion about
whether we should continue to recommend
it. The blood having been allowed to flow on
the existing recommendations, we turned our
attention to those unfortunate products that
have received positive reviews in the magazine
since April. During this process Ifrantically
took notes, which Ihope to have made sense
of by the time the October deadline rolls
around, while Richard Lehnert contacts every
manufacturer whose product we intend to recommend to find out the current price.
Why do we inflict this backbreaking work
on ourselves? Because Ibelieve that Skreophikis
biannual "Recommended Components" is the
single most influential feature we publish, distilling as it does the wisdom and experience of
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some of the most authoritative writers in the
high end. And it must be right!
It was the first time some of the writers had
been exposed to the rough and tumble of compiling "Recommended Components." One
such was Jack English, who makes his Stereophile debut in this issue. Jack may be new to
Stereopbile, but he's no stranger to the world
of high-end publishing, having contributed reviews to The Absolute Sound before becoming
one of the editorial strengths of Sounds
Like. .
Amusic lover first and foremost—he tells me
he is surrounded by music in his home, his car,
and his office—Jack also has adegree in electrical engineering, amaster's in management,
and aPh.D in psychology. His writings will
expand and improve Stereophile's coverage of
the high end. Welcome aboard, Jack!
Finally, an erratum: Scott Nixon has pointed
out that the Anodyne bass equalizer mentioned
by Lewis Lipnick in his review of the B&W 800
loudspeaker in June was not representative of
his current production. —John Atkinson
Stereophile, September 1991

AS WE SEE IT

"Burr ITHOUGHT
YOU WERE MY FRIEND!" '
Robert Harley

T

he relationship between audio reviewers
and equipment designers is tricky at
best. Reviewers judge a company's

products and report their impressions to
equipment-buying readers, often with significant consequences—positive or negative—

for music and audio technology. Such friendships are not uncommon among writers for all
magazines and are usually genuine and spontaneous. Sometimes, however, they are premeditated and contrived by the manufacturer in an
attempt to exert influence on the reviewer.

for the manufacturer. Conflicts often arise
because the manufacturer and reviewer have
completely different agendas; the reviewer is
responsible to his readers, the designer to his
company.

T

he manufacturer and reviewer
have completely different agendas.

This relationship is even more complex
when areviewer and manufacturer establish
afriendship. With contacts made during visits

Reflecting this often uneasy relationship,
reviewers are sometimes treated according to

to the magazine's headquarters with anew
product, Consumer Electronics Shows, Stereopbile shows, and other industry functions, it

they are as people. These inappropriate reac-

is inevitable that friendships will develop

tive review to the manufacturer falling all over

between people who share asimilar passion

himself to show his gratitude for apositive one.

IThis essay's title is amanufacturer's verbatim quote, made
after reading the preprint of aStereopielle review.

spectrum of manufacturer reactions to my

Stereophile, September 1991

what they've written lately rather than who
tions range from expressions of anger at anega-

At this last CES, Iwas confronted by awide
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BALANCE

The Mark Levinson N°28 Preamplifier is at once acontinuation of the
Mark Levinson traditions of musicality and enduring quality, and an
entirely new implementation of technology that will set the pace for
innovation in high-performance
audio in the 1990s.
Mark Levinson products have
offered the advantages of balanced
interconnection for many years. The
N"28 introduces anew execution of
balanced circuitry called aDIDO
(Differential In, Differential Out) that
provides fully balanced operation
throughout (not converting to singleended for internal processing) while
still rejecting common-mode noise
from source inputs or arising within
the unit itself. All versions of the
N"28 have 2balanced (XLR) inputs
as well as balanced output connections. Even single-ended signals
benefit from the DIDO, since it
rejects common-mode ground noise
as it converts single-ended signals
to differential at the input.
Your local Mark Levinson Dealer
can provide complete details on
these and many other refinements in
the design of the N"28.
More important, you can hear for
yourself how this preamplifier tips
the balance in your favor.

mar-KT1≥r.
gvinson
Mark Levinson

products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781 Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (2031346-1540

T
he reviewer's responsibility is to his readers.
recent equipment reports in Stereophlie. Vir-

out regard for either the commercial impact to

tually all the comments and attitudes were entirely inappropriate, reflecting fundamental
misunderstandings of the reviewer/manufac-

that product's competitors or the personal
repercussions it may cause. If criticizing aprod-

At one end of the scale, amanufacturer was

uct or praising acompeting product causes illwill and destroys afriendship, then that association was based on the manufacturer's market-

quick to "thank" me "for saying nice things"

ing strategy and not on genuine affection. The

about his product. Reviewers shouldn't be

offending editorial expression merely stripped
away the thin veneer of subterfuge.

turer and reviewer/reader relationships.

"thanked" for praising aworthy product. The
product earned the positive review—it wasn't
given by the reviewer. Isee astrong parallel
here between areviewer and abaseball umpire:
both "call 'em as they see 'ern.' If arunner is
called "Safe" at home plate, the team's manager
doesn't come out to thank the umpire—he

But will this company's actions affect the
tone of any future reviews of their products?
Not achance If this company has anew product that is superb, the praise will be just as
glowing. If the product is poor, the criticism

beat the throw. Similarly, amanufacturer's mar-

will be no more severe than if this incident
never happened. It is just as great asin to overly
praise aproduct from afriendly manufacturer

keting representative should congratulate his

as to overly damn aproduct from an unfriendly

engineers for designing agood product—not

one. The cardinal rule operating here is that the

congratulates his player for having the skill to

thank the reviewer for "giving" apositive re-

readers' interests come first—before anything

view. The umpire did nothing for which he
should be "thanked"—and neither did the
audio reviewer. If aproduct is worthy of praise

else. The reviewer also has aduty to the more
abstract concepts of serving audio truth and

and arecommendation, the reviewer is merely

vates the entire field of subjective reviewing.

performing his duty of serving his readers. If
the runner was safe at home, the umpire was
just doing his job, serving both the fans and the
interests of truth and fair play.

reviewers are fine, as long as the manufacturer
realizes that the reviewer, the editor, and the

Conversely, areviewer shouldn't be treated
as apariah for writing anegative review any

maintaining alevel of professionalism that eleFriendships between manufacturers and

publisher will always put their readers' interests
ahead of the manufacturer's. , A review is an

more than an umpire should be attacked for

honest expression of the reviewer's opinion,
not amanufacturer's marketing tool. When

calling the runner out. If the runner didn't
make it to the plate in time, it's his fault—not
the umpire's.

will often choose to believe any reason for it—
except that their product isn't up to the stan-

One manufacturer at the CES reacted to me
with genuine hostility. One representative of

dards required for arecommendation. The
manufacturer will sometimes privately ques-

the company completely ignored me, while

tion the reviewer's competence, attempt to
publicly impugn his reputation, or ascribe

another grunted with suspicion and anger
when Inaïvely greeted him. Why? Ihadn't
written anything about that manufacturer's
products. What had happened since the last
time Isaw them?

negative reviews are published, manufacturers

political motives to the negative review. This
is an unfortunate reaction because it prevents
the manufacturer from realizing the product's
shortcomings and weak competitive position

Then it hit me. In the interim Ihad written

in the marketplace. Without such arealization,

arave review of acompeting product. This
manufacturer's treatment of me was just as
inappropriate as that of the manufacturer who

the product will never improve, with perhaps
disastrous effects for its manufacturer. Moreover, it's just as great amistake for amanufac-

thanked me for my positive comments. Both

turer to believe anegative review was the result

reactions reflect an ignorance of the fact that
the reviewer's responsibility is to his readers.
If abetter product comes along, the reviewer
must express that opinion to his readers withStereophile, September 1991

2Some ye-Jis ago, amanufacturer told LA that if he wanted their
friendship to continue. LA would have to "kill '• asomewhat
negative review of his product that Ihad commissioned. The
review appeared, of course.
—JA
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Real power has
always been in the
hands ofthe few.
-191
A

dcom stereo
components have
earned areputation among
audiophiles, engineers and
musicians for extraordinary performance
at affordable prices. Now Adcom
introduces its newest amplifier, the no
compromise GFA-565, for those in pursuit
of absolute power and sonic perfection,
but who prefer not paying aking's ransom.
The Evolution of Adcom's GFA-565
Adcom's new mono GFA-565 evolves
from the design of the critically acclaimed
GFA-555, greatly extending its capabilities.
Representing brute strength, it delivers
300 watts at 8ohms, 450 watts at 4ohms
and an awesome 850 watts at 2ohms'
Most significantly, it will accurately drive
even esoteric loudspeakers which present
loads as low as 1ohm.
Why Use Two Mono Amplifiers?
The ability to deliver very high power
into complex loads is aprerequisite for
superior sound reproduction. Power

supplies capable of delivering the energy
necessary for high power, high-current
amplifiers are massive. But there are
practical limits to the size and weight of
stereo amplifiers designed for home use,
as well as heat dissipation and reliability
constraints. Consequently, the use of two
Adcom GFA-565 mono amplifiers offers
optimum sound definition, detail and
dynamics, satisfying even the most
demanding perfectionist.
More Sound, Less Money
Like the GFA-555, the new Adcom
GFA-565 sounds superior to amplifiers
costing two and three times as much. It is
so powerful and pure that it may be the
last amplifier you ever buy, even if you
upgrade your loudspeakers several times
over the years. And that makes the GFA-565
an extraordinary bargain considering its
exceptional performance.

ADCOM

'Continuous power output, 20 Hz-20 kHz <0.02% MA measured in accordance with F7C specifications.

o

©

II Elkins Road. East Brunswick. N.1 08816 U.S.A. (201)390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4)(5

of personal animosity or political motivation

awell-respected high-end veteran in an elevator

as to think apositive review was somehow

whom Ihadn't met before, but whose product

affected by his friendly relationship with the
reviewer.

Ihad recently reviewed. The review had been
quite positive, but contained some criticisms.
He saw my nametag, introduced himself, and

No reviewer likes to write anegative review,
just as no editor or publisher should enjoy publishing that review but there is no choice when
aproduct just doesn't measure up. The reader
should never be led to buy aproduct on which

said, "It's nice to meet you. Thank you for—"
Oh, no, not again, Ithought.
"—your thoroughness and objectivity," he
said.

the reviewer wouldn't spend his own money.

"Thoroughness?" "Objectivity?"

The moment of truth comes when the reviewer

His comments were unique in that they

sits down in front of the word processor. He

reflected areal understanding of what review-

converts his impressions of the product into
words—words that will create similar impressions of that product in the readers' minds. The
review's tone must be amirror image of how
he really felt about the product, not how he
would like to have felt. Any less would be a

ing audio components is all about. If areviewer
is to be thanked at all by amanufacturer, it is
only for those aspects of areview. Indeed,
thoroughness and objectivity are the highest
ideals to which areviewer can aspire.
Thoroughness and objectivity—a manufac-

breach of the readers' trust—a trust reaffirmed

turer deserves no less from areviewer. But can

with every subscription renewal and news-

he expect any more than that—even from a

stand sale.

reviewer he considers his "friend"?

On the last day of that same CES, Iran into

Not in my book.

T

he reader should never be led to buy aproduct
on which the reviewer wouldn't spend his own money.

P

T
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TAKE ADRIVE

McCORMACK POWER DRIVE DNA-1 AMPLIFIER

ravel the road to natural musicality with this newest McCormack component. The DNA-1's hybrid
solid-state design features fully complementary, high current, low feedback circuits, plus our Distributed
Node Current Reservoir System. Two units can be factory upgraded to fully balanced mono operation.
Test drive aPower Drive DNA-I Amplifier at your Mod Squad Dealer today and experience
again the effortless energy of live music.

ere
4
44

McCORMACK

The First Name in Sonic Excellence •The Last Word in Pure Musicality
The Mod Squad, Inc. •542 North Hwy . 101 •Leucadia, CA 92024 •(619) 436-7666
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In aclass by itself
The Matrix 801 Series 2has been, since its
introduction,

the

world's

most

popular

loudspeaker in its price range. The 801's extensive use worldwide as the reference monitor
LIMITED

EDITION

for classical music recording is well known.
The 801 is listed in Class A—"Best attainable
sound"—in Stereophile's

"Recommended

Components" (Vol. 14 No. 4, April 1991). The
801 is also the only loudspeaker ever to win
the prestigious Audio Video Hi Fi Grand Prix
three years in arow.

The Anniversary Limited Edition
In celebration of B&W's 25 year quest for
perfection, avery special, limited production
version of this legendary monitor has been produced. The 801's crossover has been
optimized for pure performance through the
elimination of both protection and impedance
regulation circuitry. Such refinements could
only be achieved by B&W's development of
anew, higher power handling tweeter, further
perfecting the response in the critical crossover
region.

The Sound
The resulting enhanced performance is unmistakable. The sound is at once cleaner, and
more detailed, yet slightly warmer sounding,
with no trace of hardness. The 801's incomparable soundstage width and depth are improved as well.
The Matrix 801 Anniversary Limited Edition
is. quite simply, the best 801 ever, and formidably

challenges

any

loudspeaker,

regardless of size or price.

11311:71MEMICIIM:11311

B&W Loudspeakers of America
P.O. Box 653
Buffalo, NY 14240
Phone: (416) 751-4520
FAX: (416) 751-4526

LOUDSPEAKERS

For alimited time only, the Matrix 801 Anniversary Limited Edition may
be auditioned at the following authorized B&W 800 Series dealers:
CANADA Call B&W Canada (416) 751-4520
AL Birmingham: Audition
Huntsville: Campbell Audio
AZ Phoenix: Buzz Jensen's Sound Advice
CA Alhambra: Valley T.V.
Culver City: Audio Video City
Encino: Sound Factor
Fresno: Boot's
Glendale: Marconi Radio
Lancaster: California Sound Works
Long Beach: Audio Concepts
Los Angeles: Henry Radio, Hollytron.
LA Audio Video,
Paris Audio
Radioactive Sound
Monterey: Monterey Stereo
N. Hollywood: Sound Factor
Oakland: Pro Audio
Palo Alto: Audible Difference
Pasadena: Sound Factor
Redondo Beach:
Systems Design Group
Sacramento: Paradyme
San Diego: Breier's Sound Center.
Sound Company
San Francisco: Harmony Audio.
Stereo Plus
San Gabriel: Audio Concepts
San Rafael: Catania Sound
Santa Rosa: Catania Sound
Sherman Oaks:
Sherman Oaks Camera
Tustin: Digital Ear
CO Avon: Mountain Music
Boulder: Listen Up
Colorado Springs: Listen Up
Denver: Listen Up
CT Fairfield: Audio Design
Hartford: Stereo Shop
New Haven: Audio Etc
DC Washington: Myer Emco
FL Jacksonville: Behren's
Miami: Sound Components
Tampa: Audio Visions
Tequesta: TV 8. Audio Center
Vero Beach: Audio Images
Winter Park: Absolute Sound
GA Marietta: Music Audio
Savannah: Audio Warehouse
MATRIX

ID
IA
IL

Boise: The Good Ear Stereo
Sioux City: Pflanz Electronics
Aurora: Stereo Systems
Chicago: Audio Consultants.
Paul Heath Audio
Evanston: Audio Consultants
Hinsdale: Audio Consultants
Aurora: Stereo Systems
Libertyville: Audio Consultants
Naperville: Stereo Systems
Springfield: The King's Stereo
IN Indianapolis: Tone Studio
KS Overland Park: Audioport Ltd.
Wichita: Custom Sound
KY Louisville: Musical Images
LA Baton Rouge: Art Colleys Audio
Specialties
New Orleans: Wilson Audio
MA Arlington: Audio Vision
Boston: Goodwin's
Danvers: Tweeter Etc
Framingham: Natural Sound
Northhampton: Sound and Music
Shrewsbury: Tweeter Etc.
ME Portland: Cookin'
MO Baltimore: Soundscape
Rockville: Myer Emco
MI Ann Arbor: Stereo Shoppe
Dearborn: Almas HIFi
Farmington Hills: Almas Hi Fi
Lansing: Stereo Shoppe
Rochester: Almas Hi Fi
Royal Oak: Almas Hi Fi
Saginaw: Stereo Shoppe
Stevensville: Stereo Shoppe
MN Burnsville: Audio by Van Alstine
Minneapolis/St. Paul:
Hi Fi Sound,
Sound Center
Rochester: Amalgamated
MO St. Louis: Antech Labs,
Flip's Stereo Place
MT Great Falls: Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
NC Charlotte: Higher Fidelity
Raleigh: Audio Advice
NE Omaha: Custom Electronics
NH Nashua: Cookin'
Newington: Cookin
Salem: Cookin'
NJ Kinnelon: Sound City
Lawrenceville: Hal's Stereo
Montclair: CSA Audio Design
Princeton: Woodbridge Stereo
W. Long Branch:
Woodbridge Stereo

o
MATRIX

MATRIX

Woodbridge: Woodbridge Stereo
NM Albuquerque: Hudson's Audio
Santa Fe: The Candyman
NV Las Vegas: Union Premiums
NY Albany: Altair Audio
Batavia: Unicorn Audio
Lynbrook: American Audiophile
Mamaroneck: Audio Experts
Merrick: Performance Audio Video
Nanuet: Ear Drum
Newburg: Audio Expressions
New York City: Lyric Hi Fi,
Park Place Audio,
Stereo Exchange
Orchard Park: Stereo Chamber
Patachogue: Square Deal Radio
White Plains: Lyric Hi Fi
OH Cincinnati: Audible Elegance
Columbus: Progressive Audio
Dayton: Carlin Audio
Dublin: Audio Encounters
Warrensville Heights: Hoffman's Stereo
OK Oklahoma City: Audio Dimensions
Tulsa: K-Labs
OR Beaverton: Chelsea Audio Video
Corvalis: Northwest Audio Labs
Eugene: England Audio
Portland: Chelsea Audio
PA Abington: Abington Audio
Allentown: Take Five
Broomall: Hi Fi House
Gibsonia: Listening Post
Monroeville: Listening Post
Philadelphia: David Mann Audio
Shadyside: Listening Post
Slate College: Hi Fi House
TN Memphis: Modern Music
TX Amarillo: Sound Systems
Austin: High Fidelity
Dallas: Audio Insight,
Preston Trail Audio
Ft Worth: Marvin Electronics
Houston: B&M Electronics,
Groove Audio Video
Laredo: Metes
Lubbock: Sound Wave
San Antonio: Audio Concepts
UT Salt Lake City: Audition Audio
VA Falls Church: Myer Emco
Virginia Beach: Digital Sound
VT Brattleboro: Scientific Stereo
WA Olympia: The Audio Experience
Seattle: Definitive Audio
WI Green Bay: Hi Fi Heaven
Madison: Specialized Sound
Milwaukee: Audio Emporium

MATRIX
MATRIX
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LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and
noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that
published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one topic.

When's the next show?

living room? Does Stereophile's Test CD come

Editor:
How about another Stereophile High End Iii -Fi

with or without an oscilloscope? Or is one not

Show in the Bay Area soon?
Frank La Rocca

floor on all fours too?

required? By the way, was Sam Tellig on the
Jack Elias
Philadelphia, PA

Fremont.

Sam is God?
The next Stereophile Hi-Fi Show will take place
April 24-26,1992, at the Stouffers Concourse
Hotel on Century Boulevard near Los Angeles's LAX airport. Asfor the Bay Apra, perhaps

Editor:
Contrary to recent reports, Sam Tellig is God
and the Spica Angelus is his instrument. After
four months of not wanting to believe that the

in 1993.

Spicas were actually better (je, more musical

It was worth it!

and more realistic) than the AE-1/Kinergetics
subwoofer system that they replaced (in ahuge

Editor:

room), Idiscovered that the Angeli take this

Ithought Stereophile's first essay at analog

long to really open up in the bass and let the

recording, Poem, was outstanding. Intermezzo

fundamentals flow—and this is Mahler and

is better. Indeed, Ithink it may be the best
phonograph recording Ihave ever heard,
regardless of the recording medium. Now I

Wagner, not wimpy popular music.
Not only that, but multi-miked recordings

think Iunderstand what audiophile keepers of
the analog faith are all about; Ihad dismissed

are unlistenable with the Angeli (eg, Solti's
Mahler 8th—I sold it), while naturally recorded
performances (eg, Keilberth's Meistersinger)

without the tedious and elaborate preparation,

are perfection (or better). If anyone will build
the "see God" speaker, it will be Spica.
Michael Hennessy
tlanta, GA

the cleaning, de-staticing, clamping, etc., that
one must go through before playing the analog vinyl record. But listening to Intermezzo

Immoral and stupid?
Editor:

them as inflexible. None of my many CDs can
produce asound comparable to Intermezzo.
Now, if only one could enjoy such recordings

convinces one that it is worth it.
John Guenther
Stuart, FL

Ihave given agreat deal of thought considering
the pros and cons of renewing my Stereopbile
subscription. Ihave been a subscriber for
many, many years. Iwasn't going to renew but

Indeed he was
Editor:
How can abark of adog, a1948 mono marching band recording, and aspeaker talking serially through 18 microphones permit evaluation
of asystem which rarely, if ever, is called upon
to reproduce those sounds in the course of its
life? Iam not aware of any concerts for barking dog and orchestra, sonatas for multiplymiked male speaker, or symphonies for mid-

Iam going to give in one more time.
You used to be agreat magazine. ..
but Ifind
it morally offensive that you write about the
merits of 85000 tube amps. ..yet never discuss
reliability, product longevity, or repair facilities. I'm willing to bet that at least half of your
recommended component companies (during
the past 10 years) are no longer in business.
With the poverty that exists in today's
America, how about becoming responsible?

century marching bands. Since when has Mrs.

Review Quad, Klipsch, Shure, etc. Reward

Olsher become the criterion upon which all

good reliable companies with excellent repair

music systems be judged? Was her debut in a

records.
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Somehowlshair one of your writer's thoughts

ufacture audio equipment, andforeign-made

when he visited New York City. ..
bag ladies

brands that still exist but are no longer dis-

outside the doors of ashow where inside people are judging the minute differences sur-

and Elite Tburnshend. That's apretty good rec-

rounding $4000 preamps, $5000 amps, $2000

ord, in my opinion. Or am Iwrong?

tributed in the US, sucb as Dolan, Benz-Micro
—JA

tonearms.

JA got it wrong

How immoral and stupid!
Return to reality, please!

Joe Poiré

Provincetown, MA

Editor:
Iam writing because Istrongly disagree with
JA's suggestion in June that tube amplifiers

Should Stereophile (and the other high-end

should not be used with Wilson WATT/Pup-

magazines) take amoral stand against highticket equipment, presumably no matter bow

pies. Ihave successfully used an ARC D125 for

well it performs? don't think so, being prepared to spend my own money on such com-

some time, and more recently tried aJadis 500
with outstanding results. In fact, Iwould not
use them with anything but tubes.

ponents, and also feeling that bow the magazine's readers spend their money is their own
affair Our function is only to tell you what
exists and bow it performs; it's your decision

Hans Glockner
Oxford, England
See my amplifier review in this issue.

—JA

whether or not to buy those components.
Do we give enough weight to reliability in
our evaluations? Probably not, because we do

JA got it wrong again

not bave the mechanisms in place to reveal

Although Idon't always agree with all its judg-

that information, although we do always report
everyfailure and breakdown in our reviews.

ments, I've found Stereopbile one of the most
consistently readable, and even quotable, maga-

Iassume the retail community does have that

zines among the largish number Isubscribe to,
and have renewed my sub for the maximum.

information, but they're not telling. We tried
to address this concern in our 1988 survey (see
Vol.13 No.!,

p.5) by asking what companies

would readers buyfrom asecond time Unfortunately, this was tbe wrong question to ask
because my assumed correlation between
poor reliability and unwillingness to buy the
same brand again turned out to be invalid.
It seemed that in many cases, the purchaser's
brand loyalty outweighed the fact that the
component bad proved unreliable.
"Recommended Components" does discuss
product longevity; we even use asymbol to
indicate those products that have been recommendedfor more than three years. But I, too

Editor:

However, Imust take serious umbrage with
apassing remark ofJA's in the June 1991 issue.
Atlanta is not "the Athens of the South." That
title is, was, and always will be the property of
Nashville, TN (also known as "Music City, USA,"
even though in my personal opinion the "Nashville Sound" isn't what /call "music"). Some
say it was the Greek Revival architecture of the
homes of the city's wealthy; others attribute
it to the many institutes of higher learning there
(including my alma mater, Vanderbilt University—"I am astudent at Vandy; our colors have
set us apart: gold for the Commodore's money,
and black for the Commodore's heart").

was interested in the High End's track record

Atlanta should be regarded as not the Athens,

concerning company longevity, so Itook afew
minutes to check through my back issues of Ste-

but the Alexandria or Syracuse of the South—a
big commercial city that represents the
progressive side of the region, but with little

reophile }bu should not take the bet, Mr Poiré.
Of the 230 brands represented in the "Recommended Components" listings that have

or nothing of its historical intellectual background.

appeared since the beginning of 1982 (starting
with that in Vol. 5 No.4), 66, or just under

David Milan
Santa Ana, CA

29%, are no longer in existence. That doesn't
just include small brands like Audionics of

Thank you

Oregon, Paoli, Phoenix, or Sonic Developments, but also largeJapanese corporations

It has been apleasure writing to you again.

such as NEC and Nikko, who no longer manStereophile, September 1991

Editor:
Haines Ely, MD
Grass Valley, CA
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Those Stereopbtle monkeys!

to enhance this effect, factory-direct for only

Editor:

$150 each (through retailers, these cats would

Ripley once said, "If abunch of 'monkeys' were
set to strumming unintelligently on type-

sell for $300). We feel this represents an unprecedented bargain.

writers, they would be bound (in time) to write

No one knows exactly how the Muffin effect

all the books in the British Museum of Natural

works. Some have postulated that the elec-

Science—from cover to cover."
What he did not mention was the difficulty

with the electron flow in the system, making

of finding even one of those books! A true
authentic reproduction of an "original."

is strictly astatic effect induced through the

tromagnetic brainwaves of acat somehow align
those electrons more coherent. Others feel it

Help! The "gibberish" in Stereopbile is

cat's fur (thus explaining the observed differ-

equally discouraging! Once, in ablue moon,

ence between long- and short-haired cats). In

write acondensed two-page article (with ap-

any case, the ancient Romans have long been

propriate specification listing). Make it author-

aware of the mystical powers that cats possess.

itative!

John NI/Inward

We will continue our research, looking for

Ridgecrest, CA

new feline products to enhance the musical
experience. God bless and good listening.

Cats'n'CRAP

Jeff Bergman
Founder of CRAP, Telford, PA

Editor:
It was a crushing blow to my ego when I
the only one to have made this dramatic scientific breakthrough. But no, there it was right in

Those owned by cats will not be surprised to
learn that the top of the Levinson is normally
the preferred sleeping place of the smallest of

front of me, in living black and white Misha sit-

ourfour cats, Gina. The minute Iset the cam-

ting on JA's Levinson. He too obviously knows

era and tripod up, Misba (our boss cat)
knocked Gina off and took ber place. —JA

opened the June issue to p.I75. Iwas sure Iwas

of the sonic benefits of having acat perched
atop asolid-state amp. When Ifirst got my
Levinson, Muffin (I know it's too cute aname,

Cats'n'cabinets

but you've got to see her) hopped up on the

Editor:

amp and went to sleep. Iwas going to remove

Well, you've done it again! Just when Iwas giv-

her, but an amazing thing happened. Immediately Inoticed the soundstage got deeper and

ing thoughtful consideration to the choice of
my next scholarly treatise with which to grace

wider, more three-dimensional, if you will. The

your hallowed pages, you hit me smack be-

music became more focused and transparent.
Being skeptical, Iquickly summoned some

can't resist tweaking you about it, so to speak.

trusted ears to confirm this most unexpected
discovery. After hours of A/B testing and
double-blind studies, the verdict came in: The

tween the eyes with an issue so trivial that I
Having had the pleasure of meeting several
Stereopbile pundits at the San Mateo and Santa
Monica West Coast shows awhile back, Ihad

Muffin effect was valid.

mentally assigned most of you to something

Wondering if this effect was limited to Muffin
or if any cat would work, Ispent the better part

of acollective status among the intelligentsia
of the universe (somewhat lower than the

of two years trying out different cats on differ-

archangels, several notches above Trekkies and

ent pieces of audio gear. Here are my results:
1) The Muffin effect is exhibited by all cats,

survivalists, but also quite some distance from

but longhaired cats show agreater effect.

ophy, although respectably so).

2) Two cats show agreater amount of improvement than one.

the mainstream of western European philosHowever, the June '91 issue blows your cover
completely; not once, but twice Despite num-

3) The effect is much better with solid-state

erous treatises in previous issues demonstrating

electronics than with tubes. In the case of tube

the well-conceived and always impeccably

power amps, the cats sometimes catch fire.

tasteful listening-room arrangements of each
of your erudite contributors, the photos on

Ihave plans to try to market this technology
and have started anew company just for this
purpose. Our company, Cat Research Audio
Products (CRAP), will sell cats specially bred
14

pages 156 and 175 expose you for the frauds
that you really are. Wife Acceptance Factor my
ass! No wonder the alternate term, "Spouse"
Stereophile, September 1991

EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE A PRODUCT COMES
ALONG THAT NO AUDIOPHILE CAN DISPUTE.

The new M Series' speaker cables go one step further, bringing you one step

HERE ARE FIVE

closer to reproducing the musical event For the serious audiophile listener
who wants to extrapolate every last nuance of the musical performance, we've developed new technologies For example. there's
Mufti Twist - Incorporated in every M Series' cable, Multi Twist"
enhances the mechanical integrity of the cable for a more
coherent reproduction of delicate harmonic structure and

MI' MkII

detail Our new IsoTec dampening material isolates
individual conductors from outside vibrations
which can generate signals that interfere with
the music

M.75'

We invite you to compare

M Series* speaker cables with other

MCX-4'

cables available at many times the
price. We think you'll discover why
M Series' music is indisputable

SERIES„

ERIES`
ancing

The Art Of Listening

MONSTER
274

Warns
4
14.752,2 55/4 742 91
2'4 743

72 4
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,
46 8. 0 63;

MCX-2'

THE LIMITS OF INTERCONNECT CABLE PERFECTION
NEED NOT BE THE LIMITS OF YOUR POCKETBOOK.
Every M Series' interconnect cable incorporates a refined design.

INTRODUCING

combining advanced Time Correct" windings with our patented

THE CABLES FOR

Bandwidth Balanced' multi-gauged conductor technologies, our latest

PERFECTIONISTS.

Multi Twist' construction and IsoTec"' vibration dampening. All
M Series* cables are terminated with our revolutionary
Turbine Design' RCA connector, providing ahigh mass, high

Miçoe

pressure contact for the best sonic connection available. Balanced XLR's are available on every

Miooe MK III

M Series' cable. For all of its technology, the final
result of M Series' is great music. Pure and
simple. For those striving for audio cable

M8Ó'

perfection— at any price level— we
invite you for a close audition of
the new M Series' interconnect

M550e

cables at your exclusive
M Series * dealer. You

M350 '

will find no limits.
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Acceptance Factor, is so seldom used. You
chauvinist clods haven't come in from the
barn yet.
I'm in the midst of changing houses, which

ings," speakers sound [good]. Obviously his
mistake was not to order the $18,000 version ...or maybe build aHeathkit.
Leo W. Lakritz, MD

means changing listening rooms, with all the
cerebral trauma that entails. Ihave added emotional tribulations to that by attempting to

Beloit, WI

Really?

satisfy the aesthetic requirements of my de-

Editor:

signer wife without getting asecond mortgage
in advance of the first. I'm firmly committed

Ever since the time of Edison, listeners to
reproduced sound have claimed to hear per-

to using Target racks for stability and sonic

fection. Lewis Lipnick stands in along line of

benefits in the new order of things. But Ialso
have an obligation to employ my cabinetmaker

the deluded. His review of the B&W 800 loudspeaker (June '91), which says, of the 800's
shortcomings, that "there are none," has hardly

brother-in-law to fashion amahogany enclosure to properly camouflage the "racky" (my
wife's term) appearance of the equipment while
still providing adequate ventilation. Iam also

analyzed the product.
Record, if you will, Mr. Lipnick, any familiar spoken voice (with any creditable micro-

obligated to have him construct aseparate cabi-

phone and recorder). Because the human voice

net to house large numbers of records, CDs,

is the most familiar of sounds, the one we hear

and tapes. Guess what novel feature it will have:

most often, it is an excellent test of loudspeaker
accuracy. Do you notice, on the 800, that the

doors! You know, those solid, flat things with
latches and hinges that may be used to hide ill-

voice fundamentals are diffuse, split as they are

favored objects from view.

between two woofers several feet apart? And

Judging from the June pictures, LL and JA not
only have little conception of the cabinet-

notice, too, the shift in harmonics to the mid-

maker's art, they probably each only own two
pairs of socks and eat their meals over the sink.
The only reason Misha the cat condescends to
grace JA's listening room is probably because
the power amps are usually warmer than the
hood of the car. Come on, fellas, this is one
instance in which Iwas happier to have you

range drivers, now made slightly vague because
there are two of them. Even though the upper
midrange is attenuated in one of them, two
drivers producing the same sound in the lower
midrange will be less focused than one. Notice,
too, the shift in coloration when the sibilants
move to the tweeter. Metal-dome tweeters, in
my opinion, commonly show acoloration shift
when paired with nonmetallic drivers.

describe things in print than Iwas to see them.
Do you realize the trouble I'm going to be in
when my wife sees those photos? She already

And for those who would like to test the
accuracy of speakers Mr. Atkinson suggests are

suspects I'm going to pull afast one and sneak

comparable to the 800 (models from Apogee,

in bare Romex, orange crates, and 50 square

Infinity, Thiel, and Wilson), hear the same
familiar voice on all of them. Notice how unex-

yards of Sonex and nail it all to the vinyl wall
coverings. A thousand words would have
definitely been worth much more than either
of those two pictures. Keep up the good work,
guys, but do me the favor of giving up the pretense of being civilized!

Jim McClanahan
Clovis, CA

pectedly different it sounds on each one. No
more than one of them can be right. Almost
certainly, all of them are wrong.
Mr. Lipnick may find the B&W 800 to his liking, but to say that its output is audibly identical to its input (the requirement for perfection) is nonsense.

Lewis Coopersmith

Yup, who would want all those naked books
and LPs in their listening rooms, even if they
do offer adispersive, acoustically optimum
surface?

—

JA

No shortcomings?

Philadelphia, PA

The miracle drug
Editor:
As Isat in my bed recovering from major

Editor:

abdominal surgery, afabulous new miracle
drug arrived: the June 1991 issue of Stereopbile.

Too bad Lewis Lipnick has to tighten 15¢
screws to make his $15,000, "no sbortcom-

knew Iwas in for some fun. Fun, unfortunately,

Stereophile, September 1991

One look at the B&W 800s on the cover and I
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'The Mcritcr Auck Studio
10 joins that select group of
minlmonifors with which I
could Napoli,
/spend the
next 10 years listening to
musJc.... if you have a
smallish room and want
superdy musical sound
from ostuming looking
minimonircx, then check
out the Studio 10. It may
be all the speaker you'll
ever reed. John Atkinson. Steed:b.&
Vd. 13 No 11 (Nov
"(The Studio 15) is good
enough to meet and beat
the be on offer, ond In
view of Its exceptional
build quolWy and standard
of finish. It desen.es and
receives our unequIvocol
HI-FI Peview (Jan 91

Stereophile, September 1991

can be painful after abdominal surgery, as

The idea that rock'n'roll waited for Leo

laughing is somewhat difficult. Undaunted, I

Fender before turning the electric guitar loose

decided to push on.
A hearty chuckle was derived from the

on the streets of youth is so wrongheaded, I'm
still reelin' and a-rockin'. Not only did Leo's

appearance of the 800s. Clearly the WAF has

handiwork predate rock by more than half a

been pushed to new limits. In the picture on

decade, but rock'n'roll guitar's Zeus had to be

p.156, LL looks like he's about to be clamped

Chuck Berry, given his prodigious and prod-

in ahuge vise. As for the review, it's wonder-

igal brainchildren. The Great One played his
Gibson ES-series guitar like ringin' abell—

ful to know that once again the limits of reproduction have been pushed up another notch.
Even if one can't afford the price of these mon-

which is not unlike what Chuck's axe sounds
like in its forward pickup position. Besides,

sters, the technology employed will surely

those of us who had our hearts torn out and

begin to trickle down to more affordable
models, and that's what counts.

eaten by rock'n'roll guit4 who just bad to play
right now right tonight, primarily took what

My spirits picked up further after reading
Corey Greenberg's heartfelt and richly de-

Japanese Teisco, $29.95 at Builder's Emporium,

served tribute to Leo Fender. As the once-proud
owner of Stratocaster number 0125, Ican testify that CG has hit the nail right on the head.
Ain't nothin' like aStrat!
The David Manley interview spread awarm
glow all over. This guy really cares!
Things were feeling better and better, until

we could get. Example: my ancient 3-pickup
reproduced music, the dog barking, the
vacuum cleaner, you name it. The other kids
thought Iwas lucky 'cause Ididn't have to build
my own. The Telecaster was completely unsuited to be arock guitar, then as now. But
Chuck's big box—yeah. The Stratocaster didn't
really take off until the 1960s, despite that

finally disaster struck! An uncontrollable bout
of hysterical (but painful) laughter erupted dur-

available (1954).

ing the reading of Corey Greenberg's review
of Los Texas Tornados. Iwas literally howling

didn't have acollective cool collapse at Corey's

with simultaneous pain and pleasure. What a
gem! Please give us more Corey—what adiamond in the rough!

Buddy Holly owned one the first year it was
I'm surprised that the Stereopbile jazzheads
contention that Gibson guitars do not reflect
as great a concern for sound as pre-CBS

Arthur Shatz

Fenders. Idoubt that Lee Ritenour or even

Bayside, NY

Jimmy Page could've gotten past garage-band
status if their guitars sounded obviously worse

Leo & Les

than something less expensive. But let's drop

Editor:
With all admiration for Corey Greenberg's

philosophical introspection: the fact is,
guitarists choose their instruments almost

vivid writing style and more love for Leo

exclusively on the basis of sound. As easily as

Fender than Ican put into words (when asked

Leo's axes let one develop chops, that big fat
honkin' Gibson or Guild design never slowed

to toast "absent friends" at my sister's wedding
six years ago, Itoasted Leo), Ifeel compelled
to write regarding the tribute published in your
June 1991 issue.
It is understandable that Corey's heated tes-

down George Benson, never dehumidified
Wes Montgomery's smoky dark nightclub tone,

timonial never finds an opportunity to men-

didn't hold back Alvin Lee of Ten Years After
or, for that matter, Ted Nugent. And never once
have Iheard any of these artists complain of the

tion Les Paul. Yet it was he who invented the

sonic characteristics of their pickguard finish's

solidbody guitar. Having been privileged to

molecular structure.

play a1945 Les Paul, Ican testify that it kicks
and screams and hugs and wails—good action,

expansion than arebuttal. The testimonial

too. Guitar groupies will recognize its outline

My last point is more in the nature of an

as the more recent Gibson SG (SG = "Solid

never sufficiently explains Leo Fender's greatest
contribution to electric guitar: that Teflon-fast

Guitar"). Les did more to "piss on" the semi-

early Telecaster and Stratocaster neck. If Imay

hollow body design than anyone: he singlehandedly uninvented it. That old Les Paul or

digress momentarily, the original Fender neck
is really at asignificant disadvantage to the Gib-

SG was adouble cutaway too—a decade before

son because the former has 21 frets (up to C#
in standard tuning) while the latter sports 22

the Stratocaster debuted.
Stereophile, September 1991
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TWO'S COMPLEMENT

Proceed digital components. Innovative
expressions of technology dedicated to a
singular goal: reconstruction of the musical
information encoded in the digital medium
with convincing fidelity
The PCD compact disc player integrates
original Proceed digital design concepts into a
single chassis, offering unprecedented sonic
performance and manufacturing quality in its
class.
The PDP digital processor improves upon technology developed for the PCD and provides
our finest performance level of digital to
analog conversion for all existing digital

PDP

sources.
The PDT digital transport combines our PCD
transport mechanism with active circuitry
which supplies asuperior quality digital
output to complement an external processor
An ideal component for those seeking the
highest level of sonic performance from
compact disc.

PROC E E D
PROCEED' products are manufactured and distributed worldwide by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FM (203) 346- 1540

(up to D). In the rock anthem key signature of

Les Paul's role in the evolution of the solidbody

E, this means much more than one half step.

electric guitar though it was Leo Fender who

In reality, when bent, the Fender can lose as little as one whole step or as much as aperfect

was thefirst to make solidbodies widely available commercially, in 1950. According to my

fourth soloing in the "squared key" configuration. It's not only easier to bend up one step

memory, reinforced by the updated edition of

from D to Erather than C# to E, but the shortfall forces one to settle for abend up to Bfor
the fifth, aC# for the sixth, or at best aD for the

Tom Wheeler's American Guitars (Harper
Perennial 1990), though Les Paul bad been

privately working on the design of solidbody

dominant seventh. None of these beats bend-

electric guitars since the '30s, these weren't
built commercially. However, Paul did use

ing cleanly all the way from the fifth to the sev-

Epipbone's tools to make the original "Log"

enth to the tonic.

wbicb 1assume is the guitar once played by

The good news was that Fender's neck was
thinner than anything else, weighed less than
anything else, and tolerated ahell of awider
variety of string gauges than anything else. This

Mr Greenblatt, the lucky dog. (The photo of the
"Log" on p.156 of AG shows aconventional
cello-style body, however) According to Ted
McCarty (who became Gibson president in

combination of lighter, faster, slinkier, and more

1950), as quoted in AG (p.140), "Fender bad

even weight distribution utterly liberated the

come out with the solidbody, or tbe plank gui-

left hand. It also permitted daylong rehearsals

tar. ..
We finally came to tbe conclusion that
(Gibson] bad better get on the bandwagon."

and performances without chiropracty. Henof athinner neck when one has aseven-fret

The original mass-produced Gibson Les Paul
model (introduced in mid-1952), like the Tele-

drix demonstrated finalmente the advantages
reach, as he did. Thumb bass runs are possible,

caster had a single cutaway. (The almost-

where on Gibsons they must be painfully

always-cherry-red SG was adouble-cutaway

fudged. Incidentally, Jimi took advantage of the
Strat necks (even post-CBS; they didn't live

design, but was not introduced until 1962,
some years after the Stratocaster and was dis-

long in his possession) by stringing them with

owned by Paul, who said 'it guy could kill

heavy-gauge Rotosounds. He could bend those

himself on those sharp horns.') And though

things as much as afifth, according to Mike

it's true that many players, such as Chuck

Bloomfield. You want tone, throw away your

Berry and B. B. King in the US, as well as Pete
7bwnsbend in the UK, played semi-bollowbody

Slinkies.
It's unnecrçsary to praise Fender by burying
Gibson or any other instrument maker. Leo's
gifts to us will live forever, they are uniquely

instruments, 'agree with Corey's general point
that it was the solidbody electric guitar that
was the vehiclefor the rock revolution and Leo

his, and no number of ridiculous "Fender" guitars made by CBS, or some Japanese or Mexi-

Fender's combination of solidbody design and

can syndicate, can ever diminish them. Iam
very grateful to Corey and to Stereopbile for

fuelled its engine.

remembering this genius so vigorously.

Screw the English majors

As for me, I've owned my vintage Candy-

mass-production techniques that largely
—JA

Editor:

Apple-Red Fender Stratocaster since Ibought

Re: Corey Greenberg's requiem for Leo Fender,

it used in 1971, and have played guitar for 27

Stereopbile, June '91: So screw the English

years—ever since that night in '64 when Isaw

majors, Ijust loved it!

George Harrison and John Lennon playing

R. Gloria
Granada Hills, CA

effortless bar chords on, respectively, aGretsch
Chet Atkins and a3-pickup Rickenbacker. And

Send CG back to school

nope, Inever have owned aGibson!

Editor:

Hail to thee, Leo Fender, blithe spirit of the
guitar; you'll still be in the receiving line when

It is awell-known fact that persons who habitually use lewd words in their speaking and writ-

we all get to kingdom come.
Allen R. Greenblatt

mand and use of the language The habitual use

Palmdale, CA

of lewd words in spoken and written form can

Mr Greenblatt appears to be correct regarding

concept. Iam sure that in the case of Mr. Corey

ing have profound deficiencies in the com-

also indicate low self-esteem or poor self-

Stereophile, September 1991
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Adcom's GFP-565
Namplifier:
Pure and-Simple.
-•••••••"

In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom
Took the Path of Least Resistance
The fewer circuits amusical signal
encounters on its way to your loudspeaker
system, the greater its muscial purity will be.
Now, through obsessive attention to detail
and design ingenuity, Adcom has created the
GFP-565 — the world's first affordable
preamplifier with direct, linear gain path
circuitry. By combining the GFP-565 with
any of Adcom's power amplifiers, you can
experience the exceptionally lifelike sound
which has astonished even the most
demanding critics.
Three Sets of Outputs for the Perfect
Balance of Performance and Flexibility_
You can use one or more sets of
outputs: I) BYPASS -direct-coupled before
tone controls, filters, etc. for the most direct
path to your power amplifier while retaining
control of volume and balance. 2) LAB direct-coupled with no output-coupling
capacitors yet with tone, filter and loudness
controls. 3) NORMAL -same as LAB but
with highest quality output capacitors for
use with amplifiers needing the extra
protection of ultra-low-frequency roll-off.
Bi-amped and tri-amped systems are
easily accommodated by this flexible
arrangement.

Pure Convenience
'fhe minimalist aesthetics of the
GFP-565 are deceptive in their simplicity.
Without being overly complicated to use,
this preamplifier is able to integrate and
control all of the components in the most
sophisticated of music systems. There are
five high-level inputs as well as aphono
input. A separate front-panel switch allows
the use of an external processor, only when
needed, leaving both tape circuits free. And,
of course, you may listen to one input while
recording from another.
More Sound, Less Monet
Adcom stereo components have a
reputation for sounding superior to others
costing two and three times more. Keeping
faith with this tradition, Adcom took the path
of least resistance. Why not do the same?
Ask your authorized Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable stereo
preamplifier. Please write or call for afully
detailed brochure. You'll discover the best
value in high performance preamplifiers.
Pure and simple.

ADCOM
details you can hear

II Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390.1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

Greenberg's writings it is one or the other. Isuspect that it is the latter.

comics (with language to match) rather than
serious writers with something to say which
may be of interest to your readers.

If the first is the case, then Mr. Greenberg
should return to school where he can gain
command of apowerful vocabulary and be fur-

The turntable article by Greenberg gave no
indication whatsoever that this person pos-

ther retrained for his chosen line of work. Iam

sesses any background, either musical or in

confident, however, that Mr. Greenberg can
write agood expository review in atasteful and
commonly acceptable fashion, without hav-

audio, which would qualify him as awriter for
your journal.

ing to return to formal classes in school. This
leads me to believe that maybe the cause of the
lewd words in Mr. Greenberg's most recent

Unlike so many other readers who, disgusted
with the downward direction of taste being displayed in Stereophile, choose to terminate their

offering is low self-esteem.

subscriptions, Ido not intend to cancel, but
please be assured that if this level of uninfor-

Somehow, we need to get through to Mr.
Greenberg that his writing is important and

mative filth continues to be published, Ishall
certainly not renew again.

valuable to his readers and that the use of lewd
words in his writing only disparages the quality

Thomas G. Taylor

of his column. Maybe you, as his editor, might

Columbia, SC

suggest he listen to Britten's Young Person's

The creature's credentials are enumerated in

Guide to the Orchestra or some Prokofiev as
his source material the next time he is review-

some detail on p.191 of Vol.14 No.4.

ing turntables. Maybe, as his editor, you could
even insist that he do this! You might suggest
some reading for him as well, such as Donald
J. Grout's History of Western Music, or some
of the writings of Leonard Bernstein or Aaron
Copland, to help him improve his understanding of music. These suggestions could help
cleanse his writing style and maybe even
improve his self-esteem.
However you deal with this challenge, Mr.
Atkinson, Iexpect as acurrent subscriber that
the writing in Stereophile will meet and exceed

—RL

Perhaps it might come as ashock to Mr Lindgren and Mr Taylor tbat while Isupport the
use of as wide an English vocabulary as possible, Idon't feel it any particular responsibility of Stereophile's to try to preserve the
"quality" of that vocabulary. Neither do I
want to act coy by substituting for example
"bulls .. t"for "bullshit" when "bullshit"
is the appropriate wordfor awriter to use. My
criterion is primarily to use language that
reflects the norm of the manner in which
readers speak and think so as to maximize

the highest standards of professionalism in

communication of what our writers bave to

journalism. The equipment and music your
periodical reviews is the best; it follows that the

say. All of the words that readers have recently

language used to review the equipment and
music also be the best.

Fred Lindgren
Milwaukee, WI

objected to in Mr Greenberg's, Mr Rilig's Mr
Lebnert:s, and my writings have been used on
network television about as infrequently as
they appear in Stereophile; Itherefore con-

Don't Insult Mr. Colloms

clude that our usage is about correctfor modern American society. What Iam concerned

Editor:

about, however is the quality of our writers'

The presence in your July 1991 issue of an article by an individual named Corey Greenberg
next to one by Mr. Martin Colloms was an insult

use of English and the clarity of expression of
their thinking; aconsiderable degree of work,
both from the writers and from the editors,

to Mr. Colloms, adistinguished and highly
respected writer.

takes place to further this end. Readers may
be surprised to learn that the ultimate test RL

The gutter language and ample references

and! apply to aquestionable piece ofprose

by this Greenberg creature to his bodily functions were utterly and thoroughly insulting to

is to read it aloud. If it passes that test, which

your readers.

thoughts bebind the words, we publish it even
if it does then run the risk of being regarded

implies that it is the best way of expressing the

Ifail to comprehend the need for the presence of obviously inexpert writers who appear

as "uninformativefilth" by those whose own

to view themselves as nightclub stand-up

standards are "higher" than the norm. —JA
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The sole value of an audio system lies in its ability
to evoke emotional pleasure through the accurate
reproduction of a musical event.

TIME...
IS OF THE
ESSENCE

Research by the community of individuals known
collectively as Wadia, indicates that less than a billionth
of asecond of disturbance to the time-based information
of the digital audio signal will cause listening fatigue
and aural stress.
Once this information is lost or damaged it cannot be
recreated. As a result Wadia has developed the
WT-2000 CD Transport in which every mechanical,
electrostatic, and thermodynamic aspect of the
design has been optimized to preserve the integrity of
all information encoded on acompact disc.
Wadia's technical staff has been involved in the
encoding, transmission and decoding of digital
information for over twenty years. They bring abody
of knowledge absolutely unique in consumer audio
to bear upon the problems of digital audio. With
the introduction of the WT-2000 the potential of the
digital audio format can finally be experienced.
Hear it for yourself at an authorized Wadia dealer.

Wei
624 TROY STREET

?ri
DIGITAL

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

Hats off

should not be concerned that our record

Editor:

reviews steal space from the "advertised

Hats off to whoever hired Corey Greenberg.

agenda." We review recordsfor two reasons.
First, because any description of the perfor-

Not only is he abrilliant writer, but Ifind it easy
to relate to anyone who can judge a $1200

mance of the hardware is sterile without being

amplifier on the basis of Flea's (of the Red Hot
Chili Peppers) bass playing. He's definitely a

put in the wider context of the music to be
played on it. Second, because I
feel our record

major reason why Ijust extended my subscription.
Beth Garfield

more informed, and better written than tbe

Oak Park, MI

reviews in general to be more informative,
majority of those in any of the publications

Why review records?

you mention (even Musician, the only massmarket music publication to bave any liter-

Editor:

ary merit, in my opinion). Compare Stereo-

I'm arecent subscriber, so Icome to these discussions late and without knowledge of the
first 13 volumes' worth of opinions. Immediately, though, Iam wondering what is an

phile 's and Rolling Stone's coverage of the
Dylan set, for example. Richard Lehnert puts
together arecord review section for Stereophile

equipment-report periodical doing reviewing
the much larger field of musical content; ie,

and no editor would or could wantfor more.

that Imyself would want to read as areader;
—JA

albums. Granted, other magazines such as Stem° Review, Audio, the esoteric classical tomes,

Left-brain, right-brain. ..

and even the upstart mobile audio rags all try
to direct me to new musical finds. But why

Editor:

would Ientertain their critiques when Rolling

Doreen Kimura, of the University of Western
Ontario, is profiled for her research involving

Stone, Musician, and the inculcating CD

In the October 1990 issue of Science, Dr.

Review have much better credentials and do

left-brain, right-brain differences. While most

afar better job of it?

of the article is devoted to female vs male neural
responses to such things as estrogen levels and

Iwas hoping that you folks would stick to
your advertised agenda and simply investigate
and judge high-end stereo components. If I
were interested in classical music, why would
Ineed to have you tell me about the latest
Simon Rattle or Roger Norrington interpretation? My metropolitan newspaper has already
advised me. If Iwere into jazz, wouldn't Ihave
already seen Shirley Horn on Carson or read
about her in Drumbeat? And if Iwas apop
musician, wouldn't Ihave already bought the

left vs right hemisphere size, early work on her
dissertation involved auditory responses.
Using adichotic listening test—in which the
left ear and the right ear are simultaneously
played adifferent series of numbers—she discovered that neurological patients reported
that they heard better with the right ear.
Because it had been established that the right
ear communicates more directly with the left

Dylan Bootleg box three months ago, and read

hemisphere of the brain, Kimura decided the
left hemisphere was processing the incoming

about it in LC. E. six months ago?
Stereophile, don't try to be all things to all

Her colleagues challenged her conclusion, call-

information more completely than the right.

people. Don't "go" large format (which you

ing it afluke. But Kimura persisted. "There was

seem to be headed toward), and don't review

no way Ihad done something wrong," she
laughs. "So Ijust went ahead and tested quite

mid-fi equipment. Analyze what you know
best, even if Sam Tellig writes aballsy review

afew normal people and found avery strong

And Corey Greenberg—maybe he needs ajob

right ear effect." Then, using tapes of melodies,

with CD Review. Put the Cary, or otherwise

Kimura found that her subjects recognized
tunes better with the left ear, which connects
mainly with the right side of the brain.
Those studies provided evidence that the

amp-of-the-month, back on the cover and get
on with it.
Cheers.

Byron Thompson
Modesto, CA

two brain hemispheres process different kinds

Stereophile currently offers more pages of

of aural information—supporting longstanding
evidence that the left hemisphere processes

equipment reviews than it ever has, so readers

language and the right hemisphere processes
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NERGIYIoudspeakers have
favorites of discriminating audiophiles the world over.

revolutionary
SPHEREX baffle.

become the personal
ur Dual

ts smooth,
sculpted surface angles grace-

Hyperdome tweeter is the key

fully out of the way of direct radi-

reason why ENERGY recreates

ated sound.

the original performance with un-

nated for superior soundstage

compromised accuracy.

and positional imaging.

ith

iffraction is elimiimply

more than $1 million in develop-

put, the ENERGY 22-Series

ment, it exhibits better dispersion

defines anew standard in sonic

than any other tweeter on the

precision.

market today.

today.

hat's also why

our new ENERGY 22-Series
incorporates the

ake atest drive

our ears will thank you.

EKEZE>

(0 1990 ENERGY •3641 McNicoll Avenue •Scarborough, Ontario, Canada Mt* 1O.
S
.•
"(4 >
16) 321-1800

nonverbal information, including spatial cues.

saw differently, we would draw differently; but

So, how well do your speakers image, and

almost without exception, western civilization

what happens when one faces away from the

adults stop learning to "see" at the beginning
of the early school years. It is my feeling that

music source? Ifound that my right ear is much
less "bright" than my left.

many also fail to develop their musical skills at

By the way, Dr. Kimura is abig Rolling Stones
fan.
Marc Sabb

the saine time for the same reasons. Ironically,

Optical Science Center, U of AZ, Ilicson

it seems that we start to build our left-brain
skills to the detriment of the right brain. We
stop advancing in both music and drawing

Gourmet sound
Editor:

skills when we are told to "stop all that childish
nonsense and grow up, real men and women

It is with sincere gratitude that Iwrite this letter

don't ...," etc, etc To reverse this lifetime of

to your magazine, especially for its editorial

ignorance, the author of the book provides

position. You have provided me with enough

exercises on how to "shut down" the dominant

food for thought to make agourmet out of me.

left side to allow the right side access to the visual perception system.

Iwould like to return the favor by attempting
an understanding of why some people's ear/

Ihad been trained as adraughtsman, but

brain/mind perceives recorded sound acertain
way and other listeners another way. Or, why

could not draw as an artist does. Ican now! I
also could not play a musical instrument,

do some scoff at sounds they don't hear.

though Iknew the names of the notes and

It would appear that two factors are at work
in the perception of musical enjoyment: first

could identify the sounds and shapes of all

the automatic, childlike appreciation of sound

now play, but it is very slow going; I'm learning

as it strikes some wondrous natural chord in

the organ.)

our psyche (right-brain), and second, alearned,
honed, and tutored growth (left-brain) that,

How did this process work out with my students? They learned that their perception was

kinds of instruments. (I would like to say Ican

coupled with advancing pleasure (both brain

faulty, and methods to correct it. My engineer-

halves working together), brings about ahighly

ing students learn how to troubleshoot using

advanced skill in both musical judgment and

their right brains to solve complex electrical

enjoyment.

and mechanical problems on production

The genesis of this reasoning was adrawing

equipment, and also to read blueprints very

text , that Iused for one of my photography
classes. (Interestingly, photography also has its

quickly by "seeing" correctly.

antagonistic extremes: specification freaks who
question grain and soft focus vs the visual-

changed very much, and Ihad believed that

results-are-what-is-important types, and all
those in between.) Ihad often struggled with

adiscerning ear were responsible. Inow believe that Ihave not learned to shut down the

the question, "Sir, how do Ifind and record an
interesting subject?" Wondrous classical pic-

dominant part of my brain to allow me to hear.

tures have been made of cigarette butts and

"Specifications The Same, Therefore it Must

squashed cans, and yet most people's perceptions are not finely adjusted to "see" them until

of the correct kind. Not that listening to live

My perception of sounds has, however, not
years of not "hearing" recorded sounds with

It is very likely that the right brain of the
Sound The Same" camp are starved of stimulus

amaster like Irving Penn shows us all what we

music is necessarily the correct stimulus; Imust
were ignoring. It was this perception that I admit Idon't know what would be correct. I

needed to turn on, as much for myself as for my
students.

do know that Ido not seem at present to be
able to identify or quantify sounds that others

The basic premise of the uninitiated is that

more fortunate can. That these sounds regis-

we all see the same and all hear the same! Yet

ter on my brain is indisputable. When it all

the author of the above text clearly proved that

comes together, Ifind Icannot read while

we do not, and importantly, we all, except for

listening (I read compulsively and voraciously),

the artist, still "see" in the same manner as asix-

Ifind my toe is tapping, sometimes l'a get up

year-old! It makes the telling point that if we
IHwy Edwards. Drawing on the Right Side ty.the Brain. Puis
listed by Tarcher
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and boogie like acrazy teenager (I'm 51). Iwill
find that hours fly by as Iremain in the rightbrain reverie mode, totally absorbed. When I
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This is especially true in the audio field where everyone, from studio engineers to
manufacturers and reviewers, needs asolid benchmark for accurate sound.
For twenty years, the KEF Reference Series has been astandard by which all
other loudspeakers have been judged. The latest benchmark for loudspeakers is the
KEF Reference Series Model 105/3.

e

the interaction
The 105/3's
of speakers
draw upon
andKEF's
roomground-breaking
acoustics: coupled-cavity
research into

bass loading for deep bass from the smallest possible enclosures;
conjugate load matching, which uses amplifier power to its full
advantage and KUBE, KEF's proprietary bass equalizer, which
produces the bass of cabinets eight times as large. The four-way
105/3's are the first Reference Series speakers to use Uni -O
technology.
Only the
KEF Uni-O
Uni-O: the first coincident-source drivers.

driver places the tweeter
inside the woofer's voice con.

KEF Uni -O is an engineering breakthrough: the first truly
coincident-source driver.
Many audiophiles know that an ideal speaker would be apoint source;
unfortunately, multiple-driver systems often fall far short of this ideal. With
Neodymium-Iron-Boron, the most powerful of all magnetic materials, KEF has
created atweeter so small that it can be placed inside the woofer's voice coil. In effect,
every Uni -O driver is apoint source.
Moreover, the woofer cone acts as awave guide for the tweeter and controls its
dispersion. The entire frequency range arrives at the listener's ears at exactly the same
time, producing seamless sound no matter where the listener sits. Unwanted reflections within the room are actually reduced, and the music you hear is
less colored.
If you appreciate music, audition the Reference 105/3%. For any
audiophile system, they are "standard" equipment.

KEF Election. of Amer., Inc ,14120-K Sollyheld Cock, ChanoLly, VA 22021

The Speaker Engineers.

check with others who hear clearly the lack of

stuff, much to the annoyance of my mother,

grain, veil, grundge, or whatever, they inevita-

who was trying to listen to the program.

bly ask, "What did you change now? It sounds

(Although how she heard over the inevitable

much better!"
To illustrate that areal music background

click-clack of her knitting needles is hard to
say.)

does not provide the necessary synaptic de-

Now and then Dad would bring home anew

velopment, consider my own musical growth:

recording that Decca had just produced and try
it out, but then he would point out its short-

Iwas introduced to recorded and broadcast
music as awar baby in the bomb shelters of
southern England, ameans of soothing trou-

comings, and there was no magic; we always

bled parents and children alike Later, live music

ing the music, as we did during the radio music
We never spoke during real performances

followed as my father (ukulele), Uncle George
(violin), and Cousin Pat (piano) created warm

found ourselves, sooner or later, talking dur-

evenings, especially when coal was in short

unless something special happened, or we
were struck by athought that couldn't wait. We

supply! Our two families lived in ahouse sub-

didn't sit on the edge of our seats when listen-

divided into upper and lower flats with thin
wooden floors and walls, so practice was also,

ing to recordings either, yet Ivividly remember at concerts that Iwould find at the inter-

at times, unwillingly shared.

mission that Ihad become mysteriously and

Father had brought home some spoils of war

suddenly numb in the nether regions. Obvi-

(from abombed university, he said), including

ously sometime during the performance of live

a78rpm drive that had the earmarks of exotic

music Ihad moved to the edge of my seat, but

manufacturing. It was his desire to install this
in the windup player with the metal folding

On several occasions Ifound my legs had gone

sound tube and weighty pickup, to reduce the
flutter, and so starting alifetime of audiophile
interests. (It was on this pickup that we used
rose-thorn "needles" to preserve the record.)

totally unaware of this until the intermission.
to sleep and could not stand, so entranced was
Iby the performance.
It seems to me that because Inever associ-

Further developments in sound equipment fol-

ated recorded music with the "hair standing up
on the back of my neck" effect, Ialways some-

lowed as our family prospered: transcription

how accepted its shortcomings, and didn't look

'tables, granite plinths, aprofessional Grundig

for or hear the problems, or indeed the differ-

open-reel recorder, transmission lines, and tube

ences. Today it is different. Irarely can get to

amps with special covers for the tubes.
But the reality was always there to remind us

aconcert, and do not object too much (big
bucks for apoor seat and, worse poor sound).

that we fell far short! The theater with apit

Imade the effort for Tafelmusik Baroque

orchestra or an organist who would rise up

Orchestra and Vivaldi in asmall hall (wonder-

from the theater stage like some mythical sub-

ful, just magical). Idislike most club jazz for its

terranean god. Concert attendances were fre-

insistence upon awful PA sound reinforcement,

quent, especially live band-shell concerts in the

and the megawatt popular concerts of the likes

park. (See what you do when there is no TV!)

of Neil Diamond or Phil Collins are almost

But, sadly, almost no chance to hear large sym-

always held in hockey or football arenas here

phony works due to the small size of the local

in Canada. Good for watching, bad for hear-

halls. Jazz was another story, however. Local

ing! However, Ifind that I'm now very tolerant

pubs and clubs abounded; in fact, you could

of recorded sound.
My prime source is a Denon DCD-1520,

hardly escape local jazz talent, even if you
wanted to, which Ididn't, for street "buskers"

although Ihave aturntable with areasonable

were to be found at any lineup or event that

pickup (and get satisfaction from it). Ican't be

attracted acrowd. Friday nights, Saturday after-

bothered with the fuss. (Also, my LP collection

noons through to early Sunday morning were

has not been cared for; it has been played to

replete with real music Sunday night, however,

death by everyone in the family and their
friends.) Ihaunt the local high-end stores hop-

was another story: the radio was king, BBC
concerts and sing-along music were our evening fare, and the Palm Court Orchestra took
special precedence. It was during these sessions that Dad and Iwould talk "reproduction"
Stereophile, September 1991

ing to hear magic, but no such luck. Ido not
believe all the stores fail to bring about the
required symbiosis, for our local one, Audio
Concepts in Brampton, has consistently
29

"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
time"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989
Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry. Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"... the integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room... Not so with the Velodyne—I was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"I determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through

30

asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion"
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101
San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800/VELODYNE
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demonstrated much of your Class A equipment, and others rave. Me? Ilisten and listen,

maestro Edo De 'art (Vol.14 NŒ4, p.221) most

but Idon't hear what they claim to!
Do Ihear important differences between

viewer's comments about the supposed blandness and homogenization of current classical

cables? Not yet. Do Ihear differences in electronics? Only when they are major, and some-

music performances of the present day and the
supposed brilliance and individuality of past

times only when they are pointed out to me.

performers to be quite irritating. In my opinion such notions are utterly false, unfair, and

Am Iworried? Sometimes, especially when I
read JA or JGH. Iwould love to know what they

interesting, but Ifound some of the inter-

cynical. They show aknee-jerk tendency to

hear. When Iread PWM Ifeel akindred spirit
and sigh asigh of relief. Where does that leave

the flair, imagination, and individuality of great

assume that today's classical performers lack

the dilemma of specs vs sound?

names of the past.

First, it would seem that all hear valid major

Ihave been observing adistressing tendency

differences, like aviolinist hears when playing

among today's classical music critics to use

aStradivarius vs aschool band fiddle; even

such questionable assumptions as an excuse

those with untrained ears could hear them with

to belittle and dismiss the performances of

greater concentration. Second, an education
may heighten one's awareness to more subtle

many distinguished present-day conductors,

differences. But if the left brain/right brain inter-

instrumentalists, and singers who have given
me, at least, an enormous amount of pleasure.

relationship has not made those synapses, then
the listener's perception will be immature—not

in the past, but Ireject the idea that those of our

for want of trying, but due to the wrong kind
of learning. For it must be aspecial kind of

ones of bygone years. Having heard many per-

Of course there were many great musicians
time are intrinsically unable to equal the great

listening that sharpens the hearing, like the art-

formances from old recordings as well as live

ist who sees the same item but perceives it

performances and records within my time (I

differently, and hence can draw it, because his

am in my 30s), Ihear absolutely no evidence

right brain "sees" in adifferent way. The raw

that older is better. It is not that simple.

data that the eye/retina/brain receives are com-

Also, Martin's assertions that our symphony

mon to both the artist and "ordinary" person,

orchestras have become nothing but museums,
and that new music is generally neglected, are

but—and it's abig but—the artist's mind "sees"
things differently, and cannot see it the way the
ordinary person sees it.

specious. In recent years, awide variety of new

Isincerely hope that there is aspecial per-

posers, far too numerous to give even apartial

son out there who, like the author of the draw-

listing in this letter. There has always been resis-

works have been premiered by numerous com-

ing text, can bring it all together as an aural

tance to new music; many of the established

package, with an effective learning process so

masterpieces of the standard repertoire received anything but enthusiastic receptions at
first by audiences and critics.

that Ican learn to hear adifferent way. I'm not
sure that Iwould get goosebumps from my
musical recordings as Iget from live events, but
it sure would be nice to close the gap using my
own brain again, as Idid in drawing.
David Mayfield
Ontario, Canada

One correction: Mr. De 'art states that the
noted conductor Rudolf Kempe (1910-1976)
never conducted in America. This is incorrect:
he in fact conducted at the Metropolitan Opera
during the 1950s (his conducting of Strauss's
Ara bella was much admired), and toured the

The difference between an 'bbjectivist" and
a "subjectivist" is that the latter at one time

US with England's RPO in the early '70s.
Robert Berger
Levittown, NY

in bis or ber life bad amentor who could show
them bow to unlearn enough to be able to listen, bow to let the holistic right brain take
precedence over the analytical left.

—JA

Knee-jerk criticisms?

A bone to pick with the Dead?
Editor:
Idon't think your readership is well served by
Jon W. Poses's review of the Grateful Dead's

Editor:

Without aNet (Vol.14 No.3, p.211). Like many

Ifound D.R. Martin's recent interview with

pop music critics, he apparently has some bone
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There are those people who say that to choose ahi-fi you have to understand the jargon, and
know all about power ratings and performance figures. In our opinion, these people are
talking nonsense. Because specifications don't tell you what ahi-fi actually sounds like.
The only way to find out is to listen. Go to your Linn dealer, and you can
compare our hi-fi with aselection of other good equipment. You don't
have to be an expert. You'll find it very easy to hear the difference To be
honest, the best system will stick out like abanana in ahi-fi ad.

LINN

It's as relevant to hi-fi as technical specifications.

For additional information on Linn
Hi -Fi, and the name of your
nearest Linn dealer. contact:

Audiophile Systems. Ltd .8709
Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis.
IN 46256. (317) 849-7103

Aldburn Electronics. Ltd .A-1455
Crown St N Vancouver. BC
Canada V7J 1GH. (604) 986-5357

to pick with the Dead. I, too, was somewhat

room singing their hearts out for you. Believe

disappointed by WOAN, and for most of the

me, Ihave heard this little amp run circles

same reasons that Mr. Poses was, but he overlooks some important points and misrepre-

around massive kilobucks pre- and power
amps (which Ishall not name for their own

sents others.

protection). And the looks of the B-50—I think

To begin with, sound quality. Idon't claim

it belongs in the Museum of Modern Art.

to have acomprehensive familiarity with mod-

Permit me to suggest three ways to improve

ern pop music, but Ihear very little prerecorded, and almost no live, sound comparable

the B-50's sound. One, connect the phono
leads to the CD inputs of the amp instead of the

to the Dead's.
Second, performance He may not like Bran-

AUX inputs. Ithink the CD inputs offer the
shortest signal route. From my own listening

ford's contribution to "Eyes of the World," but

tests, the CD route gives slightly better transparency and speed. Two, GL's Ensemble PA2

he should know that Branford Marsalis had
never played with or listened to the Dead
before performing that song with them. Considering "Walking Blues," how should amodern band perform that song? 'Fry to copy
Robert Johnson's performance? The Dead do

phono stage taps power from the B-50. Solution: Get the Ensemble PA2 outboard power
supply. You will immediately hear better headroom, dynamic range, and contrasts, and less

make it sound like the Dead, but what would

congestion in the music.
Three (I keep the best for last): If you want

you expect of any group?
Third, historical perspective. Keith God-

buy another B-50 together with another PA2

chaux's death occurred after he was "fired,"
and there is little doubt that the Dead's music

nals and bi-amp your loudspeakers with the

improved significantly almost immediately
thereafter (compared to the year or so prior to

listening chair, play your favorite records, and

asuper "Tiger" with super-excellent sound,
and its power supply. Split the L-R phono sigtwo PA2s and B-50s. Then sit down in your

his departure). 'hue, many aspects of the Dead's
concerts and song selection aren't as adven-

be ready to be transported to audio nirvana.

turous as they were 15 or 20 years ago, and that
is unfortunate. On the other hand, much the
same can be said of any composer or musician.

perfectly described in his review will increase

In closing, Ican't say that I'm particularly
fond of Without aNet, but Iwould probably

Everything about the sound quality that GL so
by an unbelievable 40%!
Lastly, the holy grail of music-reproducing
components is within sight. Ispeak from actual

rank it in the top 6or 7Dead albums available

listening experience: Get aBasis Debut gold
turntable with aGraham arm. Use acartridge

Rob Bertrando
Reno, NV

and accessories as mentioned above, Ensemble

Ensemble's Tiger

of Micro Benz MC-3 class. Use apair of B-50s
interconnects and speaker cables, Tice Audio

Editor:

Power Blocks and Titans, and finally apair of
Ensemble Primadonna loudspeakers. The

Hi guys! How come you took so long to review

whole system will be so neutral and musical

this little jewel? Know what? Iown apair of

that only the cartridge and your own listening

these jewels, which Ibought about ayear ago

room will determine your final preference of

after auditioning for half an hour before purchase. At that time the B-50 was an unknown

what sound you desire. Then you will stop

product (no information, no review, nothing

nents and listen more to the music for along,

whatsoever), but after listening to it, Iknew this
was the amplifier Iwas looking for. Oh yes, I

long time.

looking around for so-called better compoK. M. Ng
Malasia

agree with every word of GL's review of the B50 (Vol.14 No.5, p.135), in particular the con-

See the reviews

veyance of the emotional aspect of music so
truthfully and the portrayal of the true tonal

Would it be possible to beat on Dick Olsher

qualities of the human voice and musical
instruments. Just listen to the Judds' Heartland

components (including interconnects) in his

album (RCA 5916-1-R) with the B-50 and you

reviews?

will get Wynonna and Naomi in your listening
Stereophile, September 1991

Editor:
until he is persuaded to list all his associated
James Lin
Galveston, TX
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tube recording!
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INTERMEZZO
Brahms
Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5
Intermezzo, Op. 117, No. 1
Robert Silverman, piano
Order Copies of the
LIMITED EDITION FIRST PRESSING
Directly from Stereophile!
The moment your stylus drops into the groove
of this new all-analog, vacuum tube
recording, you will know that this is among
those rare recordings which captures, with
breathtaking realism, the "palpable
presence" of alive performance. Your
speakers and amplifiers will disappear and your entire system become amusical instrument.

Now, for alimited time, you can own copies of the historic FIRST PRESSING. Purchase extra sealed copies (while you
can!) for your own archival use and to give as gifts.
Recorded by the legendary recording engineer Kavichandran Alexander at Santa Barbara's Universalist Unitarian
Church, this new release features the internationally famed Canadian pianist Robert Silverman. The program combines
early and late piano works of Johannes Brahms. Luxuriate, as we did during the recording sessions, in the majestic
warmth of the 9' Steinway "D" concert grand in anatural acoustic—captured by two tube microphones designed by
Tim De Paravicini and an Ampex MR70 tube tape recorder.
This recording—supervised by Stereophile's editor John Atkinson—is as close as you can come to alive experience. Thrill
to the sound of the Steinway and the natural decay of the notes, captured os only vacuum tubes could! Don't miss this
transcendent musical experience: it represents what the audiophile pursuit is all about. Listen at night, with the lights
dimmed. This is why you are amusic lover. .and an audiophile!
tpf
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INTERMEZZO ORDER FORM
Yes,

Send me Intermezzo
Quantity

El CD

E LP Limited edition

Name
S&H

Address

x $16.95 + 2.00 = S
x S24.95 + 3.50 = S
Order by July 31, 1991 and
lake SI 00 off the (D only

TOTAL

-$1.00

City

State

Eli Payment enclosed
CHARGE MY: II VISA El MasterCard Exp. Date
Account i/
Signature

STEREOPHILE, P.O. Box 364, Mount Morris, IL 61054-9965
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sional consumer digital audio recorders";

Peter Mitchell reported last month that agree-

•ascheme whereby manufacturers and importers

ment had been reached between the record
industry and hardware manufacturers that a

of digital audio recording equipment and media
will make aroyalty payment based on the manu-

levy should be imposed on digital recorders

facturer price of the recording equipment (2%,

and media (blank tapes and rliv.$). In exchange

up to $8 maximum) and blank media (3%) into

for the compliance of the hardware industry

aspecial fund. "This fund," the release con-

who fear that DCC and MD will be stillborn

tinues, "will be administered by the US Cop-

without the support of the software producers,

yright Office and the Copyright Tribunal and

Peter explained, "the music industry will stop

distributed to music creators and copyright

fighting digital media and will forget about

owners on the basis of record sales and, in
some case, airplay."

debit cards, royalties on analog recorders, and
VCRs with digital sound." It was announced on
July 11 that, indeed, all parties (with one exception) spoke with one voice on the matter and
were to ask Congress "to exact legislation to
clarify the legality of private consumer audio
taping."
The parties involved are the Electronic Industries Association (EIA), the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), and the

•The release draws attention to the fact that
analog recorders and media are specifically not
mentioned, as aren't equipment and media
used for video recording or computer use,
professional digital recorders and media, dictation machines, and telephone answering
machines.
"This proposed legislation will settle the
debate of the legality of consumer audio tap-

Copyright Coalition of songwriters and music

ing," said EIA VP Gary Shapiro. "The royalty. ..

publishers represented by the National Music

will benefit consumers assuring them full ac-

Publishers Association (NMPA). This coalition
includes the AFL-CIO (Dept. of Professional

cess to new product and an ever-increasing,

Employees), the American Federation of Musi-

what those of acynical bent might feel to be

cians (AFM), the American Federation of Tel-

aquid pro quo, the NMPA and Sony note that
"an agreement has been reached and approved

evision and Radio Artists (AFTRA), the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP), Broadcast Music, Inc (BM!), National
Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences (NARAS),
National Association of Retail Dealers of America (NARDA), National Academy of Songwriters (NAS), National Consumers League (NCL),

diverse supply of prerecorded music." And in

by the court to dismiss (without prejudice) the
digital audio tape (DAD lawsuit against Sony"
("Without prejudice" means that either side
can resurrect the suit if they so wish at alater
date.)

National Songwriters Association International

I'm sure Jack Hannold and Peter Mitchell will
comment further on this proposed law next
month, but there are four points Ifeel should

(NSA!), and the Songwriters Guild of America

be made:

(SOA).

First, there is no "debate" over the legality
over home taping. There not being alaw spe-

National Music Publishers Association (NMPA),

The key aspects of the proposed legislation
are:

cifically prohibiting it, it is legal!

•aclarification of the law to permit consumers

Second, it is not aroyalty that is proposed,

to copy music for "private, noncommercial use,

but atax. And perhaps uniquely in American

whether in digital or analog format";

history, it is atax to be imposed on the public
at large for the benefit of aspecial interest
group. An analogy would be if aspecial pur-

•the mandatory inclusion of the Serial Copy
Management System (SCMS) in"all nonprofesStereophile, September 1991
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Listen!

A reputation lor exceptional performance and
best value have earned PSB loudspeakers a
solid position in the highly competitive North
American marketplace.
•
Paul Barton. "the dean of Canadian speaker
designers", as described by the audio press. is
the founder and chief designer of PSB Speakers
-Canada's premier loudspeaker company. NB
designs have won the respect of leading audio
critics around the world.
PSB's broad selection of models have been
satisfying customers for almost twenty years. By
buying PSB speakers you'll get the best of
Canadian craftsmanship and technology,
resulting in a sound quality that is always
associated with much higher priced brands.
LET'S TALK

SPEAKERS
Call or write
PSB Speakers, 633 Granite Court, Pickering,
Ontario, Canada L1W 3K1 (416) 831-6333

PSB Stratus Gold
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chase tax on new cars were to be collected in

Crowhurst, who was born in England in 1913,

order to benefit the oil industry. Iregard this

moved to the US in 1953; he and his wife becune
naturalized citizens in 1960. Chief Engineer for

tax as adisturbing precedent.
Third, the group not represented in the impressive listing above are the ordinary members of the American public who actually supply the wealth the American record industry
enjoys so much-87.54 billion income in 1990!
Sure, the National Consumers League is in there,
but it might well be thought that they have forgotten the second word in their title, beingfor
something that will hit those whom they represent in their wallets. Since when do ordinary
people "benefit" from adirect tax, Mr. Shapiro?
Fourth, the incorporation of SCMS into any
digital recorder is sufficient prevention against
extensive domestic digital copying, in my opinion, so why have atax as well? The RIAA has

Tannoy from 1935 to '45, Mr. Crowhurst also
worked for Fairchild Recording Equipment for
two years and was aprolific writer on audio,
having contributed over 2000 articles and
papers to more than 32 publications and journals, as well as writing some 50 books. According to Mr. Dell, he had "an unusually clear writing style and an exceptional ability to explain
difficult theoretical concepts in terms beginners could understand," atalent only matched
in my experience by Stereophile'sJ. Gordon
Holt and Hi-Fi News & Record Review's John
Crabbe. Many of his readers credited Crowhurst with being the first author to stimulate

all along shouted loudly about home taping

their appreciation for audio and electronics.
My own experience of his work was limited,

being their major problem when in fact commercial piracy—in the analog domain!—cuts

but an essay by Mr. Crowhurst published in db
in June 1981 did have aDamascene effect on

most significantly into their profits. However,

me. Iwas working for HFN/RR at that time and
despite having had aformal scientific educa-

they apparently can't do anything about piracy,
particularly in the Far East where copyright
laws are weak; the hardware manufacturers,
who need the new technology to ensure their
survival through the '90s (see Martin Colloms's
report elsewhere in this issue's "Update") are

tion and early career, was becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the conflict between the
magazine's "scientific" posture and the realities of what Iperceived every time Ilistened
to my system. (You could say that Iwas on the
cusp between being areluctant "objectivist"

aweak target; and the American public, who
will compensate the record industry for the

and adopting the experiential view of reality

profits lost through piracy, don't have astrong—
don't have any lobby in Vikashington. Hence the

to which !still adhere.) Irepublished that essay,
"Pitch, Dynamic Range, and the Grasshopper"

proposed tax.
Iurge Stereopbile readers to write the "nonew-taxes" President, their Congressmen,
Senators, their religious leaders even, telling
them what they think of the idea of contributing even more money to agroup of people
many of whom already seem to have more
money than God. Or do you all want DCC and
MD that much?

in the June 1982 issue of HFN/RR, not the least
for its insightful illustration of the manner in
which careful application of scientific method
can still give the wrong answer. Mr. Crowhurst
had concluded his essay by describing a(hypothetical? apocryphal?) experiment on the biology of the grasshopper, the conclusion of which
has an obvious relationship with many of the
"scientific" experiments performed in the field
of audio:
"First the experimenter placed the grasshopper by the pencil and said 'Jump.' The grasshopper jumped. After the experimenter had retrieved the grasshopper from the other end of

Ws John Atkinson

the lab, he ripped off one of its long hind legs
and placed it by the pencil. This time, he had

Iwas saddened to receive aletter from Edward

to shout 'Jump' somewhat louder before the

Dell, the publisher of The Audio Amateur,

grasshopper would jump, and it did not jump

Speaker Builder, and other audio magazines,
informing me of the death in March in Oregon

so far. He retrieved the grasshopper again,
ripped off the other hind leg, and placed it in

of Norman H. Crowhurst, who became ill after
being knocked from his bicycle by acar. Mr.

loudly he shouted, and however close he got

Stereophile, September 1991

position again. But this time, no matter how
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to the grasshopper, the grasshopper did not

Research's classic 1ST design with its multiple

jump. So he took up his pencil to write his con-

drive-units. Indeed, AR made drive-units for

clusions in the lab notebook.
— The experiment proves that agrasshop-

the resultant Cello Amati loudspeaker, which
combined four 1.5" dome midranges and four

per's hearing is in some way connected to his

y
4"dome tweeters with a12" woofer. It was

long hind legs. Removing one of them makes

announced in June that Mark Levinson and

agrasshopper somewhat deaf. Removing both

Cello are involved in designing anew range of

of them makes him completely stone deaf."
Mr. Crowhurst was an associate member of

Acoustic Research "Cello Design Series," or

loudspeakers for AR, tentatively called the

the British IEE, asenior member of the British

some such. The Canton, Massachusetts-based

Sound Recording Association, amember and

AR, which was sold by the Teledyne Corpora-

Fellow (1959) of the AES, amember of SMPTE,

tion to International Jensen in December '89,

ASE, the National Council of Teachers of Math-

seemed to have been languishing for the last
few years regarding its product philosophy,

ematics, and the Professional Engineers of Oregon. He is survived by adaughter—and by his
writings.

uncertain whether to try to emulate the success
of Boston Acoustics or Polk in the mass mar-

Mk Arnie Balgahrio

quality exemplified by the LST, or to do both.

ket, or to continue the tradition of East Coast

Great news on the vinyl front! Ijust spoke to

(The company's product line in the mid-'80s,

Marcia Martin of Reference Recordings, who

for example, featured ""I'SW" models intended

informed me of some very exciting develop-

to do the former and "Connoisseur" models
to do the latter.) According to Mr. Levinson, Jen-

ments. It turns out that Reference has acquired
ahalf-speed mastering lathe and plans to reissue their entire catalog in that format. At the
present time they are practically finished finetuning their new acquisition and are ready to
produce product. Having had the pleasure of
being awed by some of Keith Johnson's master tapes in the Spectral suite at the recent sum-

sen (who also bought the NHT company just
over ayear ago, the designer for which, Ken
Kantog is an Acoustic Researc.h alumnus) intends
the new Cello-related products to spearhead
the resurgence of Acoustic Research as aquality-oriented speaker line and to move their
image upmarket.

mer CES—it didn't hurt that Keith was using
his own tape machine along with Spectral's
new power amplifier driving WATT/Puppies—
and knowing how good Reference's work on
vinyl has been up to this point, this development comes at the right time to rejuvenate

Canada: Robert Harley

vinyl ventures.

At the June Consumer Electronics Show in

Reference Recordings is in the final stages of

Chicago, Museatex of Canada announced and
demonstrated two "major developments in

But that's not all. Marcia also told me that
negotiations for the rights to some treasured

digital audio technology." The first is called

master tapes that have been responsible for
more than afew renowned LPs. No, Marcia was

"Logic Induced Modulation" (LIM), anewly
discovered phenomenon in digital playback

not at liberty to divulge any particulars, but

(accompanied by atechnique for measuring it).
The second is "C-Lock," acircuit that report-

from the way she sounded she appeared to be
bursting with anticipation. She did promise,
however, that by early 1992 we will be able to
hear for ourselves what Reference Recordings
now has in the works.

Ile John Atkinson

edly reduces LIM distortion and clock jitter in
digital processors and CD transports. ,
Logic Induced Modulation is aphenomenon
in which the digital code being processed by
integrated circuits modulates the processor's
power-supply rail and ground reference. This

When Mark Levinson the man (as opposed to
Mark Levinson the electronics brand, designed

in turn modulates incoming and generated
clock signals, causing timing variations (jitter)

and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Labora-

IFor discussions of clock iitten see "Industry Update" in 361.12
No.9 (JVC's K2 Interface), "Industry Update" in Vol.13 No.11,
arbd JA's acrellent Vol.13 No.12 article on computer simulation
of jitter's effects on adigital converter's analog output.

tories) wanted to design aloudspeaker for his
Cello company, his inspiration was Acoustic
38
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The finest preamplifier
in Japan...
Is MADE IN AMERICA!
Selected by Japan's prestigious Stereo Sound magazine as the
"Component Of The Year" for 1990, Counterpoint's SA-5000 may .well
be the best preampicontrol center in the world.
Why? It might be the "New Generation" environmentally-isolated hybrid
circuitry that melds vacuum tubes, field-effect and bipolar transistors
together with afully-regulated tube power supply. Or its advanced
materials and plating technology that assures incredible dimensionality
and musical performance.
Or perhaps it's due to features like separate MM and MC inputs,
selectable phase inversion and achoice between direct tube or hybrid
buffered outputs. Or it just might be a reflection of Counterpoint's
quality control. After all, even the chassis and transformers are built to
exacting tolerances right at the Counterpoint factory.
Decide for yourself. Audition an SA-5000. What you hear will be
American ingenuity at its best.
Call 1-800-275-2743
2610 Commerce Drive. Vista, CA 92083

•
0

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU

TESL

WILL

IMPROVE

YOUR

Al

IMAGE

REPORTS FROM THE 1991 WINTER C.E.S. ON TESLA, POWERED BY
SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY'S TRILLIUM AMPLIFIER AND AURORA PREAMP
STEREOPHILE, VOL. 14 NO. 5-MAY 1991

Robert Harley — Wonderfully musical and visually stunning.
Robert Deutsch — Provides the listener with sound of exceptional
realism.
Peter W Mitchell — Attractively musical sound with bass extending
solidly into the 35Hz neighborhood.
BOUND FOR SOUND, NO. 1A -1991

Martin G. De Wolf — Best sound at show? Probably. A tight precise
soundstage coupled to asense of crystalline clarity. What punt\!
U71:A HIGH FIDELITY, NO. 30 -1991

Gerard Rejrsd — Some of the very best sound at the%ew.
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in those clocks. Clock jitter is amajor source
of degradation in digital audio.
Museatex's chief engineer Ed Meitner, along
with Robert Gendron, an integrated circuit
designer at Analog Devices, discovered that this
power-supply modulation in turn modulates
the logic-transition thresholds within the chips.
These changing logic thresholds cause the
clocks' rising and falling edges to continuously
shift in time—the very definition of jitter. ,
Moreover, the frequency of the clock jitter
introduced by this phenomenon is directly correlated with the frequency of the audio signal
being processed by the chip. The digital code
representing a IkHz sinewave would thus
modulate the DC supply rail with afrequency
of IkHz, creating aIkHz clock-jitter component. According to Museatex, the analog audio
signal appears on the digital chip's powersupply rail about 60dB down, and can be seen
by AC-coupling the rail to ahigh-gain amplifier,
low-pass filtering the signal to remove ultrasonic frequencies, and looking at the output. 3
Clock jitter with aspecific frequency is far
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Fig.1 Typical plot of jitter distribution present at the
word clock of atypical CD system while
playing music. (The jitter is measured as an
accumulation of the fall times on the word
clock over 704 sweeps.) Total measured jitter
envelope is 25.1ns.
rich in high-frequency harmonics.°
Museatex developed ameasurement system
called the "LIM Measurement Module" for
examining LIM and analyzing the frequency
content of clock jitter. The LIM Measurement
Module demodulates the digital source signal,
low-pass-filters that signal, and displays the
demodulated jitter components on aspectrum
analyzer. A typical plot of jitter distribution is
shown in fig.l. This technique reportedly reveals
more information about jitter than an absolute
time specification. Digital converter man-

more sonically detrimental than jitter with a
random frequency distribution. Jitter of a

ufacturers are beginning to quote the amount

specific frequency produces discrete sidebands

of clock jitter in digital processors, usually in

around the decoded signal's frequency, the fre-

the tens or low hundreds of picoseconds. Look-

quencies of which are the sum and difference

ing at the jitter's frequency distribution seems

product of the primary signal's frequency and

to be astep forward in understanding the causes
and effects of jitter.

the jitter frequency. A 10kHzsinewave decoded
by aDAC whose clock signal was overlaid with
jitter having afrequency of IkHz will thus produce spurious signals at the analog output of
9kHz and IlkHz. Jitter with random frequency
distribution raises the noise floor.
It's easy to see how specific frequency jitter—especially when correlated with the audio
signal—is far more pernicious than random frequency jitter; the spurious artifacts bear no harmonic relationship to the wanted signal, adding
harshness and that steely edge so often heard
from digital, especially on violins, instruments

Indeed, Museatex used the LIM Measurement Module to analyze other sources of nonrandom jitter in CD playback. They found that
the two main sources of non-random jitter are
the transport's mechanical drive control and
the mechanical resonance of the disc itself.
Another source of jitter is the digital processor's
receiver circuit which generates anew clock
based on the incoming S/PDIF signal. The
receiver chip's PLL reportedly introduces a
specific jitter signature to the recovered clock.
In addition, the LIM Measurement Module revealed differences in the jitter frequency dis-

2Ed Meitner will present apaper called Time Distortions
Within Ihgital Audio Equipment Due to IntcgratulCitruit Logic
Induced Modulation Pnxlucts'• at the (Moller ALSConventitm
in New York. The paper was co-written by Robert Grndum
of Analog Devices.
3To get an idea of how much activity (transistor switching)
goes on in astandard chip found in digital processors, consider the Philips SAA7310. It buffets and &rocks the incoming
S/PDIF signal, generates anew clock with aPit., strips out and
processes sulscode informatkm, perform» EFM (Eight to Fourteen Modulation) decoding and CIRC error-correction decoding )both of these an- huge tasks), and generates and outputs
semi signals. "Ibe final output is an EIA-formatted datastream
ready for the digital filter. The chip has a single +33' supply.
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tribution between coaxial and fiber-optic interconnects between transport and processor.
Taking the next logical step after identifying
and measuring these phenomena, Museatex
developed several circuits to reduce these nonrandom jitter components. This family of circuits, called "C-Lock," re-synchronizes the sig4Istrongly recommend reading)Ks article on this phenomenon and his computer simulations of jitters effect on the analog
audio signal in Mi1.13 No.12. The graphs are particularly illustrative
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The new Acoustat electrostatic
hybrid speaker.
Focused on performance; dressed
by design. We eagerly await your
listening evaluation of this new
ACOUSTAT
A Division of
Rockford Corporation
613 S Rockford Drive
Tempe. Arizona U SA

'reference standard'
For more information call
1 -6 0 2 -9 6 7 -3 5 6 5

•

stream DIA converter and Digital Control Center, and as aretrofit for existing units. Museatex also intends to license the patented C-Lock
circuit to other manufacturers and will make
the LIM Measurement Module available to C-•••••

Lock licensees.
According to Museatex, the audible benefits
of these circuits are increased focus and clarity,
with less harshness and glare Indeed, Ed Meitner feels that C-Lock will significantly narrow
the gap between analog and digital playback.

Fig.2 Jitter frequency analysis of atypical CD
transport .

Watch for afull listening-room evaluation of
this development.
I'd like to end this technical narrative with
aphilosophical commentary:
Audio "objectivists" deny the audibility
of acertain effect strictly on the basis of that
effect's conformance with established theory.
They seek to prove that the phenomenon is
false by what is called "destructive analysis,"

ai•

described by Michael Polanyi in his book Personal Knowledge (The University of Chicago
Press, 1958). This technique attempts to destroy the credibility of areported phenomenon
by attacking its compatibility with known
NIERTS

Fig.3 Jitter frequency analysis of atypical CD
transport after adding C-Lock circuit.
Remaining frequency components are due to
jitter added after the C-Lock circuit in the
receiver's PLL circuit and to subcode
modulation.
nal with its original clock rate. Different C-Lock
circuits have been developed for different
points in the digital playback system. One operates on the S/PDIF output of atranspon, another

scientific principles.
The audible effects of disc dampers, different
transports, and digital interconnect cables
come to mind. All of these have been the subjects of destructive analysis because the real
causes of their effects were unknown, and
because manufacturers have ascribed false reasons for their effectiveness (damper discs reducing the error rate, for example).
As science and technology march forward—
as they apparently have with the discovery of

in the outboard digital processor.

LIM, the measurement technique, and the
greater understanding of jitter in digital audio—

Fig.2 is ajitter frequency analysis of atypical CD transport, made with the LIM Measure-

more and more of these phenomena that have
been subject to destructive analysis will be

ment Module. The many spikes are specific-

proved to have demonstrable causes. Iam confident that science and technology, the very

frequency jitter components created by LIM
in the transport's ICs, and the mechanical res-

things of which audio subjectivists are suppos-

onance and eccentricity of the disc itself. Fig.3

edly ignorant and fearful, will eventually—one

shows the jitter frequency distribution of the

small step at atime—prove the subjectivist
position.

same transport, but with the addition of the CLock circuit. The circuit appears to reduce the
number and amplitude of these specific-frequency jitter components.
Thé C-Lock circuit is incorporated in recent
production of Museatex's CD Drive, and is
available as aretrofit to older Museatex CD
Drives. The C-Lock circuit for D/A converters
will be available later this year in Museatex's BitStereophile, September 1991

Polanyi expresses the need for such discoveries and the pitfalls of destructive analysis in
this eloquent passage:
". ..whenever truth and error are amalgamated into acoherent system of conceptions,
the destructive analysis of the system can lead
to correct condusions only when supplemented
by new discoveries. But there exists no rule for
-i3
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LOOKS LIKE
NO OTHER...
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NO OTHER...
SOUNDS LIKE
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AT ALL.
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THE WORLD.

:20
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Interconnects and
Speaker Cables.
Made in USA

XL0 Electric Company, Inc.
9164 Hidden Farm Road
Rancho Cucamonga
California, 91730
Phone (714) 466-0382
Fax (714) 466-0482

making fresh discoveries or inventing truer

of some Sony and Toshiba CD players, which

conceptions, and hence there can be no rule

use their lens-positioning servos to lock onto
the track before the sled has settled at its new

either, for avoiding the uncertainty of destructive analysis."

location. The price of this speed is that you
may be hearing audio while the servo is working furiously to center the lens. Indeed, depending on the design of the sled mechanism,
the lens-positioning servo may be forever working to correct for the coarse tracking of the sled.

US: John Atkinson

So in this type of player the engineers must be
especially careful to isolate servo currents from

"This system is capable of enhancing the sound

the audio circuits (including their power sup-

of all pianos. It can make asmall upright sound
like agrand piano and expand the sound of a

plies and ground paths).

concert grand to new dimensions. We have

the two approaches to track-centering will have

noted consistent improvements like increased

to be settled by actual listening, not by analysis
and speculation.

dynamic range, faster response, remarkable
tonal clarity in the top octave of the instrument
and greater richness and depth of tone at the
low end of the keyboard," wrote Les Barcus,

The bottom line is that the relative merits of

Silicon Volley:
John Atkinson

president of California company Barcus-Berry,
of their new "planar wave" acoustic piano

Once you ve been to afew Consumer Elec-

pickup. Ijust thought those of you who con-

tronics Shows, you develop immunity to being

tinue to have doubts about the quality of live

told that the wave of the future is the all-in-one

piano sound should know that hi-tech help is
at hand. (Though we shall probably stick with

tifully designed and installed "media" rooms

home entertainment system. Ilook at the beau-

an unenhanced Steinway "D" for the next Ste-

in the pages of Audio/Video Interiors, for ex-

reopbile recording project.)

ample, note that sound quality was nowhere

Ile Peter W. Mitchell

on the mind of anyone involved in the installation—I remember one system placing Apogee

June's "Update" included areport that, for best

Duettas inside wall closets so as not to offend

sound, CD players might need afew seconds

the aesthetic taste of the interior designer—and

in Pause mode to stabilize after jumping to a

return to my listening room, put an LP on the

new track. Isuggested that this might be espe-

Linn, and transport myself into another world.
At this June's CES, however, Iwitnessed the

cially noticeable in Philips-type mechanisms
because the laser and detector are mounted at

launch of amedia system that could well qual-

the end of aswinging arm. Areply from David

ify for high-end status. The reason? The Frox

Birch-Jones of Marantz USA (whose products

system, demonstrated in private showings in

use Philips technology but are distributed here

the SwissHotel, consists of heavily DSP-based

by B&O) suggests that the opposite may be

technology for the integrated reproduction of

true. In Japanese mechanisms the laser and

audio and video, coupled with an open digi-

detector are mounted on a"sled" that is gear-

tal architecture that allows its purchaser the

driven along astraight track, which provides

freedom to use real high-end ancillaries. You

coarse positioning while fine centering of the

want an "intelligent" audio/video multi-room

lens on the track is performed by alateral servo.
The latter may, as Idescribed, go into afurious

setup that will allow you to keep your reference
Krell/Apogee digital playback system? The

burst of activity when you access the begin-

Frox allows you to do that. You want to keep

ning of atrack. But Philips mechanisms do not

your old 1984-vintage CD player for use in the

have alateral lens-positioning servo; the lens
is centered on the track solely by the magnet-

exercise room but control it from the main media
room? The Frox system allows you to do that.

ically controlled swinging arm. There is no audio

You've been put off high-end video by the lim-

output until the arm is centered on the track.

ited resolution of the NTSC color TV system?

This may be one reason why Philips mech-

From my experience at the launch, watching

anisms don't have the blazingly fast track access

excepts from Dark Man and the letterboxed

Stereophile, September 1991
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It's aTheta.
It's a1-Bit.
It's fully programmable.
And its only $1,250.
Introducing
Theta DS Pro prime
The latest and most affordable in Theta Digital's award
winning family of digital to analog converters.
The only one-bit D to A with afully programmable
high speed computer.

-

Digital Done Right
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-

Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079

Lawrence of Arabia, the Frox system pushes

with just five buttons: Power On/Off, Volume

video quality significantly doser to the cinema
experience. (Its virtual video resolution was
said to be around 550 lines—and Ibelieve it!)

Up/Down, Mute, Channel, and Master Control.
And the final button is the one that really controls everything. For the Froxsystem uses a

A new Sunnyvale, CA-based company that

picture-in-picture video graphical interface for

has so far raised more than $17m of venture
capital and has put 3) years of research into the

all its functions that Macintosh users will find
immediately familiar. The ability to "click on
an icon" is the only skill the system's owner
needs to acquire.

project, Frox has taken the talents of engineers
who have hitherto been working in the aerospace and computer industries and told them
to develop asensible integrated audio/video
system. The system is based around three processor units, the Froxvision Video Control
Center, the Froxsystem Digital Audio/Video
Processor, and the Froxsystem Analog-DigitalAnalog Processor.
The last unit digitizes line-level or phono
analog signals—it has its own phono preamp—
with a20+4-bit floating-point ADC to enable
the media processor to be used with existing
high-end analog source components. (It also
has adedicated electrostatic headphone amplifier.) The first unit, avideo preprocessor, takes
cable, satellite, and broadcast TV signals, and
the video outputs from LD players, VCRs, and
S-VHS VCRs, and digitizes them. The analog
audio signals are also digitized with a16-bit,

The final aspect of the Frox system was one
that Ifound most impressive, given the informational overload aspects of modem life. Once
hooked up, if the owner so desires (and pays
for a subscription), the system downloads
information on CDs and TV programming on
acontinual, user-transparent basis to update
the hard-disk database that can be supplied
with the system. (The carrier for the information is the vertical-blanking interval in the
broadcast WTBS signal, much as in the Teletext
systems that are well-established in Europe.)
You buy aCD, insert it into the Frox 100-disc
CD changer, and there on the video screen
appears the booklet illustration and the liner
notes. Click away with the wand on the displayed track information and you program the
changer. TV programming is similar: The user
interface gives you immediate access to on-

64x-oversampling ADC. The digital data output
of this box feeds the second unit, which is the

screen TV Guide data which you can then

media-processor-heart of the system. Featuring

organize, search, and sort with the wand, just

no less than nine ASIC chips, it is said to possess the processing power of three Sun work-

as in any database, to program your VCR, to

stations! Video processing includes de-inter-

access it, or simply to see when and which

lock out afilm category so your kids can't

lacing with apparently effective control of

Cary Grant films will be showing in the next

every one of the 300,000 screen pixels in each

four weeks. Oh, and sports scores and statis-

field, while digital audio processing includes

tics, updated every 15 minutes, will also be instantly available in an on-screen window.
The press were not given prices, but Iunder-

full tone control, graphic equalization, surround sound, ambience creation, and preamplifier functions. The video outputs are fed to

stand that abasic system will cost between

Frox TV monitors or projection units (these are
not trivial components, being equivalent to

scheduled to start at the end of this year.

$10,000 and $14,000, with delivery to dealers

31MHz-bandwidth, RGB input, VGA color

Yes, this jaded audio joumalistkouch potato

computer monitors), while the unit's fiberoptic digital audio outputs can feed conven-

was impressed. In addition to its high-tech
aspects, the Frox system preserves freedom of
choice for its owner, something Ifeel should

tional D/A processors, digital-input speakers
such as the Meridian D600 and D6000 (the
former were used in the demonstration), or
digital-input speakers to be introduced by Frox.
The media processor also organizes what I
felt to be one of the most impressive parts of
the Frox system. With such versatility, you
might expect the system's remote control to be
one of those two-layer, hundreds-of-identicalbuttons monsters. In fact, it's asimple wand
Stereophile, September 1991

he applauded.

US: Peter W. Mitchell
As

in previous years, other writers walked the

miles of aisles in order to report on all of the
new high-end products at the Chicago CES.
(See the August Stereopbile for what they found.)
My focus is more selective: Itry to highlight
interesting developments in technology, novel
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THE FUTURE IS CLEAR...

The Stealth Advanced One-Bit D/A Converter
The Stealth was so named to convey
its design sophistication and ability
to surreptitiously deliver formidable
performance. Never before has such an
array of technology and function been
united in adigital product.
The Stealth harnesses the latest
developments in conversion technology.
The digital bit stream is processed with a
hybrid one-bit ladder digital-to-analog
converter. This 18 bit DAC combines the
superb accuracy of one-bit technology at
low signal levels with the resolution of ladder
DAC systems at high levels.

A comprehensive digital input output
switching and connector system allows
maximum flexibility in building asystem.
Four inputs are accessed through the front
panel Input switch: balanced digital. fibre
optic. and two coaxial. A fifth is available on
the Source Monitor switch.
All digital formats can be accommodated.
Single-ended and balanced analog outputs
are provided through pure Class A. highbias analog gain stages.
Stealth—the audio equivalent to awinged
phenomenon.

KRELL DIGITAL, INC 335 Higgins DrivenMilford, CT 06460
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design solutions for significant problems, and

have drawn amap locating every instrument

promising new loudspeakers.

on the stage. In Track 19 of the Stereopbile Test

As is often true at CES, many of the most
impressive applications of new technology
were in video, most spectacularly abig-screen,
1125-line, wide-screen, high-definition television system based on acolor-LCD projector

CD the near/far separation of the front and rear
ranks of organ pipes was astonishing. (That
separation, while correct from the microphone's
perspective, is exaggerated in the recording
compared to what listeners in the hall normally
hear. But most loudspeakers collapse depth to

made by Sharp, the world's leading producer
of LCDs for TV and computer displays. It was

some degree, yielding aplausibly lifelike im-

far and away the best-looking HDTV picture
I've ever seen, with brilliant whites, velvety

depth is even more exaggerated than Iintended

blacks, and arich color spectrum that, except
for flesh tones, was more impressive than any

it to be when Brad Meyer and Imade the recording.)

picture I've ever seen in aglass tube. The system isn't for sale, since HDTV broadcasts are

Timbrally the Apogee Grand was good but
unremarkable. Its low end is said to extend

still afew years away. If it were, the price probably would exceed $100,000 because of the dif-

below 18Hz, but the entire bass range below
100Hz seemed weak. Perhaps that can be blamed

ficulty of making flawless LCDs containing millions of picture elements each driven by a

on the unusually large room (about 20' by 40')

separate transistor.

out from the wall behind them. In aroom of
typical domestic size the speakers would neces-

At amore affordable level, Sharp's display
included several flat-screen 6" color-LCD sets,

pression. As heard through the Grand, the

and the placement of the speakers about 10'

hung on the wall in museum-style frames. But

sarily be closer to walls, which would tend to
strengthen the bass while sacrificing abit of

enough of video; further information can be

image depth.

found in J. Gordon Holt's Video Theater magazine. 5

Brad Meyer brought to CES aDAT copy of
many of the recordings that he and Ihave made,

In many ways the most impressive audio
product in Chicago was the Apogee Grand, a
$60,000 system standing nearly 7' tall, with

individually or jointly, and we had alengthy
session with the $15,000 B&W 800 speakers.
By coincidence the June issue of Stereopbile

large ribbon panels mounted atop subwoofer
enclosures. (In atypical house the top of the

appeared during the show, featuring Lew Lip-

speaker will miss the ceiling by acouple of

(about 25' by 40') room, the 800 sounded alot

inches if you don't put it on avery thick rug.)
The system weight, according to the spec sheet,

better than in the cramped display at last win-

nick's enthusiastic review of the 800. In alarge

ter's CES, but it still left me cold. Standing up,

is just 280 lbs. short of aton! (No, you can't ship
it via UPS. But at that price Iguess they can

better but still somewhat colored, with blurred

afford to hire amoving van to transport it from
the factory to your house.) A 200W amp in

that my chin was on the seat-back in front of

the sound was mediocre. Sitting down, it was
imaging. Finally, when 1scrunched down so

the bass cabinet drives the dual 12" subwoof-

me, the sound snapped into clear focus. The

ers while your amplifiers drive the ribbon

highs, which had previously seemed detached,

panels. The included electronic crossover is

became aproper part of each instrument's
sound. Imaging was wonderfully precise, and

remote-controllable and can be set for bi-, tri-,
or quad-amping with crossovers at 70Hz,
250Hz, and 9kHz.
One aspect of its sound was wholly remarkable: the Grand produced the most impressive
soundstage I've heard from two-speaker stereo.

inner detail was resolved with adegree of clarity that Ihave previously experienced only
with the tri-amplified ATC SCM50A monitors.
Istill have one reservation about the sound: it

Images were precisely located in space and

tended to exaggerate the "digital glare" of many
CDs. The obvious reply would be that the 800

were absolutely stable, while layering in depth
was, by alarge margin, the most dramatic I've

less clarity. On the other hand, the Snell B

ever heard. In an orchestral recording Icould
5 Video Theater, 1215 Ravenwood Road. Boulder. CO 80303.
Tel: (303)499-4557.
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is reproducing the problems of CDs with ruthsounded equally transparent and detailed, with
both master tapes and CDs, but didn't annoy
me with glare.
When Iread the June issue after the show, it
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nique solutions are likely to
emerge from those with aunique
perspective on the nature of the
problem to be solved.

By applying engineering and
manufacturing techniques normally
reserved for telecommunications and
aerospace technologies, Wadia's
transports, digital to analogue
converters, and the transmission
system between them, retrieve more of
the subtle nuances of the acoustic
wavefronts encoded on the compact
disk.
Products like the vvadia WT-3200
transport and X-64.4 converter are
decidely non-conformist in design,
and as aresult have proven singularily
musical in performance.
Hear them for yourself at an
authorized Wadia Dealer.

Weia DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

was clear from JAs measurements why listening
at the correct height is so crucial with the 800:
on and above the tweeter axis there is asevere
crossover suckout and atop-octave rise. For
approximately flat response, and for the tweeter
to be in-phase with the midrange, you have to
listen below the tweeter axis. The speaker seems
to have been designed for listeners relaxing on
alow couch. (The glare that bothered me may
be associated with the top-octave emphasis or

just purchased apair of ATC SCM50As Iwould
be strongly tempted to buy the Snell B. 7Maybe
Iwill anyway.
Forty years after Saul Marantz launched the
original Marantz One, the name has been reborn
as an important high-end brand for products
built under the Philips umbrella but distributed
here by B&O. The Marantz room included a
DCC deck and other goodies (including aCD
recorder for $10,000), but the focus of most

with the 4kHz resonance seen in JA's waterfall
plot.) The people running the B&W exhibit

attention was the Marantz Audio Computer, a

seemed unaware of the speaker's sensitivity to

grammed to do avariety of useful tricks. The
list includes three-band parametric EQ dynamic

listening height; many listeners were standing,
while others sat upright in their chairs, none
hearing the speaker at its best. 6 The speakers
should have been tilted back slightly or placed
on araised platform to aim their best listening
axis at listeners' heads, not their ribcages.
When aprototype of the Snell Bwas shown
at CES acouple of years ago, it was arefrigerator-size box that produced clean high-level
bass to below 16Hz. A near-final version shown
last January was less imposing in bulk and less
dramatic in sound, with a20Hz bass limit. The
production version, shown in Chicago, is easy
to summarize: Iknow of no more accurate,

$15,000 digital signal-processing system pro-

range compression or expansion, scratch removal, concert hall ambience re-creation,
Dolby surround decoding, delayed echoes,
reverb, processing to move images out of the
head with headphones, and automatic system
equalization to compensate for room acoustics
and speaker aberrations. Some of these tricks
have been available in other processors, but this
package does them all—actually, any two of
them at once, since it contains two independent DSP circuit stages.
The unit was demonstrated by placing a

transparent, or musically satisfying dynamic

microphone where alistener would be, measuring each speaker at that location, noting that

speaker at any price. I'm tempted to omit "dynamic" from that sentence; afew panel speak-

the response was both non-flat and different
for the two channels, and automatically re-

ers are slightly more lifelike in the midrange but
can't match the B's dynamic range or bass. So

equalizing each speaker to deliver flat response
from both speakers to that chair. If the differ-

at $4500/pair the B is aclear best-buy compared with most of the 510,000+ competition.
After hearing it with Kevin Voecics's demonstration material Ireturned the next day for a
lengthy audition with familiar CDs and Meyer's
DAT of our recordings. The speaker is remarkable for its octave-to-octave balance, authentic timbre, spacious soundstaging, well-resolved
detail, broad listening window, and freedom
from both coloration and exaggeration. As for
the height axis, it should be heard sitting rather
than standing but is not as narrowly directive
as many speakers. It's awonderfully neutral
reference speaker for judging recordings by. (In
many respects it outclasses the Snell Type A,
which probably will have to be retired until
Voecics can figure out how to make an even better speaker.) Pardon my enthusiasm; if Ihadn't
6Idespair of CES visitors who expect to be attic to make valid
value judgments on loudspeakers while standing. As Itry to
show with the measurements that accompany speaker reviews
in Sterropbile listening axis is critical with almost every model
we test.
— JA
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ences were mainly room effects I'm not convinced this is something you really want to do;
but placing the mike closer to the speakers to
match their direct, more nearly anechoic output might yield avery beneficial improvement
in imaging. (See this month's "The Ground
Floor" column.) No doubt most people will
wait afew years for the price of this technology to drop, but several speaker designers told
me they will buy one as soon as Marantz makes
it available; the MAC could be aremarkably useful experimental tool.)
One floor up was anew company from Fort
Worth, Texas, named Audlle (the beginning
and end of "audiophile"), focusing on perhaps
the most useful application of DSP. The ACT
1minispeakers ($6000) are triangular in shape
with a6.5" coaxial speaker in one end and a
line-level module that uses digital signal processing to equalbf both the amplitude (frequenAs Peter writes, we have just received areview pair of these
Snclls in Santa Fe. Watch for areview in the Fall.
— JA
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cy) response and the phase response of each
speaker. Next year there will be acompanion
subwoofer for about $4000, so afull-range system will cost $10,000. The DSP module contains plug-in EPROM cards that are factorycoded with the correction data required by the
individual speaker. Consequently, not only
does every system off the production line match
the design prototype, but the two speakers in
apair will match either other precisely, which
is critically important for producing awellresolved stereo soundstage.

12" woofer is concealed within the cabinet,
radiating through arear port. Heard at arelatively close distance in asmallish room, the
sound was clear, detailed, and smooth, with a
slight emphasis around IkHz that was remarkably revealing in pop recordings but abit too
forward in classical music.
The most puzzling room at the show contained Enaos Acoustic systems from France.
Each speaker consisted of avertical column
that looked—and, when tapped, sounded—
like an undamped steel pipe, plus afootball-

This is an exciting prospect since anything
done in digital chips tends to become rapidly

shaped pod on abracket halfway up the col-

cheaper as time goes by. Perhaps eventually all
brands of loudspeakers could offer consistently

the sound-radiating system, intended to achieve
aquasi-omnidirectional output. The sound was
pleasant and abit diffuse. The speakers were

great imaging with little cost and no effort—in
contrast to the fine-tuning now required in
production to match speakers carefully to each
other or to aprototype.
The Audile speakers come with dedicated
stands that place their optimum axis 36" above
the floor. But, as with B&W, that axis was at
chest level for people sitting in the supplied
chairs; the stands should have been tilted or
raised to put the axis at ear level. When Ikneeled
on the floor to get my ears at the correct height,
the speakers did indeed produce asoundstage
as nicely focused as anything Iheard at the
show except the Apogee Grand.
The company also undercut its credibility
by claiming that the speakers are flat to within
0.05dB in response and 0.5° in phase. Even if
that were true, how could they know? Measuring microphones are not calibrated that accurately. The most charitable explanation is that
somebody slipped adecimal point. In any case,
the speakers didn't sound flat; timbres were on
the hard and glaring side, and aquick measurement with the lvie spectrum analyzer revealed

umn. Apparently these structures are part of

being demonstrated with an 18W tube amp,
which appeared to be clipping badly during the
Verdi Requiem. When Isuggested that they
needed at least 200W to play that piece, the
exhibitor seemed horrified; this speaker could
fill the Louvre with just afew %VMS. He was willing only to step up to a30W tube amp, which
was slightly less distorted in loud passages.

EIR
UK: Kea Kessler
Outside of Europe, Great Britain is regarded as
aformer world power reduced to Third-World
status. Within Europe, it's regarded merely as
apain in the ass. And in the UK itself? Hard to
tell, when the populace veers from those who
remember the Empire to those who refuse to
accept that glasnost and perestroika have
made hard-line communism somewhat passé.

an octave-wide 3dB bump at 6kHz. Still, the

Undeniable, though, is the wealth of talent in

design is promising; Ilook forward to hearing
it again at the next show.

the UK, despite the country's apparent inability
to exploit it.

The main focus in the Swan's Speakers
room was the $5900 Cygnus, afloor-standing
system whose lovely oak cabinet is arounded
trapezoid, wide at the back and narrow at the
front—just wide enough to accommodate the
dual midrange drivers straddling the tweeter
in an arrangement seen adecade ago in designs
from Meridian (Boothroyd-Stuart) and known
in the US as the d'Appolito configuration. The
tweeter dome begins as aluminum foil and is
transformed into avery thin, light ceramic. A
Stereophile, September 1991

Not so the Japanese, who have employed
British talents on more than one occasion—
especially in hi-fl. The latest, though, is something more than Brand X looking to aBritish
designer for the fine-tuning of abudget amplifier, or to modify aJapanese-made speaker for
UK tastes. This newest liaison involves the
launch of an entire brand completely new to
hi-fi, but it's aname which all of you know for
other activities. And it could have aserious
effect on the mass market.
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Westlake Reference Speaker Systems Are The
Systems Of Choice For Discriminating Listeners
Choose: D Any one of 15 high resolution speaker systems.
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Canon—world leader in computer printers,
photographic equipment, photocopiers, fax
machines, and ahost of other high-tech products—has decided to enter the world of audio.
The leap from alaser printer to aloudspeaker
isn't as big as you'd think, though, because
Canon has been involved in sound-related
design for some time, namely with the microphones on the company's video cameras and
audio/video products in general. The company
described the hi-fi connection with the term

The first hi-fi product to wear Canon's badge,
the S-50 loudspeaker, is novel inside and out.
Negishi's design employs asingle full-range
driver firing down onto acone to disperse the
sound. But unlike previous attempts, which
fired at the point of the cone, spraying sound
afull 360°, the S-50's driver is positioned in
front of the cone's raised center-point, and the
back is filled in with asupport pillar, which
holds what Iguess you'd call the enclosure.

"inadvertently." However tenuous the link—

This "cabinet" is adome made of ABS plastics, like Darth Vader's helmet without the

even though handycams have just as much a
claim to membership in the world of AN as

visor. The gloss-black cone beneath it, at which
the driver is aimed, and the integral pillar, are

moving-coil cartridges—Canon has opened its

cast from Mazak alloy and finished to ahigh

wallet for apure audio project.

standard. To make the S-50 user-friendly, it has
been designed to work on ashelf, close to aTV

Idon't know the precise dialogue, but I
imagine ascenario in which some executive

monitor without risk to the tube, on the floor,

responsible for finding new areas to exploit
made the above connection. With the kind of
wealth possessed by acompany like Canon, I

on wall shelves, or—best of all—on optional,

would also imagine that the amount of cash
available for pure research is akin to the gross
national product of agood-sized European
country. And beavering away in one of the
company's well-appointed laboratories was a
designer with anovel idea for aloudspeaker.

dedicated floor stands which bring them up to
optimum height.
Every detail has been carefully addressed,
right down to the fitting of spikes to the stands,
easy access to the speaker terminals on the
underside of the speakers even when they're
bolted in place on the stands, the provision for
running cables through the stand pillars, safety

And since loudspeakers are an integral part of
AN systems. ..

protection to save the speakers from head-

The ideas man was one Hirolcazu Negishi,

which manages to cover every tweak topic

bangers, and the creation of an owner's manual

head of Canon Research Europe and based in

without alienating "normal" consumers. Which

the UK, who came up with asuccessful version

means that Canon intends to appease the hi-fi

of the myriad reflector designs that crop up

loonies while producing hardware for the real
world—a neat bit of tightrope walking during
afirst attempt at hi-fi.

from time to time. While "omnidirectional" is
something of adirty word—designs claiming
this property never seem to work—Negishi
avoided the association by focusing on one primary goal: the removal of the "hot seat." His
concept is called Wide Imaging Stereo' and it

And Boothroyd's created areal gem for fashion victims, atiny little jewel which looks like
aroom freshener/ionizer or atable lamp from

avoids the "stereo nowhere" effects of earlier

ayuppie gift shop. It only measures 250mm in
diameter by 310mm tall—not much higher than

omnis, which splattered sound like buckshot.

an LP sleeve. The all-black or all-white finishes

What came next was the formation of Canon

will cause, at worst, only minor palpitations in

Audio Ltd., based in Woking, Surrey. And to
make the product acommercial reality, British
guns were hired. Numbered among the staff are

the heart of your interior design consultant,

an MD with over adecade's experience at Harman Audio (UK), and aDesign Engineer with
stints at Mordaunt-Short and QED. Use was

and the aforementioned freedom of choice
regarding positioning means that the S-50 can
be all but hidden.
While I'd rather leave the quality assessment
to this magazine's reviewers when the product

made of the Institute of Sound and Vibration

is launched in the US, Iwill tell you that Canon's

Research at Southampton University. And no

design team did banish the hot seat. The S-50's

less astylist than Allen Boothroyd—the artist

dispersion characteristics are such that you can

behind every single gorgeous Meridian product, the SL-series Celestions, and other audio

stand right next to one of the speakers and hear

beauties—was hired to create the look.

sity. Walk around them, sit way off-axis—it
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it and the other with apparently equal inten-
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Does Your
Taste
Run To The
Esoteric

We know that amere photograph of our new CD separates will
not sway your investment decision.
Neither will fancy rhetoric.
You will, simply, have to experience the absolute precision and
sonic realism of the new Esoteric"
CD Separates for yourself.
For the location of the Esoteric
purveyor nearest you, please telephone (213) 726-0303.

EsrirEmc,
Adivision of Teac America, Inc. •7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640

doesn't seem to matter. This speaker is going
to win alot of support among those who like
to have friends over to watch videos: no more
fighting for decent seats as far as the sound is
concerned.

ware, laserdisc players, Hi-Fi VCRs, or anything
else which might strike Canon's fancy. And if
the British employees—all veterans of the hi-fi
wars—have anything to say about the future of
Canon Audio Ltd., Idoubt it will be allowed to
ignore amplifiers, DCC, DAT, and whatever else

The S-50 is intended as aworld product. It
speaks volumes for Canon's faith in British talent, because the S-50 will be manufactured in

is required to make (eventually) an entire system wearing the Canon badge.

the UK, too; the native employees weren't
hired just to design and market the S-50. And

This is going to be aproject worth watching,
especially if you're Japaranoid. If Canon suc-

despite the usual shock-horror price tags of UK-

ceeds in audio, how long before the pages of

made products bearing imported badges, the
S-50 is almost dirt-cheap: £350 ($630)/pair.

Stereopbile magazine contain articles featur-

So what companies will this affect? Will

ing Nikon, Pentax, Honda, Sapporo, Nissan,
Kawasaki, Fuji, Konica ...?

Canon make abig deal about the Anglo involvement in markets outside the UK?
The obvious competition would seem to be
any speakers marketed for their suitability in
AN systems, wall-mount speakers or other
types said to blend in with the decor, and speakers like Bose 301s which boast awide spread
of sound. The pure hi-fi designs would appear,
then, to be spared the challenge presented by

/1" =
UK/The Netherlands:
Martin Colima
\i .1 spring press conference in London,
Philips's Gerry Wirtz unveiled afurther ele-

aslick product with arespected, familiar name
on the front. But the hi-fl press and therefore
the audiophile audience will not be ignored;

ment in their Digital Compact Cassette (DCC)
strategy, 8turning the spotlight on to the world

indeed, Iand two other reviewers in the UK
have already written our reports, and all indi-

market's appetite for music, music technology,
and innovation.

cations are that Canon is going to take any criticism very seriously. And knowing the British
employees, Idon't think Canon wants to take

data to support their arguments; such was its
value and potential for controversy that we

the expected, wholly commercial approach
which would probably make sales so much

graphs despite having been shown them on

easier. This odd little number is being reviewed
for sound quality as well as novelty value, just
as if it had been fashioned from wood and wore
two drivers on arectangular, fiat baffle.
What will follow the S-50 isn't certain, but
Iwas told to expect aslightly larger, floor-standing-only model with the same technology but
abigger driver. A subwoofer would seem a
likely offering, especially as the "home theater" suitability of this design warrants acentralchannel bass system for use with Dolby surround setups.
More intriguing, in light of Canon's involvement with the computer industry, are the possibilities regarding digital technology. CD-ROM
ain't amillion miles away from CD-I, and anything with "CD" in the title will play CD audio
discs. And computers and digital signal processors have more in common with each other
than camera lenses and loudspeakers, so I
wouldn't bet against surround-sound hardStereophile, September 1991

Philips presented powerful market-research

were not allowed copies of the presentation
screen. With my pen scribbling as fast as possible, the following items were caught and subsequently confirmed.
Philips makes the important point that the
various market sectors in audio coexist but
largely enjoy independence when it comes to
a particular consumer spending his or her
money. While anew recording may well be
released in many formats, therefore, each format has its own market sector. The second
point concerns product lifetimes. History has
shown that virtually no product lasts indefinitely on the market. Certainly some designs
and some ideas live longer than others, but
eventually maturity sets in, to be followed by
the inevitable decline. The introduction of a
new technology may not necessarily cause the
decline of another related product. The LP is
8See also "Industry 1)pdate• in Ka1.14 Nos.4. 5, 6. & 8, April.
May, June, and August 1991, for areasonably complete discussion of DCC.
—JA
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DISCOVER ALONG-LOST TREASURE IN TRUE FIDELITY
Though audio technology continues to
advance, much of what is being produced nowadays is rushed in quantity
to the marketplace without sufficient
consideration for quality. AIR-TIGHT
tube amplifiers, on the other hand,
feature only those breakthroughs that
serve the necessary purpose of superior sound reproduction.
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afascinating example of this phenomenon. The
growing interest in high-fidelity audio in the
1950s meant that the introduction of the longplaying record was well overdue. It was greeted
with enthusiasm for its worthwhile playing
time, stereo capability, greater fidelity compared with the 78 (some still debate this!), and
much-reduced noise levels. Both hardware and
software grew at asteady rate, maintained over
aremarkably long period. For example, by
1968 LP sales in what is euphemistically called
the "developed world" had reached some 440
million, while the cassette was just beginning
to make its presence felt. As cassette sales began

She likes her DCC

their powerful climb, you might have thought

is over, prerecorded sales take over for amuch

that the LP would begin to suffer. Not so: The

longer period, and the whole becomes largely

LP continued its own growth, finally reaching
its peak adecade later, having risen to over a
billion units per annum.

self-sustaining.

By 1982-83 the LP was showing clear signs

What are the predictions for CD? The estimate is for software sales to grow to 950 million by 1992-93 and then level off. Present

of falling out of favor, sales declining to 700 mil-

trends suggest that, by 1993, LP sales will be

lion. The crucial point is that this was before

negligible, with correspondingly weak distri-

CD had been introduced. CD did not kill off

bution. Philips and the record companies have
their eyes on the total software market and the
unwelcome news that that is beginning to slow

the LP; it was already in decline, although it
would be hard to deny that the full penetration
of the new digital medium did hasten its even-

down. As Wirtz put it, "We are already too late

tual demise. LP sales in 1990-91 are estimated

with the introduction of anew music medium,

to be 250 million, with perhaps 130 million of

and we must make rapid progress as an indus-

these sales being in one country, namely Brazil,

try if the historic hardware and software mar-

whose closed economy has barred CD sales.

kets are to be maintained at the full potential."
This is where DCC comes in. Announced in

Compare this total with that for CD, which is
currently running at 700 million. A broader
perspective can be gained by noting that the

the year when, for the first time, US teenagers
are said to have spent more on their sneakers

entire software market is estimated to be 2bil-

than their music, the race is on to reach broad

lion units. Clearly the analog cassette dominates
the scene and will continue to do so. 9

industry acceptance for the new medium and
to encourage an ultra-rapid growth to stave off

The introduction of CD did not appear to

any decline in the recorded music market.
How quicldy would Philips like DCC to grow?

hurt the cassette at all; it has continued to grow
well over the last seven or eight years of CD.
Product and technology lifetimes are the major

At first sight the targets suggested look impossible. The requirement is that DCC hardware

issue—the LP was powerful for some 25 years.

and software sales grow five times as fast as that

Cassette has enjoyed agood 15 years and has

experienced with CD, even though the latter

just peaked at 1billion units; there are now
signs that the 1991 results will show adrop to

performance is rated as amajor commercial
success story, as indeed it is. Philips maintains

950 million. Philips's point is that, from now

that the answer lies in the sheer size of the cassette market. 180 million cassette hardware
units will be sold in 1991, of which 45 million

on, the way leads downhill for the cassette,
which has finally matured in market terms.
These cycles, which may seem to be remarkably long cycles to an outsider, are the result
of the software or music component of the
business. Once the main hardware selling stage
9See "Industry' Update in June. Vol.14 No.6. for the 1990 US
sales figures tor the three media and the manner in which they
have changed over the last decade.
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are Walkman types and alarge number are car
stereo. Though it took anumber of years for
CD to reach the present level of 25 million
players sold, DCC is set to reach 100 million in
asimilar period. It is reckoned that all DCC
needs to do is to join the cassette bandwagon.
Or, as Wirtz put is, "the cassette marketing
59

In airline pilots, brain surgeons, and CD
players, steadiness is apretty
fundamental requirement.
Profemortal

In the case of our
newest CD player, the Elite` PD-75,

its rock-solid stability has rocked the world of music lovers
and audio critics. As the reviews have rolled in and the

Next, the stable platter, by supporting the entire area
of the CD disc, minimizes wobble and chatter.
Awobbling disc presents adifficult target for the
laser, while achattering disc creates resonance, distorting
the signal, which distorts the sound.
Another problem for CDs is gravity Spinning above
the laser pickup and supported only in the center, the

[HowA CONCEPT CALLEDTHE S
TABLE PLATTER
TURNEDTHE CD UPSIDE DOWN.
awards have been bestowed, it is apparent that the standard

disc sags microscopically. Which to a

for CD players has been advanced dramatically. Behind this

laser beam is significant degradation.

success lies aprinciple that Elite has brilliantly exploited:

But on the Elite CD platter, the disc
is turned upside down— that is, label

The mechanical elements of aCD player are just as critical
to its quality as its electronic components.
The first significant innovation to come out of this
insight is at the heart of the PD-75. The stable platter.
Two basics of physics—mass and inertia—combine
to make the stable platter an obviously superior platform
to support adisc spinning at high velocity

IMO
Ihr Eloti P0-75 Compact 1›. Pkte
lb eked um& finish 'Ilea, telrucal ekerniy witlm
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down, information side up. The dis,
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lies firmly clamped to asolid surface.
Meanwhile, the laser pickup reads

the disc's digital code from above, where it is immune to
dust settling on the laser optics.
We invite you to bring your favorite CD to an Elite
dealer and demonstrate the advantaoes for yourself. Give
that disc an audience on the
PD-75 for what one critic called
"a dimension of sound that you have never heard before:*
And usher in anew era of stability

camel 'Ix lull Itne of Elite Subk Planer CD Plar, .
please call

45-l€Œ.sa (119. C1991 Pone« action. :USA, Inc.. Lan Bradt CA
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structure represents agiant wheel slowly turn-

for analog replay. It is expected that top-qual-

ing, of great momentum and beginning to slow

ity mixed media recorders will have two sets
of heads.

almost imperceptibly. What we wish DCC to
do is to take hold on this wheel and hitch a
ride" Thus DCC will be rapidly accelerated up
to the speed of the wheel and, as it gains its

Wirtz made another strong point for DCC by
showing agroup of cassette mechanisms ranging from ahigh-end model to alow-cost radio

own popularity, it can begin to add momentum
of its own. As Wirtz cogently explained, DCC

portable, the latter obviously non-hi-fi and
suffering from an acknowledged audible level

need only take asmall share of the replacement

of wow and flutter. Despite precision engineering, even the top model was not immune to this

market for cassette hardware to achieve the target. Cassette hardware sales number 100 mil-

defect, due to variations and imperfections in

lion for replacement only. Just 5% of this for

the cassette structure itself. Taking the low-

the launch year amounts to 5 million DCC

grade budget mechanism in his hand, he
pointed out that with the addition of adigital

players and/or recorders.
Some interesting details also emerged. For

head and the supporting electronics, this flimsy

example, the DCC deck used for the April dem-

object would be lifted to aCD fidelity standard.
This is apowerful argument for DCC compared

onstration was afair prototype in that the provisional PASC digital processor had advanced

with R-DAT, which requires ahigh-precision

to the integrated chip stage. This is important

video recorder-type assembly.

not only in terms of progress made with the
technology, but also in terms of the commit-

Prices for DCC players are expected to fall
rapidly as the market grows. DCC r2Ksette man-

ment and confidence shown in the medium.

ufacturing costs are only alittle higher than for
compact cassette, the difference mainly due

The deck shown could play both digital and
analog cassettes, with A/B comparisons made
using aMahler symphony of wide dynamic
range, much to the disadvantage of the analog

to the metal spring-loaded slide cover. Moreover, DCC duplication can be done at the usual
64x rate.

version. Using areplay chain including aPhilips

Tape lifetime is expected to exceed that of

amplifier, aBitstream CD player, and acompe-

caw.tte for several reasons. First, the automatic
cover will reduce contamination as it success-

tent pair of three-way Philips speakers, comparisons were also offered with CD. Under

fully does in 3/2"floppy discs. Second, the

these conditions, there was little doubt that the

housing is defined to better tolerances, allow-

two digital formats sounded quite similar. Based

ing more precise tape handling. Finally, the

on recent tests, Philips engineers are of the

materials used are specified for higher reliabil-

opinion that while the DCC signal coding

ity under adverse conditions.

might be detectable under the most favorable
conditions, the relatively small degree of

Listening tests

imprecision should be related to the finding

The Philips presentation provided little data on

that differences between similarly priced CD
players are rather greater. For example, in the

DCC sound quality other than it was quite simi-

Philips range the difference between two

C, FIX, etc). At present, no official coding equip-

lar to CD and rather better than cassette (Dolby-

models at $300—one Bitstream and one multibit

ment is available for independent trial, but

—is much easier to tell. In another example,
differences in the execution of analog output

some insight into the sound of the coding can
be gained from atest disc made by Bayerischer

stages or filters are more significant sonically.
Philips indicated that the first representative
models of their own player would be unveiled

Rundfunk (Bavarian Radio BRTD003). Loaned
to me by Meridian's Bob Stuart, this CD carries
one composition by the late Raphael Kubelik:

in afew months: ie, in the Fall. This mid-priced

Peripberiefür Orge! und Orcbester. The disc

launch model (approximately £330, or $600)

carries this 20-minute work in its entirety, in

would have two tape compartments, one for

both the usual linear 16-bit PCM and in the
Musicam format compressed and coded to

analog record/play and one for DCC. Different
manufacturers are expected to come up with

256k bit/s and then decoded. In addition, three

different hardware solutions. Wirtz noted that

excerpts are given in A/B, A/B format, compar-

quite good analog results could be obtained

ing 16-bit vs companded code/decode at 256,

using the same multitrack digital thin-film head

192, and the final highly compressed rate of
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128kb/s. This latter rate is significant: it's the

ing: aMeridian 602/606 combination feeding

basis for the proposed standard for digital FM

bi-amped Krell KSA-80Bs, these in turn driving
apair of Apogee Duetta Signatures. At 256kb/s

stereo for terrestrial broadcasting. Its quality
relationship to the existing Zenith/GE multi-

with the single program choice, the differences

plexed stereo format is important, particularly
as it has the potential to eliminate birdy and

when assessed by this method were judged

multi-path-type distortions from the audio

alevel which would probably defy discrim-

output as well as providing an improvement in

ination by an ABX or similar double-blind
method.

intrinsic dynamic range to beyond 100dB. Present FM stereo is not satisfactorily quiet on wide-

to be very small—only just detectable, and at

range classical material due to atypical weighted

The listening panelists noted that Musicam
slightly altered the sound, but not in ways com-

S/N ratio of 65-70dB. Agreat welcome is likely

monly experienced; they could not directly

from the industry for such alow-noise, high-

relate the changes to familiar differences ob-

quality broadcast system.
Further tracks on the test CD comprise the

served between CD players or amplifiers. It was
also felt that some practice was required to help

raw errors resulting from the coding, which are
otherwise assumed to be aurally concealed by

quantify the subtle changes introduced by the
coding. For the record, 256kb/s Musicam was

the masking phenomenon when the music is
simultaneously present. These error sections

ble, aslightly coarser texture to the overall

are presented at anormal level—ie, as if the

sound slightly suggestive of atouch of high-

relevant music was present—and are surpris-

frequency nutter on atape mechanism, aminor
loss of air and ambience associated with specific instruments, ashade of ambiguity in the

ingly large. On abroad-band noise and distortion basis, these run to several percent, especially at the highest compression rate. (The
error signals also include considerable low-bit

felt to add marginal brightness in the upper tre-

stereo focus, and aslight dilution of the indi-

quantization distortion.) My immediate reac-

vidual character of musical instruments themselves, this last described as a"gayer, blander"

tion to these grossly distorted extracts in con-

representation. In visual terms, imagine afirst-

text was just how well the masking theory is

rate high-resolution print produced by adirect

borne out in practice.

steel engraving process, then compare it with

divides the frequency range into 32 equally

afirst-rate electrostatic photocopy.
As might be expected, the 192k code was

spaced bands, each 750Hz wide, at a48kHz

fairly similar to the 256k, but larger differences

sampling rate. Advanced systems such as PASC
employ adaptive coding which adds to the

were audible with 128kb/s. Compared with linear CD coding, this represents amassive 11:1

In asimilar way to the PASC system, Musicam

main computed function for tonality, spectral

ratio of data compression. Certainly no one

distribution, and effective masking thresholds.

expects this to be awholly inaudible, transpar-

In adaptive mode, acheck is continuously

ent process when assessed under critical listen-

made for the degree of coding error. With this

ing conditions.

information, spare bits of information capacity

The panel was much more confident here,

can be reallocated to maximize the system reso-

and noted an increase in graininess, as well as
abreakup of the fine texture of the low-level
reverberant soundfield. Some mild gating and

lution. This partly explains why acomplex
music signal may carry several percent of optimally masked distribution/error, hidden below
the aural thresholds, while asingle tone has all
the available bit capacity applied to it. The
result is that Philips can still claim low distortion for the system, judged by normal laboratory procedures. For example, THD+Noise at

compression of ambience was evident, with
afurther loss in stereo focus. Some data were
now being lost in the code/decode path, and
the sharp edge at the beginning of percussive
transients was rounded off, a sort of mild
dynamic treble compression akin to strongly

full level is quoted at better than 92dB, com-

driven cassette tape A further loss in instrumental

parable with CD standards, while the overall

character was detected.

S/N ratio can exceed 110dB. Only complex

This is the standard proposed for terrestrial

noise or multiband distortion tests are likely

FM for Europe for the mid-1990s. Accordingly,

to begin to catch it out on the test bench.

agood mid-priced tuner and abroadcast-stan-

Ahigh-quality system was used for the listen62

dard RF stereo encoder/transmitter were set up.
Stereophile, September 1991

Comparisons of the 128kb/s simulated tuner

audible signature of the dbx linear compres-

output with the uncoded linear feed sent via

sion system and of Dolby-B or -C, these not

the FM transmit/receive path were revealing.
With this limited program choice, and noting

quite at their best, performing with amiddlegrade cassette. Some soloists were spotlit more

that multipath and birdy or whistle-type inter-

than they should have been, while some of the
flow and pace of the musical work was lost.

ference was not simulated, the 128k digital coding was felt to be superior to conventional FM

Before any reader takes fright and decides my

stereo. The benefits of astable wide-frequency

results are those of alunatic or begins to despair

response and ample dynamic range made
themselves felt, while the losses imposed by

of this class of digital technology, arelevant
context would be helpful!

existing FM multiplex encode and decode cir-

Consider two good recordings of classical

cuitry were at least as damaging to audible fidelity, if not more so.

music, one made in afine hall with A/D encoder

After continued listening, and further A/B,
A/B trials using different musical excerpts, my
more usual single presentation test procedure—
how Iwould normally assess aCD player—was

X. Now compare with asecond recording made
in adifferent and less "focused" hall, with A/D
encoder Y. Both may be good records, worth
playing and keeping. 256k coding quality differences are comparable to the difference be-

adopted. Here the first few minutes of the work
were played afew times in the normal 16-bit

tween these two recordings. To put it another

format to allow athorough familiarization.

and not the other, Ibelieve that it would be

Then asimilar length of the 256kb/s-coded for-

almost impossible to identify by aural signature
where the 256k coding was used. Its effects

mat was assessed. Under these conditions, the
differences sounded greater; it was felt that the

way: If 256k has been used on one recording

would be largely submerged in the overall

overall quality difference approached the level

sound of the recording chain. Differences

which might distinguish two good CD players.

between professional ADC units are often greater
than this.

The overall sound of 256k appeared to be
more "processed," with hints of the kind of

r
irdaniea'lly CarryATune.
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Commentary

ended, intelligent architecture of the coding.

•The software business needs anew, fashiona-

•Nonetheless, the guiding principle of com-

ble medium to maintain its present success;

pression-type encoding is the accurate model-

DCC is aprime contender.

ing of the aural response and the adaption of

•The "big wheel" argument for the cassette

the coding model to it. Storing music according

market is credible and could well provide DCC

to the present understanding of that model may

with the basis for an extraordinary growth

be unwise. My view is that PASC and similar sys-

phase.

tems should not be used for archival purposes.

•DCC does not have to sound exactly like CD.

Storing all the data heard by the microphone

It merely has to offer readily perceived, high-

may be thought wasteful, but it allows for selec-

quality sound to succeed. CD is acompanion,

tive use later. Make that selection prematurely,

not arival. (Sony's MD, of course, is arival.)

and the lost bits can never be recovered. Other

•DCC is conceived as part of the renewal cycle

considerations arise for mastering and/or pro-

of analog cassette. As such it must be cost-

fessional distribution, such as the consequences

effective. The established cassette medium has

of cascading compression-based systems and

been one of the greatest consumer success sto-

the possible accumulation of errors. Record-

ries of all time, second only to the lightbulb in

able CD using a traditional linear PCM for-

popularity and availability.

mat may well prove to be the best choice for

•The indications are that full 398kb/s PASC

archiving.

coding for DCC will provide ahigh-quality

•Major companies are signing up for DCC

transmission system.

hardware and software applications. Philips

•Likewise, the prospects for digital stereo ra-

aims to deliver DCC decks to the market in

dio are also very hopeful at the higher com-

Spring 1992. From here, the prospects look

pression rate.

highly favorable. Icould not envisage wide-

•The present, near-invisible losses in DCC/

spread acceptance and use for R-DAT, but for

PASC encoding are susceptible to further adjust-

DCC, Ibelieve it will be all systems go."

S

ment and improvement thanks to the open-
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.V
>4,.•
Pmcleaner, clearer sound. For more information, call
A
1-80
umu0-TDK-8273. ln New York, (516) 625-0100.
AsSeriousAsluCeiGet
.

TDK
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Audition the B&K M-200s
at aDealer Soon:
"That's the big news with the Sonata Series M-200 Monoblocks:
they are real high-end amps, not very far short of the best solidstate amps available. And like Iwas telling Apogee's Jason Bloom
the other day, 'What abargain!'"
— Sam TeIlig, STEREOPHILE, January 1991, Vol. 14, No. 1
This is followed by constant testing of
•B&K Components, Ltd. has designed a
each component by manufacturing.
family of amplifiers and pre-amplifiers
To give you an idea of our standards,
meant to challenge the best equipment
each metal film resistor, capacitor, and
manufactured today. All design, engitransistor is tested for functionality and
neering, manufacturing and services
tolerance before being used in aB&K
takes place under one roof in Buffalo,
product. We also follow strict guidelines
New York. This allows B&K to integrate
in all other areas of our manufacturing so
all phases of product development and
that each B&K
manufacturing
amplifier and
as ateam. We
pre-amplifier
have at B&K
will be as close
over the last 10
to the enginyears refined
eering ideal as
both our deis humanly possign and mansible. By cornufacturing
miting to this
process in an
level of quality,
effort to proB&K is able to
vide you with
provide a
state of the art
product that is
audio equipmusical, reliment that is
Sonata Series
able and of exboth reliable
M-200 Monoblocks
cellent value.
and affordable.
It is our hope that by carefully working
•Our commitment at B&K is to provide
the best value in audio, this starts at the together at B&K as ateam, we can supply
you with the best value in audio today
component level. Each component must
and in the future.
undergo arigid pre-approval process.

"In short, asuperb performance from B&K's most noteworthy
product to date. The M-200 power amplifier is asmashing
success by any standard and an absolute steal at the price."
— Kent Branstord, HIFI HERETIC

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.

Bel 1971 Abbott Road, Buffalo, New York 14218-3241
NY .716-822-8488

AX: 716-822-8106

1-800-S43-5252

Call or write for information and the name of your nearest dealer

The B&K Sonata Series M-200s
Sam Tellig likes can be found at:
ALABAMA
ACCURATE AUDIO EAST
205-821-4902
ARIZONA
SOUND ALTERNATIVES
602-224-9400
TUSCON STEREO
602-795-5405
CALIFORNIA NORTHERN/
ACCURATE TV
916-541-1666
THE GOLDEN EAR
916-345-1763
HARMONY AUDIO VIDEO
415-661-2525
MATEO HI.FIDELITY, INC.
415-573-6506
PARADYME INC.
916-971-3600
PERFORMANCE AUDIO
415.543-4505, 415-441-6220
SOUND ADVICE
707-442-4462
SOUND GOODS INC.
415-949-40130 406-559-1919
WORLD OF SOUND
415.928-3101, 415-383-4343
CALIFORNIA ISOUTIIERNI
AUDIO BY DESIGN
714-051-0112
AUDIO TODAY
714-891.7575
AUDIO VIDEO CITY
213-838-8889
BEVERLY HILLS AUDIO
213-r6-2001
CENTRAL COAST AUDIO
805-473-3123
GNP AUDIO/VIDEO
818-577.7767
THE LASERS EDGE
818-705-2737
LASERTEK
818-288-0200
MISSION AUDIO
805-682-7575
RADIOACTIVE SOUND
213.470-9144
ROYAL SOUND
213-733-3400
SOUNDTEK CORP.
213-222-9044
STEREO UNLIMITED
619-223-8151
COLORADO
SOUND HOUNDS
303-722-3200. 303-221-9443
THE STEREO FILE
)03-442.2166
CONNECTICUT
ROBERTS AUDIO/VIDEO
203-442-5314
SOUND UNLIMITED
203-584-0131
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
MYER-EMCO
202-342-9200
DELAWARE
BRYN MAWR
302-479-0233
FLORIDA
AUDIO CENTER. INC.
305-566-0233
AUDIO SERVICE LAB
407-461-9180
GEORGIA
AUDIO SOLUTIONS
404-381-0778
CHATTANOOGA VALLEY
AUDIO/VIDEO
404-861-0282

HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS
404-255.2673
MUSIC AUDIO, INC.
404.565-2118
THE STEREO SHOP
404-863-9143
ILLINOIS
CHAMPAGNE AUDIO
Z17.344-0005
CHICAGO SPEAKER WORKS
312-769-5640
CUSTOM AUDIO, INC.
708-516-8606
INTERIOR SOUND
DESIGNS, INC.
309-698-4667
REEL TO REAL DESIGNS
217-544.5252
ROSINE AUDIO
708-677-0050
INDIANA
THREE RIVERS AUDIO CO.
219-422-5460
VE OLDE HI-FI SHOP
317-253-5480
IOWA
HAWKEYE AUDIO
319-337-4878
KANSAS
GOLDEN STEREO
913-648-3750
KENTUCKY
STEREO SHOP
606-278-7278
MARYLAND
ABSOLUTELY SOUND
301-424-8955
THE LISTENING ROOM
301-239-2020
MYER-EMCO
301-595-7900, 301-468-2000
MASSACHUSETTS
AUDIO STUDIO
617-r/7-0111
CLEARLY AUDIBLE LTD.
506-531-6640
MINNESOTA
AMALGAMATED AUDIO VIDEO
507-286.1328
HI-END AUDIO
612-933-4064
HOUSE OF HIGH FIDELITY
612-645-6990
MISSOURI
COLUMBIA PHOTO
314-443-0503
ST. LOUIS SOUND CO.
314-993-0002
NEW HAMPSHIRE
AUDIO ENSEMBLE
603-086-4742
NEW IERSEY
AUDIO CONNECTION
201-239-1799
AUDIO NEXUS
201-277-0333
BRYN MAWR
609-482-0770
CSA AUDIO
201-744-0600
HAL'S STEREO & VIDEO
609-883-6338
HI-TECH STEREO/VIDEO
201-542-3334
STUART'S AUDIO, INC.
201-232-0483. 201-568-2338
NEW MEXICO
ABSOLUTE AUDIO STORE
505.293-9092
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NEW YORk
ALTAIR AUDIO, INC.
518.452-3525
AUDIO DEN LTD.
516-360-1990
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
914-747-1411
AUDIO NOUVEAU
716-394.6180
EARDRUM AUDIO &VIDEO INC
914-623-3963
FAIRPORT SOUND WORKS
716-377.6530
INNOVATIVE AUDIO
718-596-0688
LODESTAR AUDIO & VIDEO
718-321-1500
LONGPLAYER STEREO
914-294-3000
PARK AVE. AUDIO, INC.
212-685-8101
PERFORMANCE A/V LTD
516-378-4389
SPEAKER SHOP. INC.
716-837-1557
STEREO EXCHANGE
212-505-1111
NORTH CAROLINA
AUDIO BUYS, INC.
919-821.1776
AUDIO VISIONS
919-493-8888
HIGHER FIDELITY
704499-5440
TAYLOR HOUSE, INC.
704-483-5730
OHIO
ATLANTIS HOME ENT.
SYSTEMS INC.
Z16-381.6700
AUDIO ETC.
513429-4434
OHIO SOUND
216-6310502
PROGRESSIVE AUDIO
614-299-0565
THRESHOLD AUDIO
614-522-3520
OREGON
HAWTHORNE STEREO
503-234-4833

TEXAS
ACCURATE AUDIO VIDEO
214-692-6597
CALEN CAROL AUDIO
512-494-3551
THE GROOVE AUDIO/VIDEO
713-523-2900
MUSIC BY DESIGN
512-458-1667
OMNI SOUND
214-964-6664
UTAH
DISCRIMINATING MUSIC
801-467-9649
VERMONT
CITY STEREO
802-863-4372
VIRGINIA
AEOLIAN PRODUCTS
804-792-6946
AUDIO ART
804-644-8903
GIFTED LISTENER AUDIO
703-818-8000
MYER-EMCO
301-921-0700
WASHINGTON
ADVANCED AUDIO SYSTEMS
206-472.3133
AUDIO CONNECTION
206-524-7251
HAVVTHORNE STEREO
206-881-3916
WISCONSIN
SALON IAUDIO
715-421-5910
SOUND INVESTMENTS, LTD.
414-438-1818
UNIVERSITY AUDIO
606-N8-W01
AUSTRALIA
INTERDYN
613-429-1944
AUSTRIA
KAUFMANN HI-FI
43 747 261529
CANADA
SHINON, INC
416-462-3500

PENNSYLVANIA
BETTER SOUND.CONCEPTS
412-731-3737
BRYN MAWR
215-885-4400, 215-525-6300
CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO
215-923-3035
HI -FI -HOUSE
814-237-8888
MUSIC MATTERS
717-752-1195
PALMER AUDIO, INC.
215-820-6377
SOUND ADVICE, INC.
215-345-8554
SOUND SERVICE CO.
215-725-1177
STEREO BARN
215-267-2955. 215-376-7122.
717-393-43v
STEREO TRADING OUTLET
215-886-1650

PHILLIPPINES
APOLINARIO &ASSOCIATES
632 99 30E6

RIIODE ISLAND
OCEAN STATE AUDIO
401-521-1140

SINGAPORE
REFERENCE AUDIO
65 338 5577

TENNESSEE
CUMBERLAND AUDIO GRP., INC.
615-297-4700
HI-FI BUYS
615-832-3121

SPAIN
SARTE AUDIO ELITE, S.L.
346 351 0798

GERMANY
TUBAPHON COMPONENTS
49 234 37430
HONG KONG
ELEPHANT RADIO CO., LTD.
852-520-2330
INDONESIA
SINAR MAS
62 21 533 0135
IRELAND
CLONEY AUDIO
353 12 889 449
ITALY
MPI ELECTRONICS
392 936 4195

TAIWAN
TAIFU ELECTRONICS CORP
886 27466015

Music brought to you by B&K
B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.

ERD
MONDIAL DESIGNS LTD
INTRODUCES

THE ARAGON
MARK II D2A

DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER
The most important part of digital is analog. It is
for this reason that Mondial has created the
Aragon MKII D2A. The new analog stage is fully
discrete class A with a low impedance FET
buffered output.
The digital portion contains a new high speed
anti-jitter circuit to prevent any jitter induced
distortion from entering the analog section.
With the new circuitry, the Aragon MKII D2A
achieves the ambience retrieval, definition and
musicality attainable exclusively from fully
analog sources.
So while everyone else is reading about the
next meaningless advance in digital sources,
you can enjoy the most advanced analog
source...The MKII D2A.
All original Aragon D2A converters can be upgraded to MKII technology. Proof once again,
that the acquisition of Aragon components is an
investment in the future of audio.
MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2Elm Street. Ardsley NY 10502

• 914-693-8008

SAM'S SPACE
Sam Tellig

"I

t
's the difference between astuffed

dog and the real thing," said Gunter
(George) Bischoff, of Melos Audio,
on the difference between solid-state gear and
tubes. "The real dog may piss on the rug, needs
visits to the vet, gets fleas, has to be walked, but

what acertain manufacturer of solid-state preamps once said—that he couldn't design a
solid-state amp that sounded like tubes. He'd
tried. llibes and transistors would always
sound different, he feared—despairing, per-

it's aliving thing—a real dog. The stuffed dog

haps, of his own ability to clone the sound of
tubes.

requires no care, needs no maintenance, but
has no life."

Funny, ain't it, how solid-state manufacturers
are always trying to clone the sound of tubes.

"But Iown acat, George Low maintenance."

"It's his most tubelike amp yet," is acomment
you sometimes hear from audiophiles when-

"You still own alive cat, not astuffed cat. The
cat needs to be fed, has to get rabies shots.
There is still some maintenance."
Igotta be aglutton for punishment.
Ayear or so ago, Ireceived apair of VTL 225
monos on loan from Audio Advisor, Inc.—
David Manley's 225Wpc monoblock tube

ever anew solid-state amp by atop designer
hits the market. But then acouple of years
passes and this designer's next amp is the most
tubelike ever.
We talk about how amps with MOSFET out-

amps, the ones so hailed by Bob Harley.

put devices sound more "tubelike" than amps
with bipolar output transistors. But tubelike

All was well for amonth or so—but this was
summertime Whew—those sixteen EL34 out-

duce timbres which sound different from solid-

put tubes (eight output tubes per amp)gave off
alot of heat. Ihad the amps atop arecord cabinet in front of some windows. You could see
great gobs of heat rise from the amps.
The sound? Splendid on my Spendor SIO0s.
Maybe slightly rolled-off on top—with ample,
if not particularly tight bass. The amps had a
lot of power, but what Imissed was bass solidity. Still, Ienjoyed these amps—until the fateful
moment when Gótterdümmerung took place.
Ilooked up from my listening chair and one
of the EL34s began to glow adeep orange, as
if the tube were aflame! Simultaneously, Iheard

isn't the same as tube. llibe gear tends to prostate gear. 'Me gear tends to sound more
"musical." For those of us who grew up with
the sound of tubes—in table radios, early TV
sets, and ordinary phonographs—there is a
rightness about the sound of tubes. Iremember
our family's old Westinghouse floorstanding
console radio—wonderful rich sound, although I'm sure the highs were scarce. ("The
radio has anice tone," said my mom. And she
was right.)
So, hankering for that old-time sound, Iperiodically get sick of solid-state and give tubes
another try. For instance, Itried acouple of

distortion. Ileaped up to turn off the amp, but
too late. The tube went from orange to white

Quicksilver amps with the Spendor SIO0s—

before Icould hit the off switch.

the 8417 output tubes, and the KT88 version,
with the KT88s. Nice sound—truthful timbres,
holographic soundstage and all that—but not

Whew—at least the amp didn't catch fire or
damage my speakers. Ireturned both loaner

both the "standard" Quicksilver monos with

amps to Audio Advisor and turned my attention
to solid-state—the B&K M-200 monos and the

enough dynamic force in the bass (I was going

Adcom GFA-565 monoblocics I've already writ-

silver amps exploded. This has always been

ten about. (Audio Advisor says all they did was
replace acouple EL34s and the amp was fine.
Still, Ishudder to think of what might have happened if I'd gone out for the newspapers while
the amps were warming up.)

to say "balls," but ...
). Neither pair of Quickagood quality about Quickies—excellent reliability.
Howie Hyperfy is big on jadis.
He had the JA-80s, then the JA-200s—neither

Whenever Ihave solid-state gear, Ikeep long-

of which, unfortunately, could coax what he
(or I) felt was convincing bass from his Avalon
Eclipses.

ing for the sound of tubes. I'm reminded of

"Howie is still in hi-fi hell, tearing his hair

What is it about the sound of tubes?
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The System 1is destined
to redefine the field of
outboard processors.
Never before has any
processor offered so many
user options and truly
unlimited upgrade
potential
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The Signal Processing Card

Computer Style Expansion

Modular Upgrade Potential

California Audio Labs
16812 Gothard Street Huntington Beach, CA 92647
714-841-1140 FAX: 714-841-2427

out," said Wolf Man, with his wolfish smile.
At Victor Goldstein's suggestion—the Jadis
importer—Howie tried aDefy 7. (Howie is in
the hi-fi business, so this was easy. Actually,
Howie is aconsultant to jadis. And agood one,
too.)
So Howie got the Defy 7, which Iwould
agree does have more bass impact (I was going
to say "balls" again, but Icaught myself), and
he STILL wasn't happy. In desperation, he
called in Lars!!!!
"How was the sound, Lars?" Iasked my
Swedish buddy.

Jadis Defy 7power amplifier

"Good detail and transparency. But the bass
I'm afraid was lacking."

tube amp—on my Spendor SIO0s, which can
sound flabby with the wrong amp, especially
the wrong tube amp. By this, Imean the bass

Heh-heh.
Ihaven't been to the Howie home lately, but
Idid phone Hyperfy to find out how the Defy
7s were getting along.

went by, the sound of the amp overall was very

"Oh, great, great, great," enthused Hyperfy.

much to my liking—lean, clean, but also sweet,

"Tons of bass. Bass all over the place. You
wouldn't believe the bass."

was solid—less ample than it was with the VTL
225s, but tighter, better damped. As the week

smooth. All this plus bass with atight tushy.
(Ooops! Sorry, ladies.)

He was starting to sound alittle like Victor.
"Lars didn't think so."

Ifirst got the amp. It was aSunday and the amp

"Lars was abig help with speaker positioning. But I've done other things since his visit—

something which sounded like tube farting—

'Me Traps in the corners, an absorbent panel

coughing—in the right channel. "Damn," Isaid

on the back wall. Took care of the problem—

to myself, "I got a tube problem." Then I
thought the problem stopped.

that and the Defy 7s. Tons of bass," Howie
refrained.

Then it happened—exactly eight days after
had been playing for at least 12 hours. Iheard

It sounded to me like he was trying to talk

Afew minutes later, the noise started again—
only worse. And then—a pop, distortion (not

himself into hearing more bass.
Meanwhile, thanks to Victor Goldstein, Igot

smoke. Fortunately, Iwas able to leap from my

aJadis Defy 7. Istill had the Spendor S100
speakers when the amp arrived—it took two
people to carry it into my listening room. Big,
big chassis. Ididn't have to wait for good
sound. Perhaps the amp had already had afew
hours' use—it sounded as if it were already broken in.
Iliked the amp, right off. Specifically, this
$5495 stereo amp—which runs class-A/B, by
the way—sounds French. If you've heard a
good French symphony orchestra, you'll know
what Imean. The sound tends to be lean, crisp,
clean—not at all fat or beefy, like, say, aGerman
orchestra, or chocolatey, like the Vienna Philharmonic I'm not saying there's anything wrong
with the Vienna Philharmonic—I wouldn't
want to hear a bunch of Frenchmen play
Bruckner, for instance. But French orchestras
have adistinctive sound, and the Jadis Defy 7
reminds me of it.
Bass, Ithought, was very, very good for a
Stereophile, September 1991

necessarily in that order), and bluish-gray
listening chair and turn it off. No damage to my
speaker.
Victor Goldstein, the Jadis importer, was
mortified.
It was atiny capacitor which failed, he told
me later. It happened only on my amp. No
other Defy 7had failed and no other would fail
for the same reason because the failure was Victor's fault.
Well, not really.
Here's the story. Jadis made some changes on
the Defy 7—using caps to bypass the fuses for
the GE 6550 output tubes. Jadis sent this particular Defy 7 to Victor without the caps
installed, so Victor could hear the amp without
the bypass caps. Before he gave me the amp,
Victor decided to have bypass caps installed—
but a miscommunication with the factory
meant that the wrong value caps were put in.
When atube was stressed—as it was after playing all day—the cap failed.
71

Victor says this can't happen again because

uphold the jadis reputation for superb sound—

this was the only Defy 7on which wrong-value
caps were installed; all Defy 7s now come from

sacrificing some ultimate delicacy and detail
but giving tight, taut bass that, to my ears, more

the factory with the correct caps.
"What will the readers think of me? My repu-

single-block construction is the amp's biggest

tation?" Victor asked. "They will think Iam an

drawback—but then, how else are you going

than makes up for it. Ithink that the stereo,

idiot. Iam r000ined ...
r-r-r-rooined."

to get 100Wpc of Jadis sound for $5500? Sur-

"No, you're not, Victor. People will think
you're ahuman being. These things happen.

prisingly for aJadis—incsoyable!—this amp is

And Murphy's Law always says that if there's
going to be afailure, it will be areview sample
that fails."
Sonicallv, Ithink the Jadis Defy 7is excellent

cost-effective.
It may also be abetter investment than your
typical $5000 or $6000 transistor amp. No, I
don't recommend that you buy hi-fi gear as an

—some of the best bass I've ever heard from

investment—unless it's an old Marantz tube
amp or something, avery sought-after vintage

tubes. And physically the amp is beautiful. But

collectible. But Idon't think your Defy 7will

it's abig beast, with three transformers all at the

be obsoleted next year or the year after by a

front of one chassis. It's adevil of abeast to

replacement model which sounds more tube-

move. To lift it, you have to hold it under the
front of the amp where the transformers are

like. It can't sound more tubelike; it already is
tube. ,True, you have the not-inconsiderable

and get your sense of balance—all the weight
is in the front. If you try to pick it up at the cen-

expense of tube replacement—this stereo amp
uses twelve 6550 output tubes, but the bias on

ter, the amp will get away from you. Apparently
that's happened at least once.

each is set relatively low (approximately 28

Lew Lipnick apparently tried aDefy 7and
found it wasn't up to driving his B&W 800s. Not
surprising—those humongous speakers probably require the muscle of Krell. But Ihave not
heard atube amp that's better in the bass than

milliamps), so you may get two, even three to
five years on aset of output tubes.
Meanwhile, Idivested myself of the Spendor
S100 speakers. Actually, Isent them along to Stereopbi le in Santa Fe so someone else could
have alisten. You know me—I'd had the speakers

the Jadis Defy 7. Hyperfy was right. The class-A

for over ayear and needed achange. Also, I'm

JA-80s and JA-200s may have greater delicacy
and detail—some je ne sais quoi that Ifeel only

planning to sell my house and move into

aclass-A amp can have. Iunderstand that Amie
Balgalvis now has two pairs of Defy 7s to drive
his Apogee Divas, so I'm sure we'll be hearing

smaller quarters—one reason why my reviewing activity may be curtailed in the coming
months. Iexperimented with several loaner
speakers before purchasing apair of Celestion

more from Arnie. And Hyperfy, too—I'll keep
you posted. (Do you think Hyperfy's trying to

SL700s and apair of Epos ESIls. My intention

keep me from visiting?)
DO and others have said that atube amp's

you go selling your Spendors—they are fine

is to keep both, for separate systems. Now don't

sound quality is largely dependent on the trans-

speakers!
Meanwhile, Iarranged with Mike Sanders, of

formers. Who am Ito argue? The Jadis transformers are said to be hand-wound in Bor-

Quicksilver, for apair of the new 90Wpc KT88
chrome monoblocks—the so-called "Silver

deaux wine country—a time-consuming pro-

Monos." There would be adelay, however.

cess which involves several days' labor for each
amp (you can see why the Defy 7 can't be
cheap).
The first Defy 7s didn't get quite the same
rave reception. Iremember an early Defy 7at
Definitive Hi-Fi—I thought it was good, but not
excellent. That was before the bypass caps.
Apparently, the fuses were fouling up the
sound of the amp. Victor says that installing the
caps opens up the sound—more detail, more
delicacy, more air there. And, having heard an
early Defy 7, Iagree. The Defy 7certain does
72

How to fill the gap? Well, the Adcoms were still
on hand ...
and Iwas able to arrange amonthlong audition of the Valve Amplification Company's PA90 amps—the 90Wpc mono configuration that retails for $4890/pair. These are the
kinds of amps you can lust over.
As configured, the VACs put out 90Wpc in
"ultralinear" mode and about 45Wpc in triode.
IJadis does not have ahistory of replacing its models with
newer models. What Icall the "churning" of models can drive
the customers of some companies crazy and adversely affect
resale values.
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AFFORDABLE HIGH-END!

The NAD 5000
CD Player

A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS?
Since 1972, NAD has represented performance standards that rival the most
esoteric stereo components for a fraction of the price. This is accomplished
without superfluous features or needlessly complicated and expensive front
panels. Rather, we favor investing your money on the technology inside, where it
counts.
From receivers and compact disc players to cassette decks and separate
components, NAD delivers simple elegance, ease of operation and superb sound
quality at an affordable price.
The NAD Model 5000 Compact Disc Player, pictured above, is a great
example of NAD design philosophy: elegantly simple front panel, ease of
operation, and terrific performance! In a comparison with several CD players,
costing over three times the 5000's price, Tom Norton of Stereophile (Jan., 1991,
Vol. 14, No. 1) writes: "If you're still awaiting the full evolution of digital, and
believe that spending big bucks at present on an up-market player is money down
the drain, the NAD might just keep you happy halfway to the next millennium."
At asuggested retail price of only $499, the contradiction ends!
At NAD, we invest your money wisely! Call TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641 for
further product information or the name of your nearest NAD dealer.

NAD
633 Granite Court
Pickering, Ontario
Canada
L1W 3K1
Fax: (416) 831-6936
1-800-263-4641

U.S. Mailing Address:
NAD
P.O. Box 387
Lewiston, New York
14092

NAD
Advanced Technology ...
...Simply Applied.

The Spendors were already gone by the time
the VACs arrived, so Ilistened mainly with the
Scientific Fidelity Teslas, about which Imay
have more to say in future.
Iwondered, as you might, whether the VAC
amps might sound as good as they look. Man,
these amps are gorgeous—richly painted in
black, almost like alacquer box, with brass
accents. At the Wolf Man's—David Wolfs Audio
Images store in New Canaan, Connecticut,
which closed at the end of June, alas 2—the
VACs and the Teslas produced some of the most
palpable sound I've ever heard. Such asoundstage!
Could the amps create a similar magic in my
own listening room?
Yes. DO has another pair of these amps, and
for longer audition, so he'll be writing them up

VAC PA90 monoblock power amplifiers

at greater length, but Imust say Iwas mightily
impressed—especially with the amps in triode
mode They had arealism which was positively
breathtaking. Talk about detail, delicacy,
smoothness, and utter transparency The Sci-Fi

available—these might be better still and give
the amps the dynamics Ifound slightly lacking.
Still, my overall impression of the VAC amps

Tesla speakers are no slouches, either, when it

is very positive. These are amps of very great
transparency. They have an utter see-though

comes to souncistaging.
If Ihesitate about the VAC amps, it's in just
one area—dynamic impact. In the triode mode

(hear-through?) quality, especially in the triode
mode. They have an uncanny ability to locate
soloists and their instruments in acoustical

especially, the amps seem to lack the last ounce
gave me more vigorous dynamics—at the

space—this is the "palpable presence" that I
keep raving about whenever Iencounter it.
How about the VACs compared to the Jadis

expense of some smoothness, delicacy, and

Defy 7? Sorry, folks, Ididn't have them close

detail. Changing the East German EL34 output

together enough in time to give you adefini-

of oomph. Switching to the "ultralinear" mode

tubes for the new Golden Dragon EL34s improved the sound somewhat, affording greater
dynamics and maybe atad more transparency

tive answer. And Ichanged speakers—as well
as marital status—in the meantime (perhaps in

overall. Iwonder what became of the old East

that order of importance). But I'll take atentative stab at comparing the two amps.

German tube factory-1 casualty of capitalism?
Ihope not; we need all the tube-production

They are very close in overall sound quality,
and not all that far apart in price. Ithink the

facilities left in the world. (Ah, East Germany.
Iremember the East Berlin airport—guard dogs

Jadis amps may win out in terms of detail, while
the VAC amps, in triode mode, may win out in

would eat you alive if you so much as stepped

terms of holographic realism. Close call, though.
The Defy 7definitely wins out in terms of bass

out of queue 3 We must keep Communism alive
or we in the "free world" will run out of tubes.)
You can see why it's possible to go crazy
when reviewing tube amps. Change the tubes
and you change the sound. Iwonder what

impact. It would have been fun to keep the VAC
amps, but the manufacturer needed them back,
and who was Ito argue since Stereophile
already had another pair chez Dick Olsher?

Golden Dragon KT77 output tubes become

Besides, Ihad the Quickies on order.
On to the new KT88 monos. Fortunately, I

2This store is not related to the store of the same name in Penn-

still had the Sci Fi speakers on loan, along with
my newly arrived Epos ESIls and Celestion

might happen, for instance, when the new

sylvania.

3Ionce took the U-Balm line that loops through East Berlin.
The sight of machine-gun-armed guards at the brightly lit but

700s—the so-called "special edition."
It's such asensuous experience to unpack

Berlin stations, presumably to prevent well-fed
Westerners seeking asylum from jumping from the train, stick'
in my memory still.
— JA

these amps—so beautifully packed and wrapped
in tissue paper. Like the VAC amps—which

closed East
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THE CD PLAYER.
"It's fair to say that the Rote! RCD 855 is the steal
of the century... Musically, the RCD 855 is very
refined, with adegree of transparency and harmonic
neutrality found only with the real expensive stuff...
As an integrated unit, the 855 is truly
extraordinary. "
Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 13 No. 7, July 1990

"It's rare to find aproduct that offers so much music
for so little money as the Rote! RCD 855... One
would have to spend athousand dollars, however, to
better the RCD 855's performance."
Robert Harley
Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 2, February 1991

"In fact, it is one hell of aplayer at the price."
Martin Colloms
Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 2, February 1991

THE ONLY REAL COMPETITION.
"The winner of the WHAT HI FI? Best CD player
award is the Rote! RCD 865... All those positive
aspects of the PDM (Bitstream) sound—the
spaciousness, effortlessness, and fluidity—combine
here to afford ahoney sweet sound that is, quite
literally, music to the ears!. .. So it's only fitting
that this excellent silver spinner is rewarded with the
high accolade of BEST CD PLAYER."
Winner: Best CD Player
Awards 1990, WHAT HI Fl? (U.K.)

ROTE L RCD 855

Rote! of America
P.O. Box 653
Buffalo, N.Y. 14240
(416) 751-4520

F2C11"-EL:
Better Sound. Best Buys

deltec precision audio
Kevro International is proud to introduce Deltec products to North America.
Managing Director and Chief Designer, Robert Watts, has developed a line of
D/A converters, C.D. transports, pre-and power amplifiers and specialized cables
which redefine the references by which High-End audio is to be judged.
Highlight of the 1991 Chicago C.E.S. was unquestionably the PDM TWO. The
D/A converter is the world's first D/A to utilize Philips 4th generation bitstream
technology: the revolutionary TDA1547 -DAC 7 -run in conjunction with the
SAA7350.

PDM TWO

"The world's most advanced
compact disc converter has just been assembled by
Deltec...This is the truest sound yet from compact
disc."
Hi -Fi World (June 91)

PDM ONE SERIES 2

"(it) is simply the best converter
available at present. (It) takes the art of Bitstream to
its highest level yet -which is so much higher than
anything from the Japanese MASH system."
Hi -Fi Review (Jan. 91)

THE LITTLE BIT

"(a) highly transparent and neutral
quality sets The Little Bit aside from the other DACs
in this test If you are hoping to develop a highly
neutral and devastatingly transparent system then
The Little Bit will prove apowerful ally."
High Fidelity (March 91)

DSP50S/DPA5OS Pre/Power Amplifiers. .
"has now moved ever closer to the
unattainable goal of perfection! Particularly with
regard to the disc stage the new Deltec 50S combination is one of the finest amplifiers that Ihave ever
heard...I felt that it was a remarkable piece of equipment that produced sounds that I'd never heard from
hi-fi before."
High Fidelity (April 91)
DSP50S/DPA5OS Pre/Power Amplifiers. .
"delivers a sea of fine detail and a
depth of insight way beyond the usual. It sets up a
soundstage with highly focused images of instruments
and vocalists, all superbly separated from each other.
(Deltec) offers a level of sound quality quite beyond
anything Ihave encountered to date."
Hi -Fi Review (Nov. 90)

Vie

Kevro Integnotionol Inc.

In Canocis: 902 McKay Road. Pickering, Ontario L1W 3X8
Tel (416) 428-2800
In U.S.A.: P 0 Box *1355. Buffalo, N Y 14205 Tel (416)428-2800

come with chamois sleeves!—the Quicksilver
amps are obviously labors of love.
Iwish Istill had the Spendors to try with the
new Quickies, because the Spendors had been,
surprisingly, such ball-busters in the bass.
Nevertheless, with the Sci Fi Teslas and the
Epos and Celestion speakers, too, it became
apparent that these new Quickies are different
creatures from the older models.
All the good Quicksilver qualities are here:
the smoothness, the detail, the holographic
quality. But there's more. The power supply is
beefier, and the transformers are different.
These amps pack punch! Imean, man, they

Guicicsliver Silver Mono per amplifier
fault. No other Golden Dragon KT88s had

kick butt. (Oops—there Igo again! If it's not

failed in the field, he said, unless traceable to

balls, it's butts.) They have full, deep, interesting

improper operating conditions.

bass—and they're relatively tight and taut. I
don't mean that they have tight, taut killer bass

in the field: more specifically, in my listening

like Krell—but the bass is still excellent.
Iexperimented with KT88s. Kevin Hayes, of
Valve Amplification, also imports the Golden
Dragon Chinese tubes under the Tubes by
Design marque. Ipurchased two matched pairs

Not so cool, Kevin—I think this pair did fail
room. Yes, Iset the bias correctly and monitored it closely, too. The second pair of KT88s
worked fine in the amp, as did the original pair
of non-Dragon KT88s supplied by Quicksilver.
Ihave no reason at all to suspect the Quicksil-

of Golden Dragon KT88s, which, to my sur-

ver amp. Still, Kevin did make good on his

prise, sounded quite different from the Chinese
KT88s supplied by Quicksilver, just as, say,

guarantee.

moo shoo pork might vary from one restaur-

The amps themselves are beautiful—an
astonishing buy at the price ($2300/pair.) Ifind

ant's recipe to another's.
The Golden Dragon KT88s gave the amps

the chrome chassis aesthetically pleasing, and
the KT88s, too, are lovely to look at. Inciden-

even tighter, tauter bass—better integrated with
the rest of the sound. Transparency improved,

tally, the chassis is slightly larger than the chassis of the "standard" Quicksilver KT88 amp,
which is finished in black. And the speaker-

too—delicacy, detail, palpable presence Sorry
to keep using the same words over again, but

connecting strip is much improved—easier to

this is what tubes are all about. When was the

connect audiophile cables, not so cramped.

last time you heard someone describe atran-

Once again, Quicksilver has awinner. In fact,
I'll go out on alimb and say these are probably

sistor amp as delicate?
lb keep the Quickies? Icould have sent them
on to Stereopbffe, but I'm keeping these amps.

the best values in atube amp that Ihave ever
encountered.

The VAC amps may have even more in the way
Are these the best tube amps? Probably not.
of transparency, but they're also more costly.
With all the other changes in equipment, it's
Ditto the Defy 7. As the Quickies and the Celes- hard for me to give an absolute answer, but I
don 700s broke in, the sound just kept getting
think that both the VAC amps and the Defy 7
better and better. Timbres were just right—
have even more in the way of transparency—
smooth, sweet, musical.
delicacy, detail, etc. And good as the QuicksilBut then—of course—disaster.

ver is in the bass, the Defy 7's bass is, Ithink,

Well, not really. Less than aweek into use,

even tighter: better defined. But these other

one of the Golden Dragon KT88 output tubes

amps cost more. Ican live happily with the

failed—I think the tube lost its vacuum. I

Quickies and intend to do so. My overall

noticed when the output from the right channel amp seemed lower than the output from
the left. It was.

over the already excellent "standard" Quicksilver KT88 model, which is still in production.

impression is that they're greatly improved

Kevin Hayes replaced the matched pair of
KT88s—no problem. But Kevin did suggest

My advice: spring for the difference.

that the Quicksilver amp might have been at

Advisor sent me aprototype of one of the new
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Meanwhile, Wayne Schuurman of Audio
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pared to like it—except for just one fault. There

that cookie What does your fortune say? "Your
Shuguang Golden Dragon KT88s will give you

was no sound coming from the right channel.

many years of excellent sound, but watch the

The left channel sounded just fine, though.

bias.")

$895 VTL Renaissance tube amps. Iwas pre-

This was the prototype. Iheard later that one

With tubes like the Golden Dragons—and

capacitor was hooked up incorrectly.
Finally, Iwant to say another word about the

amps like the VACs, the Defy 7, and the new

Golden Dragon tubes. I've also tried their
12AX7As—substituting them for the GE tubes

ously about tube gear, too. Of the tube amps

Quickies—it may be time for you to think seriI've had lately, none of the Quickies gave me

on the Quickies—with what Ithink is an

trouble—I don't blame the amps for the

improvement in overall smoothness and detail.

Golden Dragon KT88 that went out. The VACs
functioned flawlessly. And the Jadis—well,

I'm hearing very, very good things about the
Golden Dragon 12AX7As used in preamps! It's

Count Veekb-tor has admitted his culpability

reassuring to know that someone is doing

there. Iseem to have bad tube karma when it

something about assuring asupply of reliable,
good-sounding tubes—even if they do come

comes to VTL.
Igotta tell you this. Hyperfy had apair of

from Red China. And the prices for the Golden

Manley 350s. No, they didn't explode or any-

Dragon tubes are very reasonable—no one is

thing. But when he turned them on, he'd some-

being ripped off.
Igather that the Golden Dragon tubes were

At night, the whole house would go dark.

developed at the Shuguang tube factory in
China, with help from British tube mavens now

Flashlight in hand, Hyperfy would tear into the
basement. It was wonderful.

times trip all the circuit breakers in the house.

associated with PM Components. The tubes are

Now. ..what's this?

boxed beautifully, too—I'm reminded of the
menu cover at my favorite Chinese restaurant.
(I think Kevin Hayes should include afortune

A solid-state amplifier from strife-tom Yugo-

cookie with each shipment lets see, open up

slavia? (My daughter is heavily into the study
of Serbo-Croatian. Czech, too.) From sort of
behind the (rusty) Iron Curtain? Let's see how

The Threshold DAC 1/e
processor incorporates
proprietary "jitter reduction and conversion
circuitry designed by
Mikael Bladelius. These
yield the unprecedented
performance of approximately
20 picoseconds "jitter - and
24 bit static linearity.

Threshold
DAC 1/e
digital
to analog
converter

This extraordinary conversion
accuracy defines the DAC 1/e
superiority to conventional
processors and provides the
musicality from digital
recordings for which audio
connoisseurs have been waiting
Threshold
components are
exclusively
distributed by

AC
dipprocessoft
• • TV

division of
Threshold
Corporation

o
o

PHASE

INPUT SELECTOR
toRTRI I-

001 ,CP I

Mandl,

for complete information on
he Threshold DA 1,ewrite .
•

7325 Roseville Road
cra
nto. alif rnia 9
MEET

it compares with its capitalist counterparts. ..

Flash!

And there's acomplete absence of solid-state
nasties. The KSA-150 has to be one of the
smoothest, sweetest amps around, and it

After Ifinished this column, Ihad aproblem

doesn't require possibly volatile Chinese fire

with the other Quicksilver amp in which Ihad

bottles to make it work.
So where does that leave you? Probably the

installed Golden Dragon KT88 tubes. Iturned
the amps on first thing in the morning (they'd
worked fine the night before). Iheard asputtering noise and reduced output in the left

same place it leaves me: confused. Imean, it
would be easy if the Krell sounded shrill or

left-channel Quicksilver was now biased at

steely—but it doesn't. And just as Adcom and
B&K have succeeded in getting themselves
very close in sound quality to where the Krells

50mA instead of 100. Drat! Ichanged to the
original KT88 pair that came with the Quickies

of this world used to be, ampwise, now Krell
has succeeded in getting itself up there another

and the amp was still biased at 50mA.
At the moment, I'm trying to sort things out.

notch or two compared with the Krell KSA-80,
for instance, which the KSA-150 replaces. (I

Did the tubes fail, taking out the amp? Or did

don't mean to dwell on Krell. However, Idon't
have Jeff Rowland Design Group, Threshold,

channel. Ichecked the bias—sure enough, the

the amp fail, taking out the tubes? I'm not sure
it'll ever be resolved.
The failure of the second amp (tubes?) gave

Mark Levinson, or Spectral amps in my listening room at the moment.)

me achance to listen at greater length to the

Yes, there are "tube" qualities which no

Krell KSA-150, which was sitting silently berween
my Quicksilvers. Initial reaction to the Krell—

solid-state amp seems to touch—although the
Krell is coming very, very close, while it has

and this is coming off astring of very fine tube
amplifiers, mind you—is very favorable. One

sonic virtues of its own, particularly in the bass.

thing is certain: the bass alignment of the Krell
is phenomenal—very powerful and very tight.

But it's not just sonics you have to weigh: it's
the "pissing dog" phenomenon. It's one thing
to talk about tube-amp aggravation in the abstract, another to be actually faced with it—
and, as you can see from this article, I've had
my full share. The VTL 225s—EL34 Chernobyl.
The VTL Renaissance 70/70—DOB (dead out

THE
NATURAL
CHOICE

of the box) in one channel! The Jadis Defy 7—
with defiant capacitor. Now the problem with
the KT88s and the Quickies. ilibes are sweet,
but don't be surprised if Iwind up keeping the
Krell.

Still time for Russia?

Rogers

Idunno—I write this column so far in advance.
The cutoff date for enrollments is September
9—earlier, if the tour is oversubscribed. You've
heard the spiel before. If you want to go, Fed

Rogers products have earned a
worldwide reputation for fine sound
quality and high construction standards. Primary design goals al Rogers
have always been tonal neutrality,
low colouration, transparency and
extended bandwidth. The result is
a smooth, effortless sound that
makes Rogers "the natural choice."
Write or cati for

Ex acheck for $500 payable to Finnair to Susan
Stevens, Finnair, 12 Sunset Hill Road, Brookfield, CT 06804. Her phone is (203) 775-3739.
$2695 plus $58 tax and visa application, double occupancy. We try to match singles. We
leave October 9, return October 23. At this
date, alate charge may apply, perhaps an extra

dealer information.

$50. There may also be asmall extra charge for
added concert tickets (Moscow is supposed to

-Audi

tillux
• 0 0.3.

1,0P•Pd

Lam ../411

40 ,1 MA

fax me aBolshoi schedule at the last minute,
OM

so Imay heavy up on tickets), plus $30 or so
for apossible visit to acollective farm some
miles outside Odessa. Comrades, come! 11

o St

OCM

by Belles

"A prescription for true tonal balance and effortless
power .... instead of the usual patent medicine."

OM 500
200WIS S.S.
Stereo Amplifier

In the U.S. Call
1-800-448-8490

OCM Technology Inc.
6509 Transit Rd. #H1 Bowmansville NY 14026 (716)684-0480
Canada .1 Export: 8Stratheam Ave. U9, Brampton, Ontario L6T 4L9 (416)791- 5888

for more information

OCM Technology is asdnichary of Magnum Dynalab Corp.

n
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IMHZ

The FM Tuner for those who believe sonic accuracy is everyt

MAGNUM

be

For product information

\

dynalob

and acopy of our booklet
^The FM Specialists"

"Rediscover FM Stereo"
call 1-800-448-8490

6509 TransitRd .#H1, Bowtnansville NY 14026 (716)684-0640
Canada & Export: 8StrathearnAve. #9, Brampton, Ontario L6T4L9 (416)791-5888
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DISPATCHES FROM THE FRONT
Loudspeaker manufacturer Brian Cheney' takes over this month's
column to offer ahighly personal, partisan review of hi-fi retailing,
while the Audio Advisor, Wayne Schuurman, offers aresponse to
Andrew Singer's comments on retailers who sell by mail order.

I

hate hi-fi stores.
Even after years of intensive Small Busi-

ness Therapy, it appears my audemporiphobia will remain adestructive, debilitating

syndrome (after all, Imake my living selling to

suppliers such as myself therefore learn to
regard the merchant's business check not as a
solemn promise to pay, but as rather akind of
personalized sweepstakes ticket where one
indeed may not already be awinner. Whenever

these places).

Iread favorable press comment on an esoteric

For maximum therapeutic effect Ishall not
presume with this article merely to perpetuate

product followed by the caveat "poor distribution" or "limited availability," Isympathize

amanufacturer's biases; Iconfess to having
owned ahi-fi store at one time, and to work-

opinion, this is aman who insists on payment

ing years as asalesperson in another; this message is directed at the music-loving consumer
rather than at the few sincere and knowledgeable audio merchants.

mightily with its maker: often as not, in my
in advance from his customers.
Still, the dedicated audiophile has little
choice, and often ends up patronizing the mod-

From the outset, Imust reveal certain sym-

ern, metropolitan, storefront salon staffed by
salespeople whose demeanor suggests they

pathies with the proprietors of high-quality
audio outlets; this is no easy business. Merely

guage all their own: "Say, can Iinterest you in

the selection of inventory is adaunting process.
For example, 300 brands of loudspeakers are
available domestically, offering in excess of
1500 models. Small wonder that our retailer has

know more than you do. And they speak alanour new Groovedigger phono cartridge? Happy
Earson gives it three stars in the $5000-and-up
category! No? Well howbout these great 'CD'
interconnects from Wiredwire!" ("CD" means

clogged his sales floor with systems that were

"Certificate of Deposit"!) "J. Meter Pontiff says

in vogue only amonth or three ago, but now

they got the most Intransigent Silence he's ever
heard!" etc., etc. Pause not to ponder who or

stand orphaned by their erstwhile champions,
the critics. Audio retailers are besieged almost

what they're talking about; search for the main

to distraction by clamoring sales reps, deep-

soundroom, recognized by picture-window

fringe consumers, and ever-changing magazine

walls and aphalanx of loudspeakers arrayed
therein like Space Invaders.

recommendations; forgive them for less than
startled enthusiasm when you appear at their
doorstep demanding abrand they cannot carry,

Enter and shut the door; you will need afew
minutes to yourself. In these contemplative

or lack the space to demonstrate adequately.

moments, aflash of insight impacts my psyche:

And my oh my, look at those prices. Indi-

this room is why Idon't like hi-fi stores!! It is

vidual components securing five figures are no

here that music is mangled, good brands can

rarity, nor are complete systems costing six.

sound worse than bad ones, and what you hear
is definitely not what you get. So let us do
something about it. Fortunately, you prepared

Discounts may well be impossible to find, particularly in the high-rent districts the best outlets often inhabit: this industry generally works

for your visit by bringing such necessities as

on amargin of 40% from retail; the dealer's

handtruck, hammer and nails, marking pen,
masking tape, your favorite records, and about

overhead frequently gobbles 25 to 30% of that
cushion. During the slow season, even the
established high-ender who advertises nationally may experience acrunch or worse. Small
IAuthor Brian Cts..y when not busy making his %NI'S loudspeakers somewhere in Northern California, recommends
"Louie the Brick" Collection Services after 60 days.
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30 lengths of hookup wire 6" long, with alligator clips on each end. Before starting to listen, Iwant you to make afew alterations for the
sake of musical accuracy and an informed buying decision. Here's what to do:
Find acomfortable chair and place it in the
81

LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE!
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114.001,111e. LIM bp ...me

SUPERPHON HITS WITH
ANOTHER SUPER PREAMP!
Five years ago Superphon zapped the
industry with ashockingly-good inexpensive preamp. Stereophile's "Audio Cheapskate," was amazed: "This preamp blows
away every other solid-state preamp Ihave
heard. Breathtaking sound stage. Uncannily precise imaging. Astonishing detail."
(Stereophile, Vol. 10, No. 6, Sept. 1987.)
Now meet another fireball. Like the
world-class Superphon DM, the SP-I00
Line Stage Preamp features supernatural
sound at adown-to-earth price. Once
you've heard it, you won't believe it!
NEW CIRCUIT WITH
UNMEASURABLE DISTORTION.
The Superphon SP-100 is aremarkable
zero-gain, zero-feedback, direct coupled,
high slew-rate, impedance converter line
stage preamp. It overcomes the shortcomings of passive or straightwire preamps by
carefully matching impedance between
source and power amp. Unique symmetrical,
mirror-imaged circuitry has unmeasurable
distortion* and the widest, deepest soundstage. Incredible DC to light band-width
provides astounding transparency, detail
and uncompressed dynamics. The SP-100's
six inputs include: CD, tuner, video, tape,
and two auxiliary. The price? Less than half
•Distortion. at <.0018%. is unmeasurable with standard audio
test equipment.

what you'd expect to pay for this level of
performance.
THE AMP FOR THOSE WHO LOVE
MUSIC, NOT HIGH PRICES.
Superphon's new SA-120 has a
unique dual-mono, phase correct, widebandwidth, high slew-rate, differential
Class A gain circuit which achieves near
perfect symmetry and produces awide
open, uncluttered sound stage with superb
imaging. The SA-120's output section combines the speed and delicacy of MOSFETs
with the taut bass and control of bipolars.
The high current outputs produce the slam
of amplifiers with double its 60 watt per
channel rating. Features include 5-way
type binding posts, gold RCAs and IEC
computer-style AC power connection. One
listen to the SA-120 amp and you'd expect to
pay $600, $700, even $800. But the SA-120
is available in the US for less than $500.
For more information about the SP-100,
SA-120 and other fine products, contact
your local dealer or call Superphon. Dealer
inquiries invited. All products made in the
USA.

SUPER PHON
Superphon Products Inc.
1035 Conger #3. Eugene. OR 97402
503/345-4226 FAX 503/345-0704

rear third of the room, near the signal source.
Clear the wall behind you of superfluous items

sented by such afellow, give him afair try. If

and take down any damping material you find
there. Roll up the rug so that it stops well in
front of your chair, leaving you sitting on wood
or concrete Move all loudspeakers (handtruck!)

home for atest audition, for as long as the poor
retailer's patience permits.

except the pair you intend to audition, and
stack on the wall behind. As you do so, attach
the jumper cables you have brought across the

you hear something you really like, take it

It would appear our 50-minute hour has
expired; enough for today. In any case, Ihear
my faithful ethnic sidekick/credit manager,
Kato, yelling that the buyer from the big Egre-

input terminals of each system, shorting them
out. Make tall, irregular columns and stack the

gious Audio chain is on the horn again, asking
10% ever/net forever terms, six months' free
flooring, and 90-days-same-as-cash. Now, if I

speakers so that they face each other on the rear
wall. Leave occasional 3" to 8" gaps between

can just find the detonator button on my fax

columns and place planar speakers on edge,
perpendicular to the wall.
That's much better. Now, take the damping

machine. ..

—Brian Cheney

The truth about mail -order?
Editor:

material (Sonex, fiberglass panels) removed
from the listening end and use hammer and

In his June 1991 "Dispatches from the Front,"
Mr. Singer argues that high-end audio is too

nails to affix it to walls and ceiling of the
speaker end of the room. If necessary, ask the
salesman for more damping material to cover

only purchase by mail for alow price. In the

these surfaces fully. Position the speakers to be
audited at favorable spots in the damped area

complex to be sold by mail, and that people
August issue angry readers tell us Mr. Singer's
retail store, Sound by Singer, has amail-order

(some hints: dipoles belong well out in the

ad in every issue of Stereopbile. Sound by
Singer is selling very sophisticated high-end

room, as far apart as they are from the side
walls; box systems with rear-firing vents need

audio products all over the country.

aback wall no more than

3' away; minimoni-

tors need baffled stands high enough that their
woofers [or tweeters—Ed.] are at seated ear
level); mark the best placement with your
masking tape and write the system name on the
tape with the marker. Repeat with each'system
of interest, returning the pair not in use to the
stack behind you.
Congratulations: You have transformed what
Ifeel to be one of the world's notoriously bad
listening environments, adealer showroom,

In defense of his ad, Mr. Singer's letter claims
that shopping by mail is sometimes the customer's "best alternative" His store doesn't sell
by mail based on price. Customers call him
because they don't have alocal source for the
product or they don't like their local dealer. Mr.
Singer insists it's the character and experience
of the retailer that determine the success or failure of an audio installation—whether done by
mail or by "being there."
In his letter, Mr. Singer finally begins to

into an acoustically correct 2 Live-End/Dead-

accurately describe mail-order. Mail-order isn't
good or bad—it's just another way of serving

End complete with diffusor grating on the rear
wall! Be cautioned that store personnel might

customers. Customers should expect to receive
the same friendly, expert advice and service—

not fully appreciate the magnitude of your
accomplishment. Should anyone object, refer

whether they purchase locally or by mail.
The biggest myth about mail-order is that

them to me, and I'll do my best to have your
bail reduced.
In addition to mainstream audio dealers,
there has been aproliferation of acurious alter-

customers purchase by mail mainly to save
money. But all the recent studies show people
order by mail mainly for the convenience. It's
easy to see why. Mail-order lets customers shop

native: the one-man outlet selling name-brand

leisurely at home without sales pressure. Deliv-

sound from his living room. Lacking funds to

ery is fast and easy. Satisfaction is guaranteed,

purchase an army of boxes, this fellow displays
usually only one or two speaker systems, the
listening space being generally treated to flatter
their output. If your product interest is repre-

or the customer's money is refunded.

2Its falr to point out that na everyone agrees with Brian that
aLivc-End/Dead-End environment is "acoustically correct."
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Mail-order is agreat way to serve customers.
Mr. Singer knows this. That's why he has amailorder ad in Stereopbile.
Wayne Schuurman
President, Audio Advisor
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Introducing
Renaissance:
The rebirth of
tube amplifiers.
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Renaissance Series.
The genius of VTL, the elegance
of real wood, and power to spare.
From just $899.*
Now you can own one of the world's best sounding stereo amplifiers for one of the world's
lowest prices. Audio Advisor is proud to introduce the new Renaissance Series from Vacuum
Tube Logic (VTL), unbelievable stereo and
mono amplifiers that any audiophile can afford.
We cut the price. Not corners.
You may think that for these incredibly low
prices, you'd get stripped-down basic amplifiers. Not true! Renaissance Series amps are
beautifully made, inside and out. Note the
protective wire cage. The beautiful handfinished, real wood side panels—in your choice
of American oak or incredible exotics such as
Persian walnut, Asian teak, or South American
padauk. All at no extra charge.
Inside, you'll see the same tough standards
that have made VTL famous. Military-spec
circuit boards. High-quality caps. Special
wiring. And VTL's own unique, worldrenowned, ultra-low-noise transformers.

no-risk, 30-day guarantee. Try Renaissance with
your own equipment and your favorite material.
From the challenge of Shostakovich to the
romance of Robert Shaw — you'll hear your
music revitalized. If you're not completely
satisfied— in fact, thrilled, with what you hear,
your money will be cheerfully refunded.
•Save $100 with special introductory offer.
If you hurry and purchase aRenaissance Series
Stereo 70/70 Amplifier during this special
introductory period, you'll save $100 off the
regular price. But please "hurry" — offer
limited to the first 100 amplifiers ordered.
VTL Renaissance Stereo 70/70 Amplifier
Over 70 watts per channel into 8ohms.
Size: 15.5" wide, 10" deep, 7" tall. 40 lbs.
Regularly $999. First 100 ordered, only $899.
Please add $20 for shipping.

And we didn't compromise the sound.
Renaissance Series amplifiers bring you sound

VTL Renaissance Series Monoblock 80s
Over 100 watts per channel into 8ohms.
Size: 15.5" wide, 10" deep, 7" tall. 35 lbs. ea.
$1499 per pair. Please add $40 for shipping.

re-born through tubes. From the intimacy of solo
guitar to the majesty of afull symphony orches-

Warranty
Three years on solid state elements, 90 days

tra, these amps bring you closer to the musical
truth than any others, even at double the price.
You'll enjoy liquid midrange, crystal clear
highs, and tight bass. You'll forget the equipment and simply enjoy the music. And that's as
it was meant to be.

on tubes, and lifetime on transformers, circuit
boards and chassis. All service work performed
by Audio Advisor, Inc.

Power to spare.
With over 70 watts of tube power, the Renaissance Stereo 70/70 can easily drive even hardto-drive, expensive audiophile speakers. The
Renaissance Monoblock 80s, with discrete
chassis and power supply design, actually sound
like double their rated power—even into finicky,
low-impedence speaker loads. And with either
Renaissance amplifier, bass is tight and powerful.
No-risk 30-day guarantee.
You can't hear Renaissance Series amplifiers in
any store— but you can hear them in the privacy
of your own home. Audio Advisor offers these
exciting new amplifiers to our customers with a

CALL

1-800-942-0220
TOLL. FREE!
American Express, MasterCard,
Discover and VISA accepted.

Not astore.
More.
225 Oakes, SW
Grand Rapids,
MI 49503
616-451-3868
FAX 616-451-0709
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THE

I
NCREASING
I
MPORTANCE
OF THE

SMALLER
DIFFERENCE
Meridian's Bob Stuart
talks to Robert Harley
about digital, dither,
and the D6000

ufacturing witb tbe Meridian M1 active loudspeaker being launched in 1977.

Wb

en tbe Compact Disc was introduced in 1982, it was assumed by

tbe general public (bat firstgeneration CD players were "perfect" and no
improvements in sound quality were necessary or even possible But asmall company in

Since the prophetic MCD, Bob bas established abistory of designing bigbly regarded
products, including tbe Meridian 203 digital
processor; the 208 CD playerereamplifier tbe
602 CD transport, and the innovative D6000
digital active loudspeaker reviewed in tbis

Cambridge England called Bootbroyd-Stuart

issue. Meridian products reflect Bob's belief

challenged the status quo witb tbe Meridian

that audiophile performance user conveni-

MCD, a modified version of Pbilips's first

ence and attractive styling are not mutually

player Reaction to the MCD rangedfrom puz-

exclusive qualities.

zlement by the mainstream press and pur-

Bob is also at tbe forefront of correlating

veyors of mid-fi to enthusiastic embrace by

measurements, especially of digital audio sys-

music lovers and audiopbiles.

tems, to subjective performance—bis first

The man behind the MCD was Bob Stuart,

degree was in electronic engineering and

now Technical Director of Bootbroyd-Stuart,

acoustics, there not being sucb aformalfield

designers and manufacturers of Meridian

of study as psycboacoustics at tbat time His
audio philosophy embodies tbe best of both the

products. Longtime readers of what was then
called Wireless World may remember '1.R."

listening and measurement worlds. He seems

Stuart's articles on tape recorder circuitry that

equally comfortable in the laboratory and the

appeared in tbe early '70s; in 1972, Bob

listening room.

designed an audio amplifierfor anew company called Lecson, wbicb was where be met

ing Society convention in Paris last February,

On my way backfrom the Audio Engineer-

industrial designer Allen Bootbroyd. The two

Iinterviewed Bob at the Meridian factory to

of tbem formed adesign consultingfirm called

sbare his insights into the state of digital audio

Boothroyd-Stuart and Partners in 1975 and

today Ibegan by asking him what be thought

after acouple ofyears of (bat, got into man-

of Compact Disc tbe first time be beard it. ..
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Bob Stuart: Iheard CD for the first time in
Paris in the Spring of 1982. Iactually heard it

recognizing the CD's merits with the confidence you could remedy some of the audible

in an audiophile booth—it was being demonstrated for the express purpose of showing us

problems that led you to modify CD players
early on?

all it was no good. (That wasn't the first time

BS: We took what was then, to our ears, the

or the last time.) It was clear to me, even then,
that it had some considerable merit. We had
done some quite interesting listening tests that
were written up in Gramophone. There was a
very, very strong anti-digital feeling—even
before CD. If you remember digitally recorded
tapes were then used to make audiophile LP
records. At that time, there were strong feelings
among audiophiles that it didn't work. And
sometimes it hadn't worked—no question.
We got together with our dealers and set up
statistical listening. We set up avery transparent

best CD player—the Philips CD100. ft was obvious that it was essentially designed by digital
engineers and there were all kinds of things that
weren't right. So we were able to bring first our
analog expertise to improve the output stages,
the power supplies, and the exact environment
that the D/A converter itself was in.
Then, as we continued to work with CD, we
discovered certain things like when you put
another disc on top of the disc you're playing,
the sound improves. And we ended up investigating the issue of damping the disc and com-

playback system and gave them the ability to
switch in and out adigital processor chain—the

quality when it's in the same room as the loud-

signal didn't go on to tape, it was just AID and
D/A conversion—with switching under the

being caused to vibrate, partly by building and

control of acomputer. And nobody in the
room knew when [the digital encoder/decoder]
was switched in—only the computer knew, so
there were no cues. We did the test over the
weekend and it was very hard for them—in
fact, they couldn't tell when the digital was
switched in. There was something wrong with
that test, it turns out, but it did prove to them
that [digital] wasn't atravesty.
Probably the thing that struck me most
about CD was the opportunity to have asource
which was reliable and stable Ipersonally was
driven crazy by turntables and cartridges,
speed stability and vibration. It always changes—
you go to do a demonstration and it's 10
minutes to set up the equipment and three

paring the difference in aCD player's sound
speaker. You learn very quickly that the disc is
environmental noise that you can deal with,
but also by the music which is impinging on
it. A CD has got some quite high-"Q" resonances in the midrange-1200, 1800, 2400Hz.
So we proved to ourselves that the effect of disc
damping is not optical, it's mechanical. There
were ways we had to deal with it, and the early
machines involved partly mechanical cures by
putting damping on the disc.
This got us into alot of trouble. There was
awhole sector of the audio community who
are not audiophiles and who understood completely that Compact Disc and all digital audio
was destined to be in audio's future They were
very scared that audiophile tweaking of this
"perfect" medium was being encouraged.

hours to get the turntable working properly.
But to me, the one thing was how stable [digital] sounded.
People have different sensitivities to problems in audio, and I'm very sensitive to pitch
change, even if it's quite small. There's quite a
large gap between what you can do to reduce
wow and flutter and getting it down to the
point where your perception of wow and flutter changes. Quite alot of very good turntables

T
he audio community

was very scared
that audiophile tweaking of
this "perfect" medium
was being encouraged.

do actually wow, even some very well respected
turntables. To me, the most stunning thing
about CD was that you heard apiano standing
on the floor for the first time. It was just that
stable. But there were alot of other problems

Anyway, we persisted and showed to our
own satisfaction that there were effects in the
machine that had mechanical causes. By the
time we did the MCD Pro, we had established

with it which were clearly heard.

servo interaction, jitter, and D/A problems as

Robert Harley: Was it that combination of

causing audible problems. So it was avery

Stereophile, September 1991
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HCA-2200

POWER
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Parasound announces our world-class amplifier, designed by John Curl.
World-renowned over 20 years
for his brilliant advances in
high-end audio. You can feel
his genius in the stunning

• 50 amp continuous, 90 amp peak current

new HCA-2200.

• Dual-mono twin 1200VA toroid transformers

• 220 watts/ch. 8, 365 watts/ch. 4 or 2L1
• 750 watts mono 8Li, 1,000 watts mono 4
• 130V/iisecond slew rate, DC servo coupled

• 100,000mF computer grade capacitors

Hear it now.

• Independent regulation of Mosfet drivers
• Matched complementary J-FET inputs
• 24 I3—matched 60MHz, 15A output transistors

Parasound

• Balanced XLR and gold unbalanced inputs
• Two pairs of 5-way terminals for bi-wiring

Parasound Producls, Inc.. 950 Battery SIreel, San Francisco, CA 94111 •(800) 822. 8802 •(415) 391. 1100 •FAX (415) 397. 0144

exciting time. You could clearly hear that the

In terms of design, we do alot of listening,

sound kept improving with each development
we made.

but intensively at various stages in the design

RH: tre were talking last night about your theory of bow very small perceptual cbanges in
reproduced music are important.
BS: Iinvented alaw to wake up people: the
"Law of the Increasing Importance of the
Smaller Difference." It highlights one of the

of aproduct. Maybe that would take 10 or 15%
of the time taken on aproject. Alot of the time
is taken on straightforward engineering. We
have alistening room here. Ilisten in different
ways. Ilisten to alot of music, recorded and
live. But Idon't need to listen to apiece of

things about human perception which is that

equipment for long to decide what I'm going
to do to it. It's usually quite obvious whether

we do tend to care more about smaller differ-

something's better or not, if we're moving in

ences. It's exactly what you were saying last
night about how the differences between peo-

the right direction or not. So we always go back
and check. Whenever we make ajudgment it's
spread over several days.
RH: Ithink it'sfair to call you a "l-bit designer";
you seem to be at the forefront of I-bit DAC

ple's faces are objectively quite small, but we
can recognize hundreds or even thousands of
faces that are nearly the same.
The same goes for many other things we

design. Do you think I-bit offers areal improve-

perceive—like the differences between coffees,
teas, and the sounds of instruments. The differ-

ment over conventional multi-bit ladder DAC%
or is it aconvenient way of making players

ences between people are really quite interest-

and decoders less expensively?

ing because if you took what Icall the "audio

BS: The problem with the kind of DAC you use
is very much involved in how you're going to

engineering establishment view" of people that
is taken toward power amplifiers, then we

make it in production. We've always used—

would say that people all looked the same.
Broadly speaking they're the same dimensions.

so far anyway—the Philips Bitstream DAC.

It just highlights the point that as audiophiles—as

DACs with agreat deal of accuracy There have

discriminators of anything—we're much,
much more interested in smaller differences.
You don't find people really getting at all interested in the differences between tea and coffee, or atree and adog. But people are interested in different kinds of dogs.
RH: People are especially interested in small
differences within aparticular breed of dog—
like at dog shows.
BS: Right! You see that trait in all areas of
human activity. Ithink it reflects abasic mechanism in our perceptual system—that we are
intrigued as much by the differences between
things as much as by what they are. We're not
programmed to hear differences between D/A
converters, but it's obviously important in
some sense.
RH: How often to you listen to live musiç and
bow critical is listening in design work?
BS: Ilisten to live music alot. Living in Cambridge, England, my opportunities to hear live

Philips also managed to produce multi-bit
been many other manufacturers of multi-bit
DACs who haven't been able to do that. I'm
sure you're completely familiar with them from
the measurement of CD players. For some
strange reason they can't get it quite right; if you
turn the trimpot (the MSB adjustment) you get
amuch better result. The truth is, multi-bit
DACs, when they have adjustments, can be
nightmares; the potential is there for misalignment. There are many kinds of monolithic
DACs where you can have aperfectly good
working DAC, but it may go off over aperiod
of time.

I

'm completely confident
that the ultimate performance
of aD/A converter
will come from a1-bit system.

music are tremendous. The amount of music

So the 1-bit DAC has avery powerful argu-

performed by students and orchestras is im-

ment, in that 1-bit is uniquely matched to itself.

mense. Inormally go to, on average, three con-

So you have much better linearity than with a

certs aweek; my predominant interest is in
choral music and classical music of various

multi-bit DAC, no matter how it's done. And to
the customer, it's quite important that it stay like
that. With the advance and understanding of
noise shaping, Iam completely confident that

sorts. So I'm very close to the sound of the real
thing.
Stereophile, September 1991
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TH
AGONY OF
CHOICE!
arapeakers are the most important part of your stereo system.

It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal into..

sound and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your stereo system wind
simply not sound like music.
The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead to some
very expensive products.

And if you have already bought those

high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigms.
But if you haven't, better not miss them. Why? Because from the
time they were first introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical ability
utterly

amazed

listeners...,

but

what

caused

even

I

more

amazement was the unprecedented low price.
So avoid the expense and the agony.

Visit your authorizedi

Paradigm dealer..., and listen to the clear choice.

The critics agree:
"... For once we wholeheartedly agree... the Paradigm is most definitely
ano-compromise two-way design capable of outperforming systems
costing several times as much."
-Hi Fidelity Magazine

"... the IParadigm I5se is no more colored than speakers costing up to
two or three times its price, and gave aconsistently musical
presentation...
Conclusion: the Paradigm 551e offers excellent performance at avery
competitive price..."
"'
1"
h "Alki """ /Sien'F hih "
Vol. II

No. I '
1"""" r.
v. 1988

t
camel iii
Sound&Vision

usic... above alli

In the U.S.. AudioStream, MK) Box 2410, Niagara Falls, N
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Fenmar Drive. Weston,

the ultimate performance of aD/A converter

into the turntable as the ultimate source—who

will come from a1-bit system, although you

suddenly said, "Wow, digital has really arrived."

could approach it very, very closely indeed
with amulti-bit system.
We read discussions of multi-bit DACs and
discussions of 1-bit DACs and Bitstream tech-

exceptional handling of low-level detail that
you get.

nology, but actually underlying the things that

Ibelieve what they're responding to is the

In fact, if you asked me to characterize the

people are writing about are other technical

sound of Bitstream, Iwould say that one of the
things to listen to first is the ambience. The

differences, which in my opinion are as important as 1-bit. For example, the generation of Bit-

which it was recorded, the DAC clearly resolv-

stream converters we use in the 203 and sub-

ing the low-level information that tends to get

musical object is placed in the acoustic in

sequent generations from Philips are unique

lost very easily. Normally you can just listen to

in two respects. In the first place, they have 1-bit
conversion and therefore exceptional low-level

arecording with that kind of information and

linearity. It is perfect into the noise floor. It's
still working well down to -120dB, which I
believe is important. But the other thing is it
is also the first generation of CD or digital audio

it comes straight through. The system doesn't
have black at the bottom: when the music
stops, there is astable, clearly defined residual
noise level that comes from the dithering in the
DAC. That may or may not be audible, but you

that uses correctly dithered digital filters.

don't get very large changes in the noise floor.

Although dither has been known for quite

If you move further into that whole area,
what you see is that different conversion sys-

some time, Idon't think it was as widely used
as it needed to be.
Isometimes describe [lack of dither] as one
of the great scams of the CD industry. The fact

tems produce different modulation noise. I
came up with three measurements on aDAC:

is, CD players and converters have digital filters

you measure its digital silence; you measure its
response to correctly dithered low-level tones;

and these filters do computation—and do it

and you measure the spectrum of noise that

quite well. But whenever you perform computation, you're also requantizing the data: it

kinds of distortion. As far as I'm aware (and I've

comes out of it when you decode afull-scale,
very low frequency, undithered tone. That last
test shows you what the quantization noise
behavior is like, the other shows you the dither,
and the first one shows you digital silence. In

checked it very thoroughly), this generation
of Bitstream is also the first generation to apply

my opinion—and you can prove it on an intuitive level—these curves should overlay. In

should be redithered. If you don't redither the
data, you run into problems and introduce all

dither to the digital filter. Now, I'm sure that

other words, if these three measurements are

redithering wasn't done because it would be

made and they match, you would have zero
modulation noise.

good thinking or because of how it sounded,
it was done because it's what you actually have
to do to get rid of idle tones that would clearly
show up on the spec sheet.

But it does depend on what you mean by
modulation noise. One form of modulation
noise is noise that isn't there in silence, but is

But it had this extraordinary and quite im-

there as soon as the signal comes along. In all

portant result that now we had aDAC system

the multi-bit systems I've measured—not

that had dither on-board, and the measure-

necessarily because they're multi-bit, but be-

ments show that that system is actually capable

cause of the lack of dither—you can have in
excess of 20dB of modulation noise. The way
aDAC behaves on an incorrectly dithered signal

of dealing much better with incorrectly
dithered program material than amulti-bit DAC.
One of the criticisms leveled at digital audio
very early on was that, as the sounds got
quiete there was no tangible floor; it was black
at the bottom. Listeners were looking for a
noise floor. But you could show with measurements that if you don't dither correctly, the
sound does just drop off. In this generation of
DAC we had an immediate response from all
kinds of listeners and music lovers—people
Stereophile, September 1991

is very important because the bulk of the material isn't correctly dithered. The way it behaves
on acorrectly dithered signal is also important,
but Ibelieve that measurement describes to
you quite alot the differences that are perceived, at least in the UK, between Bitstream
and multi-bit systems. The large noise-floor
changes in multi-bit systems lead to a[spurious]
delineation of the sound. The sound is very
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PV11 Preamplifier, MV52 Amplifier.
All-tube components priced under $2000 each.

the conrad-johnson group
2800R Dorr Ave. •Fairfax, VA 220.)r• 703-61
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State-of-the-art
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loudspeakers.
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much more exciting because you don't have

and coaxial digital interfaces? Meridian

modulation noise attached to the original musical object in away that delineates it.

seems to recommend optical over coaxial.

It is rather like avisual analogy: you have a

BS: We don't always recommend optical. The
reality is that optical is only best when you have

picture and you draw dark blinds all around to

anon-ideal EMC [electromagnetic compatibil-

make it more clear—that's what this kind of

ity] situation in the system. Because in all the
areas that matter, like the ability to transmit a

modulation noise does. On the other hand,
when you improve the system, you get to the
point where modulation is of the order of
3ydB. Our perception of that noise change is

correct squarewave with as fast as possible
leading and falling edges, then the Toslink system [the optical jack found on most inexpen-

different. It also attaches itself to the envelope

sive transports and processors] is much worse

of the music, but in such away that it tends to

than coax—it's worse every time.
The main difference comes from the fact that
there isn't aground connection of any sort

soften the sound. This generation of Bitstream
systems are very, very precise, but alittle soft
in the bass. That is perfectly explainable be-

between transport and converter. My experi-

cause the low-frequency energy tends to have

ence is that, on many systems, the lack of a

aslightly moving noise floor.

ground connection can make amore dramatic
difference than the type of interface. So you

RH: What mechanisms do you find account
for tbe sonic differences between CD transports?
RS: That's avery difficult question to answer.
From an engineering level we can say all sorts
of things make atransport sound different,
including the success in reducing vibration and
isolating the servos, separating servo signals out
of the digital processor. The only real analog
part of aCD transport is the servo system and
the oscillator. As you know, the problem with

find that you get acleaner sound with optical
—not because optical is better, but because the
system works better with an optical interface.
Iwould be happier with optical interfaces
downstream, because electromagnetic compatibility is abig problem with audio equipment.
RH: Howfar are we into the digital learning
curve? Are therefundamental things we still

all digital is that each digital stage is quite ana-

don't know about digital, or will improvements come from refinements of existing

log; you can measure the way jitter propagates

knowledge?

through every gate. Jitter is always generated
by the transport.

BS: There are alot of things we don't know.
With DIA conversion we're well up the learning curve, but there is quite along way to go.

Transports will sound different partly because of the mechanical and acoustic features
leading to problems in their own digital output signal, and also because of their relative
success or lack of success in the interface to the
DAC through acable. We've had an interesting
time with the S/PDIF interface, where the use
of certain audiophile cables to connect aCD
transport to aD/A converter certainly changes
the sound; the reason is the impedance mismatch is so bad.
In CD players there are several areas of non-

All the things that were considered, like linearity and jitter, aren't yet fully understood psychoacoustically. Ican certainly see that within
two to three years we'll be able to produce conversion systems more routinely which will
satisfy the psychoacoustic objective that we
currently—or that Icurrently—consider to be
important. In other words, all the ways I've
found to measure something to tell me how it's
going to actually sound will have been solved.

ideal behavior, one of which is the shape of the

\Ve have to do more listening and find out more
answers. There is clearly ahuge gap between

HF signal itself.' But there is absolutely no
doubt in my mind that the quality of the HF sig-

what we measure and what we're capable of
hearing.

nal is very important because it will propagate
jitter downstream.

Conversion is just one aspect of digital, and
franldy, I'm really pleased to be working at this

RH: What are the tradeoffs between optical

time. It is tremendously exciting.

1The HF (high frequency) signai is the raw sismal retrieved (mm
the disc, comprising nine discrete-frequency sinewaves
between 196kHz and 720kHz. The digital data is encoded in
the zero crossing transitions. See Vol.13 No.5, pp.75-77 for
adiscussion of how the HF signal is generated by the CD.
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We have the next generation of digital audio
coming along which will use compressed coding of some description because it is economical to do so. We're looking to how else we can
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Nearly 71 minutes of music and test signals for
just $6.95! (plus S/H)
Purist recordings from Stereophile contributors
JGH, JA, RH, and PWM
128x-oversampling digital conversion compared with
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have alarge number of channels, how else we
can have solid-state storage of music and the
possibility of having recordable media like
DCC or recordable CD that will use compressed audio. 2
But these are very worrying because digital
audio gives us tremendous power—the power
of the moment. We're like adolescents. The
reseuth, the understanding that we have, is not
as complete as it should be at this point to

distortion can't come out before the signal as
it can in digital equipment—you've got awhole
new area of potential problems.
My view over the past few years has been to
try to design electronics that relate to human
hearing capability Part of the problems we get
stuck in are problems of tradition. For example, the criteria by which we measure apower
amplifier come from the 1940s. We measure

decide or to make definitive judgments on

power output, frequency response, total harmonic distortion; we measure it with the in-

things like [data compression standards].

struments that were available at the time. But

It's not clear in my mind how well digital was
understood by the prime movers, and that's

there was no reason to assume that average-

one of the worries. Iwould feel much more
comfortable if Ithought that Sony and Philips
had known back in 1982 that you could actually encode on a 16-bit linear system 120dB
dynamic range as far as the ear was concerned.
Ithink that we were lucky. Ithink we really
were lucky that it was able to be pushed as high
as it has been. We made judgments too early
on in the chain about what we can and can't
hear—you can see adecline in the standards.
RH: How much correlation do you find
between measurements and sound quality?
BS: I
ts certainly true that the measurements
of any piece of audio equipment don't describe
its sound. Idon't think digital audio is any
worse off than analog, to tell you the truth.
It's difficult to get ahandle on how electronics sound by measuring them. Ithink that
these problems are very real. The fact that we
can hear differences—and there is no doubt we
can hear differences—means that we really
have to pursue—hard—an understanding of
this problem. Indeed, that is my particular passion—to try to explain the differences that I
hear. Ithink with some types of audio equipment, we haven't begun to measure them. Measure apower amplifier, and it is actually very
difficult to describe with aset of measurements
that would describe or explain how this component sounded different.
Digital has brought us anew way of looking
at measuring and new ways of introducing distortion, and that's why Ihave spent more time
looking at the audibility of distortion, partly
because we are in an area [digital] where distortion can still be considerably worse than
analog. For example, in an analog system the
2See Vol.14 No.4 for afull description of Philips's DCC, %b1.14
Nos.7 & 8for Sony MD, and Vol.14 No.5, "As We See it," for
an editorial on data compression.
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reading meters tell you anything about distortion on dynamic material.
The problem is to join the gap between any
objective measurement we can make and the
psychoacoustic situation. It involves knowing
the sound pressure level at which you are going
to reproduce music. It involves knowing the
huge gap—the huge gap—between all theories
of hearing, which are based on single tones
and noise program—and the way that hearing
mechanism works when listening to music.

It's certainly true that
the measurements of any piece
of audio equipment don't
describe its sound.
My particular passion is to try
to explain the differences I
hear.
We prove the equipment and ourselves with
sinewaves, and then we try to make judgments
about how both fit into music, which has not
sound in it, but "objects." It's not acollection
of tones, but acollection of acoustic objects.
One of the concepts that Ivery strongly try to
introduce is the idea that acoustic objects are
created in our heads when we listen. You don't
hear noises or tones, you hear aviolin or somebody speaking. An acoustic object can be very
complex. It can be one instrument or acollection of instruments, but that is what we hear.
'e hear it because the ear has certain common
features that combine to [create] the perception of an acoustic object. It's avery, very complex, very non-linear process. It is most difficult
to decide what is and what isn't audible because asmall distortion could be quite significant unless it happens to provide afeature
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which will then change the object we will
perceive.
When you start to look at it in this way, you
realize that it is in line with the kinds of things
we hear when we listen to audio equipment,
what we hear in audio equipment. We make a
change to the circuitry and the sound changes,
and the sounds that are changing are the
objects, or we suddenly hear another one.
For example, when we worked on improving aparticular digital processor, not only did
the voice get clearer, but we heard the guitar
in the background that we hadn't heard before

in the way this works when it's together which
is going to produce errors that are related either
to the signal or to the envelope of the signal?
In fact, we've been having alot of fun lately
applying the kinds of measurements we do on
digital audio systems to analog systems. You
look at crossover distortion in apower amplifier and compare it to DAC non-linearity. Ithink
it is very important to explain the differences,
to understand, but it is acomplex problem.
RH: Why is there such a dichotomy—even
hostility—between those who listen and those
who measure?

Then we improved it more and it became two
guitars and then one of them actually turned

BS: In any area of human endeavor, there are

out to be amandolin. Now the differences in
the objective sense between the two sounds

or who care to perceive the difference. For

were very small indeed, and yet subjectively,
you would say they were total. The differences
between aguitar and mandolin are 100%—the
increasing importance of the smaller difference.
But what I'm trying to point out is that the
way we perceive things is very different. We
have to be very careful when we work backwards from very small objective changes to the
kinds of errors audio equipment introduces
and defining their importance. Now, Ithink
there are certain absolute things we can decide
...For example, the human ear is capable of
incredible discrimination, but it doesn't have
infinite sensitivity. There is awell-established
threshold of hearing and there are also very
creditable experiments that show you can hear
sounds that are below the threshold of hearing. You can put them out by having other
sounds, but those other sounds stop at 10dB
below the threshold. In other words, if you're
trying to define the problem, you could say

people who can either perceive the difference
example in this country while two of the very
respected members of the audio community
of long standing believe firmly that all power
amplifiers sound the same, they don't believe
that about the taste of whisky or good claret.
They are very passionate about the differences
between whisky. Now, to someone who is interested to listen, it's perfectly clear that power
amplifiers do exhibit some differences—there's
no question about that. If you cannot hear
those differences, it is either because you don't
want to or you don't care, or you haven't prepared the setup or the circumstance where it
could be shown to you. Ifind there is atremendous resistance in the audio community. It's a
very depressing thing. There is acurrent generation of engineers who are tremendously dogmatic about the objective thing. In other
words, they would say that an amplifier with
flat response and low distortion that didn't clip
and passed the nulling test must sound perfect.
And the answer is that these are all good things
to do, but you can hear adifference.

that an audio system is perfect if it doesn't produce an error louder than 10dB below the
threshold of hearing.

RH: Do you think blind testing is useful, or is

But any steps you take from that point on

BS: Ithink it can be useful, but I've never con-

must be taken with great qualification, especially the idea that errors can be masked. You
have to look at the system, you take this criterion
to measure one component like aD/A converter
or apower amplifier, then you have to connect
them together and make the same judgment on
them as asystem. Is there going to be anything

it fundamentally flawed?
sidered whether it's fundamentally flawed.
What Ido know is that there are many kinds
of subjective tests that introduce adegree of
stress that tend to impair the subject's performance. Ifind that I've now reached an age
where Iknow that Ican hear the difference or
not. And Icanhave that checked by ablind test.

Anaudio system is perfect if it doesn't produce an error
louder than 10dB below the threshold of hearing.
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But for some of the differences we listen for
and to, you have to be in the right mood, and

equipment and say, "No, the difference didn't

not under pressure. I'm happy to do ablind test

difference, then there is a difference. And it

provided I'm very comfortable about the sys-

may be more or less important, but you mustn't

exist. There can't be adifference." If there is a

tem I'm listening to. One of the problems of
blind testing is that you are presented with a

make value judgments. That's ever so impor-

system that isn't transparent. We do blind test-

discussion. People say there is no difference,

ing occasionally, but we tend to do absolute
listening that you can compare in your own

and you say, "but what about this," and they
say, "Oh, yes, but that's not really important.

time at your own speed.

Oh, we know about that." What they're really

Do you agree?
RH: Absolutely.
BS: Aside from the fact that it's anon-doable

tant whenever you get involved in that kind of

saying is that they believe that all differences
can be measured. And Iagree: it's just that we
don't have the instruments. Just because we

experiment, I'm entirely confident that if you
looked at any area of perception and created

don't have the instruments doesn't mean we
shouldn't try to find out what is causing the

pressure tests, obvious differences would vanish. It's like the differences between wines or

differences.
RH: What was the genesis of tbe D6000

coffees; we've all seen tests that are conducted

(Meridian's second digital aaive loudspeaker'?

where people who are connoisseurs of coffee,

It's an unusual product.

under pressure can't tell the difference between
tea and coffee. And yet there is absolutely no
question they can identify differences under
the right circumstances. That's the whole

BS: Yes, isn't it. [smiles] Well, one of the reasons

point: when you construct atest, you really
have to know what you're doing, unless your

apassive loudspeaker. There are awhole bunch
of reasons why that is true: the power ampli-

objective is to prove that there isn't adifference,

fier is connected directly to the drive-units, and
the fact that you can do the crossover at alow
level in the analog domain—these are huge

in which case you can be quite successful. As
you know, there is agrowing feeling that blind
tests are flawed. But Ihaven't yet talked in detail

we started the company was because Ibelieved
very strongly in active loudspeakers. An active
loudspeaker can be much, much better than

compromises in a passive speaker. [The

with Michael Gerzon about his theory that A/B

D6000 's crossover is in the digital domain.—

tests are invalid. 3

RH] We've made consistently aseries of models

I
'm entirely confident that if you

looked at any area of perception
and created pressure tests,
obvious differences would vanish.
The thing that really irritates me
is that so-called "objectivists"
claim to be scientific.

that were self-contained.
One of the problems with passive speakers
is getting the signal intact to the speaker. We're
very interested in digital audio to get the signal to the speaker in the digital domain. Our
first digital speaker, which we showed in 1985,
was aversion of aspeaker we made at that time
called the M-100 which was our top of the line,
where we put aD/A converter in the speaker at
apublic exhibition and the thing was driven
from acomputer, although we sent the digital
audio in parallel form at that time. [laughs]
But it really was an interesting step forward.
As you know, we made the D600 4 which
addressed awhole lot of other problems to do

The thing that really irritates me is that socalled "objectivists" claim to be "scientific."

with the user interface and the idea that the
loudspeaker was essential to the system. Ihad

To me, the most unscientific thing you can do

this fairly radical idea that in the end—and "the
end" is always 15 to 20 years from now—

is to hear adifference and then measure the

sources will all be digital and music will be
3Michael Gerzon is presenting apaper at the October 1991
Audio Engineering Society Convention in New York that suggests blind testing is fundamentally flawed as atechnique for
revealing differences between musical presentations.
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coming out of the wall. The only components
4Reviewed in Vol.12 No.II,
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Series Vacuum Tube Machine. No noise reduction was used.
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ATTENTION:
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the original master tapes through
tube electronics onto CD.
The sound is marvelous.
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LP LOVERS!
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ever made, is now
available exclusively
from Acoustic Sounds.
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•Fast, efficient service
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Massenet Le Cid -Ballet Music. The City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Louis Fremaux.
This has been remastered by Doug Sax through tube
electronics and made with the one-step process. This will
be anumbered limited edition and is guaranteed to flap
your pant legs and knock your socks off. We are so
confident that this LP will blow you away that we will
give you afull refund if you are not impressed with its
sound. The Greensleeves reissue is on HP'S hit list.
CD
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that you end up with are the remote control

domain without losing anything at all. You can

and the loudspeakers. So we've tried to put the

change the tonal balance, the system is correctly dithered. We've even put in some psy-

center of focus on the loudspeakers. In the
D600 we started to explore that, and it's perfectly logical for us to try to embrace more of
the speaker in the digital domain, particularly
in the digital crossover. There is ahuge potential for improvement in quality if you can create
acrossover that cannot be made with analog
components. You can have slopes as you want,
you can break apart the phase relationship and
can adjust the phase response independently
—which in fact we do in the D6000. It was also
an exercise in dynamic range. Iwanted to show
that, with DSP and the conversion techniques
we developed, the dynamic range could be

choacoustic compensation. The D6000 has a
loudness control, which is completely unheard
of and anathema to an audiophile system.
Except now, we can do this processing without loss. It's not an extra stage of analog amplification. More importantly, because it's acomplete system, the speaker actually knows how
loud the sound is you're listening to. It's not
some arbitrary loudness thing depending on
the sensitivity of the loudspeaker you have
with apower amplifier. And we know when it

achieved. We were trying to go for 118dB

says volume number 76 on the front, that it's
based on 20 or 30 recordings that are available
of piano music.

[dynamic range] at 3kHz, which is the maximum dynamic range of human hearing.

reproduces music that is as natural, as open,

It's avery typical Boothroyd-Stuart product
in that it's extremely functional yet very elegant. So it was alogical thing for us to do, with
tremendous opportunity for DSP in the loudspeaker. You've got the user interface, the volume control is in the digital domain, the tone
controls have now become respectable because we can do tone controls in the digital

If! had to describe what D6000 is about, it
and as transparent as it can be. It's not intended to be awhiz-bang machine with alot
of gimmicks.

D6000 is not intended
to be awhiz-bang machine
with alot of gimmicks.
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Cartridge Alignment Gauge

$14.95/ pair

16 oz
16 oz

12 95

32 ea
Igal

24 95

2gal

'598 00

'

the difference.

AR ES-1 TURNTABLE

14 95

brumal Tm -7X11
SuperCleener

SuperSize

diell11111

1
, 50 set

Audioquest MC Phono
Cartridge Demagnetizer

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS

169 95
350 00
550 00
945 00
199 95
399 95
599 95
85 00
299 95
385 00
719 95

NodloChreol JAGI Ruby
AP 404 14rnv or 5my
Ao 8-200 1dmv or 5my
AO 7000 Orna
Monster AG-500
AG-1000 Mee
MC-2000
Semite BSA P.M v., any trade ,
Sunnko Tesman 8,X5
Sumrlro Tassrnan 116 vdn
Sunk° '1 Sum DTI
•
vapixarrreirrs urn use tree,

Only
$79.95

16 95
"49 95

11111y Gritty "First" Record Cleaner
6oz

14 95

16 oz

24 95

Sorruko Fluabuster T8-1

Nitly Gritty
Purifier #2:

JAWA

16 oz .........11.95
1gal —

39 95

LAST Record Cleaner
$1 Power Cleaner

1995

#2 Preservative

1995

#3 Reg Cleaner

1495

$4 Stylus Cleaner

1295

#5 Stylast

2195

102

/

LI 1

AUDIO
ADVISOR

169 95

Not astore.
More.

AR ES-1 turntable only
AR ES-1 turntable w/AO PT-5 arm

'499 95
•749 95

AR ES-1 turntable wiRB-3(13 arm

•795 00

AR metal armboards tor PT5. WT. Linn

1-800-942-0220

VPI HW-19 Turntables

225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids MI
49503

r
I

'

-19J8. Pak lit. Mk IV. 120V or 220V

.
Call
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High End Audio... By Mail Order.
In the old days high end audio was hard to find—and harder still to audition. Then
along came Audio Advisor with courteous, knowledgeable sales and support,
reasonable pricing, prompt shipping and aliberal 30-day money-back guarantee.
Finding high end audio became easy—just atoll-free call away.
In US or Canada call us at 1-800-669-4434 or 1-800-942-0220 to learn more.
Magnavox CD Players

ENERGY ABSORBING FEET
Navcom Silencers
Ou ,,.1

NEW Magnavox's!
CDB614 1-bit player w/remote

"169 95
"229 95
'199 95

CDB624 1-bit digital out. remote
CDB552 5-disc changer. remote ...

'Pa.., Set pl 4

59 95

AO Barbadian. Feet
Large (4)

39 95

CD Feel (4)

24 95

TARGET RACKS

STANDESIGN RACKS

ETeoœ
Nap,of easy fo unfree bro.,*
TT2sa

SAM.. HI
2
20'

TT3sa
TT4sa

3
4

32'
25'

'245 00
•
279 95

TT5sa 5
TT5Tsa .
5
AER3 .... 3
AER4. 4
AER5. 5

32'
40'
22"
26"
33'

•319 95
359 95
349 95
'449 95
499 95

ARCICI Stands
8211.48011.1
ES/63
Old ESL
ILAW30291
Sound Anchors

Banda., r.

Thaepe 2C t
mane 33
SPICA Tc -so
21 1, •• ,,- I.

Art & function
combined

¡Mite
'169 95

Specialty
Stands

•5,in,s

Pub

TIP TOES

ARCICI
Superstructure

Tip Toes (Original)
Snort I5'l
650
Tall 11 5'1
995
Tall wiscrew
14 95

stands r
nu 39995

ToneCones (New)
Cur,.
no Ptelom
Seer

.149 95
"59 95
25 95

Snort .....
395
Medium al/screw .795
Large WiSCO3W ... 14 95

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES
PAX
SR-8064X

STAX
SR-34 Pro .
SAE-15N 15m ext cable
SAE-16 15meter Pro cable
SAE-17 I5m Sig cable
Rplcmnt ear pads 34 &84
*60—NEW ,K.1000 dynamic

179.95
3995
95.00
189.95
19 95
Call

Joe Grado HP1 Headphones ... 595.00

Special Introductory Otter:

Penta
Ouanro
Trident
Duo
Design3
Design5

5
4
3
2
3
5

Ht
34"
r349 95
34" ...• 299 00
34 « r249 95
24" ... •179 00
24" ... "299 00
31" r399 00

CABLES, CABLES, & MORE CABLES!
America's Largest Seller of Premium Cables

'389 95
•19500
•19500
'299 00

299 95
325 00
219 95
-11995
249 95

KONTACT!
"Kontacr electronic connection cleaner/enhancer.
Imported from England
49.95 /kit
AO Laserguide CD point', improves CO sound
and readability
.. 14.95
Finyl CO Optical Clearcoal Enhancer
CD Upgrade Kit
... 14.95
Full Size Kit
...
29.95
Sumiko CO Re Bands
112) 17 95
(50) 69.95
liecrodamper
... 49.95
Analog Survival Kit
.. 49.95
AudloPrism "CD Stoplight" green pent pen 14.95

Beyer Dynamic

Save $150 on STAX Headphones
New STAX SR80MX Headphone with

BDT 990 Pro
801990

............ 199.95
.......... mess

headphone amp. list 5450. now only
5299 95 1Limit 100 sets

001770 closed ear
Replacement ear cushions

169.95
.
23 00

Audio Interconnect Cables

Call for prices on Audioquest. As-One. Cardas. Siltech Monster, Tara Labs
and Van den Hui
Custom lengths and with custom terminations including right-angle RCAs and
ALR "balanced -avatlable Call for prices
Special Bargain Audio Interconnect Cables, Pairs:
Audioquest Turquoise
1OM
29 95 2OM
Tara Labs Paragon
3ft
49 95 511
Cardas Audio Golden Section 311
49 95 5rt

34 95
66 00
69 95

3OM
lOtt
lOrt

39 95
106 00
119 95

Premium Digital Coaxial Cables
Tam Labs Paragon Digital Coaxial Cable
1OM
39 95
15M
Andlogiest "Z" Digital Coaxial Cable

.47.50

3.0M

1OM
65 00
15M ...................75.00
Ned Squad Woaderller
5M
195 00
1OM................
225.00

3OM

99 95

15M

235 00

15M

235 00

Tara Labs "Digital Reference" OR-1
61.1 ...............179.95
1OM ................195.00

69 95

Premium Digital Optical Cables
Audioquest Optilinli "X" Fiber Optic Digital Cable
1OM
75 00 15M 89 95 2OM 99 95 3M

125 00

6M

199 95

Audloquest °plaint "Z" Fiber Optic Digital Cable
1OM 125 00 15M 159 95 2OM 179 95 3M

225 00

6M

369 95

Speaker Cables
2.x2's2"
SHEETS
co/op;
Box of 4i
S49 95
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Call for prices on Auchoquest. Cardas. Monster. 8 Tara Labs
Custom lengths A terminations including spadeS. Oins. Waage bins.
bananas, and more available Cab for peces

Cable Accessories & Contact Cleaners
Edison Price Music Posts (2prl 39 95
WBT RCAs 8 Connectors
In Stock

Cramohne Cleaner'Protector
14 95
Surmko Tweak
(1 5oz1 14 95

103

AUDIOPHILE LPs and COMPACT DISCS

Rare Finds. Samplers and Test CDs:
Proprius Jazz II Pawnshop
Single CD 16 95 /Double LP
Chesky JD37 Jazz SamplerfTest CO .(cd)
Dorian Sampler Disc Ill
locl)
Hi h News Test CD 2(UK)
.(Cd)
Star "The Test' Headphone Test .. (cd)
Reference Laser Video Test Disc
(10)

39 95
1399
999
2995
49 95
65 00

Athena Rachmantnoft, Ltd. Edition ..... ILP) 29 95
Debussy 8 Ravel. Ltd Edition
(LP) 29 95
Lyrita Classical CDs

(cd) 2395

Chesty New Jan CDs
JD45 Ana Caram. Amazonia
JD47 Phil Woods, Real Life
JD49 Clark Terry Live Village Gate
Reference Recordings All Idles
RR-31 Brock, Tropic Made .
RR-33 Fats Waller 'Ltd Edition'
RR-35 Nopma Plays Ravel
British EMI Rock Pressings
Mobile Ultradlec Gold CDs
Dorian Classical CDs—All tales

(cd)
(al)
(cd)
(cd)
(cd)
(Cd)
(cd)

13 99
13.99
1199
1499
14.99
29.95
14.99
Call
(Cd) 29 95
(cd) 14.99

This Little Engine Transforms CDs..
•."11cherny

Audio Alchemy DDE v1.0 D/A

399.00

.....

We think it can. we think it can.. no.
we know the Audio Alchemy DDE vt 0
D/A engine can transform your CD
player into an advanced Eldstream
machine Al 5399 ils the lowest
priced Bdstream DM in the world.

Wilson Audio LPsiCDs—All titles
(Mid)
Sheffield Labs LPs CDs—All titles op/cd)
Opus 3Test Records/ CO.
•1 .2 .3
..... Op) 23.95 /(cA)
Delos Jan CDs—All titles
(cd)
Harmonia Mond) Classic
(Ip) 12.95 (cd)
Stair Binaural CDs—Ad) titles
(cd)
Telarc CD titles
(cd)
Water Lily Acoustic
WL10 &WL11, Lie Edition LPs .

1595
1499
14.95
39 95
14 99

(Ip) 24 95

Audiophile Books
Good Sound, by LDearborn 12.95
The VTL Tube Book, Edition

GD

by David Manley
12 95
The Wood Effect. by RH Johnson
945
Full Frequency Stereo Sound,
History of Decca Records
25 00

RAM Vacuum Tubes

CLEAN UP YOUR POWER!

Last ionoer sound better than
omomal tubes Complete sels

Protect
audio/video
gear and
improve
performance.

led-tairàto KW
Trippille "ISOBAR" Power Line Filters
ISOBAR-4-220 4outlet. 229240v
/9 95
ISOBAR-6 6outlet. 3-stage filtering
89 95
ISOBAR-8 8outlet. 4-stage filtering
99 95
ISOBAR IBR-12-12 outlets. 2-stage filtering
149 95
ARCICI "Idos - CD line Illter

1598
14 99

149 95

TICE MICRO BLOCK

Trepere CR.21..12
1.1

lopplile Power Regulators/Conditioners:
u..-1200. 4outlet. 2stage. 1200 wall output
— 219 95
LC-1800 6outlet. 3stage, for audio and vtdeo.
1800 wan output
299 00
LCR-2400 14 outlets. 2stage. 2400 watt.
rack mount (see top illustration) ..... ••399 00

CHARGE 111
Mastercdr{I

Powerline
purifier for
CD players.
D/A conveners.
preamps. tuners.
turntables etc
Only 625 00'

FOREIGN SALES WELCOME

overNisa /Amex

1-800942-0220

ÀVA
111

AUDIO
ADVISOR
FAX 616-451-0709

Service 616-451-3868

ARC SP3
89 95
See
65 00
SP8
9500
SP9
109 95
910
239 95
Spit
9995
ARC Power Amps
Call
Audhle Mod2
89 95
Cat/orna Aucto labs
Ana
49 95
Tempest
189 95
CAI SL•1 MNI1 lbs
Conrail Johns.
PV2 PV6 89 9,
PV3
49 95
Psi
55 00
POS
139 90
eve
139 95
PV9
1esos
Premed,
69 95
11V45
139 95
MV50
'89
MIT'S
189 95
9'
WOOL Mosc.
Supmd
55 00
Mine
65 00
Upscale 600 179 95
encode 150 99 95
Moscoele 300 99 95

Counlerpo ,nt
SA1000
SA3003
SA2
SA3
SA5
SA7 ItaIel
SA128 100
SA20 8.220
Dynaco PAS 3
Stereo 70
Mart 01
WA Magus
h1.1s ,c,,, e1RM4
RA45
009

65 00
99 95
169 to
69 95
169 95
69 95
99 95
135 00
79 95
179 95
103 95 ea
79 95
49 95
69 95
249 95

Ou,c1,shr Month
VIL Meseta,
RAM PHONO TUBES
Ulm
12AX7 S
45 00

er299 95
69 to
Ro at,
61311
49 95

RAM P008 RMP 18000
477
17 95ea
12B ,.
695ea
5AR4
25 00ea
6550 matched per
69 95
8188 matched per
115 00
EL-34 matched Pad
49 95
8417 matched par ,
77 50
mar '&6 matched pair 77 50
VW POWER Nees
61-90 NEW 1
6550A WS,
EL-34 WS,
1(1-66'58811USSR1
807 IUSSR)

40 00
30 03
?0 00
15 00
20 00

Shipping Charges
Shipping Charges (UPS, Insured, 48 States)
Accessories. One Item .........495
Extra Items
.150
'Turntables/Stands
1295
tRacks/Large stands ....................29.95
"Electronics
8.95
Heoll Mon-Fn 900-7 00 EST — Sat 10 003113
Pries subet to dune A40 3% lor knee
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THE GROUND FLOOR
Peter W. Mitchell

W

hen loudspeakers are manufactured, their response varies slightly
from sample to sample because of

normal manufacturing tolerances in cone mass,
suspension compliance, magnet strength, and
crossover parts values. There are also mechanical resonances in the cones, elastic surrounds,

ences in sound-path length—for instance,
diffraction at cabinet edges, atweeter's off-axis
droop, reflections in the listening room, and
cancellation dips that occur when woofer and
tweeter outputs arrive out-of-phase at the
microphone or at your ear.
Virtually all analog electronic circuits, in-

dustcaps, metal frames, and so forth. Obvi-

cluding graphic and parametric equalizers, are

ously, if these variables cause one speaker in

minimum-phase devices. Despite the name,
this doesn't mean that they produce "minimum" phase shift; it means that they produce
the amount of phase shift that is calculated

apair to be louder than the other at certain frequencies, the sonic image at those frequencies
will be pulled toward the speaker containing
the greater emphasis. What is less well known

from the Hilbert transform—neither more nor

is that irregularities in frequency response also

less. Consequently, when you use an equalizer

correspond to differences in signal timing,
which may cause sounds to arrive slightly
earlier or later from one speaker. The bottom
line is that stereo imaging is intimately associated with frequency response.
This connection is not often discussed or

to adjust asystem's frequency response, you do
introduce phase shift. Because of this (and
because of the general principle that the fewer
electronic circuits in the signal path, the better), equalizers are widely scorned in high-end
circles.

widely recognized. But one of the basic rules

Perhaps the worst examples of the breed are

of audio physics is that nearly every significant

graphic equalizers that contain apink-noise

departure from flat frequency response cor-

generator, measuring microphone, and spectrum analyzer display. The idea is that you'll

responds to aphase shift; je, achange in signal
timing. The phase curve can be calculated from

measure the system's response at your chair

the frequency response (or vice versa) using a

and equalize it to be flat. Usually the resulting

mathematical operation called the Hilbert
transform.
In engineering jargon, if aproduct's actual

sound is dreadful, not only because of the

phase curve agrees with the phase curve calculated from its frequency response using the
Hilbert transform, it is said to be a"minimumphase" device. This is true of everything from
amplifier tone controls to the rolloffs at the

phase shift added by the equalizer but, more
importantly, because you are trying to equalize
out problems that are basically geometric in
origin, such as off-axis sounds reflected by
room boundaries. Boosting the highs to compensate for drooping off-axis response and
room acoustics is likely to cause the speaker's

ends of aspeaker's range (below 50Hz and
above 20kHz, say). It is also true of the myriad

direct first-arrival sound to be harsh, aggressive,
and ugly.

little resonances that cause aspeaker's mea-

However, if you were listening only to a
speaker's on-axis sound (in an anechoic cham-

sured response to look slightly ragged compared to an amplifier's dead-flat curve. So the
smoother and less colored by resonances a
loudspeaker is, the more phase-linear it is likely
to be.
Studies have confirmed that most loudspeaker drivers and crossovers are minimumphase devices. As far as Iknow, the only departures from flat response in aloudspeaker that
are not minimum-phase are those whose origin
is basically geometric; ie, those involving differStereophile, September 1991

ber, for example), and if the woofer and tweeter
were optimally aligned, then all of the speaker's
departures from flat response would be minimum-phase. In that case, each peak or dip in
the speaker's frequency response would have
an associated phase error. Then, if you used an
equalizer to restore flat response, the equa1i7er's
phase shifts would be opposite to those in the
speaker, and they would neatly cancel out! In
this idealized situation, an equalizer could be
105

avery good thing. Eqi iali7ers are not inherently
evil; the problem is that they are widely mis-

few blocks from the legendary 221B Baker

used. In any case, in most real-world situations

Street residence of Sherlock Holmes. I've been
listening to the first two prototype samples of

the most efficient route to good sound is to use

anew British speaker that is still under develop-

aloudspeaker with inherently smooth drivers.
When discussing anew loudspeaker, audio-

ment. The left speaker is performing to spec,
with smooth response, but in the right speaker

philes often praise or criticize its soundstaging

there is a problem with the gluing of the
woofer cone to its elastic surround. Conse-

as if good or bad imaging were aproperty of
the system's design. In part, of course, it is.
Imaging is particularly influenced by aspeaker's

quently, vibrations in the cone are not being

radiation pattern—its tendency to spray sound

has produced amodest 2to 3dB bump in the

off the walls at some frequencies rather than

response around IkHz—together, of course,
with a corresponding nonlinearity in the

focusing all the sound forward in acoherent

absorbed properly by the surround, and this

sic flat-panel speaker (electrostatic or other) is

speaker's phase response While this resonance
causes a noticeable coloration of familiar

its figure-8 polar pattern: sound radiates to the

vocals, and pulls centered images slightly to the

front and rear while asharp null at the sides
minimizes image-smearing reflections off the

right, it also destroys the soundstage. Sounds
in the middle are muddled, and depth imaging

side walls.
But the single most important determinant

is virtually nonexistent.
The overall frequency response of aloud-

of asystem's soundstaging is not design but the
manufacturer's quality control—the ability to

speaker may depart from flat response by up
to 3dB without disastrous consequences; but

beam. One of the major attractions of the clas-

produce two speakers that have exactly the

if you want good imaging, the two speakers in

same response.
If the two speakers in astereo pair are not

astereo pair must have the same response,
matched to within 1dB and preferably better.

precisely matched in frequency response, they
also will be unequal in signal-propagation

If they're not matched, they can't produce a
good stereo image. Because of this requirement, the stereo imaging of any company's

timing—and that will impair their ability to
form an accurate stereo image. The human
hearing system is acutely sensitive to signalarrival timing when determining the direction
from which asound came. For casual listeners
adifference of 30p.s in the timing of sound
arrivals at the two ears is enough to produce

loudspeakers depends not only on their design
but also on the manufacturer's devotion to consistency on the production line.
For example, at Snell Acoustics the crossover
network in every assembled speaker is individually fine-tuned until the system's frequency

anoticeable lateral shift in the apparent direc-

response matches areference sample for that

tion of the source. Trained listeners can hear

model, usually to within ffl and often within
y
4dB. This is accomplished by wiring small

a10µs difference.
Suppose, for example, that in one speaker the

capacitors in parallel with larger ones and/or

the crossover occurs at 1500Hz because of a

by removing afew turns from an inductor coil
to fine-tune its value. (One coil in each cross-

20% difference (a typical tolerance) in the value

over network is deliberately overwound in

of acapacitor. The frequency response of both

order to facilitate this adjustment.) The trim-

speakers may still be flat within ±3dB, but
there will be adisparity of about 50$is in sig-

over network values and compensates for nor-

crossover is at 1800Hz, while in its companion

nal timing for frequencies near the crossover.
Result: when an oboe plays anote, its fundamental frequency may emerge simultaneously from both speakers while its harmonic
overtones emerge slightly earlier or later from
one of the speakers, pulling the apparent positions of the overtones several degrees to the
right or left and effectively smearing the image
of the oboe in the soundstage.
I'm writing this in aLondon hotel room, a
106

ming corrects the inevitable variation in crossmal production tolerances in cone mass and
suspension.compliance in the drivers. Not only
are timbral colorations minimized by the consistently flat frequency response, but also the
two speakers in any pair are sufficiently well
matched for high-resolution soundstage imaging.
Some other speaker companies, but regrettably not amajority, are similarly devoted to
precise pair-matching. Example: for many years
KEF in England has measured large numbers
Stereophile, September 1991
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World's latest/
_ Smallest
Record Store

CATALOG

Browsing through Bose Express Music Catalog is like
having an enormous record store all to yourself. You can shop for the music you
want, when you want it. We cary everything in print in Classical, Jazz & Rock. You
will find it all in our 240-page, 50,000-title catalog.
We carry the complete catalog of all audiophile labels including Donan, Chandos,
Sheffield, Delos, MFSL, Chesky, Harmonia Mundi and over 1000 independent labels.
Ordering from us couldn't be easier. Call, or send the order form to us by fax or mail.
A one-year subscription is $6.

Your first issue includes a refund certificate for

$6.00. plus $50.00 in additional merchandise credits. Subscription includes 1year of
Updates. There is no purchase obligation or unrequested shipments.

Any CD in STEREOPHILE $13"
Subscribers may order any title in this issue for $13.99/CD (for CDs regularly
priced less than $17) + $3.95 S&H per order.
CHGINEERS' CHOICE

ALMOST

FREE CD!

Engineer's Choice. Celebrating a decade of acclaimed
Delos recordings, master recordist John Eargle presents
his favorite recordings — orchestral, choral, vocal, piano,
organ and chamber music. Reg. price $14.99 +S&H. New
Subscribers pay only S3.95 S&H. (52465)

Tr 1-800-233-6357
Subscription /Mail Order Form
Start Updates &send 240-page Catalog ($6.00/yr., refundable on your first order from the catalog)
Send me Engineer's Choice (S3.95 with subscription) (52465)
Send me the attached list of recordings (include artist. &title) I'm enclosing payment + $3.95 for
S&H per order. Music Orders Only
Check or
Credit Card
Visa
MC
AMEX
EXP
Name
Address
City/State/Zip
CALL OR MAIL WITH PAYMENT TO

Bose Express Music. 50 W 17th St.. NYC. NY 10011
"
21-

1-800-233-6357
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FAX — 212-627-2613

...it looks like aribtlon
...it sounds like aribbon
it's aquasi-ribbon

it's from Magnepan
The taller Magneplanare MG-l.5/QR at $1350 per pair, and the MG-.5IQR at
$1075 per pair, are for those wanting ribbon technology in asmaller, more
Line source
ribbon models at $1950 per pair and $2850 per pair.
affordable
design.
Both speakers show nwith custom transparent front grilles.

IU MAGNEPAN

1645 Ninth Street. White Bear Lake. MN 55110

of individual drivers and used acomputer program to select closely matched pairs of drivers.
The selected drivers remain together through
the final assembly and packing of finished
speaker pairs with consecutive serial numbers.
Result: When you buy apair for stereo, they
really are apair.
By now it may have occurred to you that
there is asimple test that you should do with
any new speakers you buy (and with your present speakers, if you haven't already). Place the

MAGNEPAN
and
AUDIO RESEARCH
in
Santa
Barbara

speakers next to each other so that room acoustics will affect them identically. Play arecord
in mono, and switch the sound back and forth
between the two speakers while listening for
disparities in timbre. Adjust any midrange and
tweeter controls to match the speakers as
closely as possible. If the two speakers can't be
matched in timbre, they probably don't have
the same impulse/time response and can't form
a really good stereo image. If they're not
matched, your dealer should be able to help
you find abetter pair from his stock.,
$
1Unfortunately, it's alaw of nature that the cheaper apair ,›1
loudspeakers, the more likely it is that they will not be well
matched And the cheaper they arc, the less willing the dealer
will he to let you audition pair after pair after pair.
—JA

KIM3ER KABLE
Dealers, customers, reviewers and
manufacturers have all been raving about
the new Kimber Silver cables. We can
arrange for your home audition. Call us for
your nearest dealer.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable

Cost effective cables
Speaker wire-S1.00 per foot up to $180.00 per foot. Cusionl
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables
KC- I868.00/meter pair
KCAG 8350/meter pair
KCTG 8650/meter pair
All other lengths, induce% custom are available. All are available with balanced XLR.

2752 S. 1900 WEST
OGDEN, UT 84401
(801) 621-5530 FAX (801) 627 6980

A

udioVision is
now the only
dealer in California
between San Diego
and San Francisco
that represents
BOTH these state of
the art product lines.
We represent:
Adcom, Apogee,
ADS, Audioguest,
Audio Research,
Audiostatic,
B&W, B&O,
Boston Acoustics,
California Audio Labs,
Carver, CAT.,
Eminent Technology,
Esoteric, Forte,
Harman/Kardon,
Kimber, Magnepan,
Magnum, Mirage,
MIT, Monster Cable,
Ortofon, Sennheiser,
SME, Snell, Snell/
THX, Sonance,
Soundstream, Stax,
Sumiko, Tera, VPI.

AUDIOVISION
"Isn't it fun to own the best"

612 North Milpas Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93103

805/966-7707
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Good

Speakers

for

Bad

Times_

When times are tough we all have to make sacrifices. However, if you truly love music, compromising on your audio system can be especially painful. Fortunately, there is asolution. At
Icon, we only sell our speakers direct from the factory, so you'll only pay half as much as you'd
pay for the same speakers in astore. That's like buying the left one and getting the right one free.
Our Parsec is just S1795 per pair —the only speaker system costing less than S2000 to rank in
Stereophile's"Best Sound At The New York Show" balloting (see Vol. 13, No.8, p.100). And
our Lumen offers the high-end performance of S1600 monitor speakers for only S795 per pair.
The 43,2cro Minute Ncb Pressure Auchticm.
The best way to choose apair of speakers is listen to them, at home, in your own listening room.
At Icon we give you the opportunity to do exactly that. Just call us on our toll-free number and
well Federal Express apair of our speakers directly to you, at our expense. You'll then have 30
days to try them, without asalesperson looking over your shoulder, without any pressure, and
without risk. If after 30 days you're not happy, well retrieve them at our expense. It'sthat simple.

I

4C

0

NI

Speakers for Our time
— ES CI C2b — 6 6 9 —

6 6

BOOK REVIEWS
Break On Through: The Life and Death of
Jim Morrison
byJames Riordan andierry Procbnicky
544 pages, .120 hardcover Published by William Morrow & Ca, Inc, 1350 Avenue of tbe

drugs and alcohol. Jerry Lee Lewis has lived on
this edge for nearly 40 years. Bob Dylan continues to warp in and (mostly) out of it. For a
brief time, Elvis embodied it all, even if he
never thought about it in such terms. And for
aslightly longer time, Jim Morrison—who cer-

Americas, New York, NY 10019.
Riders on the Storm: My Life withJim

tainly thought about it agreat deal—was an ava-

Morrison and The Doors
byJobn Densmore

tar of afar darker version of the same dream.
Funny thing is, Jim Morrison's tragedy is re-

319 pages, V9.95 hardcover Published by
Delacorte Press, 666 Fifth Avenue New York,
NY 10103.

vealed in these books, almost despite the
authors' intentions. There's much loose talk of
"shamanism," by Riordan, Densmore, and Mor-

With at least six books on Jim Morrison and

rison himself, but very little understanding of

The Doors now on the shelves, five published

the shaman's role in the society of which he is
an integral part. Morrison seems to have latched

within the last year to take advantage of tie-in
sales on the flowing, copious coattails of Oliver
Stone's powerful film, The Doors, you'd think
one of them, at least, might approach "very

on early to acarefully selected, tiny handful of
quotations—from Blake, Nietzsche, and Castañeda—by which he then proceeded to syste-

good," "excellent," even "definitive."

matically destroy first his body, then his mind,

Not so. There have been no good books
written about Jim Morrison and the band he

and finally his soul. He was hardly the first. His
models were such early bum-outs as Verlaines,

fronted, and I'm beginning to wonder if there

Rimbaud, and Dylan Thomas—the cheapest
romantic clichés of the self-destructive poet,

ever will be. It seems that those writers most
attracted to such atask in the first place are just
those writers least equipped—emotionally,
historically, musically—to do their subject justice. Could it be that there's aplace in rock writing for Albert Goldman after all?
Ultimately, after all the tales of Morrison's
boozing, drugs, degradation, womanizing, and
swift slide down into sodden alcoholism and
desperate artistic flailing, there seems to be not
a great deal to say about the entire Doors

used as an excuse for getting drunk instead of
writing for 150 years now.
In his early 20s, Jim Morrison had adim,
embryonic vision of alternate realities to be
shared through religious, ritualistic prototheater, with music the key ingredient. He
wanted to, in Blake's words, "cleanse the doors
of perception"—hence the group's name—so
that "every thing would appear as it is, infinite"
Of course, this is half of what life is about; Mor-

phenomenon—at least by those who have
written about it so far. For these tales are as old

rison forgot the rest, which is that, while we

as rock'n'roll itself: vague but blinding visions

the limited, the body, duality; the awareness
of the tension between life and death, the finite

of an ecstatic state transcending poverty and
middle-class stuffiness alike, with hopes that
the liberating power whipping around aroadhouse stage—the power that tells musicians
and audience alike that we're on the edge, that
anything can happen, and it just might happen
tonight—will somehow change things forever.
For the lucky (or unlucky) few, that power
degrades into the powers of fame and money,

pursue the infinite, we are rooted in the finite,

and the infinite, is what it is to be human. Morrison's furious drive to break on through whatever boundaries he saw with alcohol, music,
and outrageous behavior eventually erected
new boundaries built of these very tools. As far
as anyone knows, these last boundaries remained invisible to him until the end, when
death was the only door left open.

in which what was once transcended nightly

It's difficult to come down too hard on

by music is now transcended more permanently by sales, marketing, investments, even

Doors drummer John Densmore's Riders on
the Storm. The book is an extremely personal,

as the door to the original fading vision, adoor
never actually passed through, is kept ajar by

if superficial, account of one simple, decent,
frightened man's ride on the rock'n'roller-
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long-time lover, Pamela Courson, dead just

This is, without adoubt, the most thoroughly
researched book on Morrison and the Doors

three years after Morrison himself, guitarist

yet to be published (though no one seems to

Robby Krieger's taciturnity, and keyboardist

have yet uncovered a photo of Morrison's

Ray Manzarek's almost desperate (and quite

mother), and reveals Danny Sugerman's No
One Here Gets Out Alive for the puerile, fawn-

coaster of the American '60s. With Morrison's

successful) Doors boosterism, this is likely as
close as we'll ever come to aclear vision of
what it was like to live and work with Morrison. Written in the form of diary entries, letters to Morrison after his death, and page after

ing mess it is. (Densmore reveals that Sugerman
and Ray Manzarek deleted large chunks of
negative information about Morrison from No
One Here; that's the only way Sugerman's book

page of brave if embarrassing gushing, Riders

could be published.) All Break On Through

has "Writing Workshop" written all over it.

seems to lack is writing.

Doing TM, reading Joseph Campbell, attending
men's workshops with Robert Bly, Densmore

can be trusted. The one set of public-domain

worked on the book for years, for better or

facts Iwas able to check proved infinitely

But not even Prochnicky's ample legwork

worse without aghostwriter or an "as told to."

malleable in an axe-grinder's hands. Riordan

But Riders remains little more than agood sit-

has nothing good to say about The Soft Parade,

down for acouple afternoon beers with asincere, earnest, not very articulate musician at-

The Doors' fourth album; Ihappen to like it

tempting to come to terms with along-past
period of his life that tortures him still. Dens-

asingle favorable opinion from anyone else.

quite abit, and was surprised that he offers not

more's remorse at his own cowardice in never

More to the point, he states (p.337), "Incredibly
short for aDoors album at only thirty-four

confronting Morrison on the singer's self-

minutes, The Soft Parade is undefined and, like

destructiveness is painful to read, and very real;

the title says, soft." Besides the fact that Riordan
should have written "as" instead of "like," The

to judge the man's writing seems churlish. But,
as with so many books about rock, after Ifinished it, Ifelt like reading abook.
Break On Through: The Life and Death of
lim Morrison, by James Riordan and researcher
Jerry Prochnicky, was the wrong choice. This
fat, seemingly well-researched study has all the
wit, wisdom, perspective, and grace of afive-

Soft Parade is actually longer, by aminute, than
its predecessor, Waitingfor the Sun, and within
seconds of the playing time of Strange Days,
which Riordan praises as The Doors' best
album with no complaints about its brevity. A
small thing, an album's exact length, but if the
man is so careless as to fudge data on such a

pound block of Velveeta. Riordan's third book,
it's monochromatic in style, insufferably righteous in its increasingly defensive posture

trivial issue, I'd hesitate to take his word in larger

toward Morrison, snarled in hopelessly tangled

eventually claimed him. No genius, he was a
failed visionary, aboy who refused to become

non-sentences, full of errors of grammar and
punctuation, and rife with malapropisms. Mor-

matters.
Jim Morrison did not accept limits, and they

aman, astranger to responsibility, and ulti-

rison goes through "rights" of passage, has a

mately, avictim to his own unbridled appetites;

"pension" for self-destruction, is "wailed" on
the head by abottle-swinging Janis Joplin, and

he died little more than apathetic, burned-out
creep. But before that happened, he had afew

is finally laid to rest in aParis burial "sight." The
sentences are filled with empty, dead words:

good years of dark, ominous words and melo-

"Their relationship. ..
fluctuated dramatically

dies that spun out with cold clarity, amusical
immediacy that sounds as fresh today as it did

on an almost moment-to-moment basis." Who

aquarter century ago when it sent thrills of sex

needs those last seven words? Open the book

and death up the spines of ayoung audience

at any page to find more examples than you

who'd never heard the like Yes, he was the Lizard King; what Densmore, Riordan, and Proch-

ever wanted to read of how not to write well.
William Morrow is alarge, prestigious publishing firm; don't they employ copy editors any
more?
But the story is there, the facts copious, and
the mystery of Morrison's death finally revealed (he OD'd on Pam Courson's heroin).
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nicky make more than clear, while shedding
remarkably little new light, is something we all
knew anyway: that "1 can do anything" was the
shallow, desperate boast of aman already fallen
off the edge on which he so loved to live. The
tragedy of Jim Morrison—who, like all sacrifiStereophile, September 1991

cial media gods, will always be young; that's

APATURE

why we love to kill them, love to help them kill
themselves—is that he destroyed himself in full
view of millions, and no one did athing to stop
him. He never broke on through to the other
side—he merely broke.

The nee name in precision audio cables.
Mailing:
RO. Box 877
Shipping:
305 West Lambert
Bunnell, FL 32110
1-904-437-5530
Fax: 904-437-5316

In the end, all that matters in abook is the
writing, what Ezra Pound called "the quality
of the affection." John Densmore's Riders on
the Storm contains much affection and little

writing; Riordan's and Prochnicky's several
pounds of publishing product has neither.
Meanwhile, the Doors mill of original albums, new videos, and recompilations grinds
on—the Doors sell more records now than
they ever did, and still to the same segment of
the population: 15-to-21-year-olds. Perhaps the
saddest thing is that Morrison's appeal might
remain merely the bulge in his leather pants,
the dry-humped mike stand, the lolling tongue
—he who would be shaman-king relegated to
being David Cassidy's dark precursor. Asad and
cautionary tale, and one that remains ill-told.
Perhaps it's better so—even after all this bad
writing about afailed life, Istill love The Doors.
—Richard Lehnert $

Introducing... the DUO-TECH model CE1000

CABLE ENHANCER

TM
Patents Penchng

Effective cable burn in only 48 hours. Sound improvement is so significant
the CABLE ENHANCER will revolutionize the importance of cables.
Effective on both interconnect 8i speaker cables.
• The improvement in performance is almost
unbelievable. After simply burning in cables with
the CABLE ENHANCER music will be more
focused, the sound stage will be more realistic,
the bass will be more defined and taut, and the
higher octaves will be more extended. You will
hear higher octaves in avocalists' voice than you
could hear before!
• A unique, low impedance, digitalized signal
with rich harmonics effectively burns in cables in
48 hours. This process is done apart from your
stereo system — not in line.
• You will immediately notice a reduction in
glare and ring. Coherence and dynamics will be
appreciably improved with no significant change
in the basic tonal signature of your cables.
• CABLE ENHANCER conditions the different
skin depths of the conductor and relaxes stresses
in the cable to improve phase coherence and
reduce the masking effect caused by magnetic
and electrical noise during playback.
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• Our tests indicate that cables perform at
significantly less than their potential compared to
cables burned with CABLE ENHANCER.
Although regular music playback will accomplish
some burn in over a period of months, this improvement is small compared to the improvement
you will hear when cables are burned in with the
CABLE ENHANCER. Hearing is believing!
Whether your equipment is midrange or high end.
the DUO-TECH CABLE ENHANCER will improve
the performance of your system significantly. This
product is a must for audiophiles and every
serious stereo shop. Hear for yourself!
Send $179.00 plus $4.50 shipping & handling to:

DUO-TECH Corporation
37396 Ruben Lane
Bldg. F.
Sandy, Oregon 97055
Phone (503) 668-3295 Fax (503) 668-3298
VISA & MASTERCARD accepted.

What you get out of
an audio component
depends on what
you put into it.

Owning state-of-the art audio components doesn't mean very much if the
cable you are using ain't deliver the same
level ofperformance.
We've gained an enviable
utation and loyal following by producing
cables of extraordinary performance and
value. Every model we make benefits
from the same meticulous engineering
and superior materials as our critically
acclaimed Maestro series.
We are so confident you will
prefer the superior neutrality and honest
musicality of ours to other well-regarded
cables that we offer an in-home audition
program for our Maestro, Rhapsody and
Encore lines.*
Visit your Straight Wire dealer to
hear how you could be getting more out
of every component you own.
'see your dealer for details

STRNGHE WIRE_
The Shortest Path Between You And The Music

III09 HARRISON ST, SUIE .118, I
IOU. MOOR H.130711, 305/425.2470

gfl
Innovative
engineering, meticulous
attention to detail and
the
finest
quality
components allow Muse
products to provide an
unrivaled
level
of
performance.

Shown

are the Muse
model
one
hundred
stereo power amplifier
and the model eighteen
self-powered subwoofer
system.
Both
are
unequaled in terms of
pure musical enjoyment.

W einvite you to visit your local dealer to audition aMuse product and hear

for yourself. We are confident that the experience will redefine your
expectations of fine audio components.
For Information write Muse Electronics, P.O. Box 2198, Garden Grove California 92642
or call (714) 554-8200.
In ( td
\tot w00% a(514 63l-5787

Il
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AS' IC REF RENCE
Purist miking +
Analog recording +
No noise reduction +
All-tube electronics +
Asimple signal path =
Natural instrumental timbres +
Alack of compression +
Areal soundstage =
Musical truth —
areference-standard
recorded sound.
•
Tired of commercial recordings that stubbornly refused to deliver occur
lity
and soundstaging, Stereophile's editors commissioned Water Lily Acoustics Kavi A ander
to capture the sound of flute and piano with accuracy, honesty, and integrity. (See Stereophile, September 1989, Vol.12 No.9, p.66, for the full story.)
The result, they believe, is arecording that is true to both the original sound and the
music— flute sonatas by Prokofiev and Reinecke and Charles Griffes's Poem.

STEREOPHILE POEM LP/CD ORDER FORM
Name
Address
City

State
Item

Zip
Unit
Price

Quant.

Poem LP (STPH001 1) 3Step Process

11.98

Poem CD (STPH 001-2)

11.98

Shipping (US &Canada)

2.00/item

Shipping (Foreign orders)

5.00/item
Total

E Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
E Credit Card

MasterCard

Card Number
Signature

I Viso

Am Ex
Exp. Date

Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715
Return this form to: Stereophile, LP/CD dept.,
P.O. Box 364, Mt. Morris, 11 61054
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery
•-•Alkeov

Total

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
MERIDIAN D6000
DIGITAL ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKER
Robert Harley
Floorstanding active loudspeaker with full-function infrared remote control, integral D/A converters,
and crossovers and tone controls implemented with Digital Signal Processing (DSP). Drive-units:
four 8" long-throw woofers, one 61/
2"cone midrange, one aluminum-dome tweeter. Amplification:
four 65W amplifiers. D/A conversion: Three dual-differential Bitstream D/A converters. Inputs:
four digital plus Meridian communications input; two coaxial on RCA jacks, two optical on Toslink
jacks (S/PDIF), communications with other Meridian products on DIN jack or Toslink optical pair.
Dimensions: 11" W by 53" H by 17.5" D. Warranty: 1year. Serial numbers of review samples:
1& 2. Price: $15,000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 5. Manufacturer: Boothroyd/Stuart
Ltd., 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7EJ, England. US distributor: Meridian America
Inc., 14120-K Sullyfield Circle, Chantilly, VA 22021. Tel: (703) 818-3028. Fax: (703) 830-7625.
In this era of marketing hyperbole, audio consumers are faced with the word "digital" appended to an ever-increasing number of products. From headphones labeled "digital ready"
to blank cassettes blaring "DIGITAL!" in bold
letters, we are inundated with that magic marketing word. (In fact, at aCES press conference

long way off.
The D6000 represents amajor advance over
its predecessor, the D600 reviewed by JA nearly
two years ago in Vol.12 No.11. Where the D600
accepted both analog and digital signals and
had an analog line-level crossover, the D6000

the main advantage of Philips's DCC over the

accepts only digital inputs, and all functions are
performed in the digital domain, with conversion to analog occurring just before the power

analog cassette was having the "magic market-

amplifiers. The 1D6000 is also much more ambi-

in June, aBASF representative announced that

ing word" in its name.)

tious in its user interface, driver complement,

This is an unfortunate trend; when digital
technology is implemented in applications

and features. This is reflected in the substan-

usually performed by analog techniques, the
real digital innovation isn't differentiated from

$5490 vs $15,000.
Iwas quite impressed by the D6000's sound

the mere marketing labels.
One product that perhaps can lay claim to

best sounds at the show), and was intrigued by

tial price difference between the two systems:

at the January 1991 WCES (I named it one of the
its digital technology. Needless to say, when a

accurate use of the word "digital" in its name
is the Meridian D6000 Digital Active Loudspeaker. The D6000 is much more than aloud-

pair was made available to Stereopbile for

speaker with abuilt-in Dâ converter and power
amplifiers; the crossovers, acoustic compen-

with my favorite music.

sation, volume control, and tone controls are
all done in the digital domain using Digital Signal Processing (DSP) technology. In fact, both
the amount and sophistication of digital pro-

review Ijumped at the chance to spend some
time with them in afamiliar environment and

Physical and functional
descriptions
Although the D6000s stand 53" high, they are

cessing found in the D6000 is unprecedented

far less imposing than that dimension would

in loudspeaker design.
There should be no doubt, however, about

suggest. They're quite narrow, with the bulk
of their volume hidden in their substantial

the loudspeaker portion of the 136000: it uses
conventional moving-coil drivers driven by an

posed of abass chamber that incorporates the

analog signal amplified by analog power ampli-

electronics, woofers, and display, and atrun-

fiers. In this sense, "digital" clearly doesn't

cated triangular "head" housing the midrange

apply to the conversion of an electrical signal
to an acoustic one. Such technology is still a

the bass chamber fit into corresponding metal
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depth. The 1D6000 is atwo-piece system com-

and tweeter. Three spikes mounted on top of
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sockets on the head. A pair of black grilles
cover the D6000's sides, concealing the four
woofers, which are mounted two per enclosure
side. Four large carpet-piercing spikes couple
the bass chamber to the floor.
The bass chamber's front and top panels are
black glass, matching the head's gloss-black lacquer finish. A thin gold stripe runs vertically
down one side, giving the impression of greater
visual integration between the bass chamber
and head. The D6000s' overall look is stunning; they exude elegance and grace no matter what the surrounding decor. In addition,
their fit'n'finish is superb, especially the lacquer
work. It is apparent that alot of thought and
effort has gone into making the D6000 visually
appealing.
Toward the top of each glass front panel, a
small rectangular display provides feedback to
the user. Since the D6000 incorporates many
features, yet has no knobs, switches, or other
hardware to indicate operational conditions,
this display is essential to its operation.
All interface between the user and the 1)6000
is through alarge white infrared remote control. (The otherwise similar-looking 209 control for Meridian's 200 series components is
black.) The remote will also work with other
Meridian products, the 1)6000 controlling their
operation through awired communication
port described later under "Technical details."
The D6000's feature-laden operation is evident from one look at the remote. Although it
has 37 buttons, they are logically arranged and
color-coded, making control of the 136000
seem like second nature after just ashort time.
Six buttons in the top left corner select various inputs (CD, Tape 1& 2, LP, Video, Radio)
when used with one of Meridian's preamplifiers and 607 A/D converters! In systems without other Meridian products, the CD and Radio
input-selector buttons switch between the
D6000's #1 and #2 digital inputs. Six black buttons control aMeridian CD player or transport,
providing rudimentary control (play, stop,
pause, repeat, next, previous) but not scan
forward/backward. The volume control is
calibrated in 1dB steps, the D6000 displaying
the level in dB between 0 and 99. A mute
switch is provided beneath the two volume

Meridian D6000
06000 active loudspeaker
Stereophile, September 1991

IMeridian is about to trk-eic the (T01 pit-amplifier with built-in
Art) converter (and RIAA equalization in the digital domain).
obviating the need for the 6( -'and Neparate pn.-.imp when turd
with the 1)6000.
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controls. Directly adjacent, anumeric keypad

engaged by the remote control. These types of

allows direct access to particular CD tracks

bass/treble boost circuits have been anathema
to high-end audio; they were crude, way over-

when used with Meridian CD players.
Where the D6000 really gets interesting,

done, and made no provision for varying the

however, is in the six buttons on the remote's

amount of compensation at different playback
levels. (Preamplifiers with loudness circuits

center/right-hand side. These allow the user to
invert absolute polarity, engage loudness compensation, adjust the bass level, change the sys-

could never know the power amplifier's input
sensitivity, loudspeaker sensitivity, among

listening axes, and select apreset memory of

other factors, and would never know the spl
delivered to the room.) In addition, they added

bass and tilt-control settings. All these functions

additional circuitry to the signal path, always

are performed in the digital domain, by performing mathematical functions on the digi-

cause for suspicion.

tem's spectral tilt, compensate for different

tal data that represents the music signal.
When one of these buttons is pressed, the

Meridian, however, has come up with sensible loudness compensation for the D6000.
First, it is performed in the digital domain by

D6000's display shows the current status of that

the DSP chips, introducing none of the prob-

particular function, allowing it to be changed

lems associated with additional analog circuitry. Second, the system adjusts the amount

during the few seconds it is displayed. If no
new commands are received, the display

of compensation according to how loudly the

reverts to its previous mode without changing
the parameter. The D6000's display mode can
be changed from the remote. Normally, the dis-

system is playing, making the amount of boost

play shows what source is selected and the volume level in dB. Pressing the "Display" button

proportionally decreased, with no boost above

scrolls through the various modes, including
CD track number, time elapsed for the track,

appropriate for different volume levels. As playback level increases, the amount of boost is
78dB spi even if the user tries to engage the
loudness compensation. 2 Finally, the bass and
tilt-control settings are taken into account by

and total elapsed time. One of the D6000s,
called the "Slave," always displays the source

the loudness compensation to achieve the cor-

and volume level, while the "Master"s display

tone controls' setting. Clearly, the D6000's

can be changed.

loudness compensation is light-years ahead of
a"Loudness" button that adds nothing more

The bass and tilt controls are particularly
useful: ±5dB of bass boost or cut below 200Hz
in 0.5dB steps is available, and the overall spectral balance can be adjusted in 0.5dB steps over
a ±10dB range, with ahinge point at 2kHz.
After pushing the bass button, for example, the
display shows the current setting, which can
be changed by pressing the volume up/down
buttons. After the desired setting has been
reached, the display returns to its normal
mode. The remote's other controls work in the
same way.
The balance control not only adjusts the
level driving each loudspeaker, but also changes
the time delay between them. This preserves
asense of souncistage, even for listening positions away from the center line between the
loudspeakers, in effect by moving the physically nearer speaker farther away as an acoustic
source.
Loudness compensation—a bass and treble
boost at low volume to compensate for the
ear's reduced sensitivity to low and high frequencies at low sound pressure levels—can be
118

rect amount of compensation regardless of the

than an unnatural sizzle/boom. Loudness compensation may be good in theory, but it has
never been successfully realized until the
D6000. 5
To compensate for different listening height,
2This is agood example of the benefits of having an audio system know the sound pressure level it is reproducing. With separate amplifiers, sources, and loudspeakers, there is no way
for the system to determine the playback level.
3During arecording engineering class twas teaching. Iasked
the students who left the loudness control on all the time or
had their stereos bass and treble controls turned all the way
up to raise their hands. ()ver sixty percent listened to music
with this gross spectral distortion! And these were recording
students!
Itold them to listen with the bass and treble controls flat
and with no loudness compensation for two weeks, then go
back to the way they formerly had the tone controls just before
coming to class so we could discuss their reactions. They all
hated it when it their system was first set flat, but many dis
covered just how horrible the previous tonal balance had really
been.
A few, however, couldn't wait to get back to bass and treble controls all the way up and loudness on. I'm sure some of
them are recording engineers by now, making equalization
decisions on the records and CDs you see in stores. (Equalization decisions made, no less, on monitoring loudspeakers
they themselves have chosen!) Scary, huh?
Right after this experiment, Iassigned them to go to ahighend store and hear what neutral music playback was like but
that's another story.
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the D6000 provides three "axis" settings. These

avariety of functions, determined by the list

adjustments change the amount of delay be-

of instructions given them (the software).

tween the midrange driver and tweeter, maintaining constant arrival times from the various

These instructions are stored on an Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory (EPROM)

drivers regardless of the listening height. The

chip, making software changes as easy as

default setting of "—I" corresponds to the normal listening axis on acouch or chair.
Activating the previously mentioned bass,
tilt, polarity, and axis controls momentarily
replaces the existing display on both D6000s.
In anice touch, the loudness compensation
and absolute polarity status are continuously
displayed as dots (or lack of) in the source/vol-

replacing asocketed chip. This is the beauty of
software-controlled systems: upgrades and
improvements are easily and inexpensively
accomplished in the field, sometimes by the
user. The D6000 provides aport on the rear
panel for accessing the EPROM for software

ume level display. For example, "CD. 78" means

changes. One EPROM contains the code for
both the DSPs as well as for the microprocessor
that controls the whole system.

CD source, 78dB, positive polarity (presence
of first dot), and loudness compensation off

Because the D6000's crossover is implemented in the DSP chips and software, the

(absence of dot after the volume number).
Finally, the 136000 can be put in "Standby"
mode, keeping the circuitry warmed up for

slopes and phase characteristics can be whatever the designer wants, rather than being

best performance at all times. The Standby

limited by what is possible with passive analog components. Changing crossover slopes

mode turns off the display and reduces the bias
to the power amplifiers.

and frequency is amatter of changing afew

How does all this translate to the D6000's
practicality and ease of use when playing

steep (sixth-order) slopes that are phase coherent—unheard of with analog filters. In addi-

music? In aword, the D6000 was fantastic. In
fact, Ican't say enough about the user interface

lines of the DSP code. The D6000 uses very

tion, the entire system is equalized with the

and features. The D6000 was ajoy to use, with

DSPs to provide flat on-axis response and a
more extended LF.

carefully thought-out operation and useful—
no, addictive—features. The D6000s were easy

pulse Response (IIR) filter, and the bandpass

to operate from the first, putting the user in
complete control. More on this later.
Before we get to how the D6000s performed

The low-pass section uses an Infinite Imand high-pass sections use Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) filters. 4 Crossover frequencies

in the listening room, Ihope you'll bear with

are 200Hz low-pass to the woofers and 2.6kHz
high-pass to the tweeter. The crossovers also

me through the techno-nerd stuff; the D6000
is really quite an amazing piece of engineering

in the EPROM) so that each loudspeaker matches

and deserves afull description. Isuspect that
the D6000 will one day be regarded as the pro-

include driver sensitivity compensation (stored
the prototype in frequency response by

genitor of the digitally based loudspeaker genre

±0.5dB. This also allows the system to be recalibrated after adriver is replaced. Adelay sys-

Technical details

tem time-aligns the acoustic output from the
drivers.

Let's start with what makes the 1)6000 unique:

The three filtered digital signals from the

its digital functions. As Imentioned, the crossovers, tone controls, volume control, loudness
compensation, and acoustic response shaping

DSPs (low-pass, bandpass, and high-pass) drive

are all done by manipulating ones and zeros in

three D/A converters, which in turn drive the
power amplifiers and loudspeakers.
The D/A converters that operate on the mid-

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chips rather
than with resistors, capacitors, potentiometers,

range and tweeter signals are identical to those
in Meridian's 606 stand-alone processor, a

inductors, or other analog components.
The D6000's digital heart and brain are two

Philips 7350 Bitstream DAC used in Meridian's
"dual differential" mode. As each channel of

Motorola 56001 DSP chips. These are the same

the two-channel 7350 has differential outputs,

devices used in Theta and Krell digital processors (used there strictly as low-pass signal
reconstruction filters) and many professional
digital audio editing systems. They can perform
Stereophile, September 1991

4You may one day regale your children with wild stories of
the days when crossovers were made from capacitors and
inductors rather than FIR filters in DSP chips controlled by
EPROMs.
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the two channels of just one 7350 chip can be

features asilver voice-coil and bears the Booth-

used for mid- and treble frequencies rather

royd/Stuart name on its front plate.

than left and right channels as in the 606. The
benefits of using DACs in dual-differential

1"-thick plywood, covered by black lacquer.

mode are reportedly a 4.5dB reduction of

The asymmetrical shape and rounded corners

noise, a6dB reduction of distortion, and better

reportedly reduce resonances and diffraction

low-level linearity. Unusually, an earlier Philips
7321 Bitstream DAC chip is used here for the

ticleboard, with extensive bracing. Afour-pin

digital filter. Many designers looked forward to

XLR plug on ashort cable attached to the bass

later generations of Bitstream chips that would

chamber connects the head to the system.

allow the integral digital filter to be bypassed;
Meridian, however, believes the 7321 to be the
filter of choice.
The D/A converter handling the low-frequency signals is nearly identical to that in the
Meridian 203 D/A converter, a7321 Bitstream
chip with the same passive pre-filtering and
unbalancing circuit found in that highly regarded stand-alone unit. The dual-differential

The midrange/tweeter heads are made from

respectively. The bass chambers are yi"par-

All the electronics are mounted on arear
metal panel which fits into arecess in the bass
chamber. The power supply is attached to a
separate plate at the bottom, and features two
large toroidal transformers.
The rear plate also holds the input and output connections, with several connection
choices available. With no other Meridian components in the system, the D6000 will accept

is mono, only one 7321 per loudspeaker is
needed. The 7321 is driven by adifferential sig-

two digital inputs (S/PDIF) on RCA jacks or %slink optical jacks. When used with aMeridian
CD transport, player, or preamplifier, the D6000

nal from the DSPs. All de-emphasis is per-

gets its digital input on aDIN jack, allowing

formed in the analog domain with an RC net-

bidirectional communication between the
D6000 and transport. (This is how the 1)6000's

design is again employed, but since the signal

work.
In addition, the S/PDIF receiver circuit is

remote controls the transport or player func-

based on the Philips 7274 chip, but implemented

tions.) This communication port is duplicated

with the same proprietary jitter-reduction techniques found in the 203. As in Meridian's out-

with Toslink optical jacks, giving the user the

board converters, the digital pcb is afour-layer

tion. With the optical jacks, no electrical connection is made between the 136000 and
source components. In either case, the136000

design.
After the three separate signals are converted
to analog, the loudspeakers are driven by four
power amplifiers, each with apower rating of
65W. Two amplifiers drive the woofers, and
one each powers the midrange and tweeter.
Each amplifier's output stage consists of acomplementary pair of Motorola 15003/15004 transistors in TO-3 packages, bolted to the metal
rear panel for heatsinking. The circuit is quasi-

choice between electrical and optical connec-

receives and understands the subcode embedded in the S/PDIF signal, allowing the D6000
to display track number, track time, and other
subcode information.
Finally, the "Slave" D6000 gets its digital
input from the "Master" 136000 via asingle
Meridian DIN cable or through two Toslink

class-A (Meridian calls it class-AA), meaning

connections. (Optical communication is unidirectional, requiring two connections to trans-

they're kept partially turned on all the time, but

mit and receive data.)

with alow bias current.
The D6000's driver complement includes

Listening

four long-throw 8" doped-paper woofers

Assessing the D6000's musical performance

sourced from SEAS. Two are mounted on each

necessitated using other Meridian products in

side of the bass enclosure to reduce excitation

my system. Because the 136000 has only digital inputs, my phono output had to be digitized

of the cabinet walls and fire out to the side
rather than forward. (This is inconsequential
as the speaker's radiation pattern is omnidirectional in the woofer's passband.) The midrange
is ahe polypropylene-cone unit also sourced

(after RIAA equalization and gain). This was
accomplished by feeding the output of an

from SEAS, but custom-made to Meridian's

Audio Research SP-11 Mk.II, used as aphono
preamp, into Meridian's 607 A/D converter. The
analog front end was aWell:rempered "Ibrnta-

specifications. The 1" aluminum-dome tweeter

ble fitted with an AudioQuest AQ7000 car-
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[ridge and stepped up with the Expressive

them with the D6000. Iput on some music to

Technologies SU -1 step-up transformer. All

clean the listening room by (and break in the
D6000s): Larry Carlton's Last Nite (MCA MCAD-

phono cables were Expressive Technologies
IC-1, and the SP-11 to 607 A/D converter was
through AudioQuest Diamond interconnect.
The Meridian 607 A/D accepts analog input
from two sources and outputs an S/PDIF digital
signal that drives the D6000's second digital
input. A Meridian 602 transport (reviewed
by JA in June, Vol.14 No.6) fed the D6000's primary digital input via aMeridian DIN cable,

5866), a live album recorded at the Baked
Potato. 5Iwas wrestling with cables in the closet
behind the listening seat when Iheard the most
lifelike sounds and ambience I'd ever heard
from this recording. The feeling of being in the
club was palpable. Tiny nuances—the musicians talking, sounds from the audience—were
clearly audible. Throughout the listening, this

allowing me to control the system from the

impression of presence and life kept returning,

D6000's remote and assess its functionality as
asystem.

especially on live recordings. More on this later.
Apart from this feeling of low-level resolu-

Imust say that Ifind the idea of digitizing a
perfectly good phono signal abhorrent, espe-

tion and clarity, my first impressions were that
the D6000 was very neutral, smooth, and well-

cially if the LP signal had never been in the dig-

balanced. (These notes were taken with the

ital domain during the recording or mixing pro-

loudness compensation off, the bass and tilt
controls set to fiat, and CD source.) There was

cess. To me, pure analog still offers the highest
level of musical involvement and satisfaction.
I'm not opposed to digital—in fact, Iapplaud

a"bigness" to the presentation, accompanied

efforts like the D6000—but Ihave ahard time

by asense of power, authority, and weight.
There was also aclarity through the upper mid-

inserting an A/D and D/A converter in my
phono chain.

range and treble that was particularly appealing. The music was open, free from conges-

This will be amoot point, however, to many

tion, and sparkling with life. The treble, in

potential D6000 purchasers. The growth in the

particular, was delicate and natural. There was

number of CD-only systems is evinced by the

no hint of the hashy brightness or glare so

success of products like the Audio Research LS1

many loudspeakers add to the music. Cymbals
retained their delicacy without sounding over-

line-stage preamplifier and other preamps sans
phono stages. If the signal has already paid the
admission price of digital at the A/D convener,
it makes sense to perform as much of the necessary processing as possible in the digital
domain. But having to digitize your phono signal is an unfortunate casualty in the march of
progress.

laid with white noise. Violins had anatural,
rather than screechy, rendering. The D6000's
exceptionally smooth treble made long listening sessions—even with CD—possible and
enjoyable.
What Ireally found impressive about the

The D6000s were positioned 44" from the

D6000 was its ability to reveal fine detail and
nuance without sounding etched or forward.

rear wall and 34" from the side walls (all dimensions to center of cabinet), pointing straight

There is avery delicate balance between resolving musical detail with its transient character

ahead. This positioning provided solid centerchannel images, while minimizing the excita-

intact, and apresentation that is aggressive,
unsubtle, hyped, and annoying. This latter

tion of room modes. (The distance from the

character often reveals "detail," but at the ex-

walls was suggested by Snell Acoustics' room
analysis computer program.) The vertical listen-

pense of an unnatural musical rendering and
the rapid onset of listener fatigue. The D6000

ing axis placed my ears afull 14" below the

successfully walked the fine line between

tweeter axis, an unusual situation that would

presenting real musical detail and over-etching.
The presentation was simultaneously excit-

be cause for concern if the D6000 were not
designed for this situation.
Just after setting up the D6000, something
unusual happened that was to be aforeshadow-

ing and laid-back—often mutually exclusive
qualities.
Similarly impressive was the D6000's abil-

ing of the listening impressions. Ihad just finished reviews of other products and took down
the Hales System Wo Signatures/Muse Model
18 satellite/subwoofer combination, replacing
Stereophile, September 1991

5When LA session musicians get tired of overdubbing parts
and never playing with other musicians, they form super-bands
that work out (tot for fun at thy Baked Mato. If you live in LA,
check out this club (it's directly across from Universal Studios).
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ity to resolve many gradations of detail and

Waller, and Stereopbile's Intermezzo all had a

nuance. The contrast between the salient and

freedom from coloration that allowed the

subtle musical elements was astonishingly

instrument's characters to emerge. Finely

wide, conveying asense of realism and life.
High-level transients were reproduced with

woven instrumental textures were resolved
with clarity and delicacy, accurately portray-

razor-sharp edges that seemed to jump out of

ing the instruments' subtle tonal nuances. The

the presentation, yet reverberation and other

presentation was the antithesis of flat sterility

low-level nuances were soft and gentle.

and synthetic textural renderings.

The D6000's ability to render fine detail

There is one area, however, where Ifelt the

really revealed itself on live recordings. From

D6000 departed from tonal neutrality and

Clark Terry Live at the Village Gate (Chesky

interfered somewhat with the listening expe-

JD49), Jazz at the Pawnshop (Proprius PRCD-

rience: the bass. Low-frequency reproduction

7778), The Monty Alexander Rio Live at the

was on the fat side, without the agility and pre-

MontreuxJazz Festival (MPS/PolyGram 8174872), to the previously mentioned Larry Carlton

cision to which I'm accustomed on the Hales/

live album, the D6000 had an uncanny ability
to transport the listener to the recording site.

bass was slightly out of proportion to the rest

Muse combination. In addition, the amount of
of the spectrum, giving the presentation an

Through all these recordings ran acommon

overly weighty character. Plucked acoustic bass

thread: all had apalpability and sense of pres-

had abig, round character that nicely conveyed
the instrument's size and body, but it had a

ence not heard through other loudspeakers I've
had in my listening room. Everything from the
applause to the clinking of glasses contributed
to the impression of "being there." Idon't

tendency to become overbearing on many
recordings.

know what other quality of the D6000 accounts
for this characteristic besides low-level resolution, but it was very enjoyable musically,

Tone controls to the rescue!

creating asense of excitement similar to that

of tubbiness. Throughout the auditioning, I

experienced at live shows.
Iwas also teen with the D6000s' clarity and

on most recordings. This was just enough to

transparency, especially in the midrange They

remove the hint of bloat that could distract

provided aclear picture window on the music,
with no sense of haze. The presentation was

precision of pitch definition of the Hales, but

A few pushes on the remote control brought
the bass level more in line, taking away the trace
found myself using 1to 2dB of bass attenuation

from the music The D6000 still didn't have the

open, crystal clear, and remarkably transparent. This allowed the instruments to exist indi-

Ifound the warmth, weight, and roundness

vidually in space, without asense of conges-

the D6000's bass extension was superb by any

tion. The D6000s also provided aclear view

measure, providing arock-solid musical foundation. Kickdrum was powerful and dynamic,

into the rear of the soundstage, with agreat
sense of distance between instruments and surrounding reverberation. Soundstage width was
similarly impressive, with images appearing
beyond the loudspeaker boundaries. Image
outlines were well-defined, providing asense
of individual instruments rather than asyn-

very pleasant on many recordings. In addition,

and sustained low frequencies were effortless.
Jean Gulllou's organ transcription of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian
DOR-90117) had apower and depth exceeded
only by the extraordinary Muse Model 18 subwoofer.

thetic continuum. This is avital component of

Speaking of tone controls, the bass and tilt

correctly reproduced music, and the D6000s

adjustments were very useful. A particular CD

excelled in this area.
The D6000s were also superb at revealing an

alittle bright? Take the edge off with 1or 2dB

instrument's tonal shadings. Acoustic piano, for

attenuation with the tilt control. Discs that had
been annoyingly bright—Eric Johnson's Ab Via

example, was reproduced with alifelike real-

Musicom (Capitol CDP 7-90517-2), for example

ism rarely heard from loudspeakers. Jazz and

—became listenable again. Bass alittle buried

classical piano were equally served by the

in the mix? Bring it up with a few button

D6000s: Herbie Hancock on his new retro-

pushes. This was agreat luxury and one that

spective CD on Columbia, the aforementioned

Iwill miss; many recordings can benefit from

Monty Alexander disc, Dick Hyman Plays Fats

aslight adjustment in tonal balance.
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These comments were with CD source; my

used, meaning that the 607's characteristics will

impressions of the phono front end digitized
with the 607 A/D are somewhat less enthusiastic. There was ageneral loss of air and palpa-

be superimposed on the loudspeaker's re-

bility—fundamental characteristics of good
analog. The presentation became alittle flat-

sponse. To remove the 607's contribution, an
impulse response was taken of the 607 A/D and

ter and less involving than Iremember these

203 DIA combination—we assumed that the
203's decoding would be basically similar to
that in the D6000—and transformed it to the

records with my reference system. The acoustic guitar on the Philadelphia Jerry Ricks LP
Empty Bottle Blues (Radioton SLPM 37082), for

function allowed this frequency response to
be subtracted during post-processing from all

example, lost the edge of realism, bite, and air
heard from the undigitized LP.

(just as we normally use it to subtract the

frequency domain. The MLSSA's "Reference"

measured frequency responses of the D6000

In addition, there seemed to be aslight treble

MLSSA's antialiasing filter's audio-band fluc-

loss with LP playback, although the 607 measured as having no high-frequency rolloff. I
ended up using the tilt control to boost the top

tuations from any loudspeaker's frequency

end with LPs, and reducing the top end with

taken on the listening axis (38" above the

the CD source. Instruments rich in high

floor). If this looks unusual for aloudspeaker,
it's because the 607's ADC and the D6000's D/A

frequencies—Stephane Grappelli's violin on
the live album with David Grisman (Warner

response).
Fig.1 shows the D6000's impulse response

Brothers BSK 3550)—seemed to lose some of

converters and digital filters are in the signal
path. (MLSSA can't subtract time-domain

their sheen and life. The presentation was just
less involving with familiar LPs.

effects.) The ringing on either side of the impulse is acharacteristic of the digital filters used

Ifound that absolute polarity was much

in the D6000's Bitstream chips. (The build-up

more audible with LPs than CDs. Finding the

of energy just before the impulse proper can
only be attributed to the digital filter—unless

correct polarity of arecord reduced the suggestion of atop-end rolloff slightly, giving the

we live in an acausal universe in which events

presentation agreater sense of openness and
clarity. Interestingly, records with which Iwas

precede their causes!) Disregarding this effect,
the impulse overall looks very similar to atwo-

marginally familiar sounded just fine, but

way using asecond-order crossover with the

records Iknew intimately tended to be disap-

tweeter wired out of phase. Since there was no

pointing. The degradation, however, was far
less than Iwould have expected, rather than

need to wire drivers in this manner because the

greater. Isuspect that the 607 is arespectable

of amplitude rolloff, phase response, and driver
polarity, Iam at aloss to account for this im-

A/D converter.

DSP crossover filters allow any combination

One minor problem has been corrected in

pulse shape. For interest's sake, the positive-

the production run: the thermal protection cir-

going nature of the impulse response of one of
the woofers is shown in fig.2.

cuit that shuts down the amplifiers tripped too
soon. With afairly high ambient temperature
and afew hours' hard use, the D6000s would
protect themselves by turning off. Meridian has
corrected this problem, and all units in the field

Moving from the time domain to the frequency domain, we can see from the right of
fig.3 that the overall response on the listening
axis 38" from the floor is commendably fiat.
This curve is an average of those taken across

represent later production. Incidentally, the
review samples are serial numbers 1and 2, preproduction units brought to Santa Fe directly

a ±15° horizontal window on this axis and is
perhaps the best indicator of the system's over-

from the 1991 Las Vegas CES.

all balance. There is avery slight depression in

Measurements

to give aslightly less immediate presentation,

the lIcHz-61cHz region which may be expected

Because the D6000 accepts only digital inputs,

but this was not noted during the auditioning.

measuring them was alittle trickier than testing

Amarginal rise above 15kHz can also be seen,

anormal loudspeaker. The Maximum Length
Sequence signal produced by the MLSSA hard-

but, again, was not heard during the auditioning. The nearfield woofer response, trans-

ware is analog, requiring conversion to digital
to drive the D6000. The Meridian 607 A/D was

shown on the left-hand side of fig.3, with its
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formed from the impulse response in fig.2, is
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relative level approximated. The bass is well-

D6000 pointed straight ahead. This is the posi-

extended, appearing to be down 3dB at 30Hz.

tion Ifound to give the best sound. These

Finally, the steep drop above 20kHz is not the

curves are notable in that the response, espe-

loudspeaker's high-frequency limit but the

cially the treble, remains flat even very far off-

result of the digital low-pass filtering employed

axis. Many loudspeaker designers consider this

in the speaker's D/A conversion.

characteristic essential to uniform power re-

The D6000 has excellent high-frequency dispersion, seen in the family of lateral off-axis

sponse at the listener position and to good
imaging. Colorations in the off-axis output

plots of 4.4. The curves are normalized to the
on-axis response and are taken (from top to
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.
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bottom) at 30° off-axis on the "slanted" side,
15° off-axis, the on-axis response, and 15° and
30° off-axis in the other direction, on the "vertical" side. The flattest curves are those at 15°
off-axis on the "vertical" side of the enclosure,
the approximate listening position with the
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Fig.3 Meridian 06000, anechoic response on
listening axis at 2m averaged across 30°
horizontal window (with mic response
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Fig.1 Meridian D6000, impulse response on
listening axis at 2m (5ms time window, 30kHz
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Fig.2 Meridian D6000, nearfield woofer impulse
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2m, from back to front: anechoic response
30° to slanted edge of mid/treble enclosure;
15° to slanted edge; reference response on
listening axis; 15° to vertical edge of
mid/treble enclosure; 30° to vertical edge
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result in colorations in sidewall reflections, a

to resolve fine gradations of inner detail

significant component of the sound at the

deserve special mention. The presentation is
infused with awealth of musical detail, captivating my attention. This rare quality adds

listening position. There is also ageneral belief
that adepressed off-axis treble response results
in areduced sense of air and space—see JA's
"Follow-Up" review of the Quad ESL-63 US
designs—the Snell models, for example—make

immensely to their presentation and pushes the
D6000s over the line, from mere good sound
to providing atruly involving musical experience.

flat off-axis response ahigh design priority The
D6000 had one of the flattest off-axis responses

exceptional user interface. It provided the

Monitor in Vol.12 No.6, for example. Some

Imust also reiterate my praise for the 136000's

measured, perhaps correlating with the sense

necessary visual feedback, and was easy and

of size and air noted, along with avery low
level of coloration.

ajoy to use The ability to change the tonal bal-

Vertically, there was also very little change
in treble balance, meaning that listener height
will not be particularly critical, even without

ance (with very sensible adjustments), absolute polarity, and volume from the listening
chair was aluxury Iwill miss when the D6000s
are returned.

the D6000's capability of tilting the preferred

My criticisms of the D6000 are minor in

axis with the remote control. Comparing the
response on the high tweeter axis with that

comparison to their strengths. Ifound the midand upper bass abit fat, loose, and overly

used to derive fig.3, there is avery slight trend

prominent rather than tight, agile, and subtle.

toward increasing energy as frequency increases, but this is marginal: Loudspeakers are

Low-frequency pitch resolution and articula-

rarely this flat.

Hales System Two Signatures/Muse Model 18

tion, while good, didn't match the reference

The waterfall plot (fig.5) shows avery clean

combination. By using the D6000's bass con-

and sudden decay, with minor ridges at 2.4kHz

trol, however, Iwas able to mitigate the D6000's
slightly bass-heavy rendering.

and 3.8kHz. The dark ridge just below 20kHz
(actually 15,750Hz) is the computer monitor's

There is no doubt that the D6000s are stun-

scanning frequency. The treble, in particular,

ning with CD source. Iwas somewhat less
impressed, however, with their performance

decays very cleanly, with the after-the-event
resonant energy kept at alow level.

with adigitized analog front end. The D6000

Overall, the D6000 measured as Iwould

therefore gets a much more enthusiastic

have expected from its sound: flat response,

recommendation for primarily (or exclusively)
CD-based systems than for die-hard analog fans

good high-frequency dispersion, and excellent
bass extension.

Conclusion

with large LP collections.
Similarly, the 136000 is easier to recommend
to certain music lovers than others. Some will

The Meridian D6000 is asuperb product, both

value its "all-in-one" simplicity, visual elegance,

in its innovative technology and in the musical results of that technology. It combines ele-

and remote control, while others will prefer the

gant styling, an addictive user interface and an
extraordinary ability to involve the listener in
the musical experience.

upgrade flexibility offered by separate components. There is alarge group of music lovers—
music lovers not properly addressed by the
high end—to whpdfl the ideas of tube monoblocks on the flcDr and cables the thickness of

On the positive side of the musical ledger,
the D6000 is exceptionally smooth, well-

agarden hose are unacceptable For those audi-

balanced, and free from coloration. The mid-

ophiles, the 136000 is unsurpassed.

band is particularly pure and transparent,
providing aclear, picture-window view on the

The 136000's not-insignificant $15,000 price

music. Treble is reproduced with delicacy air,
and liveliness, yet is never strident or brittle.

tag must be addressed: A $15,000 budget will
go along way toward building ahigh-end system. For comparable money, one can assem-

The D6000's treble smoothness results in long

ble the Hales System Two loudspeakers, aMuse

listening sessions remarkably free from fatigue.

Model 18 subwoofer, aTheta or Wadia D/A, a
line preamp such as the Krell KSL or Audio

Ialso enjoyed the D6000's bass extension and
sense of weight and authority.
The D6000's dynamic contrast and ability
Stereophile, September 1991

Research LS-1, apair of monoblocics such as the
Muse Model 150s, the VTL Compact 100s,
125

Quicksilvers, B&K M-200s, or Adcom GFA-

The bottom line is that Ienjoyed my time

565s, and still have between $500 and $1500
left for cables (more if apassive control unit

with the Meridian D6000s. They were consistently and unfailing musical, producing one of

replaces apreamp). Again, the choice of which

the best sounds I've had in my listening room.

approach one prefers—flexibility, or elegance

This musicality, combined with their elegant

and convenience—is a personal decision.

appearance and superb user interface, has

One music lover's preference may be another's

earned them an enthusiastic recommendation.

anathema.

PROAC RESPONSE THREE LOUDSPEAKER
Jack English
Two-way dynamic loudspeaker with 1" dome tweeter and two 6.5" polypropylene-cone midrange/woofers. Frequency range: 20Hz-25kHz (no limits given). Nominal impedance: 8ohms.
Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Dimensions: 47" H (on plinth) by 11" W by 12" D. Finishes available: teak,
walnut, black ash, others to order. Price: $6500/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer: ProAc, 130-132 Thirsk Road, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire WD6 5BA, England. US distributor: Modern Audio Consultants, 112 Swanhill Court, Baltimore, MD 21208. Tel: (301) 4865975. Fax: (301) 922-7482.
Let's see—should Istart with adiscussion of
conflict? Or maybe indecision? No, let's be
more psychological and talk about approach/

groaned his conscience Where, oh where, was
he to turn? Speakers either cost too much or
had shortcomings, however minor, that galled
him at this price level. Shouldn't more expen-

avoidance dilemmas ...
No, I'm supposed to
be entertaining. How about ajoke? Nah, that
won't do. Well how about the framework for

sive products sound more alike? Shouldn't they
be converging on amore realistic—and similar

ajoke? Yeah, that's the ticket!
Did you hear the one about the audiophile

—sound? Why, oh why, did they all sound so
different? And why did they all have to cost

looking for speakers? Well, it seems he had a

so much?

dilemma. On the one hand, he (it's ahe, isn't it?)
was obsessed with audio quality. He searched

The Wimp Factor

out (and was very impressed with) the Wilson
WATT/Puppy/WHOW setup (about $23,000).
He really liked the Avalon Ascents (they had

J. Gordon Holt has argued loud and long over
the necessity of listening to recordings of live
performances of unamplified music In essence,

were $16,500 or so depending upon the finish,

this leaves us with classical performances, typically of orchestras to fully test an audio system's

the state of the dollar, and the quality of the

sonic capabilities. Harry Pearson has gone so

been raved about in The Absolute Sound—they

most recent review, it seemed). On the other

far as to name his magazine based upon this

hand, he had afamily to support. Wasn't this

fundamental principle And with good reason.

an ungodly amount of money to spend for
speakers? If only they cost $5000 or so. ..
How
could he ever get the level of performance he
coveted while spending an amount of money
he could justify?
But he bad listened to all of the $5000 speak-

Yes, all halls are different and all recordings are
different, but there's afundamental truth in the
sound of aviolin or an oboe. After all, what is
the natural sound of asynthesizer? A large part
of my psyche agrees with this argument. How
can you comment on the soundstaging of a

ers, hadn't he? Let's see now, there were the

multi-track popular recording when the per-

Merlin Signature Fours, the Snell Type A/III
Improved, the ProAc Studio Towers, B&W 801

formers never performed in the same space and
probably didn't even perform at the same time?

Matrix Series II, Mirage M-ls, Quad US Monitors, Martin-Logan CLS Ils with subwoofers,

Yeah, it had to be live, unamplified orchestral
music If something could get that right, it could

and many other very worthy contenders. But

get anything right.

none of them seemed just right, as Goldilocics
might have said. Back to the big bucks—the In-

(But, on the other hand,) Bull! Tony Cordesman was right. Just because something can recreate astring quartet realistically doesn't guar-

finity Betas and Thiel CS5s. ""Ibo much money!"
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antee squat when it comes to Metallica! Rock-

And, as most of you should know by now, PraAc

'n'roll is the predominant musical form, out-

firmly believes in mass. They apply mass-loading

selling classical by amargin of 30 to I. Shouldn't

in two ways for most of their speakers, the Response Three being no exception. First, spikes

agood audio system be able to play rock (to
play loud and to play deep bass)? Of course it
should. Quite frankly, many "audiophile" systems can't do it. Period. They wimp out. They
can't recreate the intended visceral impact the
musicians heard on those old JBLs in the studio. !fa speaker is going to be able to play whatever Iwant to listen to, it better be able to play

come with the speakers. Second, sand (or lead
shot, or whatever) can be added into small
compartments located at the bottom rear of the
cabinets. The Threes use the loading material
to actually "tune" the bass. Too much material
and the sound becomes dull and lifeless; too

rock. Speakers with little bass and constricted
dynamics simply won't do. Idon't (oops—that
is, be doesn 't—back to the story line) want to
live with nice, musical, euphonic speakers. He
wants speakers that can handle whatever he
feels like throwing at them. Some nights it
might be the Emerson String Quartet, but on
other evenings it might be Axel Rose.
So, mimicking Goldilocks, he continued the
search. Naw, this one has no bass. No, this one
has aflat soundstage. Nah, this one lacks dynamics. Nope, this is too bright. And so it went.

ProAc speakers & Stuart Tyler
With very few exceptions (eg, the Mini-Towers
and Extended Bass Tablette or EBT), Ihave very
much enjoyed all of the ProAc products. Of particular note is the Response Two (especially on
the R2 Target stands imported by May Audio
Marketing). The only valid criticism of the Response 'My is its lack of truly extended deepbass response It's alittle box, after all, and even
Tyler has been unable to rewrite the laws of
physics. All of which brings us to the latest
ProAc speaker—the Response Three.
If nothing else, Tyler is predictable. By adding asecond midrange/woofer driver he created
the EBT (from the Tablette), the Super Tower
(from the Studio One), the Mini-Tower (from
the Super Tablette), and now the Response
Three (from the Response Two). Such astrategy
has been ahit-and-miss proposition for ProAc.
The underlying concept seems simple enough:
two smallish drivers should be able to reach
deeper into the bass yet still be fast enough to
handle the midrange. In this case, the midrange/woofer drivers are 6 /
2"polypropyleneconed units from Scanspeak.
Tyler consistently relies on afew other predictable approaches. For one, better bass can
be achieved out of abigger box. The Response
Threes adhere to this rule as well, being largish,
fioorstanding cabinets with front-firing ports.
Stereophile, September 1991

ProAc Response Three loudspeaker
12-

little and, besides losing the benefits of mass

offs inherent in this decision between bass

loading in the first place, the sound lacks articulation and becomes slightly boomy—the

response and soundstaging precision.
So the Response Threes seem simple—a
two-way, pseudo-D'Appolito arrangement in

Three's sound character prior to loading.
Like some of the smaller ProAc designs, there
are painted straws in the front-firing ports.
Unlike the sound of the ProAc Studio Towers

afloorstanding, ported box using spikes and
sand. Not much new ground here. But, of course,
there's more. The Threes come with a"plinth."

or B&W 801 Matrix Series Ils, the ports on the

This is nothing more than athick slab, just

Threes are not audibly distracting. Since they're

slighter wider and deeper than the speaker

already "stuffed," there's no motivation to play
with them. They work as intended and should

cabinets, bolting onto the bottom of the speaker
cabinet. The spikes actually go into the plinth

be left alone. While on the subject of leaving

instead of the cabinet itself. You have to use the

things alone, though there are grille cloths,
there are no protective covers over any of the

plinth in order to use the supplied spikes. An
alternative would be to simply use Tiptoes or

drivers in the Threes (unlike many other PrckAcs).

Tone Cones (I've grown most happy with the
Goldmund cones for these purposes). Use of

This is clearly beneficial. Protective covers invariably impact adriver's performance; designers should leave them off. In addition to playing
arole in convincing Tyler to do away with protective covers, I'm equally pleased to report
that the Threes can be either bi-amped or biwired. (See? Prodding by reviewers does work!)
Doubling up on the midrange/woofer drivers
has many other advantages. For starters, atwoway crossover can be used. No matter what
else we've learned along the way, simpler is
often better. It should be easier to get abetter

the plinth does change speaker height slightly,
which may impact bass performance somewhat as well as alter the relationship between
the height of the drivers and your ears at the
listening position. Since plinths and spikes are
supplied with the speakers, Iused them.
Finally, Istill find the odd-shaped grille covers rather displeasing. If you dislike the look
of the grilles, buy the speakers in black—the
grilles are virtually invisible. If Ididn't say
something negative here, Idoubt I'd have any-

(or more) way. Athree-driver, two-way speaker

thing negative to say anywhere in this review
These are incredible speakers, and adramatic

also lends itself to what I've called the co-centric
center layout (more appropriately described

Towers.

sound out of atwo-way crossover than athree-

as the D'Appolito configuration). The intent is

improvement over the similarly priced Studio

to create avertical array of drivers with over-

Sound

lapping sonic centers. Such arrays (as found on

Splendid! Stunning! Gorgeous! Breathtak-

Hales, Merlins, Duntechs, and others) are invariably stacked vertically in astraight line. Tyler,

ing! Whew—these are killers—KILLERS—

Though the drivers are in aline, this is not ver-

K-1-L-L-E-R-S!!!
What more is there to say? I've been more
impressed with the ProAc Response Threes

tical, being tilted inward so the topmost driver

than I've been with any—any—speaker I've

is toward the inside of the cabinet while the
bottommost driver is toward the outside of the

ever auditioned!
Right out of the double-boxed packaging

cabinet. This also means the Response Threes

(without sand, plinths, or spikes), the Response
Threes are wonderful. They required the least

as is his wont, breaks the mold here as well.

come in mirror-imaged pairs.
By tilting the driver alignment, the cabinets

break-in time of any ProAc I've been exposed

have to be made wider than would otherwise

to. Even without sand, plinths, and spikes,

be the case. ProAcs have historically had stun-

these are very special speakers. Bass, from the
bottom through the midbass and up into the

ning soundstaging and imaging capabilities,
and I've been one of many reviewers who assumed this was achieved partly by Tyler's obsession with narrow cabinets (often just barely
wider than the driver surrounds). A tilted arrangement means abigger box for better bass

lower midrange, is abit fat, with avery slight
lack of articulation. Soundstaging, while very
stable and three-dimensional, lacks pinpoint
precision. Ionly mention these two very minor
quibbles now because they are ameliorated by

—but it also means awider cabinet. The ques-

the inclusion of sand, plinths, and spikes. Like

tion, to be answered later, concerns the trade-

every other ProAc, the Threes must be located
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well away from the rear and side walls to work
their magic.
•Bass: The low end of the Threes (once they
are properly loaded with sand) is extended,
controlled, and powerful. Inever expected this
quantity and quality of bass out of atwo-way
speaker. On something relatively simple, like
Rufus Reid's acoustic bass on Excursions In
Blue (an outstanding recording, made with the
Colossus processor, on Quartet Q-1005), every
note is clear, fast, rich, and precise. Subtle gradations in volume are recreated with aplomb.

Friends, Warner Bros. 26310) are masterful.
The resultant tonal palette is rich with hues and
shades that many speakers simply fail to recreate With the Threes in place, my attention was
always drawn to the music; the equipment always became, at best, secondary. While trying
to be areviewer listening to Prefab Sprout's
"One Of The Broken" (Jordan: The Comeback,
Epic EK 46132), all Iwas doing was thinking
about the similarities of the music with early
material from Simon and Garfunkel. Oh yes,

Nuances, such as fingering and plucking tech-

the sound was rich, full, tight, quick, fast, and
crystal clear. The soundstage was wide, deep,

niques, are admirably real. On more complex

and open—but obviously not alive perfor-

material, such as the whimsical crescendos of

mance The use of artificial reverb was obvious,
the use of vocal overlays easy to pinpoint. Iwas

Dulcas's The Sorcerer's Apprentice (Solti and
the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, London STS

listening to what the artist and producer intended.

15005, LP), the double basses are dynamic,

The Threes simply let me hear everything that
was there.

clear, and powerful. It becomes all too easy to
visitalire that enchanted broom wreaking havoc
as the overmatched apprentice grapples with
adilemma of his own making. On apowerhouse rock recording such as Queen's "The
Invisible Man" (The Miracle, Capitol C111-192357), the bass is startlingly visceral, the dance

Maybe it was the word "Jordan" in the title
of Prefab Sprout's album, or maybe it was the
ongoing problems in the Middle East-1 don't
know. But Ifound myself digging out the Popular Music of William Walton with Charles

beat unavoidable In short, the character of bass

Groves and the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
(Studio 2Stereo). The cover art was as brilliant

in the recording is exactly what you'll get. No

as ever, with that camouflage-painted Spitfire

matter how many rationalizations we come up

racing past the white cliffs of Dover. The cut,
of course, was the Prelude and Fugue The Spit-

with, speakers that can't reproduce bass with
authority are robbing the music of much of its
emotion.

fire. The perspective was distant, the overall
sound slightly veiled and muffled, the over-

•Midrange: Full, rich, lush, musical, involving

all tonality anemic—just as it has always been.

—in short, lifelilce The midrange suflt-rs not awhit
from the bass load on those smallish, doubled-

Nope, the Response Threes weren't adding any

up drivers. The unique sonic signature of

euphonic colorations. If the source was deficient in some way, that was exactly what Iheard.

every instrument, aresult of its own unique

•Treble: ProAc has always impressed me with

mixture of fundamentals and overtones, is sim-

upper-end performance; the Three is no excep-

ply right (listen to the naturalness of the oboe,
the blat of the brass, the plucked strings from
The Sorrerer's Apprentice). Or try the richness

tion. The top is extended, lightning-fast, and
extremely clean. Triangles, adevastating task
for most speakers, float effortlessly within the

of voice—the mix of chest and throat, the

sonic fabric of the music (again, listen to Du-

amount of nasality, are spot on. There's nary
atrace of any textural coloration, and never a
barrier between you and the performers. The

kas's playful tone poem). Upper harmonics
abound, and there's air aplenty. No, the Threes
are neither peaked nor exaggerated in the

crossover point doesn't seem to exist. No peaks.

highs, neither bright nor hard. They're fast and

No dips. No attenuations. No exaggerations.
Nothing. Nothing but the music.

real. If the source has arough top end, you'll
have to live with it. The Threes will reveal all

The rich tapestry of sounds that combine to
make music such ajoy are revealed in all their
glory by the Threes. For example, the very satisfying interplay among Randy Travis's powerful

and hide nothing.
•Soundstagingt Did Tyler lose the magical
soundstaging of his earlier designs by going to

and unique vocals, Dolly Parton's lighter yet

the tilted-driver alignment in an effort to get the
desired bass (which he certainly has achieved)?

equally strong vocals, and Chet AtIcins's pickin'
on "Do IEver Cross Your Mind" (Heroes &

other ProAc before them, have the ability to
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No way! These big boxes, like virtually every
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simply disappear. The soundstage develops be-

•Dynamics: Ah, but what of dynamics? And

hind and around them. No sound is restricted

can they play loud?

to (or comes directly out of) the cabinets. Re-

You betcha! Of course, at too low avolume
level, no speaker comes alive. The Threes are

markable! These big boxes can actually disappear. They truly recreate abelievable three-

no exception to this rule. But at anything re-

dimensional soundstage. They don't act as pic-

sembling arealistic volume level, they sing.
They can play very loudly, and do so effort-

ture windows with arestricted stage placed
between the speakers. They don't throw the
performers out into the listening room. Much

lessly. (No doubt my Audio Research Classic
150s had alot to do with this particular ability

like the equally excellent Wilson WATTs, they
simply disappear—they do not exist as apart

—the rest of the system consisted of aBenz-

of the listening experience! The soundstage

D-2 transport, Theta DS Pro Generation II, CAT

(assuming there is one to begin with) takes on

SL-1 revised, Magnan interconnects, and Audio

alifelike dimensionality all of its own.

Research speaker cables.) Not only were they

•Imaging: Within that 3D stage, and once the

able to play loudly, they didn't become fatigu-

plinths, spikes, and mass loading have been

ing at these levels the way so many other
speakers do. At this point, I'm sure you won't

taken care of, performers are precisely located
in space; there's no "wander" or vagueness.

Micro MC-3, Versa Dynamics Model 1, Esoteric

The performers themselves have body—no

be surprised when Itell you that they also do
asplendid job of recreating low-level dynamic

cardboard cutouts here Once again, the hack-

shadings as well. The emotion so often con-

neyed term "palpability" leaps to mind. These
are performers you can reach out and touch.
Somewhat surprisingly, these speakers made

veyed in these subtle ebbs and flows of level
shifts is fully communicated.

the new QSound process—found, for example, on Sting's The Soul Cages, A&M 75021

Summary

airy realism of the Spanish-flavored instrumen-

At $6500/pair, the ProAc Response Threes are
not inexpensive in absolute, monetary terms.
On the other hand (how many hands are there

tal "Saint Agnes and the Burning Train" to the
closing cymbals at the front-right and rear-left

in this discussion?), they are awfully inexpensive given their breathtaking level of perfor-

6405-1, LP—more enjoyable. From the open,

of "The Wild Wild Sea," there was abelievable

mance. The ProAc Response Threes are mar-

sense of space and human performers, many
sounds simply hanging in the air.

velous in every regard, and merit audition with

•Inner Detail: As if everything I've described

speakers at any price. They are without question, the most satisfying audio component I've

wasn't enough, the Threes are equally adroit

auditioned in years. Without adoubt, the ProAc

at recreating inner detail. Listen to Rufus Reid's
fingering (as well as his breathing). See how
many of Pink Floyd's rather vulgar words you

Response Threes are Stuart Tyler's crowning
achievement. They are outstanding in every

can now decipher on Dark Side of the Moon—
or how about Chet Atkins's harmonies with
Dolly and Randy. Coupled with its tonal accuracy and uncanny soundstaging capability, the
ability to unravel subtle inner detail adds still

aspect of sonic performance usually discussed.
More important, they are unequivocally faithful
to the music. Go bear them now! If you even
consider changing your speakers, Iimplore you
to audition these imported masterpieces from
the UK—a truly Class Aproduct in every regard.

further to the Threes' wonderful realism.

NESTOROVIC LABS
TYPE 5AS MK.IV LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher
Type: three-way, closed-box, dynamic system using apassively aided bass alignment. Frequency
response: 25Hz-40kHz, ±3dB. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Minimum impedance: 5ohms. Sensitivity: 91dB/W/m. Maximum amplifier power rating: 350W RMS. Dimensions: 41" H by 15" W by
14.5" D. Shipping weight: 85 lbs each. Samples tested: SN 916 L& R. Price: $4200/pair. Approxi()
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mate number of US dealers: 20. Manufacturer: Nestorovic Labs, 8307 N.E. 110th Place, Kirkland,
WA 98034. Tel: (206) 821-0225. Fax: (206) 787-1039.
Long-time Stereopbile readers may recall that
this is my second encounter of the third kind
with the Nestorovic Type 5AS loudspeaker.
Back in August 1986 (Vol.9 No.5), when Ireported my original impressions, Ifound the
5AS to be, overall, very listenable and never
irritating; asterling musical transducer at the
frequency extremes. The treble quality, in particular, bordered on the magnificent, with a
brightness region free from the harshness and
zip of the typical dome tweeter. The proverbial
fly in the ointment back then proved to be its
performance through the lower midrange. The
transition region between the midrange and
woofers sounded recessed and muffled to the

point of rendering most music uninvolving.
use JGH's quintessential lingo, the 5AS failed
to evoke them goosebumps.
But that was five years ago. In the interim, the
design has been improved. Mile Nestorovic is,
after all, of one of audio's most original and
innovative designers. Early in his career, while
employed by McIntosh, he was responsible for
the now classic Model MC-3500 power amp.
lbgether with Richard Modafferi, he was granted
US Patent No.3,984,635 (in 1976) for the passively
aided closed-box bass alignment principle—
about which I'll have more to say later. The reason that the original 5AS had undergone several
revisions had little to do, I'm sure, with my comments, but rather reflects Mile's perfectionist
nature
My latest brush with the Type 5AS came at
the 1991 Winter CES, where they sounded so
good that Ifinally prevailed upon Mile to provide me with afresh pair. Having lived with the
Type SAS for several months now, Ican tell you
that the Mk.IV version has pushed this speaker's sound quality virtually to the threshold of
Stereophile's Class A.
The truncated pyramidal enclosure shape
has been retained, but the net enclosure volume has been increased to around 1.8 cubic
feet by the addition of a"pedestal" section on
the bottom of the cabinet. The cabinet itself
is quite inert, with 1"-thick particleboard front
and back baffles, while the sides are 3
4 "thick.
/
The sloping sides of the enclosure serve to
break up any strong standing-wave modes
within the cavity. Reflectors are also provided
top and bottom to minimize standing waves
between the top and bottom boundaries of the
cabinet.
The woofers are screwed and glued in place
to minimize basket ringing. This is apretty
heroic solution to avery common problem
that afflicts even extravagantly priced designs.
If you haven't done so already, you should
read Lewis Lipnick's glowing account (Vol.14
No.6) of the B&W 800 loudspeaker's sonic
majesty: the Muse Calliope reached out from
behind the woofer cones and gently touched

Nestorovic Type 5AS Mk.IV loudspeaker
Stereophile, September 1991

Lew's brow Galvanic sparks erupted from the
union of flesh and ethereal energy as though
aminiature volcano had taken residence on his
forehead. When the eruption subsided, apan131

orarnic soundstage opened before his eyes,

provided to control the upper-range balance

populated with authentic image outlines, su-

and bass damping. In addition to a"flat" posi-

perb dynamic contrasts, and harmonic integ-

tion, the Mid-Hi Contour switch provides aldB

rity. "Only $15,000 ape," whispered Calliope
demurely in his ear. Well, you know the rest:

cut from IkHz to 20kHz, and a3dB cut from

"redefines the art of loudspeaker design." Lew's

control over overly bright (le, digital) program

bottom line: no audible shortcomings. Yet,

material. The Bass Damping switch allows one

about two weeks after installing the 800s, he

limited control over the LF speaker-room inter-

noticed asignificant deterioration in quality.
Bass became increasingly indistinct, and the

face. The minimum damping position yields
the deepest bass extension, which, however,

midrange slowly turned to mush. Over the
course of aweek, these magnificent transduc-

may overload some rooms. The other two
switch positions sacrifice some extension for

ers had gone from the musically sublime to the
sonically hideous. The culprit turned out to be

Nestorovic recommends that the proper bass-

loose woofer-mounting screws. To this day,
unless Lew tightens his woofers every month,
the problem tends to recur. Gluing the woofer
onto the front baffle with, say, silicone rubber
would certainly prevent the woofers from working loose, and would also provide additional
damping to the woofer basket. Of course, this
would make it much more difficult to change
drivers, but that's the price of perfection.
The 5AS IV's driver complement is vertically
aligned on the front baffle, which is tilted back
for time alignment of the acoustic centers of
the drivers. The tweeter starts life as aPanasonic
leaf tweeter—some non-purists have been
known to refer to this sort of design as a"ribbon" because the diaphragm is planar and is
driven by magnets—but is modified in-house
to minimize resonances. The midrange, fabricated in-house from Philips parts, features an

7IcHz to 20kHz. The idea is to provide some

the sake of smoothing out the in-room response.
damping setting be derived by experiment, and
Iconcur: the room, placement in the room,
and choice of partnering amp will all affect the
ultimate in-room LF response.
So far I've said very little about the role
played by the 10" woofer. Think of it as either
an "active passive radiator" that augments the
8" woofer's bass response, or as apassively
aided subwoofer. Either way, the effective
response of the 10" woofer is similar to that of
apassive radiator, or avent in abass-reflex
design. In his paper in the JAES (Vol.33 No.6,
June 1985), von Recklinghausen refers to this
sort of bass alignment as a"closed-box bass
reflex system." It is now well known that the
bass response of adosed box may be extended
by simply interposing apassive network between the woofer and amplifier.
A closed box is quite efficient at and below

edgewound 2" voice-coil matched to apolyamide dome. Both the 8" and 10" cone woof-

its cutoff frequency, which makes it anatural

ers are fabricated by Nestorovic to exact spec-

has vent radiation canceling the woofer's out-

ifications. The cone material is athick, lowdensity cellulose pulp saturated with plastic

put below the box/port resonance, the closedbox woofer rolls off at agentle 12dB/octave.

polymer. The voice-coils, 2" in diameter, are

The basic idea of the passively aided woofer

for LF extension. Unlike avented box which

each wound on ahigh-temperature former.

is to create aresonance between, say, alarge

Clearly these drivers are made to withstand

capacitor and the woofer's mechanical compliance. This typically requires acapacitor in

high-power applications. The drivers are said
than 0.75dB variation between channels.

the 500-1004F range, and ahigh-compliance
woofer with alarge mechanical Q of, say, 10 or

The electrical crossover points are lIcHz and
7kHz. The transition between the midrange

so that, without the passive network, the

dome and leaf tweeter is facilitated by athirdorder Butterworth network with lots of com-

woofer's in-box response gives rise to apeak.
The insertion of the passive network then

pensation. The crossover used between the 8"

redistributes the energy of the peak to provide
an LF extension over anarrow range—at the

to be closely matched to provide for no more

woofer and the midrange is acoustically equi-

more The volume of the closed box is adjusted

valent to afourth-order network. Air-core inductors are used throughout; where feasible,

expense of areduction in output at and above

caps are high-grade polypropylene types.

The advantages of such asystem compared
to avented design with asimilar LF cutoff are

The inputs are fused, and two switches are
132

the original system resonance.
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much better woofer control below resonance,
avoidance of any extraneous port noises, and

dimensions, the room actually enhances bass
response.

typically smaller enclosure volume. The practical disadvantage of such asystem, other than
cost of the passive network, is the requirement
to closely control the woofer's mechanical

Another problem is that speakers with lots
of bass punch tend to overload typically sized
listening rooms. Wallboard begins to rattle,
windows start buzzing, and standing waves cre-

properties. High-compliance woofers are difficult to fabricate uniformly. The alignment is
also sensitive to variations in voice-coil resistance. This is why Nestorovic makes his own
woofers. Ilike this sort of alignment, and hope

ate major dips and peaks in the in-room bass
response. The proper audiophile response
should be to acoustically treat the room in an
effort to absorb some bass energy. Fortunately,
because the ear is much less sensitive in the

it gains awider acceptance among designers.'
I've u.sed it myself, and will shortly unveil apas-

deep bass, midbass and especially upper-bass

sively aided subwoofer design (the Zap—named

are easier to dissipate with room treatment. An
overblown upper bass can actually mask alot

after the family's black Labrador retriever)
expressly for the Black Dahlia kit.
What is not well known is that Nestorovic
controls the US patent for passively aided closedbox designs. Neither von Recklinghausen in his
paper, nor Clark and Geddes in their excellent
Audio Engineering Society presentation on passively assisted loudspeakers (fAES preprint
2291) mention the Nestorovic patent. The good
news, however, is that, according to Nestorovic,

irregularities are the most troublesome; these

of detail in the lower midrange and obscure
much hall information.
On the other hand, imaging is not usually
optimum with placements flush against the
rear wall because of interfering early reflections. So there is room for experimentation
with the objective of snapping image outlines

there are no plans to enforce the patent.

into focus without losing bass integrity or unduly energizing room modes. In the Stereopbile listening room, the magic spot turned out

Preliminaries

toed-in toward the listening seat.

As with any loudspeaker with substantial LF

to be about 3.5' from the rear wall and slightly
With carpeting over asuspended wood floor,

extension, the Nestorovic's room placement

the use of spikes to anchor the cabinet proved

must be carefully considered. The general rule
is that speaker positions near the rear wall will

essential. Three spikes are provided per side,
and these screw into the bottom of the enclosure. Without spikes, the 5AS's bass loses defi-

greatly smooth out the bass response, and in
fact Nestorovic recommends aplacement within
3' of the rear wal1. 2Most dynamic loudspeakers
are designed on the assumption that the woofers will be mounted in alarge baffle so that

nition to the point that bass lines are mumbled
or less distinctly enunciated.
Asubstantial break-in period is required for
the woofers. My recommendation is to drive

they radiate into half space. That's areasonable

the speakers for afull week before attempting

assumption when the woofers are adjacent to

any serious listening. The upper woofer really

awall, but out in the room, in what has been
dubbed the minimonitor position—say, 6'

needs this workout the most. The range it covers sounded muffled and thick during the

from the rear wall—the rear wall can no longer
be considered an extension of the front baffle.

lower-midrange detail were obscured, as if

Low frequencies will wrap around the front
baffle at acritical frequency which depends on
the baffle dimensions. This typically happens
in the mid- or upper bass. In the deep bass,
where wavelengths are on the order of room
IThe Vandersteen 2Ci appears to achieve its excellent bass performance with, ¡(flot an identical bass topology, at least one
very similar.
—JA
2While it's true that close wall placement optimizes the avow,
tic environment oía speaker's woofer and eliminates che upper.
bass/lower-midrange dip caused by cancellation between the
direct sound and that reflected from the rear wall, this is less
than optimum, in my experience, in that it can excite lowfrequency room-resonance modes to their maximum. —JA
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break-in period. Hall ambient information and
heard through adirty pane of glass. At the end
of aweek's iime, the Windex came out, the dirt
was wiped away, and the window on the midrange became quite transparent.

Sonic impressions
The first order of business was to determine the
optimum partnering amp. To tube or not to
tube? That was the question, and the Threshold SA-121e monoblocks were put to the test.
The sound was very clean and detailed, without turning bright or etched through the upper
133

octaves. There was anatural, nonresonant qual-

live music. Ineeded no further encourage-

ity to the treble that precious few dynamic

ment; on to tubes.
The Valve Amplification Co. (VAC) 90W

speakers are capable of matching. Female voice
was treated with kid gloves. Listening to the

monoblocks, operated in triode mode, fulfilled

Lesley Test (master tape variety) left no doubt

my expectations very nicely. Image outlines

in my mind that this speaker was neutrally

were now palpably sketched, and the sound-

balanced through the mids and treble. Lesley's

stage carpet was rolled out to the back of the
hall without any compression. The sensation
of hall sound on Laudate! (Proprius 7800) was

timbre was reproduced about as well as I've
heard. Not absolutely perfectly, mind you, but
as close as any loudspeaker has come. Vibrato

nothing short of terrific. Soprano upper registers were sweet and billowed out to fill the

was clearly resolved, and Lesley's upper registers were sweet and imbued with the requisite

soundstage in natural fashion. Massed voices

degree of sunny brilliance. I've grown tired of

were resolved to the point of the listener being

how the Apogee Stage treats this range. I'm
referring to the second pair, the samples purchased by Stereopbile after the review pair had

of Walton's Belsbazzar's Feast (EMI SAN 324),

been returned to Apogee. These came with

very nicely. The chorus soared from very soft

stands, which do smooth out the deep bass
response, and an "improved," or at least ahigherpower-handling version, of the ribbon. No
matter what I've tried—and I've tried just about
everything—I've been unable to get the speaker's voicing right through the upper mids. The
current Stage is abit dull and dark-sounding

able to pinpoint individual voices. The scale
with alarge chorus and orchestra, was captured
to very loud without congestion and without
even ahint of strain. The articulation of individual voices remained intact all the way up to
full voice Only afull-range loudspeaker is capable of reproducing atonally realistic semblance
of high-powered orchestral music without gagging and embarrassing itself during the really

with me on this, but since he listens primarily
to CDs using solid-state electronics, I'm not

loud passages. Pedro Aledo's bittersweet voice
(Pierre Verany PV12793) chanting mostly traditional Spanish folksongs was naturally por-

really surprised.)
Well, the Nestorovic got Lesley's voicing

trayed, without the edginess and brightness
inflicted by so many solid-state amps. Itzhak

right to adegree that clearly put the Stage to

Perlman's violin tone, navigating the Bruch Vio-

shame. Cleo Laine's rendition of "Send In the

lin Concerto (EMI ASD 2926), never sounded

Clowns" (Live at Carnegie Hall, RCA LPL15015) was reproduced with avelvety texture
that only ahandful of dynamic speakers are

better. His violin sang sweetly and was tightly

through this range (TJN will probably disagree

capable of.
Treble transients were quick and always wellbehaved, without the sizzle, tizz, and sibilance
that often pass for hi-fi these days. Bowed and

focused in space.
Iwas curious about the sound of the 5AS
partnered by Nestorovic's own NA-1 tubed
amps. After all, that was the combination I
heard at CES. Ialso suspected that the voicing

plucked double bass were both tightly defined,

of the loudspeaker was tuned around the sound
of these amps. The amps were reviewed sev-

with excellent body. The deep bass was delin-

eral years ago (Vol.9 No.8) and had earned a

eated with the control and extension that only
atruly great solid-state amp can exercise, and

Class Brecommendation, but this was my first

this was with the speaker's damping control set

back position on the 8 ohm taps, it quickly

to minimum. The soundstage unfolded with

became apparent that, in terms of midrange

realistic width, and image outlines were tightly
localized. Only about two thirds of the depth

tonality, the NA-1 was aperfect match for the
Type 5AS. The mids were lushed out in high-

perspective developed, however. Neither were

calory fashion so that the lower mids sounded

image outlines fleshed out with the 3-D palpability I've come to expect from the best in
tubed amps. The clincher for me was the tonal-

meatier and warmet Harmonic textures sounded
liquid, but not thick to the point of obstructing aclear view of the soundstage. It was pos-

ity of the lower mids. This range, akey ingre-

sible to see deeply into the hall—all the way to
the back wall. On acut like "Cajun Moon," with

dient in the convincing reproduction of orchestral music, was shaded on the dryish side
of reality without the bloom and warmth of
134

exposure to them. Used in the Normal Feed-

Cissy Houston and Herbie Mann on bass flute
and flute (Atlantic SD 1682), the sensuous quaiStereophile, September 1991

ity of the music was fleshed out almost mag-

30Hz, the equivalent of the port-tuning fre-

ically by the NA-1. All Icould do was be swept
away by the musical moment. This kind of
moment does not come around often, though
it seems that they're more apt to happen round

quency and the effective limit of the speaker's
flat LF extension. With it set to maximum, the
behavior is more like that of asealed box.

the midnight hour and with good old vinyl
doing its thing on the Aura/Graham turntable.

on the tweeter axis, typical of amultiway design

The sound of the NA-1 appeared to be cast
from the mold of classic tube sound. The deep
bass was reasonably well defined but lacked
the control and extension afforded by the
Threshold. Treble transients sounded slightly
soft. Low-level detail was reasonably well resolved, but in abroad-brush, non-analytical
sort of way, so that detail was not as clearly discernible as with either the VAC or Threshold
amps. Textures were liquid sounding but not
to the point of becoming mushy or overly
thick. The upper mids were sweet sounding,
but again not to excess. The presentation of the
soundstage was bold and sweeping, in the tradition of the Audio Research classics of yesterday.
Unabashedly romantic music such as Rachtnaninoffs Symphonic Dances, Op.45 (Everest
SDBR 3004), was especially well served by this
comba The lyrical elements of the music flowed
so naturally, almost song-like Stereopbile's
Intermezzo LP packs aremarkably realistic
image size together with excellent dynamics
and dedicated playing. Recording engineer
Kavi Alexander uses aBlumlein miking tech-

Fig.2 shows the speaker's impulse response
with higher-than-first-order crossover slopes.
A couple of reflections can be seen just over
1ms after the pulse, these perhaps being from
the baffle edges. Taking five such impulse responses across a30° lateral "window," transforming each to the frequency domain, and
averaging them to minimize the effect of microphone-position-dependent interference effetts
gives the quasi-anechoic response shown to the
right of fig.3. (This is plotted with 88Hz resolution above IkHz and 15Hz resolution from
200Hz to IkHz.) This can be seen to be evenly
balanced overall, implying abasically neutral
sound, broken by adegree of midrange peakiness at 500Hz and 1750Hz, and aslightly overemphasiz£d mid-treble. This is not sufficient
in extent to render the 5AS's sound bright or
fizzy—DO felt the speakers to have a"natural,
nonresonant quality" to their treble—but in
my brief auditioning of the 5AS, Idid fmd their
treble and midrange balance to be somewhat
MON WM» 110 «SU OVUM I MOSIldb) •• Mills/
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All of this and more was quite obvious with the
Nestorovic loudspeaker.
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An octave-wide band centered on 1kHz played
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is because it shows the effect of the Mid-Hi
Contour and bass damping controls on the
impedance, which is minimal except in the
high treble and low bass. With the damping
control set to its minimum, the speaker can be
seen to resemble atraditional reflex box, with
adouble hump in the bass and aminimum at
Stereophile, September 1991
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firmed by the speaker's impedance (fig.!), which
is benign on the whole, though it does drop to
5ohms in the upper bass and 3.7 ohms in the
mid-treble. This graph looks alittle messy; this
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low-powered tube amplifiers. This was con-
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lower than the specification but still high enough
to make the 5AS agood match for relatively
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nique to preserve lateral image linearity to atee

1dB less loud than the Snell Type K, implying
a sensitivity of around 89dB/W/m, slightly
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Fig.1 Nestorovic Type 5AS, electrica mpedance
and phase with Mid-Hi Contou control in A,
B, and Off positions, and bass damping
control in the minimum and maximum
positions (2 ohms/vertical div.)
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Fig.2 Nestorovic Type 5AS, impulse response on
ribbon axis at lm (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth, Mid-Hi Contour Off)
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forward, particularly in comparison with the
admittedly rather dark-sounding Apogee Stages.
This is not areticent speaker. The effect of the
Mid-Hi Contour control in its Aposition (fig.4)
was to provide adegree of shelving above 41cHz,
reaching —3dB from 71cHz to 2Old-lz. In its Bposition, amild suckout (-1dB) appears at lkHz, with
then amoderate rolloff above 10kHz. Again,

which switch position the listener prefers will
depend on the rest of the system and room.
To the left of fig.3, below 200Hz, are shown
the responses of the upper (8") and lower (10")
woofers, measured in the nearfield with the
microphone almost touching the dustcaps and
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Fig.3 Nestorovic Type 5AS, anechoic response on
ribbon axis at 1m averaged across 30°
horizontal window (Mid-Hi Contour Off), and
nearfield response of upper and lower woofers
below 200Hz, each with bass damping control
in the minimum and maximum positions

11Ez

Fig .5 Nestorovic Type 5AS, vertical response
family at 1m normalized to the tweeter-axis
response, from back to front: anechoic
response 15° above the cabinet top; level with
the cabinet top; reference response; on the
midrange dome axis; and on the 8" woofer
axis
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Fig.4 Nestorovic Type 5AS, effect of Mid-Hi Contour
control, normalized to response at 1m on
ribbon axis ("B," top: "A," bottom)
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Fig.6 Nestorovic Type 5AS, horizontal response
family at 1m, normalized to the tweeter-axis
response, from back to front: reference
response; anechoic response 7.5° off tweeter
axis; 15° off-axis; 30° off-axis
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Fig.7 Nestorovic Type 5AS, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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with the LF Damping control set to minimum

fall" plot, revealing how the speaker's anechoic

and maximum. (The level matching between

frequency response changes dynamically as

these curves and that to the right of fig.3 can
only be approximate) Both operate from around
70Hz to 200Hz, but the 8" unit rolls off below

the pulse dies away. Though adegree of hash
in the treble can be seen, this is very mild, lying

70Hz. The 10" woofer extends the -6dB bass
response point to 30Hz (maximum damping)
or 25Hz (minimum damping). The latter also
features what appears to be afaster rate of rollout than the port in areflex design, as well as
adegree of peaking. As DO noted, whether this
will be found musically appropriate or not will
depend to alarge degree on the listener's room,
furnishings, and ancillary components. (DO
did prefer the damping control set to its minimum position.)

more than 15dB down from the initial response
In addition, there are no strong modes present
which would otherwise be heard as resonant
colorations. The behavior in the midrange is
more complex, however, due presumably to
the small reflections noted in fig.2. (Note the
"wave"

between 400Hz and

lkHz that

develops near the 2ms mark.) It is possible that
this would explain the fact that DO didn't find
soundstage depth to develop as fully as he
would have liked unless he resorted to the use
of tube amplifiers.
—John Atkinson

With multiway loudspeakers, the manner in
which the sound changes according to listening axis can be significant. Fig.5 shows the
speaker's anechoic response (from front to
back) on the 8" woofer axis, on the midrange
dome axis, on the tweeter axis, level with the

DO offers some final thoughts
The Nestorovic Type 5AS has evolved over the
past several years and is now in full bloom. This
is afull-range loudspeaker in the finest sense
of the word. In terms of tonal balance, LF exten-

cabinet top, and 15° above the cabinet top, all
normalized to the tweeter-axis response. (This
means that the graph assumes the basic speaker

sion, and dynamic scale, this speaker allows
one to fully explore orchestral music without

response to be perfect—ie, flat—and shows just

dant harshness. And how sweetly it caresses
female voice, without the bright or sizzly col-

the changes.) With the listener's ears level with
the midrange unit or below, the treble both
becomes sucked-out in nature and rolls off
early. By contrast, astanding listener will hear
asound that is both bright, due to low-treble
emphasis, and threadbare, due to the suckedout mid-treble—once again Imust warn readers of making value judgments on loudspeakers
when standing in the dealer's sound room.
Those auditioning the SAS should listen with
their ears somewhere between the bottom of
the ribbon tweeter and the top of the cabinet
if they are to get the most neutral balance.
Horizontally, the 5AS is well-behaved, as can
be seen from fig.6, which shows how the response changes as the listener moves from
being on the tweeter axis to being 30° off that
axis. The high treble rolls off evenly the more
the listener gets off-axis, which is excellent. Perhaps more significantly, the speaker's response
gets more peaky in the low treble off-axis,
which suggests that sidewalls should be disper-

trepidation, congestion, or any form of atten-

orations so many loudspeakers routinely and
deplorably engage in. It is best mated with a
vacuum-tube power amplifier for fleshing out
the lower mida and eliciting the most palpable
soundstage imagery. Bass definition suffers
somewhat by abandoning solid-state drive, but
that must be balanced against the benefits derived with tubes in the midrange.
As Iwas sitting down to write this review, I
received acall from Bob O'Neill in Denver.
Bob, along-time audiophile who also contributed to Stereophile in the not too distant
past, had just purchased apair of the Nestorovic speakers. His wife, who had seen the system evolve through numerous iterations, including the Martin-Logan Sequels and CLSes,
remarked that finally there was music in the
house. If you're after afull-range speaker that
can deliver the musical goods, look no further.
It's unbeatable at the price After living with this
speaker for several months, Ican't think of a

sive or absorptive, if the room sound is not to

comparably.priced dynamic speaker—B&W,

get too bright. Certainly, the 5AS should not be

Thiel, Vandersteen, or whatever—that appeals
torneas much. Run, don't walk, to your nearest
Nestorovic Labs dealer.

positioned too near the sidewall.
Finally, fig.7 shows the Type 5AS's "water-
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SOUL POWER
John Atkinson reviews high-end stereo power amplifiers:
the Goldmund Mimesis 8and Mark Levinson No.23.5
Mark Levinson No.23.5 solid-state stereo power amplifier. Rated power output: 200Wpc continuous
into 8ohms (23dBW) with less Clan 0.1% THD. 400Wpc continuous into 4ohms (23dBW) with
less than 0.2% THD, both from 20Hz-20kHz, both channels driven. Damping factor: greater
than 600 at 50Hz, 8ohms (equivalent to an output impedance of 0.013 ohms). Frequency response:
4Hz-140kHz, -3dB. Input impedance: 50k ohms shunted by 1.5nF. Voltage gain: 26dB (load
not defined). Input sensitivity: 141mV for 1W output. Damping factor: not specified. Dimensions:
19" (483mm) W by 8.25" (210mm) H by 15.7" (399mm) D. Shipping weight: 105 lbs (48kg). Serial
number of sample reviewed: 5001. Price: S5900. Approximate number of dealers: 65. Madrigal
Audio Laboratories, P.O. Box 781, Middletown. CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896. Fax: (203) 346-1540.
Goldmund Mimesis 8solid-state stereo power amplifier. Rated power output: 125Wpc into 2to
8ohms (15-21dBW), 100Wpc into 1and 16 ohms (11 &23dBW). 250Wpc into 3ohms (maximum)
(19.7dBW), both channels driven. Maximum voltage swing: 45V peak, both channels driven. Maximum current swing: 30A peak, both channels driven. Transient Intermodulation Distortion (T1D):
less than 0.01% (-80dB) up to 25V output into 8ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion (THD): less
than 0.01% (-80dB) up to 25V output into 8ohms. Frequency response: DC-100kHz, ±0.1dB;
DC-400kHz, +1dB; DC-800kHz, +1dB (all up to rated power). Crosstalk: >90dB, common
ground. Input impedance: 50k ohms. Input sensitivity: 1.55V RMS for rated output. S/N ratio:
better than 100dB, 20Hz-20kHz; better than 110dB, A-weighted. Risetime: less than 700ns. Slew
rate: greater than 100V/ps. Damping factor/output impedance: not specified. Dimensions: 19"
(483mm) W by 6" (150mm) H by 21" (488mm) D including handles. Weight: 77 lbs (35kg). Serial
number of sample reviewed: 2007. Price: $6400. Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer:
Goldmund S.A., 34 Avenue de la Gottaz, 1110 Morges, Switzerland. US distributor: International
Audio Technologies Ltd.. 13897-J Willard Road, Chantilly, VA 22021. Tel: (703)378-1515. Fax: (703)
378-1517.
high-quality amplifier must be capable of

Dessert interrupted the fine flow of my dis-

passing rigid laboratory measurements, meet
all listening requirements, and be simple and

course, and she had returned to the UK by the

straightforward in design in the interest of

to say. Which was:
Your source components, be they phono

minimizing performance degradation.. ."
—Cdr. Charles W. Harrison Jr.
Audio, January 1956 1

time Ihad remembered what it was Iwas going

cartridges, CD players, FM tuners, or tape recorders, output an electrical signal that by convention represents the music's original acoustic

"It don't mean a thing if it ain't got that
swing."
—Duke Ellington

pressure waves as avarying voltage. This voltage is passed along the reproduction chain,
raised in level, its shape modified in amid-fi sys-

My mother was visiting. "What exactly is a

tem by tone and other controls, in ahigh-end

preamplifier?" she asked. Iexplained, in some

system preserved with its shape as intact as pos-

detail with helpful use of analogy (though the

sible, until it comes time for the loudspeakers

fact that we were in one of Santa Fe's many

to use it to generate acoustic pressure waves

excellent restaurants meant that I had to

that correspond exactly—if you've paid enough

eschew the use of slides and an overhead pro-

for the speakers, of course—to those impinging

jector). "Why then do Ineed apower amplifier?" was her next question. Obviously Ihad

on the mike in the recording studio.

left something out of my expert explanation.

is driven by avarying current, not voltage.

But—and it's alarge "but"—a loudspeaker
Which is where the power amplifier comes in.

IFrom "High Quality Dual-C.hannel Amplifier," reprinted in
Audio Anthology: When Audio Was Ihung, Vol.4, published
by Audio Amateur Publications, Inc., available for $16.95 plus
$1.75 S&11 from Old Colony Sound lib, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, Nil 03458-0243. Tel: (603) 924-63 7 1. Fax: (603)
924-9467.
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Its output voltage ideally is amagnified facsimile of the voltage applied to its input; when
that voltage is applied to the loudspeaker terminals, the speaker draws current from the
Stereophile, September 1991

amplifier, the exact amount dependent on both
the voltage and the manner in which the

amplifiers. Does their behavior more closely
approach the paradigm than that of less expen-

speaker's impedance magnitude and phase

sive models? Can there be an amplifier which

change with frequency All that the amplifier
has to be able to do is source that appropriate

sounds superb despite being an exception to
that ideal? Ikick off with the Mark Levinson

amount of current; no more, no less.

No.23.5 and the Goldmund Mimesis 8. Both
offer high specified power, and both are similarly priced—they're expensive.

If you multiply the maximum RMS voltage
the amplifier can deliver by the current that is
equivalent to that voltage into aspecified load,
you have the amplifier's power rating; "100

Review system context

watts," for example. You can get a "100W"

Loudspeakers used during the evaluation of

amplifier from an Oriental manufacturer for as

these amplifiers were mainly the Wilson WATB

little as $300. You can also pay $6000 or more

and Puppies and KEF RIO7s, though Avalon
Eclipses, Acoustat Spectra 1100s, MB Quart

for a"high-end" "100W" stereo amplifier. How
can it be possible for apparently identically
rated power amplifiers to cover aprice ratio of
20 times? Is the manufacturer of the expensive
amplifier guilty of consumer fraud? Or has the
manufacturer of the cheap amplifier omitted
something?
The answer to both questions is "not necessarily." Look again at my specification of an
ideal amplifier. The amplifier delivers to the
loudspeaker amagnified voltage; the loudspeaker then sucks current proportional to that
voltage. Many amplifiers cannot deliver that

490s, and Epos ES11s also made appearances.
Front-end components consisted of aLinn
Sondek/Lingo/Ekos/Troilca setup sitting on an
ArchiDee table to play LPs, aRevox PR99 to
play 15ips master tapes, and, at various times,
aMeridian 208 CD player, the Stax DAC-Xlt and
VTL Reference D/A processors driven by Meridian 602 and 'dia WT-3200 transports, or the
Krell MD-1/SBP-64X combination to play CDs.
Preamplification first consisted of the Expressive Technologies transformer hooked into a
Mod Squad Phono Drive EPS and aThreshold

current if the loudspeaker has an impedance

FET ten/e line stage, this combination then

much below 8ohms; or if the speaker's phase

replaced by the French YBA 2preamplifier. My
Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe also saw service

angle—a measure of how far apart in time the
voltage and equivalent current become—is too
great; or they cannot deliver that current in the

as the system control center for CD replay.
(Recently upgraded to the latest spec, the Mod

low bass or high treble, the amplifiers' specifications only being valid in the midrange; or if

stunningly transparent presentation of musical

they can deliver the current, the shape of the
voltage waveform is affected, becoming distorted in one or more of anumber of ways; or
the amplifiers become less and less stable the

Squad improves on its predecessor's already
detail.) The D/A processors were connected to
the preamplifier with 0.75m lengths of AudioQuest Diamond, while the power amplifiers
were connected to the preamplifier via 15'
lengths of AudioQuest Lapis unbalanced inter-

more their output current increases; or they
can only deliver that current for avery limited

connect. Speaker cable was 2m lengths of

time; or their ability to deliver that current is

AudioQuest's new Dragon.

dependent on either the kind of music being

For comparison purposes, Iused the Stereo-

reproduced or the recent history of the music

pbile-owned sample of the Krell KSA-250 that
Robert Harley wrote about last January (Vol.14

signal (which affects the temperature of their
heatsinks)--or even both.
All amplifiers suffer to alesser or greater
extent from some or all of these ills, but as a
general rule, the more money you pay for an
amplifier, the more likely it will—or should—
resemble that perfect amplifier. It's even probable that the more an amplifier resembles the
ideal, the more likely its owner will enjoy his
records. Which brings me to this review. In this
and the next two issues, Iwill be reporting on
the behavior of asmall number of "high-end"
Stereophile, September 1991

No.1, p.170), the magazine-owned pair of Mark
Levinson No.20.5s that Ireviewed in September 1989 (Vol.12 No.9, p.138), and an Audio Research Classic 60, though this has been retubed
since Ireviewed it in September 1990 (Vol.13
No.9, p.134). Levels during the comparisons
were matched to within ±0.1dB at lkHz using
my Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe to pad down
the more sensitive amplifier of each pair. (While
this procedure in itself will change that amplifier's sound to some extent, Itried to account
139

for this by comparing the sound with the Line

hanced. The sonic contrast knob was turned

Drive set to no attenuation with the sound of

up anotch, if you will, the blacks becoming a

it out of circuit.)

deeper black, the whites becoming more

The most important change made to the system was one that held up the writing of this
review for several months, such was its antic-

brilliant.
There is no doubt in my mind that installing

ipated impact. Though my listening room is

cost-effective improvement Ihave ever made

these dedicated AC lines was the single most

well-equipped with wall sockets, there are actu-

to the sound of my system. If you can bring

ally only two 15A circuits serving these outlets.

new AC power to your listening room without

Ever since Ihad converted what had hitherto

too much disturbance to your house or house-

been our house's master bedroom into my

hold—and you can find an electrical contractor
who doesn't feel that he would be in danger of

listening room, Ihad intended to run new circuits to it. Somehow, there always seemed to

diminishing his social status by taking on your

be more urgent jobs that needed to be done
around the house—new roof, new main drainage, new bathroom, new windows, new stucco,

work—do it.

etc.—but finally this Spring there was enough
electrical work to be done that we managed to

The No.23.5 is an evolutionary development

attract the interest of a local contractor.

nick raved about in 1988 (Vol.11 No.9), featur-

("Choosing acontractor" is aphrase that, in my

ing revised input circuitry, among other things.
(The changes are comprehensive—it costs

experience, is more true turned upside-down:
they choose you—if you can supply references
and show a willingness to both give them
money on an unlimited payment schedule and
allow them to become part of your extended
family. Having sunk what could have been the

Mark Levinson No.23.5: $5900
from the Mark Levinson No.23 that Lewis Lip-

$3500 to upgrade from 23 to 23.5 status.)
Styled in the traditional Mark Levinson fashion, with side-mounted heatsinks and an allblack finish broken by white engraved legends,
the 23.5 offers two sets of inputs on the chassis

money for our child's education into the fabric

rear, single-ended or unbalanced via Camac

of our home, we find the omnipresent Eldon

sockets and balanced via XLRs. Speaker con-

character in TV's "Murphy Brown" to be only

nection is via asingle pair per channel of 5-way

too real.)
But Idigress. For less than the cost of a

binding posts.
The No.23.5 belies its modest size when you

budget power amplifier—a mere $373.45—

try to lift it, its 100-lb weight giving rise to mut-

the electrician ran two new 30A lines to the
listening room, one with the hot on one side

tered curses as you try to maneuver it into position into the listening room. Removing the top

of neutral, the other on the other. Each had its
own circuit breaker and each fed two hospitalgrade wall sockets. (These orange receptacles

cover reveals afull chassis: two shielded 1258VA
toroidal transformers, one for each channel,
occupy the full depth of the central space, with

grasp the prongs of AC plugs with aclasp akin

two large, vertically mounted 36,000µF elec-

to the Vulcan death grip.) All source compo-

trolytic capacitors on either side serving as the

nents and the system preamplifier were plugged
into an Inouye AC conditioner, in turn plugged
into one of the new lines; power amplifiers
were plugged into the other new line.
The sonic effect was nothing short of stunning. Within the context of apower amplifier's
characteristic sound quality, bass fundamentals
relatively dropped away to minus infinity, such
was the increase in their weight, while the
WATT/Puppy's "hump" in the upper bass became considerably less bothersome. Yes, the
characteristic sounds of components were not
changed—black was not rendered white—but
the differences between those characters was
heightened, the overall quality of each en140
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Mark Levinson No.23.5 power amplifier
output stage reservoirs for each channel's
±83.7V voltage rails. The caps' ground connec-

gain. The input and driver stages for each chan-

tion is asolid proprietary-alloy bar of highpurity copper plated with anumber of materials,

nel are powered by aseparate regulated power
supply derived from separate transformer
windings, preventing the output stage from

including silver; more solid bars join the voltage
rails to the output devices. There is just enough

modulating the voltage rails for the preceding
circuitry.

space between these caps and the side to

The balanced inputs feed acascoded differential amplifier, which then feeds asecond

squeeze in the driver and output circuitry, the
12 complementary push-pull output transistors
and their heatsinIcs then forming the chassis
sides.
Though there's enough standing bias to

cascoded differential amplifier with acurrent
mirror. (When the No.23.5 is operated as a
single-ended amplifier, ashorting strap links
pins 1and 3of the XLR, tying the inverting

ensure that these output devices run warm, the
23.5 operates its output in class-A/B. Also

differential amplifiers use discrete constant-

mounted to the heatsinks are the driver tran-

current sources throughout. Though the

sistors, these operated in class-A and arranged
as acomplementary emitter-follower driving
two further complementary emitter-followers

differential throughout, the current mirror converting the balanced signal to unbalanced. The

connected in parallel to get sufficient current

input of the differential input to ground.) These

No.23.5 has apush-pull output stage, it is not

input circuitry incorporates asoft-clipping circuit to prevent high-order overload harmonics
from reaching the output stage. Protection circuitry prevents turn-on/turn-off transients from
reaching the output, and also monitors AC
mains current, heatsink temperature, DC offset,
phase-angle-dependent output-stage power
dissipation, and whether or not the output has
been short-circuited.
In both its construction and its design, the
No.23.5 is athoroughly modem amplifier, engineered for excellent sonics and long-term reliability (though it is alittle more complicated
than Commander Harrison's definition).
Sound: The No.23.5 served as one of the
workhorse amplifiers during my last six
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months' worth of equipment reviews. As seems

the sound had acombination of low-frequency

to be the fate of review samples, however, the

weight and extension that, in the loudest pas-

No.23.5 suffered afault in one channel afew

sages, felt like it would implode the listener's

weeks after delivery. An increase in distortion

chest cavity. Even with the keyboard bass

at low levels turned out to be due to aloose

"drum" on the Enigma disc. I've mentioned

washer lodging itself where it could do most

track 3of Jeff Beck's 1989 Guitar Shop album

damage, something one would expect to be a

(Epic EK-44313), "Behind the Veil," in previous

one-off problem. A trip back to the factory put

reviews. Drummer Terry Bozzio supplies a
"real" backbeat bass drum that can literally

things right, and auditioning continued.
The original No.23 was not one of my favorite amplifiers. Powerful, yes; dynamic, very; but
it had avivid, upfront character in the low mid-

explode into the listening room twice every
measure. The Levinson gave this drum the
appropriate weight, coupled with adynamic

treble that both presented the listener with very

solidity that maximally underpinned the music

much of an in-the-orchestra balance and made

On "Melody," track 2of David Crosby's post-

system matching somewhat problematic if any
of the other components had any kind of midrange forwardness. By contrast, the 23.5 is considerably more laid-back in this region, to the
benefit of the music, which is, overall, less
pushed forward at the listener. This is not to say
that it is asoh-sounding amplifier. Though the
No.23.5 gets what J. Gordon Holt once called
the "blatty brassiness" of trombones and
French horns correct, its midrange is still rather
forward and rather hard-sounding in absolute
terms, meaning that it would be aless-thanoptimum match for similarly balanced loudspeakers. Ialso occasionally detected what I
thought was ahint of tizziness in the extreme

drug, post-prison Ob Yes ICan album (A&M
CD 75021-5232-2), the synth underlying the
song's bridge positively plunged in the bass,
raising the listener's hackles almost as much as
the velvet-edged, parallel-moving tenor harmonies that The Cros adds at the same time. 2
The word "dynamics" doesn't just apply to
how loud a component will play without
strain, though that is not an insignificant factor when it comes to musical enjoyment (at
least for those of us not too staid to reach for
our air guitars when the occasion permits—
no, demands it). "Dynamics" perhaps more
importantly describes how well a system
reproduces the music's ebb and flow. With a

highs, but not to any musically significant

truly Class A system—and in real life—there

extent. The 23.5 is also unkind to hyped-up

seems no limit to the manner in which the

recordings. Iwas browsing in amall record store
while my wife hunted for baby things when I
heard this strange mix of generic Eurosynth

sounds of instruments can rise and diminish

coupled with what sounded like Gregorian
chant floating from the ceiling-mounted B&Ws.

in volume. Neither does one instrument's
sound modulate that of another. With lessthan-perfect reproduced music, however, instruments and voices often seem to merge as

"What's that?" Iasked the assistant.

they play louder. Rarely does the reproduced

"Enigma."
OK, Isprang for the $12.99 for Enigma's

soundstage expand to encompass the listener

MCMXC a.D (Charisma 2-91642). Why not? I'd

—the sound just gets louder and more homogenized. The Mark Levinson more closely

go mall-crazy if Ididn't buy something.
Why not became obvious when Igot home.

approaches the live situation in that the soundstage gets "bigger" as it gets louder, with an

This recording has so much presence energy
wound in by the engineers that it whistles. And
the chant voices sound like the "before" exam-

excellent sense of dynamic freedom.
A diagnostic recording Iuse in this respect
is one Imade some years back of Elgar's Dream

ple in an ad for amagic substance guar-an-teed

of Gerontius. Amassive work, scored for three

to eliminate intermodulation distortion. The

solo voices, full orchestra, double choir, and
organ, its quietest passages demand excep-

Levinson-driven WATik let you hear every little
thing the engineers had done—and it is not
magic!
But it was in the bass where this Mark Levin
son amplifier excelled. My listening notes keep
coming back to the word "slam." No matter
what speakers were hooked up to the No.23.5,
142

tional reproduction of detail to be rendered
cleanly, with the appropriate image depth,
2Richard Lehnert loaned me this CD just after Ifinished reading Crosby's biogaphy, Long Time Gone, which, much to my
surprise. Ifound both to be amoving book and one that
brought into question my own attitude to so-called "recreational - drugs.
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while its climaxes stretch systems to, even past,
their limits. Elgar often reinforced/exaggerated
choral crescendi in this work by progressively
adding instruments so that the overall sound
gets both louder and more complex as it
swells. More so than any other amplifier Ihave
used, the Levinson faithfully tracked Gerontius's dynamic demands, both giving the
impression of unlimited power reserves and

walled, the ambient die-away being less well
defined, but, paradoxically perhaps, it is considerably larger, the rear and side walls being
set farther back from the listener.
Don't get me wrong—the Levinson doesn't
offer aflattened mid-fi stage. The horns on J.
Gordon Holt's Praeludium recording on the
original Stereopbile Test CD are still set well
back in the image, as indeed they should be.

doing an excellent job of keeping the indi-

But it is possible that the No.23.5's somewhat

vidual sounds of instruments and voices suitably separate in these crescendi.
It is perhaps in its presentation of image

more vivid balance overemphasizes recorded
detail to the detriment of its depth presenta-

depth where the No.23.5 doesn't quite scale
the heights. Due to alack of cooperation from

behavior is hard to determine with an electronic recording. However, those who desire
the deepest of all possible soundstages should

the Ely Cathedral staff, the only place Iwas
allowed to put the Soundfield microphone to
record Gerontius was on ahigh stand above the
conductor's head. This lends the recorded

tion. Whether it is more or less accurate in this

mate the 23.5 with loudspeakers that already
excel in that area, such as the KEF R107. (This

soundstage very much of awide-angle perspec-

slightly dark-sounding speaker is also an excellent match for the Levinson's rather upfront

tive, the sense of depth being exaggerated compared to the real thing. Though the choir was

ever, the combination definitely produced a

tonal balance.) With the WATT/Puppies, how-

behind the orchestra, the mike placement

more shallow stage than was absolutely cor-

means that they sound quite abit more distant
than they were. The Levinson driving the WATT/

rect, both flute and piano on Stereopbile's
Poem LP moving nearer the listener than they

Puppies brought them more forward, acase of

had been at the original event, for example.

two wrongs somewhat canceling.
One of the tracks Iintend to put on the sec-

Comparisons: The first comparisons were

ond Stereopbile Test CD 3 is apiece by Corey

performed with the more-than-twice-as-expen-

Greenberg, "Eden," where he uses all the possible tone colors that the Fender Stratocaster

sive, true class-A, Levinson No.20.5 monoblocks. The stereo amplifier had actually more

guitar is capable of to paint, via amultitrack
recorder, avividly defined yet totally artificial
soundstage, extending from speaker to speaker
and from the plane of the speakers to some

impact in the bass, something lwould not have
expected given the fact that the monos have
fully regulated power supplies for their output
stages. Nevertheless, the 20.5s were alittle less

point deep behind that plane. Isay "artificial"

well-defined in the midbass region. Sound-

because this soundstage does not correspond
to any original event or to any real acoustic,

stagewise, the two amplifiers were very similar

yet the space between and behind the loudspeakers is illuminated by swirling and swooping, whammy-barred, fuzzed and phased, rever-

did sound alittle more veiled throughout the

in their depth presentation, though the 20.5s
midrange The 23.5's presentation of detail was
both more delicate and more comprehensive,

berated and repeat-echoed Strats overlaying a

meaning that instruments at the rear of the

clean-machine cadential ostinato eerily reminis-

stage were more audible, while remaining
about as far away. While still asuperb amplifier,

cent of Hendrix (to whom the piece is dedicated) performing "Angel" on the Lifelines set.
Via the 23.5, this produced space (I can hardly
say reproduced) is reverberant but with the rear

the No.20.5 would, Ifeel, benefit from some
of the design thinlcing that metamorphosed the
No.23 into the No.23.5

walls of the space not particularly deep. The

Next up was the obvious head-to-head com-

reverberation tails are clearly delineated by the

petitor for the No.23.5, the $5900 Krell KSA250. While each ranks among the finest solid-

23.5, but the artificial space is not that large.
Via aspace-champ amp such as the Audio

state amplifiers Ihave used, they still differed

Research Classic 60, that acoustic sounds softer-

significantly in their sonic characters, mean-

3Provisionally scheduled for early 1992 release.

ing that asystem set up optimally for one
would need some adjustment to get the best
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from the other. In anutshell, the Krell was less

edge of akick drum's sound and the body of

upfront in its midrange balance than the Levin-

its tone was more in proportion via the tube

son, sounding slightly "slower" and less vivid

amp, the "pat" and the "purr" being optimally
balanced. In general, as described earlier, the

overall. It was also softer in both the upper bass
and extreme highs, and presented adeeper
soundstage. The Steinway piano on Stereopbile's Intermezzo album was distinctly set
more forward in the soundstage via the No.23.5
when compared with the KSA-250, with
slightly less of asense of the surrounding space.
Microphone hiss was also alittle more obtrusive in the top octave as presented by the Levin-

Classic 60 offered asignificantly deeper soundstage via the Wilson speakers, and individual
instrumental images within that stage—the violin and piano in the Wilson Audio Beethoven
Sonata recording (W-8315), for example—were
more palpable, more "modeled" in the visual
sense, as though the instruments were illuminated by alight placed more to the side than

son. The Krell didn't quite achieve the dynamic

to the front. Tonally, however, the Mark Levin-

contrast offered by the Levinson, however, nor

son had alittle more midrange body with the

was the piano's left-hand register quite as well

Wilson speakers, which made the overall
sound less lean/more neutral.

defined. It would be ahard call deciding which
amplifier was abetter match for the WATTs and

Measurements: One of the things that distin-

Puppies, the Krell offering abetter balance
overall but losing out to the Mark Levinson

guishes expensive power amplifiers from the

from the upper bass on down.

rest is that they rarely break or shut down on

Comparing the No.23.5 with the similarly
priced Goldrnund Mimesis 8, the Swiss amplifier offered even more soundstage depth than

the test bench, even when driving 2ohm loads
at high levels at high frequencies. Such was the
case with the No.23.5, which proved apow-

the Krell and, when optimally set up, had a

erhouse. With one channel driven, it comfort-

more musically neutral midrange than either

ably exceeded its 23d13W power specification,
the 1% distortion point being reached at 305W

American amp. It couldn't compete with them,
however, when it came to bass reproduction:

into 8ohms (24.8dBW), 505W into 4ohms

music combining complex scoring and high

(24dBW), and 750W into 2ohms (22.7dBW),
this behavior shown graphically in fig 1. With

levels of bass energy sounded significantly
more muddy on the WATT/Puppies when
driven by the Goldmund.
The final set of comparisons was with the
Audio Research Classic 60. Now it's true that
the significantly lower-powered and less ex-

both channels driven, these figures dropped
slightly, to 290W into 8ohms and 500W into
4ohms, but, as with the 2ohm delivery, Ifeel
this to be more due to the wall voltage drooping, ultimately from 116V to 110V, than to any

pensive tubed amplifier doesn't necessarily

deficiency in the No.23.5's power supply. (We

compete with the No.23.5 in the market, a
more relevant comparison perhaps being

do not hold the wall voltage constant during

between the solid-state amplifier and apair of

reflects the situation in the owner's home) The

ARC Classic 120 monoblocks. But I'm very

amplifier's calculated output impedance was

familiar with the Classic 60, and felt that as long
as Ididn't fall into the trap of describing differ-

very low, at 0.05 ohms (both channels) at 20Hz
and licHz, rising to 0.07 ohms at 20IcHz. Though
this is higher than specification, experimental

ences that are purely due to the tube amplifier's
more limited power capability, the comparison
would be illuminating.

power tests, feeling that this more accurately

error could account for the discrepancy, the
difference being inconsequential.

Despite the WATT's rather cruel impedance,

Fig.1 used asignal frequency of IkHz; it

which drops to 1.75 ohms in the low treble, the

implies ameasured distortion and noise much

Audio Research drove the speakers to reasonably high levels from its 4ohm taps. There was

better than spec, which was confirmed by

no doubt in my mind, however, that even at

looking at how the THD and noise content of
the signal varies with frequency and load. The

levels well below its clipping point, the Audio

fact that the behavior hardly changes at any fre-

Research could not reproduce the music's

quency, other than above 5kHz as the load

dynamic contrasts as well as the Levinson.
However, although the 60's low frequencies

reduces to 2ohms, suggests that the 23.5 will

lacked the slam of the Levinson's, the leading

pike.
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not be fazed by anything coming down the
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What distortion there is is almost pure thirdharmonic, as can be seen by fig.3, which shows
the waveform of alkHz tone at 135W into 4
ohms (upper trace) and the THD+Noise waveform (lower trace). The level of the distortion
has been exaggerated for the purposes of plot?s..., ln
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Fig.1 Mark Levinson No. 235, distortion vs output
power into 8ohms (bottom), 4ohms
(middle), and 2ohms (top)
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Fig.5 Mark Levinson No.23.5, HF intermodulation
spectrum. 300Hz-30kHz. 19+20kliz at 48V p-p
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale)
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Fig.2 Mark Levinson No.23.5, THD+Noise vs
frequency at 1W into 8ohms, 2W into
4ohms. and 4W into 2ohms (right channel
dashed)
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Fig.6 Mark Levinson No.23.5, 10kHz squarewave at
2W into 8ohms
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Fig.7 Mark Levinson No.23.5, frequency response at
1W into 8ohms, (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed)
Fig.3 Mark Levinson No.23.5, 1kHz waveform at
135W into 4ohms (top), 0.004% distortion
and noise waveform with fundamental
notched out (bottom)
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Fig.4 Mark Levinson No.23.5, spectrum of 50Hz
waveform, 10Hz-1kHz, at 72W into 4ohms
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Fig.8 Mark Levinson No.23.5, Lon R(top) and Ron
L(bottom) crosstalk (5dB/vertical div., A"T"
means measurement at that frequency was
dominated by noise)

ring areadable graph; its actual level was just
0.004%! The relatively benign third-harmonic
nature of the 23.5's transfer function is confirmed by fig.4, which shows the spectrum up
to lkHz of a50Hz tone at 72W into 4ohms.
The only harmonics sticking up above the FFT

ages, there actually seeming to be asimilar level
of very low-frequency noise present.
With the exception of the high-frequency
modulation test, which did produce some
difference product (at astill low level), the ML
No.23.5 is one of the best-measuring amplifiers

noise floor are the third (shown by the marker
to be -83dB (0.007%) with respect to the fun-

I've had my hands on.

damental level) and the sixth. This characteristic behavior didn't seem to change with fre-

Conclusion: In many ways the burstproof,
powerhouse No.23.5 is the best Mark Levinson

quency, load, or level. Looking at the inter-

amplifier yet to come from Madrigal Audio
Laboratories. It offers aseemingly unlimited
dynamic capability, superbly defined and

modulation behavior at asimilar level into 4
ohms with aCD-sourced 1:1 mix of 19 and
20kHz tones revealed aslight amount of lkHz
difference product, this not present in the CD

extended low frequencies with all the speakers
Iused it with, and though it offers less sound-

to be 72dB down, however, representing just

stage depth than Ithink to be correct in absolute terms, this can be compensated for by care-

0.025% of the signal level.
Ibrning to measurements of linear changes

forward upper midrange should not be prob-

player output. The marker in fig.5 shows this

wrought by the 23.5 on asignal, fig.6 shows
the waveform of alow-level 10kHz squarewave,
this excellent in shape with no ringing, and a
rounded leading edge due to the amplifier's re-

ful choice of loudspeaker. Likewise, its rather
lematic with loudspeakers that are not themselves similarly balanced. It proved abetter
match tonally with the KEF 107 than the Wilson WATT/Puppy, for example, though its

stricted ultrasonic bandwidth. This was con-

sound driving the latter was never less than

firmed by the small-signal frequency response
(fig.7), which shows the HF output to be 3dB

enjoyable, particularly in the authoritative manner with which it took hold of the system's

down at 1291cHz. Rolloff at the extremes of the
audio band was negligible, at -0.1dB at 20Hz

mid-upper-bass region. Highly recommended

and 20kHz.
Finally, the No.23.5 was non-inverting both
when used single-ended via the Camac input
or used balanced with pin 2of the XLR "hot."
The measured input impedance at lkHz was
47k ohms. It had excellent unweighted audioband S/N ratios (relative to 1W into 8ohms) of
92/9I.5dB (L/R), and, due to its dual-mono construction, had low levels of crosstalk over most
of the band, though, as can be seen from fig.8,
capacitive coupling from somewhere does lead
to the figure rising above -98dB (L on R) and
-109dB (R on L) above lkHz. All measurements
were performed after the amplifier had been
driving an 8ohm load at one-third power for
60 minutes. This thermally stresses to the limit

—a true high-end amplifier.

Goldmund Mimesis 8: 86400
The Swiss Goldmund company* is perhaps
best known for its turntables, but recent years
have seen them introducing aline of amplification and digital playback components, as
well as an idiosyncratic line of loudspeakers.
To judge from the Mimesis 8, Goldmund
walks its own way when it comes to power
amplifier design. High-end solid-state amplifiers from US companies like Krell, Mark Levinson, Threshold, and the Jeff Rowland Design
Group marry massive power supplies to large
numbers of output devices (these often heavily
biased to run in class-A), built on chassis of such
nonmagnetic materials as aluminum. By con-

an amplifier with aclass-A/B output stage. At

trast, the Mimesis 8has amagnetic (steel) chas-

the end of that period, the 23.5's heatsinks

sis, and uses arelatively modest power supply,

were just too hot to touch, implying atemper-

that for each channel based on two main

ature of 65°C or so. (The amplifier's thermal

4700µF reservoir capacitors. The 8offers just
two pairs per channel of complementary out-

protection kicks in at 80°C.) Its voltage gain
when loaded by 8ohms was 26.8dB, implying

put MOSFETs (Hitachi K134/J49). These carry

an input of 2.25V to give full output (1% THD),
129mV to give 1W into 8ohms. DC offsets were
very low, at +2mV (L) and -2mV (R), though it
should be noted that these figures were aver146

4 Goldmund, which also owns the Stellavox upe recorder
company, is perhaps unique in the high-end field in that it has
no design staff of its own. Instead, it subcontracts the creation of its components to highly talented outside consultants.
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Goldmund Mimesis 8power amplifier
amodest bias current of around 80mA total.
Goldmund's Michel Reverchon has explained
in the pasts that he feels asmall, "fast" power
supply to be optimal in that power is taken
from the AC line, "not the power supply," while
apublicity sheet for the Mimesis 8mentions
that "low-value filter capacitors are used to
avoid the detrimental slowing effect of most
power supplies." We shall see from the audi-

what looks like some kind of hybrid circuit
provides the voltage amplification. There are
said to be no capacitors in the signal path, and
no electrolytic caps anywhere near the signal
path. (A pedant, of course, would point out
that the power-supply reservoir caps appear
electrically in parallel with the signal path.) The
two pairs of output devices per channel are
mounted on an aluminum bar that runs the

tioning whether this unorthodox approach
better serves the music, whether the amplifier
has that essential "swing."

entire width of the pcb and is in thermal contact with the exterior heatsink fins. (This bar

Looking inside the Mimesis 8, AC power

channel.) Again in contrast to American "mus-

enters at the left rear of the chassis, with asep-

cle amp" philosophy, where solid bus bars are
used to define the ground point between the

arate ground post tied to the ground pin on the
IEC AC receptacle (the main chassis ground is
also adjacent), and is taken via afuse to asmall
vertical printed circuit board attached to the
two power switches. To turn the beast on or
off, both switches must be pressed simultaneously, which activates arelay on this pcb and
illuminates agreen front-panel LED. AC power
feeds ashielded module behind the front panel
which contains two toroidal transformers, one
for each channel. This module feeds rectified
DC voltages to the single main circuit board,

is drilled to take athird pair of devices for each

positive and negative filter caps and to take
both DC to the output stage and the output signal to the sockets, the Mimesis 8relies on what
appears to be 16-gauge wire for the latter, with
the ground point defined by awide pcb track.
The output sockets themselves are goodquality 5-way binding posts. Again contrary to
"audiophile" practice, asmall air-cored inductor appears to be in series with the loudspeaker
output.
The input sockets comprise both RCA and

this double-sided and carrying the circuitry for

XLR types, but this shouldn't be taken as mean-

both channels, physically well separated. There

ing that the Mimesis 8has balanced inputs. Pin
2of the XLR is wired in parallel with the RCA
jack, while pin 3, which would normally han-

appear to be two separate sets of voltage rails
per channel: ±65.2V for the output stage,
smoothed by the pairs of 4700µF capacitors

dle the antiphase input signal, is connected to

mentioned earlier; and ±76V, which then
appears to be regulated to ±72V, for the input

ground. If abalanced source is connected to
the Goldrnund, the amplifier will only process

and driver stages, this filtered by six 470,4F
capacitors.

meaning that the benefits of balanced working

Looking at the signal path, each channel is
carried on a loosely twisted pair from its

the "hot" signal, tying the "cold" to ground,
—such as the rejection of common-mode
noise—will not apply.

RCA/XLR socket to the main board, where

In essence, the Mimesis 8conforms abso-

5 'flalking to Harry Pearson in The Absolute Sound No.65,
May/June 1990, p.98.

lutely to Commander Harrison's mid-'50s dictum that an amplifier be "simple and straight-
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forward in design in the interest of minimizing

amplifier. The sound of the Mimesis 8seemed

performance degradation." Does it offer any-

extraordinarily subject to setup vagaries. Often

thing in the way of sophistication?
The Mimesis is extensively protected against
fault conditions. The two voltage rails for each

Iwould embark on alistening session only to
find that the sound was more threadbare than
Ihad previously experienced. It turned out that

channel have aseries fuse—when one opens,

Ihad made aminor change somewhere in the

its red "Fuse" LED lights on the front panel—

system and knocked the Goldmund away from
its optimum position. In general, whenever the

while protection circuitry mutes the output if
either a DC offset or ultrasonic oscillation

Mimesis sounded too lean or threadbare, then,

appears on the input, also turning the green

as sure as amps is amps, something would not

LED red. Athermal sensor on the heatsink also

be right. The following descriptions of the

mutes the output if the heatsink temperature

amplifier's sound only apply to those times

exceeds 90°C (194°F).
The Mimesis 8 incorporates Goldmund's
thinking regarding "Mechanical Grounding."

when everything seemed to be optimum. They
also apply when the amplifier was fully warmed
up; it seems to take about an hour to reach a

The 15kg power-transformer block and the

sonic plateau after first turn-on. (Goldmund

output stage and heatsink are mounted on two

says that the critical circuitry needs to reach

and one carpet-piercing cones, respectively,

about 55°C for the best sound.)
In the paraphrased words ofJ. Gordon Holt,

which are said to provide a"vibration evacuation path" for spurious mechanical signals.

"get the midrange right and all else is gaslight."

The chassis itself is mechanically decoupled

(I think that's what he said.) Well, the Mimesis
8certainly gets the midrange right. The CD re-

from these feet by Teflon insulators. Much
attention has also been paid to the amplifier's
electrical grounding arrangements. The benefit
of these techniques is the reduction of noise
to astonishingly low levels (as was revealed by

release ofJacqueline du Pré and Daniel Barenboim performing the Brahms cello sonatas
(EMI CDM 763298 2) virtually sang with the
amplifier driving the WATT/Puppies, the cello's

my measurements—see later).
All things considered, the enigmatic Mimesis

dark woodiness being reproduced with vivid

8's design is amixture of the sophisticated and

the listener's lap. The feeling of two instru-

the mundane.

ments hanging in the air, the cello slightly in

Sound: The Mimesis 8's cone feet penetrated
the rug to the saltillo tile-on-concrete floor

speakers nearly always manage to disappear

presence yet without being thrust forward into

front of the piano, was uncanny. The Wilson

beneath so that the benefits of Goldmund's
mechanical grounding would not be obscured.
For the comparison sessions, either the Mark
Levinson No.23.5 or the Classic 60 sat on top
of it, which Ifelt would not compromise its
performance due to the electromagnetic
screening of its steel chassis, but other serious

sonically, but with the Mimesis 8, there wasn't
even aCheshire smile left to show where they'd
been.
The same was true of a superbly realsounding CD of the viola versions of the two
Brahms clarinet sonatas that Ibought on
impulse from the Berkshire Record Outlet 6
(Bridge BCD 9021). No way could the viola's

listening was performed with it sitting alone.

characteristically weak-fundamentaled tone be

Goldmund points out in the user's manual that
the sound of the amplifier is very dependent

mistaken for either asmall cello or alarge violin. And again, the Mimesis-driven WATT/Pup-

on the polarity of the AC plug. Iexperimented

pies hung the instrumental images unambig-

with this, using atwo-pin cheater with the latge
pin filed down, and as Iseemed to get the more

uously between and behind the loudspeakers

musical sound with the power amplifier
grounded and the preamp floating, this ground

This sense of spatial realism was repeated
with Stereopbile's Intermezzo LP. Again the

was achieved by running aseparate ground

Steinway just hung at the end of the listening

wire from the Goldmund's grounding post to

room, while throughout the midrange, its

the wall socket.
It proved impossible to use the Mimesis 8
with the Line Drive, due to RF interference, so
all auditioning was done with the YEA 2pre148

with an excellent degree of palpability.

6Berkshire Record Outlet Inc., Rte. 102, Pleasant Street, RR1,
Lee, MA 01238-9804.
(413)243-4080. Fax: (413) 243-4340.
Their catdog is atreasure trove of recordings you'd never and
anywhere else.
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sound was deliciously true to what Iremembered from the Santa Barbara church where we
made the recording. And the individual sections of the choir in my Dream of Gerontius
recording in the unaccompanied passages were
superbly delineated in space, both set the right
distance back behind the loudspeakers and
differentiated from each other. Again that sense
of the midrange being right: those voices were
grain-free and real-sounding; the brushed-

"Let It All Come Down," has the synth bass line
dominating the mix. Via the American amplifier, it made musical sense, the hyped mix conveying agood sense of power and weight. But
via the Mimesis, it degenerated into mud, the
amplifier apparently losing control of the
WATT/Puppies in this region, the result being
aloss of the essential sense of drive.
Now you might well point out that it's alittle
unfair for areviewer to use $17,500 worth of

cymbal "tzzing" in this work was close to per-

amplification and loudspeakers to reproduce

fect, as were the brass and violin sounds (am-

such an exaggerated and unsophisticated rock

plifiers often get one right but not the other).

recording. It's hardly likely that prospective
Goldmund owners want to spend that sort of

This strongly positive impression was modified somewhat by an occasional feeling that the

money to play Simple Minds recordings. Well,

lower mids were alittle on the lean side. There

they might, but more important, Iregard the

was also avery slight degree of grain in the high

role of the high-end component reviewer as
being analogous to that of someone who tests

treble—the MOSFET "mist"?—as well as a
general softness in the bass that remained a
constant feature no matter what loudspeakers

cars. AMercedes owner may never hang the tail

and source material Iplayed. There was plenty

out and use the gas pedal to point the car in the
right direction, but the reviewer should do so

of low-frequency weight, the Mimesis 8not

on the test track, to see where the car's ultimate

lacking when it came to extension. It is said to

limits lie. The Amsterdam EP is my test track.

be aDC-capable amplifier, after all. But the
mid-upper-bass region seemed to lack defmi-

Compared with the Krell KSA-250, which I
feel has less well-defined lows than the Levin-

tion. Yes, the WATT/Puppy has aslight problem

Mimesis in the chain. It was least disturbing on

son, the Goldmund's bass was still nowhere
near being in the same league Even in comparison with the Audio Research Classic 60, which
is not one of the primary amplifiers turned to

piano recordings, but the instrument's left-

by bass freaks, the Mimesis 8offered bass fre-

hand region was always softer both than I
would have liked and than it should have been.

quencies that were softer and less well-defined.
And while the Swiss amplifier was less lean

in this very same region—the "hump," as Sam
Tellig calls it—but it was accentuated with the

And too often on complex orchestral music,

than the Classic 60 driving the Wilsons, it was

with both the KEF and Wilson speakers, bass
instruments lost definition as they got louder,

slightly outclassed in the image depth and palpability departments, and not that much better

their sounds merging overmuch.

in its handling of musical dynamics.

Overall, while the Goldmund had reasonably good dynamics, when there wasn't too

Measurements: The Goldmund's rated power

much or too complex bass energy, it didn't
reflect the music's need for power in the same
authoritative way as the Mark Levinson and
Krell amplifiers.

specification leaves me abit puzzled, as it is an
unusual, current-limited amplifier that delivers
the same output power into 2, 4, and 8ohms.
That this is not true of the Mimesis 8is shown
by fig.9, which plots the distortion and noise

Comparisons: With adeeper soundstage than

against output power for alkHz signal into 8,

that presented by the Mark Levinson No.23.5,

4, and 2ohm loads with one channel driven.

a softer, more appealing low treble/upper
midrange—the Enigma synth'n'chant record-

The 1% distortion point was reached at 185W
into 8 ohms (22.7dBW), 260W into 4ohms

ing became somewhat more listenable—the

(21.1dBW), and 305W into 2ohms (18.8dBW),

Mimesis 8had alot going for it. That generally
much less well defined bass, however, counted

revealing rather ahigher power-supply im-

against it to asignificant degree on music pos-

pedance than the Levinson No.23.5. With
both channels driven, the 8and 4ohm power

sessing high levels of low- and upper-bass

dropped to 170W and 245W, respectively,

energy. The first track on Simple Minds' Am-

while the wall voltage dropped to 110V for the

sterdam 3" CD (Virgin SMXCD 6), for example,

2-ohm/one-channel and 4-ohm/two-channel
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tests. While not the equal of the Mark Levinson or Krell amplifiers when it comes to voltage
source behavior, the Mimesis 8gives out more
power than its specification would imply. (The
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Fig.9 Mimesis 8, distortion vs output power into
8ohms (bottom), 4ohms (middle), and
2ohms (top)
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Fig.13 Mimesis 8, 20kHz waveform at 1W into
8ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom)
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Fig.10 Mimesis 8, THD+Noise vs frequency at 1W
into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 4W into
2ohms (right channel dashed)
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Fig.14 Mimesis 8, HF intermodulation spectrum,
300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at 20V p-p into
4ohms (linear frequency scale)
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Fig.11 Mimesis 8, spectrum of 50Hz waveform,
10Hz-1kHz, at 72W into 4ohms
Fig.15 Mimesis 8, 10kHz squarewave at 2W into
8ohms
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Fig.12 Mimesis 8, 1kHz waveform at 100W into
8ohms (top), 0.007% distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom)
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Fig.16 Mimesis 8, frequency response at 1W into 8
ohms (top) and 2W into 4ohms (bottom),
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel dashed)
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maximum 8ohm power of 185W is equivalent

This dependency also applied in asmall way

to 54.4V peak, well above the specified maximum voltage swing.)

to the output impedance: assessing this by

Fig.10 shows the manner in which the THD

measuring the voltage drop at a1W level when
an open-circuit load was replaced by an 8ohm

and residual noise change with signal frequency, again into 8, 4, and 2ohms. The two
channels are somewhat different in their
behaviors: the left channel can be seen to be

resistor gave afigure of 0.04 ohms at 20Hz and
IkHz. Repeating the measurement using a4
ohm load, thus demanding twice as much cur-

alittle more linear than the right below 2kHz,

Though this is still inconsequential, it puzzles
me, as does the fact that at 20kHz, the dis-

into 8and 4ohm loads; the right channel, how-

rent, gave afigure twice this, at 0.08 ohms.

ever, has less of arise in ultrasonic distortion

crepancy was smaller, at 0.12 ohms (8 ohm

products. The left channel only is shown into
2ohms; the amplifier is less happy than the

load) vs 0.15 ohms (4 ohm load).

Mark Levinson No.23.5 with extremely low
loads. These tests were done after the one-hour

Looking at the spectrum of products produced when the amplifier reproduces an equal
mix of 19 and 20kHz tones (fig.14) reveals excellent behavior. Note, however, that this was per-

preconditioning period, during which the distortion dropped to about half of what it was

formed at alower output level than usual, 20V

when the amplifier was cold. (The heatsink was
far too hot to touch at the end of this time.)

p-p rather than 48V, into 4ohms. This was due
to the fact that the Mimesis 8's protection cir-

Repeating the tests with the amplifier's heat-

cuit cut off the output above this level.

sinks at asomewhat lower temperature gave a
slightly different result, implying that the

The Mimesis 8was the quietest amplifier I
have experienced. Referred to anominal 1W

Mimesis 8's nature will be rather signal-historydependent.

into 8ohms, the audio-band noise—unweighted,

As well as there being more distortion in the

give an idea of what this means, when the
amplifier is cruising with an output of 10V, the

top audio band than below it, the nature of that
distortion was different also. At very low frequencies, the predominant distortion was
third-harmonic, as can be seen from fig.11,
which shows the spectrum for a50Hz tone at
72W into 4 ohms. This was at aminuscule
-75dB (0.02%) level, however, while even

22Hz-22kHz—lay 112/109dB (L/R) down. To

noise added by the amplifier is just one millionth of that figure, at 1OµV. Given the fact that
Goldrnund's own loudspeakers are extremely
sensitive, this low noise was probably an essential design goal. Both the 10kHz squarewave
(fig.15) and the small-signal frequency response

lower amounts of fifth (250Hz), sixth (300Hz),

(fig.16) revealed areasonably wide-band nature,

and eighth (400Hz) can be seen. Note the
absence of power-supply-related components,
despite the relatively small size of the output

the bass being flat to infrasonic frequencies and
the treble being anegligible -0.05dB at 20kliz.

stage reservoir caps. In the midband, the dis-

the output dropped to -0.2dB at 20kHz, this

tortion becomes more complex, though it
remains at avery low level. The lower trace in
fig.12 shows the THD waveform with the lkHz
fundamental notched out (equaling 0.007%)
at a100W into 8ohms level, while that in fig.13
shows the distortion waveform for a20kHz
waveform at 1W into 8ohms. (The amplifier's
protection circuitry cut off the output at levels
much higher than that.) The trend of the
changes shown from fig.11 through fig.13 is to
replace what is predominantly third-harmonic
with second-harmonic as the frequency rises.

This, however, was into 8ohms. Into 4ohms,
again indicating some intexiependency between
the amplifier's intrinsic behavior and the external conditions. Though not shown, the response
with the amplifier hooked up to the Wilson
WATU measured -0.5dB at 20kHz. Correlating
with this evidence that the HF response was
not as unlimited as the specification would
imply, the risetime, judging from the 10kHz
squarewave shown in fig.15, was significantly
higher than expected at 4.4e vs 0.7e.
Channel separation is specified as being
greater than 100dB. Icould only get near this

have no idea what the subjective conse-

figure by plugging ashorted RCA plug into the

quences of this are, but it is interesting that the
amplifier's fundamental behavior seems related

undriven input. With the amplifier connected
as for conventional use, with both channels'

to the signal's spectral content, as well as its history, and the load impedance.

inputs connected to the Audio Precision's outputs, the crosstalk turned out to be much
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higher than Iwould have liked, lying just below
-40cIB across the band. This was confirmed in

Conclusion: "Enigmatic" is the right adjec-

the listening room, aclean version of the music

Whereas similarly priced high-end amplifiers

being audible from the undriven channel's
loudspeaker with the driven channel hooked

like the Mark Levinson No.23.5 or Krell KSA-

up to adummy load. Though -40dB is prob-

tive to describe the Goldmund Mimesis 8.

250 will give what they have to give under all
but exceptional conditions, the Mimesis 8is

ably just too low in absolute terms to affect

more restrictive. When optimally set up, it can

image width—I failed to note any image nar-

afford its owner glimpses of sonic heaven. That

rowing with music signals—it is still somewhat

magic midrange! That excellent soundstaging,
closely approaching that offered by the out-

alarming.
The Mimesis 8's voltage gain when loaded
with 8ohms was alittle lower than usual at
25.2dB. This implies an input of 2.1V to give
maximum (1% THD) output, I55mV to give
1W into 8 ohms. The input impedance via
the RCA or pin 2of the XLR measured 47k
ohms at lkHz. DC offsets on the outputs measured -34mV (L) and -30mV (R), which is sufficiently low.
To sum up the Mimesis 8's measurements,
they reveal an amplifier surprisingly good in
some ways—low noise and intermodulation,
good power delivery into higher-impedance

standing Audio Research Classic 60. But only
with the right loudspeakers—sensitive, with
ahighish impedance and overdamped bass
alignment—and with the right kinds of music:
small-scale instrumental classical music or
acoustic jazz; well-recorded classical piano; and
voice recordings. In general, the more complex
and more dynamic the music and the more
demanding it is in the bass range, the less satisfying the Mimesis 8's sound will be in the long
term, Ifeel.
Can Irecommend this Goldrnund, therefore? Only to those prepared to meet its de-

loads—coupled with behavior that seems

mands. Iwould conjecture that, in the context

somewhat disturbingly related to the signal and
its history, and to the nature of the output load.

of an all-Goldmund system, it would probably
sing and swing. But as ageneral-purpose, high-

Iwas also disturbed by the high crosstalk

end power amplifier? Not really, unfortunately,

between channels under normal use and
ground conditions. An enigma.

current weakness of the US dollar.

especially as its price can't help but reflect the

JM LAB MICRON LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher
Two-way dynamic design with bass-reflex loading. Drive-units: dual-voice-coil, 5" Neoflex-cone
midrange-woofer, inverted Kevlar-dome tweeter (first sample), inverted titanium-dome tweeter
(second sample). Frequency response: on-axis, 60Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m.
Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Minimum impedance: 4ohms. Maximum program power: 65W.
Dimensions: 11.8" (300mm) H by 7.6" (194mm) W by 8" (202mm) D. Internal volume: 6.6 liters.
Weight: 5kg. Serial numbers tested: 9432993 &9432994 (first samples), 1160387 & 1160388
(second samples). Prices: $554/pair (black vinyl), $628/pair (wood veneer), $941/pair (black lacquer). Approximate number of dealers: 14. Manufacturer: JM Lab, Division of Focal, BP 201, 42013
Saint-Etienne Cedex, France. Distributor: Keats &Associates, 14038 Tanglewood Court, Dallas,
TX 75234. Tel: (214) 243-5905. Fax: (214) 620-0083.
Let me take you back some 40 years to the
mono days of the early '50s. It's unlikely that
the minimonitor genus of loudspeakers, of
which this French JM Lab is aprime example,
would have survived back then. There was the

power than the typically insensitive minimonitor demands for adequate dynamic headroom. But that in itself would not have sufficed
to displace the minimonitor from the marketplace. After all, "high-power" amps (50-watters)

The average amp could squeeze out no more

could be had at aprice.
The most obvious reason for supposing that

than 10 to 15W into an 8ohm load—far less

the minimonitor wouldn't have had asnow-

practical problem of available amplifier power.
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ball's chance in hell of survival is that it was
premature for its time. Imaging excellence is
one of its primary reasons for being. With mono
ruling the day, there would have been no opportunity for it to show off its imaging skills. Other
than a few experimental stereo recordings,
commercial program material was all in mono.
To be sure, there was an intense interest in stereo because of agrowing disaffection with
mono's limitations. The late James Moir said it
best in 1952: ". ..
no competent critic would
consider that the best possible monaural reproduction of anything but asoloist could be mistaken for the real thing, and until we can deceive
most of the people for most of the time there
is room for improvement."
Moir went on to describe how aconcert-hall
orchestral stage of some 100' by 30' is compressed in size and strangled to emerge from
ahole 8" or 10" in diameter. When asignificant
slice of hall reverb is captured, amono recording is capable of reproducing adepth perspective, but all sound movement across the stage
is reproduced as movement in depth. The
soundstage is thus collapsed to a tunnel.
Desperate audiophiles resorted to the next best
thing to stereo, namely "fat mono." This consisted either of two spaced speakers reproducing the same mono channel or asingle speaker
reflecting its sound off of one or more walls.
Some years ago, J. Gordon Holt related to me
his first stereo listening experience With tears
in his eyes and presumably plenty of goosebumps, he realized then the exciting horizon
of stereo. There was no going back for him.
But there's aless obvious third strike against
the minimonitor that, in my opinion, would
have counted for much more back then: the
minimonitor's general inability to satisfactorily
portray alarge orchestra's tonal balance Tonalbalance conviction meant ahell of alot more
to the old guard, probably because they were
exposed to much more live music than today's

JM Lab Micron loudspeaker
old guard. During the last decade he has grown
increasingly irritated at what he perceives as
infatuation on the part of the "audiophile" with
imaging and detail. These attributes of reproduced music are not primary on JGH's list. He
would often vent at me that he was amusic
lover, not an audiophile, and that he was losing touch with the typical audiophile. The
ProAc Tablette, which received rave reviews
elsewhere in the mid-'80s--and even asympathetic nod from me (in Vol.7 No.4)—was
completely lost on JGH. He was appalled that
anyone could endorse such atonally inaccurate
speaker; clearly he thought that Ihad gone off
the deep end.
Live music simply does not sound bright and
lean. Perhaps we have all overdosed on electronic music. Is this the root cause for the public's recent appetite for bright sound? Because

audiophiles. Instead of the modern love affair

that's exactly what the industry is dishing out.
Ifind many recent speakers to be emphasized

with extreme treble and ultra-low bass, the
emphasis was on the midrange, specifically the
integration of the power range of the orchestra

to be selling. , Couple that with alean lower
midrange and you end up with alean, mean

with the rest of the midrange. To these ears,

speaker that; no matter how well it images, I

orchestral conviction is compromised without
atonally accurate upper bass and lower midrange The body of acello, the "blat" of atuba,
and the warmth of ahall are all emaciated by
aspeaker that is tonally tilted toward the treble
Again, Iraise JGH as ashining example of the
Stereophile, September 1991

in the treble Overly etched and zippy HF seems

1Bright speakers sell well in the low-fi and mid-fi arenas, probably because they compete so effectively for the attention of
the buyer in the dealer's sound room. With little more than
his TV and his in-car system as arem-nee, and certainly almost
no live musical experience, it is quite easy for the novice to
fall prey to those speakers that scream the loudest. Don't you
make that mistake.
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would take pleasure in booting out of the listen-

the soundstage. With the Micron, however, I

ing room.

was hard pressed to discern any residual sweetness in the sopranos' upper registers. Instead

The Micron
JM lab is quick to point out that "Micron" strictly
refers to the speaker's "microbian size"—its

of fleshing out the natural sheen of female
voice, the Micron substituted arough, parched

internal volume is amere 6.6 liters—and that

textural quality.
The Lesley Test, track 13 of the Stereophile

in fact it is conspicuous by its "giant" musical

1st CD, suffered asimilar fate lbctures sounded

reproduction. The edges of the front baffle are
tapered, which helps break up the usual monot-

dry, and Lesley's vibrato was not well resolved.

onous minibox look. My samples were finished
in walnut veneer, which further enhanced the

Baird (Dorian DOR-90126), also underwent the
Micron treatment: the ripe tonal quality of her

elegant look. There should be little spousal

upper registers became slightly raspy! Hall

Another favorite soprano of mine, Julianne

objection to such cute little things. The driver

reverb was somewhat indistinctly reproduced,

complement consists of a5" dual-voice-coil

so that it became difficult to precisely locate

Neoflex midrange-woofer and aKevlar-diaphragm tweeter, the Focal T9OK. (This is pre-

Julianne within the soundstage. She was sort
of to the left of center on track 9, but Ihad no

cisely the same tweeter that gave me so much

better than avague idea as to where her dia-

grief during my ol.13 No.10 review of the Focal

phragm and throat were.

Aria 5loudspeaker.)

Adulterate the upper mids, and another obvious timbral casualty is the violin. For example,

Preliminaries
The phono front-end consisted of the Aura
turntable, Graham Model 1.5 tonearm, Rowland Complement cartridge, and the Threshold
FET-tenie preamp. The Theta DS Pre and Cary
Audio processors were used with all digital pro-

Itzhak Perlman's violin overtones (Bruch's Violin Concerto, EMI ASD-2926) sounded so dry
and lacking in sheen that any reference to alive
instrument lost credibility.
Misa Criolla (Philips CD 420 955-2) was
reproduced within awide and transparent

gram material. A bridged pair of Classé Audio
DR-8 amps were used most of the time. The

soundstage, and instrumental outlines were

Microns were positioned atop 24" Chicago

captured with asemblance of bloom and linearity, at least from soft to loud. Very loud pas-

Speaker Stands and located about athird of the
way into the listening room from the rear

decently focused. Dynamic shadings were also

wall—at what has proven to be the optimal

sages, however, were noticeably strained and
compressed. The Micron, in general, did not

minimonitor imaging location.
It did not prove necessary to listen to the

Flying Dutchman (German EMI 7-634492),

Micron considerably off the tweeter axis, be-

with José Van Dam as the Dutchman and Kara-

cause the lower treble did not really sound
bright. However, to alleviate an extreme treble
peak, it proved beneficial to toe-in the speaker
until the tweeter axes crossed in front of the

fare too well on orchestral music Wagner's The

jan at the helm of the Berlin Philharmonic, was
badly served by the Micron's emaciation of bass
lines. The problem wasn't so much the lack of
any deep bass below 65Hz, but rather the reduc-

listening seat.

tion of upper-bass and lower-midrange energy.
This was the Micron's second big problem.

Sonic impressions: first sample
At no time could Icompletely relax and enjoy

The Micron's tonal balance was too lean to
preserve the weight and power of alarge orch-

the music with this speaker; two flaws kept

estra. But even on intimate music, the lower

gnawing away at me. First, the upper mids,

registers lacked conviction. Bach's Sonatas for

from around the crossover region at 4kHz
through the lower treble at 8kHz, were consis-

Viola da Gamba and Harpsichord (Simax CD
PSC 1024) were clearly and negatively affected.

tently grainy and dry, sounding irritatingly
rough. At its best, track 12 of the Audio Arts CD

The body of the gamba was diminished, and
the harpsichord lacked ahealthy dose of nat-

(Grundig MD&GL 3322) can be gloriously

ural brilliance Male voice was also affected. Eric

expansive. J.S. Bach's "'Comm, Jesu, Komm"
was tailor-made for sopranos, and on this recording they soar sweetly and naturally across

Bib's chest (River Road, Opus 3CD 8017) was
diminished, as was baritone John Shirley-Quirk's
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Treble transients were not well-controlled,
sounding abit smeared. The quality of the treble, in general, was rough, too prominent in the
extreme treble, and lacking the airy delicacy
of live music Imaging, on the whole, was pretty
good. Massed voices were well-resolved, and
outlines were delineated with good focus—
at least most of the time But with all of its prob-

the back of the tweeter was stamped with the
designation "T9OTI."
While Iapplaud JM Lab's technological quest
for sonic perfection and their right to alter the
design without notice, acomplete change-out
of one of the drivers dearly goes beyond asimple tweak or iteration of an existing design. To
my mind, arevision of this magnitude quali-

lems, Ifound it difficult to get excited about the
Micron's imaging.

fies as anew model introduction. So, in asense,

On the basis of its elegant façade, Iexpected
great things from this miniature transducer.

product Ihad literally not heard before.

what follows are listening impressions of a

Alas, that from the mouth of ababe such dis-

To say that the new Micron was nothing at
all like the old one would be an understate-

appointing sounds could emerge is indeed a

ment. What atransformation! The titanium

tragedy.

Sonic impressions:
second sample
This particular review underwent an unusually
long but unintentional gestation period (over
ayear) for reasons that had to do mostly with
overload at my end and gruelling publishing

Micron pulled the rug from beneath almost
everything I've said about the Kevlar version.
Driven by an expensive tubed amp (the VAC
90W monoblocks operated in triode mode),
the tonal balance struck me as quite reasonable
for aminimonitor. That is, still too lean through
the lower-mid and upper-bass regions, but
evincing sufficient textural warmth through the
lower mida to give orchestral music reasonable

schedules. As with the Vieta minimonitor that
Ireview in the next issue, the speaker was

conviction. Bass extension was decent, and the

revised during this unfortunately extended
period. After Ihad submitted the text of my

upper mida were remarkably smooth. Massed
strings actually sounded sweet, and the treble

review, JA felt it fair to request asecond pair of
Microns more representative of current produc-

was detailed without being bright or etched.

tion from the new US distributors.

Large-scale orchestral material was reproduced with atonal and dynamic conviction

My 1990 Focal Aria 5review made my feel-

that I've rarely heard from aminimonitor. Hor

ings about Focal's T9OK tweeter amatter of

enstein's inspired reading of the Dvorák Sym-

public record. The main thrust of my objections to the sound of this tweeter had to do

confines of awide and spacious soundstage.

with what it did wrong in the lower treble and

phony 9(Chesky CD31) bloomed within the

upper mids, where Ifelt that its sound had the

Bass lines were reasonably potent. The lower
mida were as full-bodied as any minimonitor

textural equivalent of sandpaper. That Focal
was determined to do something about the sit-

ing resolved without gratuitous etch or sizzle.

uation became evident from discussions I'd
had with both Joe D'Appolito and Khnon Bellas
of Focal America. Iwas told of forthcoming factory improvements to the T9OK, which was to
be recycled with at least acouple of internal
modifications. These would include venting
of the pole piece and damping of the back
wave to eliminate reflections and thus provide
much-needed smoothing of the upper mida
and lower treble.

design would allow. There was lots of detail beThe extreme treble sounded open, and treble
transients were well controlled. The contrast
from soft to very loud was quite remarkable for
alittle speaker.
The body and soul of acello, so often emasculated by your typical minimonitor, was given
plenty of expression by the Micron. Bruch's Kol
Nicirei (ebs 6060) retained much of the cello's
body along with the tension and drama of the
music Massed strings sounded luscious. Offen-

Thus, Iwas conditioned to expect that the

bach's Suite pour Deux Violoncelles (Harmonia

latest version of the Micron would simply incor-

Mundi 901043), with Etienne PecJard and Roland

porate an improved Kevlar tweeter. Peeling

Pidoux, came through sweetly and with wonderful spatial presence.

away the grilles, there was, to my surprise, no
Kevlar to be seen! The tweeter was still of the
inverted-dome variety, but the diaphragm material looked suspiciously like titanium. In fact,
Stereophile, September 1991

String tone in general sounded smooth and
sweet. Arthur Grumiaux's violin overtones
(Mozart: Violin Concerto in A, Philips 412 250155

2) were inherently sweet, without even ahint
of grain or screech.

Walton's Belsbazzar's Feast (EMI SAN-324)
gives the chorus plenty of dynamic headroom.

Stereopbile's Test CD provided some very

Although the Micron sounded abit strained

instructive moments. On track 7, one ofJGH's

when the chorus was in full voice, it behaved

recording masterpieces, the chorus in full voice
remained under control without that obtrusive

shouting some speakers evince on this sort of

bright edge that so often permeates lesser speak-

program material.

ers' upper registers. (Folks, if this track gives

During LP playback, it was easier to push the
Micron over the edge of comfort in terms of

your system any trouble at all, rest assured that
the problem is in your system.) Anna Maria
Stanczyk's confident playing of the Chopin
Scherzo in b-flat, Op.31 (track 10) was accorded
plenty of dynamic room and tonal accuracy.

reasonably, sparing me the screeching and

dynamic contrasts; in general, it sounded more
labored than when playing CDs. Woofer-cone
pumping was noted, indicative of the speaker's
inability to deal with subsonic garbage. Such

The piano's upper range was smooth, without
that jangling, jarring tone common to bright

behavior is typical of all such bass-reflex designs

speakers. Finally, the Lesley Test (track 13) was
reproduced with very good focus and timbrai

is unloaded in the deep bass and afforded no
damping or protection from large subsonic

accuracy. Lesley's upper registers sounded abit

excursion. Use of agood subsonic filter with

with highish box resonances, where the woofer

dry, but that's exactly how the CD compares

this speaker would be worthwhile, especially

to the master tape Although the recording was

for analog playback.

made in afairly dry acoustic (Stereophile's lis-

In two important ways, the sound of the new
Micron reminds me very much of that of the

tening room, with additional Sonex panels
around the mike position), the master tape possesses amuch greater sense of immediacy and
warmth by comparison with the CD.
The Micron was able to punch through the
soundstage veiling that Ifind endemic to inexpensive loudspeakers, making the resolution

Celestion SL600Si (which admittedly Ihaven't
auditioned for some years). The performance
of the much more expensive Celestion is nearly
equaled in terms of lower-midrange transparency and imaging precision. Overall, Iwould
easily take the Micron over the Celestion; the

of hall sound quite easy for the listener. Aprime

Micron's tonal balance is much more realistic

example is Dorian's Greensleeves (DOR-90126)

(I have little patience for the Celestion's laidback midrange and closed-in treble.) In con-

with Julianne Baird. The Troy Savings Bank
to float phrases and then harmonize with the

Music Hall afforded Ms. Baird the opportunity

trast to the dark-sounding Celestion, the Micron
is neutrally balanced through the midband, and

hall reverb. This interplay of direct and indirect

as abonus comes equipped with an open-

sound adds considerably to the charm of the
music. The Micron exposed these intricacies

sounding treble that seems like aburst of sunshine after the Celestion's dark cloud. The

effortlessly. Also, Julianne's upper registers

Micron also sounds more dynamic and not so

sounded smooth, her image outlines nicely

obviously congested through the midrange.

focused within the soundstage. All of which
brings me to the topic of reproduction of female

This is especially important for the realistic
reproduction of wide-range orchestral works.

voice.
Cleo Laine's image (Live at Carnegie Hall,

JA adds some measurements

RCA LPL1-5015) was nicely focused, with very
good transparency. Her upper registers were

tem One, show the impedance amplitude and

texturally smooth and well-behaved, without
spit, sizzle, or sibilant emphasis. lb be sure, the

Figs.! & 2, made with the Audio Precision Sysphase of the first and second samples of the JM
Micron, respectively. Both drop to just below

slight brightness inherent in the recording

4ohms in the upper bass, the overall imped-

came through, but without added exaggera-

ance being nearer to a6ohm) specification. The

tion. Anna Moffo's singing of selected arias
(RCA LSC-2504) is truly athing of beauty. Ifind

tuning of the ports is revealed by the minimum
at 60Hz in both graphs, suggesting arelatively

her upper registers to be amesmerizing, irre-

restricted bass response. As might be expected

sistible melange of timbrai velvet and purity.
The Micron took care of Anna's upper registers

from the different tweeters, the manner in
which the impedances vary with frequency are

with tender loving care.

very different in the treble. The sensitivity,
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assessed with an octave-wide band of pink noise

in this respect and what ringing there is has

centered on lkHz, was around 88dB/W/m,

been pushed above the audio band.

which is high for aminimonitor.

To the right of fig.5 is shown the response

'Riming to the time domain, figs.3 & 4show

of the original Micron on the tweeter axis, aver-

the impulse response of the two speakers on

aged across a30° lateral window. The ugly

the tweeter axis. Note the significant amount

behavior of the Kevlar dome tweeter above

of complicated high-frequency, presumably

14kHz is well-documented. Of more impor-

audible ringing imposed on the tail of the

tance, however, is the region an octave to either

Kevlar-tweetered speaker's impulse (fig.3). The

side of the 4kHz crossover point. The uneven

titanium dome (fig.4) is much better behaved
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Fig.4 JM Lab Micron, sample 2, impulse response
at 1m (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth)
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Fig.7JM Lab Micron, sample 2, horizontal
response family at 1m, normalized to the
tweeter-axis response, from back to front:
reference response; anechoic response 7.5°
off tweeter axis; 15° off-axis; 30° off-axis
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quency responses of the Micron's woofer and

cation was that the woofer of the second sam-

port are approximately matched to the aver-

ple, despite its impedance plot and port tun-

aged on-axis response. The woofer can be seen

ing being almost identical to the first sample's,
actually gave alittle more upper-bass energy

to roll off below 120Hz, with the port output
centered on 60Hz, as suggested by the impedance measurement (fig.1)—DO's in-room measurements yielded abass response that was flat

(this is why I've raised its level in fig.6). Certainly DO felt the second sample to sound
warmer than the first, and considerably better

to 65Hz at the listening seat.
Fig.6 shows the identical curves for the sec-

at reproducing the body tone of the cello and

ond sample of the Micron. The new titaniumdome tweeter lacks both the top-octave rise
and the ragged low treble of its iCevlar-domed

Looking at how the balance changes with
listening axis, there were only minor changes
with the measuring microphone moved from

sibling, which explains why DO was so much

an axis level with the center of the woofer to

more enamored of its sound. The level matching between the quasi-anechoic midrange and

one level with the top of the cabinet. Above

treble curve and the nearfield woofer and port

in the crossover region, suggesting that the JM
Lab should definitely be used with tall stands,

curves can only be approximate, yet the indi-

the power region of the orchestra.

that, however, asignificant suckout appeared

Fig.8 JM Lab Micron, sample 1, cumulative spectral-decay plot

Fig.9 JM Lab Micron, sample 2, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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24" probably being the minimum unless you
have avery low listening chair. The horizon-

the overall more even balance of the titanium

tal behavior is shown in fig.7, with good, even

tweeter in this region.

dispersion up to 10kHz, and adecline in output off-axis above that frequency This kind of
radiation pattern is typical of agood minimo-

DO summarizes

nitor and undoubtedly contributes to the excellence of its soundstag,ing. (It isn't all that contributes, however: the ragged low treble of the
first sample will have smeared the imaging in
this region.)
The MLSSA "waterfall" plot of the original

still rather hashy in the low treble, but confirms
—John Atkinson

The JM Lab Micron is one small speaker that I
could live with. It transcends some, though not
all, of the limitations of the minimonitor genre.
There is no deep bass to speak of, and the midbass is perhaps atad lean, but the lower mids
are dynamic and harmonically quite convincing—at least with atube amp. The upper mids

Micron (fig.8) reveals that the sonic signature

are sweet and texturally smooth. The treble is

of the ICevlar tweeter is quite obvious as aseries

detailed and quick without being etched in flavor or obtrusive in nature. At its asking price
of about $600/pair, the Micron offers aperfor-

of strong resonances above 14kHz. Amajor dip
in the amplitude response is evident around
4kHz, with other resonant problems noticeable at 1.4IcHz and in the crossover region. The
waterfall plot for the second sample (fig.9) is

mance/price ratio well above that of the competition. In plain English, this is one hell of a
bargain.

PHASE TECHNOLOGY
PC -90 SUBWOOFER
Robert Harley
Dual-mono subwoofer with single 10" drive-unit and high-pass outputs for satellite loudspeakers.
Impedance: 6ohms. Sensitivity: 88dB (2.83V at 1m). Dimensions: 15 1/
2"W by 16 1
/2" H by 20"
D. Weight: 57 lbs. Price: $550. Approximate number of dealers: 180. Manufacturer: Phase Technology, 6400 Youngerman Circle, Jacksonville, FL 32244. Distributor: Assured Systems, 6525
Corners Parkway, #212, Norcrosse, GA 30092. Tel: (404) 242-8300.
In the January issue Ireviewed the $(350/pair
Phase Technology PC-80 loudspeakers and
found them to offer good performance for

suring the PC-80 with the grille off, some frequency-response bumps were seen that are not
there with the grille on. Contrary to the implication in the manufacturer's response, how-

their modest price The PC-80s are solidly built
(1"-thick cabinet), attractive (real wood veneer),

ever, all the auditioning was performed with

and had some special musical qualities not normally found at this price level. In particular,

the grilles on. Phase itchnology also complained
that Ifailed to mention their subwoofer, the

they had smooth tonal balance and the ability
to throw a large soundstage with pinpoint
images. In fact, the PC-80s were one of the

$550 PC-90, made for use with the PC-80s.
Since Iliked the PC-80 quite abit apart from
the bass presentation, they suggested Iaudition

best-imaging speakers I'd auditioned in my
listening room. My primary criticism, however,

the PC-90/PC-80 combination. This report is
thus amini-review of the PC-90 subwoofer,

was their underdamped bass. They had deep

with anew set of measurements on the PC-80

extension for such asmall speaker, but the bass
lacked definition and detail. It was somewhat

with its grille on.
The PC-90 is 15r wide by 16r high by 20"

sluggish, making the bass appear to lag behind

deep and finished in real wood veneer. Avail-

the rest of the music. In view of its overall performance, however, the PC-80 earned aClass

or walnut. The unit rests on four feet, which

D recommendation in Stereopbile's "Recommended Components."
In their response to my review, Phase Tech
raised several points. The first was that by meaStereophile, September 1991

able finishes include light oak, dark oak, black,
can be extended with four supplied plastic
parts for installation on heavy carpet. The
downward-firing woofer is a10" unit made by
PhaselL-chnology and incorporates their solid,
159

flat piston driver technology, dubbed RPF
(Rigid Polymer Foam). The enclosure bottom
has four pairs of gold-plated knurled posts for
connection to an amplifier and the satellite
speakers. A toggle switch allows the user to
attenuate the high-pass output signal to the
satellites by 3dB.
The internal passive network nominally
crosses over at 90Hz and has 12(iBloctave slopes,

e

which results in effective 18dB/octave rolloffs
when combined with the drivers' acoustic rolloffs. Inductors are ferrite-core types, and capacitors are Mylar bypassed with polypropylene
types. The 1"-thick MDF enclosure is internally
braced. Sensitivity is 88dB (2.83V at 1m), the
woofer impedance is 6ohms, and the -3dB
point is reportedly 27Hz. The PC-90 weighs 57
pounds and can be used with avariety of loudspeakers besides the PC-80.
Listening
auditioned the PC-80/PC-90 combination
driven by my usual reference system: VTL 225W
Deluxe monoblocks, Audio Research SP-11
Mk.II preamplifier, and aWellampered
table with an AudioQuest AQ 7000 cartridge
stepped up with an Expressive Technologies

Phase Technology
PC-90 subwoofer

SU -1 transformer. The digital front end was a

to the Muse Model 18 subwoofer with the Hales

Wadia WT-3200 driving the Audio Research

System Two and System Two Signatures, a

DAC1 D/A converter via aglass-fiber interface.
Interconnects were AudioQuest Diamond and

tough act to follow. It was immediately apparent that the PC-90/PC-80 combination was in

Lapis, while speaker cable was AudioQuest

acompletely different league from the Muse/

Dragon (VTLs to PC-90) and AudioQuest Ster-

Hales. Ifound the presentation lackluster and

ling (PC-90 to PC-80s). Stands were the spiked

uninvolving. Though the upper bass region

and lead-shot filled 24" Celestion SLs, which

sounded thin and lacked body, there was suffi-

placed the PC-80's tweeters 36" off the floor,
exactly at ear level. The PC-80s were more toed-

cient output in the bass (30-80Hz) to give the
presentation asomewhat boomy character.

in than during the first auditioning, their axes
crossing about 4' behind the listener. Iposi-

Attenuating the high-pass signal by 3dB with
the switch helped, but not enough to give the

tioned them 51" from the rear wall and 33" from

presentation enough upper-bass meat.

the side walls. The PC-90 was centered between
the PC-80s, about 35" from the rear wall.
In the course of evaluating the PC-90, Ialso
listened to the Infinity Modulus active sub-

This leanness, coupled with alow-frequency
boom, was an unpleasant sensation because
the presentation's low-frequency component
seemed detached and not musically related to

and-the Muse Model 18 active subwoofer ($2500,

the rest of the music. In addition, the bass
lacked any sense of bounce or dynamics, mak-

woofer ($2000, reviewed by JA in Vol.13 No.11)
which Ireviewed in July). Although both prod-

ing the presentation seem "flat." Idon't use this

ucts include amplification and are far more
expensive than the PC-90, they nevertheless

word in an amplitude vs frequency sense, but

provided abasis for comparison. Other small
loudspeakers on hand for use with the PC-90

acter. The entire low-frequency region sounded

included the JBL XPL-90 and Mordaunt-Short

and vitality. To top it off, there was virtually no

MS 3.30, also reviewed in the July issue.

sense of pitch: individual bass notes all seemed

I'd spent the previous seven weeks listening
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to convey an undynamic, cardboard-like charpinched and constricted, robbing music of life

to have the same tonality.
Stereophile, September 1991

Remembering how much Iliked the PC-80s,
Iwas surprised at how uninvolving the presentation was. Iwas also concerned that Iwas
being overly critical of the PC-90 after living
with the superb (and nearly five times the price)
Muse Model 18 subwoofer. Ithus disconnected
the PC-90 and listened to just the PC-80s.

After installing a100Hz crossover card in the
Muse Model 18, Iauditioned the PC-80s with
the Muse. With the three records cited above,
for example, the bass was clearly audible as a
distinct instrument that made amelodic contribution. Aroundness and liquidity returned
to the bass, and there was asense of detail to

What adifference! Iexperienced something

the lower registers. The 100Hz crossover point

Ihadn't felt with the PC-80/PC-90 combina-

seemed ideal for the PC-80s, keeping intact

tion: enjoyment of the music The PC-80s were
far more musical and involving on their own
than with the PC-90. The bounce returned to
the bass, along with some sense of pitch, and
the entire presentation took on alively, unfettered quality. Although there was more extension and weight with the PC-90, the bass it produced detracted from rather than enhanced the

their superb imaging and smooth tonal balance. Iwas quite surprised, in fact, at how
good asound the Model 18/PC-80 combination
produced.
After aweek without listening to the PC-90,
Ireturned to it but with no better results. Itried
phase-inverting the satellites to see if the hole
in the mid- and upper bass would fill in. This

presentation. After spending two days the previous week auditioning 10 pairs of low-cost loud-

helped in fleshing out asense of body, but the

speakers, Igained anew appreciation for the

sant. In addition, it didn't help resolve my main

PC-80s; they're well-balanced little speakers.

problem with the PC-90, its thumpy character

But back to the PC-80/PC-90 combination.
What bothered me most about the PC-90 was

in the low bass. The impression reported with
the PC-80s held true with the Mordaunt-Short

its inability to resolve pitch. The bass was fea-

MS 330: lack of dynamics, alumpy quality in
the low bass, and poor resolution of pitch.

tureless and did nothing more than add atubbiness to the presentation. Listen, for example,

presentation became alittle bloated and unplea-

to the repeated acoustic bass figure about a

Measurements

minute into the second track on Dave Grusin's
Discovered Again album (Sheffield CD-5)—

response, measured over a30° lateral window

individual notes are barely distinguishable. In
addition, the bass had no delicacy or nuance,

apparent, but is lower in amplitude than that

instead sounding synthetic This was especially
apparent during passages in which the bass
plays the melody along with another instrument (on Roland Vasquez's LP Urban Ensem-

Fig.1 shows the PC-80's FFT-derived anechoic
with the grille on. The 2.5kHz peak is still
seen in my original measurement made with
the grille off. This suggests, as Istated in the PC80 review, that the grilles should be left on for
listening.

ble, Arista/GRP-5002, and the Dixie Dregs'

Looking next at the PC-90, fig.2 shows its

"Hereafter," for example). Through the PC-

impedance magnitude and phase. The high-

80s alone, or with the other subwoofers mentioned, the bass was adistinct entity with clearly

pass circuit was loaded with an 8ohm resistor

defined pitch. Without being able to hear individual bass notes, the music became uninteresting. That foot-tapping, head-bobbing enthu-

at 8ohms above 2kHz. The sealed-box tuning
can be seen by the single resonance peak at
about 23Hz. The impedance drops below 4

siasm just wasn't there.
Inext listened to the PC-80s with the Infinity
Modulus subwoofer crossed over at 90Hz. This

ohms only over avery narrow band, suggesting
the PC-90 will not present adifficult load for
an amplifier.

was abig improvement; dynamics and pitch

Combining the PC-90's high-pass crossover
slope with the nearfield woofer output pro-

resolution returned, and Ifelt the Infinity improved on the PC-80s' performance This combination also provided abetter sense of body
in the midbass, with more palpability, and a

for this measurement, producing the flat line

duced the plot in fig.3. (The high-pass curve
was made with the circuit loaded by a4ohm
resistor.) Note how the signal fed to the satel-

roundness and warmth to low-frequency textures not heard through the PC-90. The pow-

lites rolls off slowly below lkHz, while the

ered Infinity also added new dynamics and
punch to the lowermost octaves.

alower frequency. This will produce adepression in the overall acoustic output between
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woofer's output rolls off more steeply and at
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Fig.2 Phase Tech PC-90, electrical impedance (solid
line) and phase (dashed) with high-pass
outputs loaded with an 8ohm resistor

Fig.4 Phase Tech PC-80 &PC-90, 1/
3-octave,
spatially averaged in-room response
(10(18/vertical div.)

100Hz and 800Hz. Indeed, this confirms the listening impressions of ahole in the upper bass.

enclosure vibrated slightly at 45Hz.

Fig.4 is the FFT-derived )-octave-smoothed

Conclusion

in-room response of the PC-80/PC-90 combination, measured at seven points near the lis-

Despite its low price and the fact that it did
increase the PC-80's low-frequency extension,

tening position and averaged to reduce the
effects of room-induced anomalies. Although

Icannot recommend the Phase Technology
PC-90 subwoofer. Ifound it detracted from

the dip at 60Hz and peak at 80Hz are room

rather than enhanced the PC-80's performance,

effects (they also appear on the Muse Model

this observation holding true for the other

18/Hales Signature in-room response in Vol.14
No.7), the range below 300Hz is alittle lumpy

loudspeakers auditioned with the PC-90. The
PC-90's lean midbass and lumpy low bass pro-

in relation to the Muse/Hales plot. There is also

vided an unnatural balance that was hard to

less energy in the three octaves between 100Hz
and 800Hz, along with agreater dip in the

ignore. In addition, pitch was poorly defined
and dynamics were lacking.

lower treble.

Ican, however, reiterate my recommenda-

The -3dB switch attenuated the signal at the

tion for the PC-80: it's agood little speaker.

high-pass outputs by 3.85dB at 5kHz. With the

Those who find themselves wanting more
extension and better LF definition than the PC-

switch in the "0" position, the high-pass crossover's insertion loss was 4.6dB, also measured
at 5kHz. Driving the PC-90 with avariable-

80 offers would be better off, in my opinion,
spending their money for afull-range system

frequency sinewave oscillator revealed the

like the Vandersteen 2Ci, which is identically

enclosure to be sturdy and solid, though there
were buzzes at 80Hz and 100Hz, and the

priced—$1195—to the Phase itchnology speaker/subwoofer system.
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FOLLOW UP
Threshold SA/12e, S/550e, &
Jeff Rowland Design Group
Model One
power amplifiers
When JA asked what I'd like to review for the

bit more relaxed, if you like it, or abit less
"there" if you don't. Both amplifiers were,
again, still recognizable as members of the
same sonic family.

September issue, Iresponded immediately that

On Leo Kottke's That's What (Private Music
2068-2-P) the sound of the 5/550e was precise

Ihad some unfinished business to attend to.
When Ireviewed the Threshold SA/12e mono-

and pristine—detailed yet with aslight warmth.

block (Vol.13 No.12) and Rowland Model One
(Vol.14 No.4) stereo amplifiers, Ileft a few
threads hanging. I'd promised afollow-up comparing the big Thresholds with one of that
company's less pricey (though still far from
cheap) stereo amplifiers, and Ihad yet to try a
pair of Model Ones bridged as monoblocks.
Hence this update.

The perspective was still forward and present,
yet not overdone. Percussion was sharply
defined yet not clinically spotlighted. The 12es,
on the other hand, were sweet and clean, yet
perhaps because of this very sweetness they
seemed to subtly soften the leading edges of
transients and "slow" the subjective dynamics.
The 5/550e had more "startle-ability," aquality
which extended down into the bass. Though

Associated equipment used here included

the overall bass weight of both amplifiers was

the Wadia WT-3200 transport and X-64-4 DIA

quite similar—I wouldn't choose one over the

converter (CD was used as the primary program source for these listening tests), Rowland
Consonance preamplifier, and Apogee Stage
and PSB Stratus Gold loudspeakers. Both pairs
of loudspeakers were bi-wired using Symo
cable. The CD processor-preamp link was via
AudioQuest Lapis. The pre-power amplifier
hookup was balanced Cardas Hexlink.

other on that basis in driving the Apogees—the
generally more hair-trigger quality of the upper
overtones of bass instruments through the
S/550e made that amplifier seem to have the
tighter low end.
To determine if the S/550e's more prominent
top end would be aplus or aminus over a
different loudspeaker, Iset up the PSB Stratus
Golds in the listening room. The PSBs were

Threshold SA/12e vs the S/550e: After a
period of listening to the SA/12es driving the
Stages, my initial reaction on switching over to
the 5/550e (reviewed by RH in Vol.14 No.1) was
one of familiarity. In no way was there any dramatic sonic change But there were differences,

chosen for this audition not only for their overall high quality, but also because they have a
rather different set of strengths and weaknesses
from the Apogees. They are subjectively more
extended at the top end than the Stages—on
occasion abit too much, as Isaid in my review

which became clearer over time and in listening to the same program material over both

in Vol.14 No.2—along with having a more
extended (though not more powerful) low end.

amplifiers. The biggest difference was in the
degree of focus and immediacy to the sound.

They lack the Stage's viselike midrange grip, but
are otherwise open and relatively uncolored

What was perhaps surprising was that here the
S/550e came out on top. It had the greater
punch and "palpability," along with superb
overall clarity. The 5/12e was just abit softer and
sweeter—less incisively detailed and sparkling.
On the Swingle Singers' new CD Around the
World: A Folk Song Collection (Virgin Classics
VC 791207-2), the interplay of the acapella
voices was alive with energy and very much inthe-room with the stereo amp. Imaging was
sharply defined, and the bass vocal solo on
"Sakkijarven Polka" was striking. The more
expensive monoblocks, in contrast, were just
ashade less up-front and less tightly focused—a
Stereophile, September 1991

through that region.
The Threshold stereo amp was easily up to
the challenge. Its midrange was vibrant and
lively, its low end tight where required, explosive when called for. The soundstage, though
definitely up-front, still exhibited avery effective sense of depth, and the lateral focus remained sharp. While I've rarely heard atrue
case where the loudspeakers "disappear" into
the soundstage, this combination provided a
reasonable approximation of that ideal.
The S/550e's incisive—though not, in my
judgment, overdone—top end only ran into a
bit of trouble over the PSBs with program
163

material clearly recorded and mixed with too

disarmingly unforced quality. The Model One

much sizzle on top. Isuspect the moderately

has plenty of detail which it never throws at

elevated response of the PSEts in the top octave,

you, preferring to convince with asubtle insis-

together with the Threshold's hang-ten re-

tence, never letting itself sound ruffled, pro-

sponse in the upper range, ,simply add up to
abit too much of a good thing on less than pris-

cessed, or "Hi-Fi." It lacks abit in power capa-

tine program material. Were talking of abit too

Iwished for more.

much added zip here (which Ido not credit to

Bridging apair of Model Ones and using one
per channel in a"monoblock" configuration

the amplifier), not major-league sizzle (unless
you happen to be addicted to the early recordings of the Bubble Gums). But I'd advise caution in combining the S/550e with other equipment having a"hot" top octave. It is asuperbly
clean- and open-sounding amplifier, yet I
would not describe its top end as "sweet" or

bility, but only on the rarest of occasions have

ups the power quotient considerably. By
Rowland's own specs, abridged Model One
will put out 240W into 8ohms and 360W into
4ohms; it's also rated at 500W into 2ohms. So
there certainly should be no question as to the
power-output sufficiency of apair of these

in any way euphonic. The SA/12es, in contrast,
do have atrace of sweetness, trading abit of the

amplifiers. And considering their power rating,

excitement generated by the stereo amplifier
for aslightly more refined, subtle quality, par-

pair of monoblocks.
Using the same associated components em-

ticularly in the treble.
Overall, then, asurprising result. Though
I've used the SA/I2es extensively to drive the

ployed in the Threshold comparisons (above),

Apogees, was certainly satisfied with them in
that situation, and also used them as primary
amplifiers in my reviewing of the PSB Stratus
Golds, Ihave to say that Ifound myself marginally preferring the S/5 50e for driving both of
these loudspeakers—with the reservations discussed above. If the S/550e lacks atrace of the

they form an extremely compact, manageable

with the Apogee Stages in place, Ifound that
the sound of abridged pair of Rowlands was
not at all dissimilar to my experiences with a
single amplifier driving the same loudspeakers
—despite arecent change in the room's acoustic treatment. 2The slight softness remained,
and the Rowlands continued to refuse to sound
biting or harsh under almost any reasonable
circumstances with good program material.

SA/12es' subtle refinement, and it does, then

They produced the same seamlessly liquid

it more than makes up for it with a more

sound Ihad come to appreciate from asingle

visceral, gutsy, tighter sound. Itake back nothing that Isaid in my review of the big mono-

Model One—bridging did not appear to add
any hardness or edge to the sound. Ambience

blocks, and they may very well win aface-off
when driving loudspeakers in the stratospheric

reproduction was still convincing, and voice

price category. But Iwould by no means as-

reproduction remained glorious—rounded
and dimensional and very much "there" in the

sume that to be the case; no one in his or her

room. The soundstaging of the bridged pair of

right mind, in any event, should contemplate

Rowlands continued to be as well-defined and

any amplifier in the price category of either of

involving as asingle unit. GL had briefly tried

these Thresholds without first hearing them
in the system in which they will be used.

the Rowlands bridged through the Mirage M-

Bridged Rowland Model Ones: I've spent
agreat deal of time listening to the Rowland
Model One over the last several months, both
before and after my review of it in Vol.14 No.4.
It remains aremarkable amplifier: full-bodied,
even slightly lush, but in acompletely believable, natural fashion. It lacks abit of "speed"
and liveliness, but makes up for them with a
IThe surf Imsard tied to atree and visibk over the hack fence
behind my office window, still waiting for Santa Fe' Monster
W ;INT no doubt, is now largely hidden by the SUITIllees foliage. hut its pince must hase somehow warped my subconscious.
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3s, which lately have become rather difficult
to dislodge from his listening room. He found
the pair of Rowlands to be somewhat more
laid-back than asingle, unbridged Model One.
Ican't say Ifound this to be afactor in my auditions of the bridged amplifiers through the
Apogee Stages (or through the PSBs, for that
matter).
The unbridged Model One has aslightly soft,
though no means inadequate, low end which
2The addition of anumber of RPG Diffusors and Abffusors
and removal of the wall of Distech absorptive foam from
behind the listening position is discussed Ui my article on mom
treatment and the Stereopbile listening room in the net issue.
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is carried over into the bridged configuration.

less evident through the Apogees because that

Through the Apogees, Ifound the bottom

loudspeaker's near-3-ohm impedance across

octaves of the paired amplifiers to be strong and
detailed, but never hair-trigger tight or awe-

practically the entire audio band converts even
a single Model One into an over-150Wpc

some. Recall that in my review of the Adcom

amplifier, which is not exactly low power. The

GFA-565 monoblocics (Vol.14 No.6) Ihad noted
that in low-frequency extension and power,
those amplifiers had seemed almost scary at
times through the Apogees, making me fear
that Imight do permanent damage to the Stages
in amoment of carelessness. Even though the
Rowlands are rated to put out over 400W into
the Apogee's 3ohm load, Inever got quite the
same feeling of nearly unlimited power from
them. To be fair to the Rowlands, however, no
other amplifier has given me quite that same
sensation either, not even the big Threshold
SA/I2e monoblocks.
Driving the PSB Stratus Gold, aslightly different picture emerged. Listening to apair of
bridged Rowlands directly, without comparison to asingle, unbridged amplifier, the reproduction impressed much as above, within the
context of a very different-sounding loudspeaker. The sound now lacked the often startling midrange presence of the Apogee Stages,

PSBs impedance on the other hand, while falling close to 4ohms across abroad swath of the
lower midrange, rises significantly at higher
and lower frequencies—a common characteristic with most conventional, cone-type
loudspeakers. In any event, when Iclosely
compared the single Model One with the
bridged pair, there was no question about the
latter's superiority in the sheer gutsiness
department.
A most convincing demonstration of this
was the soundtrack from They Live (Enigma 7
73367-2). This recording's sound is no more
natural than the sound of an elephant trying to
play akazoo, but it is stunningly punchy. Asingle Rowland amplifier was just ashade too
polite here. A bridged pair tossed the PSBs
around the room in amore convincing fashion,
and definitely made this recording come to life
in away that the single amplifier could not.

and could not match the latter's oomph in the

But on more subtle program material, the
solo Model One had adegree of greater sonic

bass-drum region of the bass, but in compensation PSB's flagship had the greater apparent

refinement than the bridged bruisers. Less evident over the Stages, this came across on the

depth, top-octave extension, and air, and
plumbed perhaps 10Hz or so deeper into the
bottom octave The harp glissandi on Spirituals

PSBs as asubtly more delicately shaded top
octave, with abit less brightness in the lower
treble. The latter was particularly evident on

in Concert (DG 429 790-2)—something oía

recordings which already have abit too much

mixed bag musically but with several magnificent cuts and agenerally pleasing sonic per-

output in this region (such as Leo Kottke's

spective 5—gorgeously combined unforced
detail and textural subtlety. Voices were embedded in abeautifully natural acoustic space (Carnegie Hall, in this case). The sound was decid-

Father's Face, Private Music 2050-2-P, arecording Iotherwise enjoy for its combination of
lyrical qualities on the solo guitar cuts and
bizarre quirkiness on the vocals).
Since Iwas also doing aconsiderable amount

edly less rich than it had been through the
Stages, but the sweetness of the Rowlands was

same period, and since the S/550e costs virtu-

still in evidence. Idid note, however, aslight

ally the same as apair of Model Ones ($6300

glare, which only appeared near crescendo
levels, in the lower treble just below the top of

vs $6200), invidious comparisons between the

the soprano range—a quality which had not
been evident through the Apogees. Nor had I
noticed it to quite the same degree with the

isons. The amplifiers (and Ihereafter mean a

Threshold S/550e driving the PSBs.

stated, when Irefer to the Rowland or Row-

of listening to the Threshold S/550e during this

two seemed only fair. Ifreely admit to having
had adifficult time in making these comparpair of bridged Rowlands, unless otherwise

The advantage in sheer drive offered by

lands) definitely did not sound the same, yet,

bridging apair of Model Ones was definitely

as in all things audio, neither is perfect; there

evident through the PSBs. Perhaps it had been
3Ifind Kathleen Battles vocal &lability and style mon: suited
to this material than JesNye Norman's too formal, decidedly
operatic performance.
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are tradeoffs in choosing either one.
Driving the Apogees, the Rowlands were, in
general, subtle, liquid, and slightly softened
around the edges though they did not seem to
165

obviously lack for detail. The Threshold, on
the other hand, was up-front and vivid (RH's

with both amplifiers driving the PSBs. Here, as

use of this term in his review was apt), alive and
lively yet never taking those qualities "over the

S/550e did occasionally "sparkle" just abit too
much on top (in combination with the some-

top." On Ensemble Alcatraz's Danse Royale

times slightly toppish but otherwise excellent

(Elektra-Nonesuch 79240-2), asuperbly natural gem of arecording of 13th-century French,

PSBs), but on most good material that simply

I've already stated in my Threshold update, the

lent apleasing quality of air and extension.

Anglo-Norman, and Latin songs and dances

Overall, then, Ifeel that the bridged Model

that was one of those wild, lucky, "I have no

Ones are apunchier version of the single stereo

idea what this is but it looks interesting" picks

amplifier. The pro side is adecidedly more

from the CD browsing bin, the Rowlands pre-

muscular quality, of value on some loudspeakers

sented the slightly sweeter sound, with atad

and some program material. On the con side,

more depth and abetter feeling of front-to-back
perspective. They also won out on voice, the

Inoted asmall but undisturbing loss in highend delicacy and refinement when bridging

liquidity and three-dimensionality of which the
Threshold could not quite match. The latter,

tainly aless massive and backbreaking route to

however, was subtly but clearly more up-front
and immediate, with amore incisive quality to

monoblock status than most similarly powered
amplifiers, especially of the single-chassis, ste-

the instrumental work and percussion that

reo variety. Since in most respects they sonically resemble the single amplifier, and since

generated amore exciting overall sound. Icould
live with either, but on this particular recording
Ileaned toward the Rowlands, perhaps because
Ivalue vocal reproduction so highly.
On the Swingle Singers' Around the World:
A Folksong Collection the result was generally
the same, although Imissed in the Rowland a
vibrancy that the Threshold brought to the festivities. On the other hand, the Threshold
pulled ahead when apunchier, more detailed
sound was called for. "The Siege ofJusticeville,"

the amplifier. Still, apair of Model Ones is cer-

the latter already has decent power capabilities for those whose demands for sound-level
output are of the domestic sort, my recommendation, if you find the Model Ones sound qualities as natural and appealing as Ido, would be
to go with the solo Model One first. If you later
feel the need for more get-up-and-go, you can
always add the second unit. But you will have
then put yourself into the realm of the bigbuck, socko, power-gushing amplifiers, and

as gutsy with this recording as Idescribed them

here Ihave to say that the bridged Rowland
Ones do face stiff competition from competitively priced and powered stereo units.

above, had asomewhat softer quality—just as
much "grip" but less "bite." The latter is called

Addendum: Ican't leave adiscussion which

from They Live, had tremendous cut and thrust
with the Threshold. The Rowlands, while still

for in this piece, and its lack reduces somewhat

includes the NB loudspeakers and the Rowland

the impact of the recording. The same was true
on The Pugh Taylor Project (DMP CD-448).

Model One amplifier without taking both

This studio recording's miking may not be

case of the PSBs, several of the terminals loosened enough over time that they rotated when
tightened. On two of the terminals, the plas-

"purist," but the overall sound quality is of top
audiophile caliber. Musically, it's fascinating and
decidedly unusual, one of those "you have to

manufacturers to task for their terminals. In the

handled this recording superbly, but their slight

tic cap stripped off completely, necessitating
the use of pliers to loosen the metal nuts remaining—not an easy proposition consider-

lack of incisiveness next to the Threshold—
less crisp, though Ihesitate to use that word
because it might conjure up images of anega-

loose—and rendering further use of the loudspeakers difficult at best. (Fortunately this hap-

drive it to believe it" recordings. The Rowlands

tive quality which the Threshold does not
possess—was aminus with this music. The
S/550e was aclear front-runner on this recording, with sock, detail, and focus. The Rowlands
were, again, just abit too soft for this harddriving, dynamic material.
My impressions remained generally the same
166

ing the fact that the terminals themselves were

pened after I'd completed the above review.)
In the case of the Rowland, additional output
terminals have stripped and become useless
since my review. Again, only the presence of
redundant terminals (designed for bi-wiring)
have kept the amplifier functional.
—Thomas). Norton
Stereophile, September 1991
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YEHUDI M ENUHIN:

A symposium, aconcert, aconversation
Denis Stevens spends time with Sir Yehudi Menuhin

I

ment of Dvorák's "American" Quartet, for the
youngsters who played it so warmly and so

an unusual and remarkable event had been

list of the Griller Quartet, all four of whose

nthe early morning light we crossed the
Golden Gate Bridge and traveled north-

ward through the lovely communities of
San Rafael county. In one of these, San AnseImo,

planned for half-past nine on Friday, March 23
in the Music Pavilion of San Domenico High
School, aresident and day-school administered
by the Dominican Sisters of San Rafael: Sir
Yehudi Menuhin was on his way there to direct
aString Symposium.
More than 150 string students of Marin
County and the Greater Bay Area, with their
teachers, had gathered together for athreehour session with one of the world's greatest
musicians, who began learning the violin in
San Francisco just 70 years ago. That he should
have survived being achild prodigy ,ranks as

England in the very first item—the first move-

well had been coached by Colin Hampton, celmembers had settled in Berkeley many years
ago. He was there to hear his protégés and to
listen, as we all did, to Menuhin's words of commendation and his powerful advocacy of
chamber-music playing as asure path to higher
musicianship.
There followed two redoubtable and richly
caparisoned warhorses, their metaphorical
riders being two young ladies of oriental background and considerable talent. Lu San played
the opening movement of Tchaikovsky's Concerto in D, and Lisa Lee the Allegro molto

sufficient amiracle in this tense and demanding
age of ours, but that he should in addition have

appassionato of the Mendelssohn E-minor,
both with Natasha Neff at the piano.
The Master's comments were clear and con-

remained pre-eminent as aworld citizen, a
violinist-conductor, and an extraordinary human

cise. He took the students to the window, as it
were, but refrained from describing the scen-

being invites awilling suspension of disbelief.
Yet he was there to disprove disbelief by

most conducive to agreat interpretation: afeel-

meeting those American youngsters and by
listening to them as soloists, ensemble players,
and orchestra members. He wanted to talk to
them about their art, help them in their struggle

ery. What he did describe was the state of mind
ing of extemporaneous, almost gypsy-like playing in the opening measures of the Tchaikovsky, and asense of nervous and breathless

for perfection, and conduct them finally as a

urgency in the Mendelssohn. Again and again
he asked for the beginnings—the notes that

body—a fascinating philharmonic phalanx of
string players and music lovers ranging from
about 8through 18 years of age. They gave him

pression on audiences. The young ones seized

a warm welcome and, at the end, a welldeserved ovation. They had come into contact
with atrue maestro, in the old Italian sense of
the word: ateacher.
The Symposium began with a tripartite
Master Class, continued with eight Ensemble
Demonstrations, and had for its conclusion the
/Wrack; from aConcerto Grosso by Ralph
Vaughan Williams, originally written for massed

would make an immediate and indelible imon his advice and their music sounded all the
better for it. Achange of approach transformed
the Tchaikovsky, while aslight change in bowing for Mendelssohn's passionate appeal made
apalpable and audible difference to the meaning of the phrase as awhole.
Variety being the spice of music as well as of
life, the program continued with demonstrations by ensembles whose ages ranged from

orchestras from the Rural Music Schools

the very young to the more mature. If the babes
played tentatively, the seniors showed splendid

Association performing in London's Royal
Albert Hall in 1950. And there was alink with

growing pains of these violinists as one ensem-

1"Survived"is the correct word, to judge by the anguish revealed in the maestro's 1977 autobiography Unfinishedfourney (Alfred A. Knopf).
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panache. It was even possible to sense the
ble succeeded the other and progress became
apparent in such matters as self-assurance, intonation, bowing fluency, and musicianship. In
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all eight excerpts, the standard of the music
selected remained high. We heard no mush—
only Mozart, Handel, Telemann, Vivaldi, Purcell, Bach, and afolksong arrangement. Colin
Hampton contributed and conducted acom-

Their curriculum is well-balanced and their
teachers are conscientious and dedicated.
Music has always played an important part in
the life of the school, and its students have won
many prestigious awards. Under the guidance

position of his own, and his chamber orchestra
responded with enthusiasm.

of Faith France, the present Director of Music,
the program continues in its determined pro-

After each item, Menuhin offered helpful
comments delivered with the gentle voice and

gress toward even higher goals. This is no less

firm conviction of atrue artist. Avoiding nega-

true of the other participating groups and
schools, for they too enjoy enlightened encour-

tive criticism, he chose instead to bolster the
positive aspects of the symposium, pointing

agement and consequently show through their

out time and again the joyous appeal of musicmaking and the message which the great com-

The music over, many of the teachers and
pupils made their way to the luncheon room

posers can still communicate to us. His general
approach reminded me very much of his

fcr speeches and sustenance. We heard from
Robert Commanday, critic of the San Francisco

work the excellence of their several teachers.

rehearsals, in which aquiet voice ("they listen

Chronicle for the past quarter-century; from

more intently if one doesn't shout"), strong
guidance, and anice blend of wit and learning
convince everyone of his deep love and respect

Anne Crowden, who runs aschool combining
an excellent academic syllabus with afull music

for art and life.

and from Denis De Coteau, Music Director of

The finale was certainly grand, for the nine
orchestras joined together under his baton for

program; from Carol Dyk, who teaches voice;
the San Francisco Ballet. All dealt cogently with
the various problems that beset musicians

asonorous performance of the Ralph Vaughan
Williams Intrada, amassively proportioned

today—especially young musicians.

movement reminiscent of his better-known
Fantasia on a Theme of Thomas Tallis. I

are shown below in italics.) He professed apersonal yet simple approach to musical educa-

The final speaker was Menuhin. (His words

silently called to mind afour-part vocal setting

tion: Music is as much abirthright as air good

by Tallis, perhaps dating from about 1542, of

water and language. This, of course, is ahigh

an admonition to the young people of his

ideal, and like many such it has been consis-

own day and country: "You tender babes of
England, shake off slothfulness, set wantonness

tently betrayed by all who cultivate power, con-

apart, apply your wits wholly to learning and
virtue, whereby you may do your duty to God

trol, and domination. Music cannot be dispensed with: it is inalienable from human
existence, for sound is produced by animals

and your king [Henry VIII], make glad your

too—sometimes very beautiful and meaning-

parents, profit yourselves, and much advance

ful sounds. And the more meaningful it is, the

the common weal of your country."
On that March morning some of the young
people of America were giving ready proof of
their own powers of concentration, doubtless
making their parents happy, improving themselves, and adding to their country's reputation
as ahome for the arts despite the sorry state of
music in most California schools. But San
Domenico is an exception in many ways, for

more beautiful and important it is. He went
on to say that while the majority make use of
music only as entertainment, there are so many
levels of musical understanding, yet so many
obstacles that stand in the way.
Ifind that many of the audiences in the
United States—even among young people,
even institutions of learning—come to aconcert with almost no background to understand
the music They haven't been prepared. Menu-

it has astudent body of 150 girls (half of them
live on campus) representing awide variety of

hin is not referring to the music of distant cen-

national, social, and religious backgrounds.

turies, but to music savante (art music) of our

qui
Many of the audiences in the United States come
to aconcert with almost no background to understand the music."
Stereophile, September 199I
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own and recent times. Audiences are not only
unprepared historically but also emotionally
and aesthetically for what they are about to
hear. Musicians are unlikely to become thugs
or murderers, and they are unlikely to take
drugs or be put in prison. During aNew York
summer afew years ago, numerous arrests were

That's nonsense, in my opinion. There are so
many chorales, hymns, and chants of all nations and of all times, and through these our
children could learn to appreciate other cultures. Music is the only art which enables us
to relive the times, the life, the situation, the

made at arock concert in Central Park, but an

social conditions, the mentality, the beliefs of
atotally different period.

orchestral concert in that same park three
weeks later gave rise to no untoward incident.

belongs to us, and with this background we can

And speaking of San Domenico School:

experience continuity. We have an incredible

The fact is that you bave schools like this,
where every child is responding ki an ideal situation, where the response is heartwarming
and the performance quality very high, and
there is no reason why this cannot apply to a
wider circle. }bu showed such asense of social

The audible heritage of past civilizations

range and assortment of music to enjoy, thanks
partly to musicologists and researchers. But
there's also pop and rock, which are already
loud, and getting louder. Our need to measure
things in terms of their usefulness sometimes
persuades us that we can measure music in the

responsibility by inviting so many represen-

same way. There is now amass marketfor very

tatii ,
es of education and of musiç and the chil-

loud music that has very little content; in fact

dren from the whole Bay region. Music after
all, goes past walls; vibrations connect us with

the louder it gets the emptier it is. Yet some of
the popular artists are in a certain way

everything that vibrates, eiwything that lives,

superior to the classical ones because they can

everything that exists, and we cannot confine

improvise: they are playing for the moment.

our responsibilities any more than we should
confine our music.
Music and mankind suffered under tyranni-

They are communicating directly with the
public which Ifeel most deeply teachers
should do, too.

cal regimes such as those of the Nazis and the
Communists, and yet German and Russian
music is universally loved and respected. I
don't think that it's worthwhile pinning upon
any particular person or people any particular guilt that makes them outstanding. We
see people of every race now behaving in
intolerable ways. What we are looking for is
what music can give to humanity, not only to
the individual.
Music especially can offer much to collec-

inn
IVIusic is the only art
which enables us to relive
the times, the life, the situation, the
social conditions, the mentality,
the beliefs of atotally
different period."

tive society, such as singing in school, for the
very act of singing is basic. It's all very well to
encourage the playing of instruments, but our
basic instrument is the voice I've never known
amember of achoir who was depressed—I've
always seen them as rather good-natured
souls. Ithink that's perhaps your experience

" Some of the popular artists
are superior to the classical ones
because they can improvise."

too, Denis? I've seen plenty of violinists depressed, simply because it takes so much time
to learn bow to balance this curious instru-

Communication with an audience can come

ment and to play it withoutfeat; without tension. But the voice can be encouraged.

more easily with asong, and in Hungary most

Hymns used to be sung at school every
morning, but that practice was long ago discontinued in America (though not in England)
because it was considered to infringe the Constitution's division between Church and State.
Stereophile, September 1991

schools begin their day with music. Kodály
made important contributions to his country's
school-music education, and his method
seems to have made adifference. It has been
shown that students who pursue music are able
to work better and quicker at other subjects.
175
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Romantic music is a dangerous thing. We

great composer's last years, which despite near-

adore it, we love it; we can fulfill our emotions

poverty and suffering brought forth music of
unrivaled vitality and power.
He met Bartók for the first time in New York

with it. However, Iwas so ,glad to bear the
Ricercare of Bach this morning because there
is adiscipline of mind, together with apassion. There's mystery: it contains the whole of
our highest potential.

in November 1943, having already played the

Iknow my first love was Tchaikovsky. But
it takes time to develop the understanding for

Second Violin Concerto and the First Sonata
for Violin and Piano. He played the Sonata,
with Adolf Bailer, at the apartment of afriend
while the composer listened intently, and his

Bach, orfor late Beethoven, and as u,egrow
older that must mean more and more to us.

approval persuaded Menuhin to commission
then and there awork for violin alone. It was

There's another promising feature today and

completed in March of the following year, and
thereafter became, with Bach's D-minor Par-

that is the number of girls and ladies. I've
already said some time ago, the orchestra of
the future will be one of women, and I'm
afraid ne men mai ,be partially eclipsed by the
brilliant women conductors of the future.

61 ,
Im afraid we men
may be partially eclipsed by
the brilliant women conductors
of the future."

tita, one of the two most important violin solo
sonatas.
The concert program at Davies Hall also featured music by Bartók—his two Rhapsodies of
I928—the soloist being Robert McDuffie, who
toured Europe in 1988 when Menuhin was
guest-conducting the Netherlands Chamber
Orchestra. The two artists have frequently
appeared together in chamber music, and
toured last fall with the Warsaw Chamber
Orchestra. Enjoying such dedicated advocacy
the Rhapsodies have rarely sounded finer, what
with tonal qualities in the violin part inherited

On that note of optimism and prediction the

from McDuffie's first teacher, who was from

Symposium came to aclose at twenty minutes

Budapest, and amarvelous accompaniment in

to three. But the day was not yet ended, for
after the drive back to San Francisco and the

the unmistakable Bane.
* idiom from aconduc-

necessary time for rest, there was an evening
lecture to give and the second in aseries of

tor who knew him and his music intimately.

three concerts at Davies Symphony Hall,

In the Mozart and Haydn symphonies one
heard aprofusion of courtly elegance combined with inner flame, as if the true spirit of

which was the main reason for Menuhin's jour-

the 18th century had been realized in perfor-

ney He had already rehearsed with the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra and the soloist,

mances that settled in the mind and stayed
there. N1enuhin's gestures are expressive, never

Robert McDuffie, in aprogram consisting of

flamboyant; and his innate sense of phrasing

Haydn's Symphony in B-flat ("La Reine"), Bar-

clearly has asalutary effect on the orchestral

tók's two Rhapsodies for Violin and Orches-

musicians, who, despite their heavy schedule
of concerts and tours, seem to remain fresh and
sensitive when afirst-class musician comes to

tra, and Mozart's "Prague" Symphony. Unable
to attend the later events of Friday, Iwent
instead to Saturday afternoon, when an encouragingly large audience had assembled for
both lecture and concert.
At the lecture, Menuhin spoke especially of
his meeting with Bartók, but always within the

conduct them.
And now for our conversation ...
Denis Stevens: Ibelieve you knou , Stereophile?

greater context of his concern for music in the

Yehudi Menuhin: Yes, indeed, and it carries
out its appointed task very well besides giving

world today. He is fearless in expounding his

some space for classical CD reviews. Iloved

views on education, and many who heard him

your article "Do Musicophiles Enjoy Audio?"

remembered how just ten years ago he had

in the April [19901 issue. It seems to me very

stood before the School Board to appeal for the

much like the desire to buy ever more wonder-

continuation of the city's school-music program. Now he was drawn to Bartók and his

able—or, for that matter, watches, when we can

music, speaking with quiet authority on the

get to our destination, especially within city

Stereophile, September 1991

ful cars—faster, more elegant, more comfort-
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limits, even faster on abicycle and when we can

the Englishmen; Bartók, Bloch, Frank Martin,

learn the time without necessarily having to

Enesco, Shostakovitch, Sibelius..
YM: True, but when Beecham celebrated his
70th birthday he received telegrams from all

buy our sixth watch.
DS: For many years you bad an exclusive contract with EMI, and none of us is likely toforget the good that came of this association. Now
that you do more conducting and have a

over the world. "What!" he said, "nothing
from Mozart?" Iwould have loved to meet

choice of companies to work with, Iimagine

Mozart, and play chamber music with him and
Haydn! And then Bach, who was the first

that you enjoy agreater measure offreedom.
YM: Which is a great advantage, for Ican

romantic to remain utterly devout, and whose
inventive powers remained at the service of the

explore the music Ilove while viewing it from

purest creation.

another angle—that of the conductor. Iespedaily enjoy working with the English firms Vir-

DS: In the facsimile edition of Bach 's solo
sonatas which you gave me early in 1959, you

gin Classics and Nimbus. Recently 1have
recorded both of Elgar's symphonies. [Virgin

bad written in the Preface that bis handwriting showed an extraordinary flow—that be

Classics VC 790773-2, VC 791182-2, respectively.]

drew bis own lines which sometimes bad lit-

DS:

demonicfire, mysticism, and nostalgia! For

an inch of space beginning anew sonata even
on the last line of the page where the previous

an expatriate Briton like myself they conjure
up avivid picture of our history, culture, and

one ended, if there was space. Iwas much
moved by your insight not only into his band-

Twin masterpieces compounded of

tle waves in them, and that be never wasted

the actuality ofgreen fields and rolling hills.

writing but also of course into his music which

YM: Indeed, the whole point about Elgar is his

I
first beard in the recordings you made in the
1930s. Would you say that the actual process

Englishness—that inborn flexibility, subtlety,
capacity for adjustment. To some extent his
music reminds me of the English weather,

of recording was easier or more difficult in the
old days?

which is so varied and can change in afew
minutes but never goes to extremes. In its rich
variety of tone and color, it's like the many sub-

sister Hephzibah and Ionce recorded the

YM: Sometimes easier, believe it or not. My

tle shades of green you find in the English

ber that we played the entire work three times,

Beethoven G-major sonata, and Iwell remem-

countryside. In appearance, when Imet him,

leaving the producer to choose which takes

Elgar looked very much like acountry squire.

would actually be issued—that was long before
splicing became apossibility.

DS: And yet there was atender; feminine side
to bis nature. When be attended the Empire
Exhibition in 1924 to conduct bis specially
commissioned March, be stood asidefrom the
crowds at the rehearsal and tried to forget
about the noise and confusion. Suddenly be
saw at hisfeet agroup of real daisies, and (as

'LI

In playing or recording
Beethoven the violinist should be
amedium.'

be later wrote to afriend): "Something wet

In playing or recording Beethoven the vio

rolled down my cheek—and I'm not ashamed

linist should be amedium. There is little that

of it."

is personal or that can be reduced to ingratiat-

YM: Ican well understand that, for he loved

ing sounds, pleasing slides, and so on. Every-

the countryside deeply, and even when he and
his wife decided to settle in London they chose

thing is dictated by the significance, the weight,
structure, and direction of the notes and pas-

Hampstead for their home. After all, we cannot

sages themselves. Even the simplest phrases,

embrace aslab of poured concrete, but we can

those which seem little more than scales and

embrace atree, and we can feel tender about

arpeggi, reveal their supreme importance once

aflower.

it is realized how crucially they reside within

DS: Isuppose you could devise an entire series

the scheme of the particular work being studied.

of concerts or recordings based on composers

DS: And there is so much music to be studied

whom you have known personally—and what
along list it would be! Elgar, Vaughan Wil-

by industrious musicologists! Isuppose we

liams, Walton, Berkeley, and Britten among

could be blamed to some extentfor cluttering

Stereophile, September 1991

now, so many new compositions rediscovered

179

the stage, yet I'te enjoyed my Many opportu-

that blended beautifully but bad HO operatic

nities for bringing to light works that deserve

ambitions. So

a bearing. Some of the high points in tny life

surprisingly it's much wider than that of

have been the programs Icontributed to your

instrumental music The disadvantage lay in

explored the repertory and

festivals in Bath, Gstaad. and Windsor

its limited appeal—although that was never

YM: Iremember especially your group of

a problem for your knowledgeable festival

singers, the Accademia, because it was akind

audiences. But it was too esoteric to develop.

of vocal chamber music—one to a part, like

which Imuch regret, because there was a lime

instrumental chamber music, but infinite in its

when courts and homes throughout Europe

variety. They sang in several languages. and the

resounded with it.

music came

various countries and

YM: As Isaid in my address to the Symposium,

epochs. But you weren't able to follow it up?

all schools should ideally start each day with

DS: Well, you see, nearly all vocalists want to

a little choral music—and there's so much

become opera stars. Iwas able to find agroup

excellent material to choose from. Wasn't it an

from

Yehudi Menuhin: A selected discography'
Bach,J.S., Sonatas & Pardus for Unaccompanied

Chamber Orchestra, issued 1960 on Capitol 7210. ,

Violin, recorded 7/19 & 7/25/34, 12/19/35, and

Bach,J.S., Keyboard Concerns, with George Mal-

3/5/36, reissued (1989) on CD Great Recordings

colm/Menuhin Festival Orchestra, issued 1971 on

of ¡be Century, EMI CDHB-63035 (US), EMI CI IS
763035 2(UK). Keith I
lardwick (remastering mg.)

Bach,J.S., Brandenburg Concertos, with Bath

(M). ,

Festival Chamber Orchestra, recorded 1959, issued

EMI ASD 2647 & ASD 2713.

Bach,JS., Sonatas & Partitas for Unaccompanied

1960 on Capitol GBR 7217 (US), IIMV ASD 327/8

Violin, recorded 1957, issued 1957 on EMI LPs

(UK). Peter Andry, prod..

HMV 1512, 1531, 1532 (M).

Bach,J.S., Four Orchestral Suites. with Bath Fes-

Bach,JS., Sonaras & Partite for Unaccompanied
Violin, recorded 1975, issued 1976 on LP Angel

tival Chamber Orchestra, recorded 1960, issued

SC-3817, Suvi Rai Grubb (prod.). Neville Boyling

Kinloch Anderson (prods.), Neville Boyling(eng.).

& Robert Gooch (engs.).

Bach, J.S., The Musical Offering. with Robert

1961 on Capitol GBR 7252, Peter Andry & Ronald

Bach,J.S., Sonata for Violin & Keyboard in E, nith

Masters (vin), Patrick Ireland (via), Nannie Jamieson

Wanda Landowska (hpd), recorded 12/28/44,

(vla), Elaine Shaffer (fit). Archie Camden (bsn), and

issued on RCA LCI* 1120 ca 1952 (M).

Ronald Kinloch Anderson (hpd). issued 1961 on

Bach,J.S., Three Sonaras for Violin & Keyboard,

Angel 35731 (US), EMI ASD 414 (UK).

with Louis Kentner (pno), issued on RCA LIIMV

Bartók, Sonata for Solo Violin, recorded 6/2/47.

1016 ca 1954 (M).

issued on RCA LM 1087, reissued on Angel CDH-

Bach,J.S., Six Sonatas for Violin & Harpsichord,

69804 M).

with George Malcolm (hpd) and Ambrose Gaunt-

Bartók. Sonata for Solo Violin, recorded 1974,

let! (gamba), issued 1962 on Angel 3629 B.

issued 1977 on Pathé Marconi VSM 2C069-02874,

Bach,J.S., Double Concerto in d, with Georges

John Mordler (prod.), Neville Boyling & Robert

Enescu (vIn) and Pierre Monteux/I:Orchestre Sym-

Gooch (engs.)

phonique de Paris, recorded 6/4/32. reissued on

Bartók, Violin Concerto 2, with Wilhelm Furt-

RCA LO' 1120 ca 1952: first two movements only

wangler/Philharmonia, recorded 9/12 & 9/13/53,

aLso issued 1985 on Smithsonian Virtuoso collec-

issued 1954 on RCA LHMV 3, EMI/HMV ALP 1121,

tion (M).
Bach,J.S., Double Concerto in d, with Christian

reissued on Angel CDH-69804 (M).
Bartók, Violin Concerto 2, with Antál Dorati/

Ferras (yin) and Bath Festival Chamber Orchestra,

Minneapolis SO, recorded 2/18/57, issued 1959 on

Violin Concertos in a& E, with the Robert Masters

3EMI released this double concerto performance with
Christian Ferias as part of an inexpensive "Laser" 3-CD
collection of violin concertos, including the Beethoven
concerto (with Constantin SilvestriNP0). the Bench concerto )with Walter Susskind/Philharmonial. the Brahms
concerto (with Rudolfe Kempe/BP01. and the Mendelssohn concerto (with Efrem Kurz/Philharmonia). as well
as two Mozart concertos 0(.216 & K.219. with the Bath
Festival Orchestra). In addition, EMI released a5-CD sel
in May, The Menubin Edition, to celebrate the maestro's
75th birthday.
—JA
4An item for Sterrophife trivia collectors: Menuhin's Bath
Festival Brandenburg,: were the first stereo LPs Iever
bought.
—JA

IThis discography was compiled by Thomas Simone and
originally appeared in aslightly different form—I have
added CD numbers where relevant—in Vol.3 No. I, the
Spring 1991 bsue of Recollections Quarterly. the record
collectors journal puhlished and edited by Ronald Penn dort, An article hy Mr Simone expanding upon the discography appeared in Recollections, Mol.2
Winter
1990.1 It appears by permission. Recollections Quarterly
costs S60/year and is published by Recollections, 2743
Eighth Street. Berkeley CA 94710. TeL (4151548- 786.
—JA
7

2All recordings are stereo unless indicated by (N1).—JA
IS))
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English composer of the Elizabethan era—

still surprised that so little good music appears

William Byrd—who said something like: "Sing-

on radio and television, and what one does

ing strengthens all parts of the breast, and

hear suffers from serious imbalance. Radio pro-

opens the pipes

") All young people should

grams come entirely from records, and are

learn how to breathe properly. And as you have

almost exclusively instrumental, so that few if

seen and heard at San Domenico, it is possible

any songs or choral masterpieces are ever

to do splendid work in music if the prevailing

heard. We can only hope for agradual and all-

system of education is agood one. What we still

round improvement, and in this task the efforts

need is enlightened patronage of the arts, and

of each and every one of us counts for more

wise deployment of the available funds. Iam

than we know

cél
I am surprised that so little good music
appears on radio and television."
Mercury SR 90003, Wilma Cozart (recording dir.).

Handel. Water Music. with Bath Festival Orches-

Harold Lawrence (artistic din). C.R. Fine (eng.).
Bartók. Violin Concerto 2. with Antà1 Dorati/

tra, issued 1%O(ni Angel 36173.

Philharmonia, recorded 1966. issued 1966 on
Angel S-36360.

Lalo, Symphonic, Espagnole.

with

Enesco/

1:Orchestre Symphonique de Paris. recorded

Beethoven, 10 Sonatas for Violin & Piano, with

reissued on Pathé Marconi Référence
2908431 (M).

Wilhelm Kempff (pno), issued 1970 on DG

Martin, Frank, Polyptiquelbr Violin e- 'fivo String

-Beethoven

Edition" \rols.7,8, 2720 018, DG 427

orchestras and Ballade jar Viola. Wind Orchestra. e- Percussion, with Edouard Stoutz/Menuhin

Beethoven, Violin Concerto in D. with Wilhelm

Festival Orchestra/Zürich Chamber Orchestra,
issued 1976 on EMI ASD 3185, John Moaner

251-2.
Mann -angler/Lucerne Festival Orchestra, recorded
8/28 & 8/29/47, reissued on Pathé Marconi Référence 2C 051-01570, Walter Legge (prod.), Douglas
E. Lartner (eng.)(M).

6/
20/33,

(prod.), Neville Boyling (eng.).
Mendelssohn. Violin Concerto, with Wilhelm
Furtwangler/Berlin PO, recorded 5125 & 5/26/52,

Beethoven, Violin Concerto in D. with Wilhelm

reissued 1979 on Pathé Marconi Référence C051-

Fun wângler/Berlin PO, recorded in concert

03612, Angel CD1I-69799 (M).

9/30/47, issued on Fonit-Cetra FE 1(1980), CDE1013 (M).

Mozart, Sinfonia Concertante K.364, with

Beethoven, Violin Concerto in D. with Wilhelm

Rudolph Barshai (via) and Bath festival Orchestra,
recorded 1964, issued 1964 on Angel S36190. ,

Furtwangler/Philharmonia, recorded 4/8/53, issued

Paganini, Violin Concerto 1, with Pierre Monteux/

1954 on RCA LHMV 1061, HMV 1100, reissued 1970

L'Orchestre Symphonique de Paris, recorded

on Seraphim 60135, Angel CDEH-69799 (M).
Brahms, Three Sonatas for Violin & Piano,

5/18/34, reissued on Pathé Marconi Référence 2C
051-43322 (M).

Schubert, Fantasie for Violin & Piano, with Louis

Williamson, Malcolm, Violin Concerti:), with Sir

Kentner(pno), issued 1959 on Capitol GBR 7142.
Elect rola E80563/4.

Adrian Boult/LPO, issued 1978 on EMI SLS 5085,

Brahms, Violin Concerto in D. with Wilhelm Furt-

Christopher Bishop (prod.), Christopher Parker
(eng.).

wiingler/Lucerne Festival Orchestra, recorded

Jalousie: Music of tbe '30s, with Stephane

10/7/49. issued 1951 on RCA LM 1142, 1973 on I
IMV

Grappelli (On) and j272 trio, issued 1978 on Angel

HLM 7015, 1980 on Pathé Marconi Référence 2C

SF0-36968, Ronald Kinloch Anderson (prod.),

053-01239, Angel CD1I-63496 (M).

'Ions' Clark (eng.).

Brahms, Symphony 3, with Wilhelm Furtwän-

Vintage Menubin: the Legendary Early

gler/Berlin PO, recorded 12/18/49, issued 1959 on

Recordings,with whims accompanists, recorded

Electrola E90994, 1972 on Unicorn W FS 4(MI
Elgar. Violin Concerto. with Sir Edward Elgar/LSO,

West Meets East, with Ravi Shankar (sitar) and

recorded on 7/15 & 7/16/32, reissued 1957 on EMI
ALP 1456, 1972 on IINIV IILM 7107. AC. Griffith
(remastering eng.), Angel CD1I-69786(M).
Elgar, Violin Concerto, with Sir Adrian Boult/New
Philharmonia, recorded in 1966. reissued 1984 on
EMI SXLP 2900001, 1991 on AS Disc ("Legendary
Conductors Series") AS 534.
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19.31-38. issued 19 72on Orion ORS 7271 (M).
Alta Rakha (tabla), included Enesco. Sonata for Violin & Piano, with I
lephzibah Menuhin (pno), issued
1966 on Angel 36418.
5Yehudi and llephzihah Menuhin also feature in aMozart
iolin sonata reissue from (Ml. CM-63834, which also
includes the Violin Concerto 4,1(.218, with Sir Malcolm
Sargent/Lis erpool Po.
— JA
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Audio Express offers:
1. no-risk home trial on cables
2. prompt shipment (usually 2nd Day Air!)
3. an ironclad satisfaction guarantee.

Cary Audio
The Cary Audio SLA 70
35 watt/channel stereo tube amp. $1195.00
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Interconnect and
Speaker Cables
Audioquest. Aural Symphonics.
Cardas, Kimber, Music Metre.
Straight Wire, Tara, VanDenHul

d

11111111i1111111111111
Mono Bloc amplifiers -70 watt mono's
built on SLA chassis: S2395 00

Call for details
on no-risk home
trial program!

Cary SLP pre-amp: $995.00
Cary SLP pre-amp active line unit only: 5845.00
CAO 5500 CO processor "black box version": 5995.00
Cary Products shipped ground.

CD Stoplight
CD treatment for improveu
clarity, resolution
and ambiance.
$14 .
95

Straight Wire-Maestro

Navcom/Audioquest
Vibration Dampers

Top quality speaker &
interconnect cables
Call for prices

AI /

Sonex
Sones Jr sound absorption panels
2' x2' x2" (charcoal or beige)
$60.00 /4Shipped Ground

Target/Standesign
Speaker Stands and 2to 5shelf racks
available. Call for sizes & prices.
All racks
&stands
shipped
ground

Navccini Silencers.
The latest in vibration technology.
Component size S62.00/4
Audioquest-Sorbofhane Feet
CD Feet S24.00/4
Big Feet $39.00/4

Power Cords
Aural Symphomcs S159.00
Cardas Hex $189.00
Distech $169.00
T.G. $119.00

Wider Selection of "Best Buys"
Faster Delivery. 2nd Day Air!
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

AMI»MI\

A-m-uw 800-866-5575'
For Records

NoiseTrapper

Signet /AT 0C-9 phono cart. Call

"I did hear asignificant
improvement with the
Audio Express unit over
the raw A/C outlets..."

Nitty Gritty fluids and brushes. Call
Last Record Care Products. Call
Record Sleeves
50 514.50 500 5115.00
Other quantities available

efYrert Harley, Aprrl 1990
(Vol 13. No 41. Stereophaf

Record mats Audioquest 534.00
Record Cleaning Brushes
Hunt Brush 519.95 Audioquest S9.95

NoiseTrapper AC isolation 8 filter: S299.00

AO Cartridge Demagnetizer S79.95

NoiseTrapper Plus $379.00

Sumiko Analog Survival Kit $49.00

NoiseTrapper 2000
AC isolation
and filter unit
for amplifiers
$1099.00
••

NoiseTrapper
PowerStrip:
$149.95
'Recommended Component', April 1991. (Vol 14. No. 4). 6tereoohile
NoiseTrapper products shipped UPS ground

Grado
Still the best in low price cartridges
ZTE+1 519.95 7E3E+ $29.95
Other Grados: Call

Navcom CO Rings
The only CD treatment to utilize
the vibration damping properties
of pure Navcom. Call

Sumiko Oyster
Phono Cartridges
Blue Point
-3
Call

¡gîtai Cables
Audioquest,
Aural Symphonies.
limber, Straight Wire,
TARA, Wonder Link. etc
Call

All items are shipped UPS
2nd day air unless otherwise indicated.
Accessories: One item: $5.25
Turntables and stands: $12.95
Extra items: $1.25
Electronics: $8.95
Business hours: M-F 9am-6pm CST
Closed Saturday and Sunday
Prices subject to change.
Add 3% for American Express.
We accept Mastercard, VISA, Discover,
American Express, and Optima.
GUARANTEE: You may return any product,
(special orders excepted) for any reason.
within 2 weeks of receipt. for credit or
refund, (your choice) less shipping costs,
if product is undamaged, complete as
shipped. Non-cable returns subject to 10%
restocking charge. Ask for specific details.
7-91

Oyster
529.95

Accessories
Edison Price Music Post $3995/2 pr

Monster X-terminators

Audio Prism 6500 Antenna. Call

Mod Squad Tiptoes

$49,00/4

Malhadk

Call

Shure Stylus force gauge. $12.95
Sumiko Counterfeet. Call
Sumiko Tweek $15.00
Cramolin Kit. $15.00
Kontak $49.00

1-800-866-5575
1-800-580-5575 Texas only
3800 North Lamar Austin, TX 78756
FAX: 512-323-5574, Service: 512-323-5575

Monstrous savings on
Monster Cable cartridges!
\
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Save 50% off the old retail prices. You can
buy for less than dealers used to pay!
Analog is alive and well at Audio Advisor.
Monster Cable has just appointed Audio Advisor
the exclusive world-wide distributor for Monster
Cable moving coil (0.3mV output) cartridges.
Now you can own an Alpha Genesis 1000-11 or
Sigma Genesis 2000 for less than the prices
dealers used to pay.
Most audiophiles couldn't afford analog
like this ...until now!
Critics loved these cartridges at twice the price.
Stereophile's Recommended Components
(Vol 13. No. 10, October 1990) says the Alpha
Genesis 100041 "is almost as sweet in the top
five octaves as the Koetsu Red Signature
($1950] but more detailed." Anthony H.
Cordesman declared in Vol. 10, No. 5, August
1987, "No cartridge Ihave heard at any price
is convincingly better in terms of overall
performance." The Alpha Genesis 1000-11
was $800. now only $399.95.
For at least once in your life...
...you deserve agreat cartridge. Good as the
AG1000-11 is, Monster's Sigma Genesis 2000 is

even better. The Sigma Genesis 2000 is smoother, more open, more detailed and dynamic. The
secret lies in the 99.999999% pure copper and
100% quality control. Every cartridge is closely
auditioned before it leaves the factory. Is this the
best cartridge in the world? Let the critics argue.
Meanwhile, this is the only one of the world's
great cartridges you can get at 50% off its former
retail price. Was $1,200, now $599.95.
Listen for 30 days at no risk.
All cartridges are guaranteed new and factorysealed. Listen for 30 days. If either cartridge isn't
the best you've ever owned, we'll refund your
money. Not sold in stores—not at these prices!
Add $5.95 shipping in the US, $9.95 in Canada,
and $19.95 elsewhere in the world. Hurry, these
are hand-built cartridges, only so many can be
produced. Order now, avoid await!
CALL

1-800-942-0220
TOLL-FREE!
American Express. MasterCard,
Discover and VISA accepted.
225 Oakes. SW Grand Rapids.
MI 49503 616-451-3868
FAX 616-451-0709

BUILDING ALIBRARY

BRAHMS:
MORTIMER H. FRANK
shall never write a symphony,"
Brahms confided to the conductor
Hermann Levi. "You have no idea
how the likes of us feel when we hear the tramp
of agiant like him behind us." The "him"
referred, of course, to Beethoven, whose music
had at once deeply moved, inspired, yet intimidated the 21-year-old Brahms. It was at that age
that he heard the Ninth Symphony for the first
time and, catalyzed by the experience, immediately began one of his own in the same key of
D-minor. That score ultimately evolved into the
composer's First Piano Concerto. Alittle more
than two decades would pass before Brahms
completed his Symphony No.l.
The work, to be sure, had along gestation.
For one thing, there were the composer's
earlier, highly symphonic orchestral works—
the two Serenades and the Haydn Variations.

music's interpretive problems are hinged. On
the one hand there is the grand symphonic
design, with sonata structure as tautly organized as any in Haydn, Mozart, or Beethoven. On
the other is the lushness of thematic material,
aseeming stylistic antipode to the symphony's
terse Classical scheme. And then there is the
question of Brahms's orchestration, once
alleged to be clumsy and "thick," but which,
with proper guidance from the podium, becomes transparent, colorful, and—most important—a generator of musical sense.
Because the symphony straddles the theoretically opposed worlds of Classicism and
Romanticism, it requires honoring adual ethos.
Its melodies must sing, its tone be sonorous,
but textures should remain clear, the ensemble be purged of excess weight, with nothing
being permitted to cloy. This demands avoiding

Then, too, Brahms had finished the first three

athrobbing vibrato in the portentous opening

movements of the symphony many years
before completing it in 1876. Interestingly, the

and in the second movement's violin solo;

opening Poco sostenuto was (like the initial
chords of Beethoven's "Eroica") an after-

securing asharp profile of the music's rich and
highly complex texture; and maintaining a
clearly discernible, well-regulated pulse, yet
one that has sufficient elasticity to suggest the

thought, tacked on when the first movement
had ostensibly been finished. As Sir Donald

work's shifting moods without undermining

Tovey so aptly put it, the work, as originally

its cohesiveness. And then there is the issue of

conceived, had "the most abruptly dramatic
opening ever attempted."
After its premiere, the score was tagged in
some quarters as "the Tenth Symphony"—an
obvious allusion to Beethoven and one that,
in its paradoxically complimentary yet con-

the first-movement repeat: when observed, it
produces awrenching harmonic leap resulting in good measure from Brahms having purposely disguised (as Beethoven had done in the
first movement of the "Eroica") where the

descending implications, underscores certain

development begins. Inclusion of the repeat
not only produces harmonic whiplash, it

stylistic antithesis on which many of the

makes the movement too long, and only the
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TRANSPARENCY FACTOR': RE-DEFINED
"It should be apparent that Ilike these speakers."
"Music through the Screens was exciting and musically involving."
"...illusion oía soundstage miles deep was reproduced with exceptional spatial
detail by the Screens."
"The Screens reproduced bass with depth, dynamic impact, and authority."
Robert Harley on the original Screens -Stereophile Magazine
Vol. 12 No. 7, July 1989
Our pursuit of sonic
excellence has led to
significant improvement
to the Vortex Screen
since that review. By
adding state of the art
transducers to our
transmission line
technology and
revolutionary crossover
circuit design, we have
re-defined the meaning
of the term, Vortex
Transparency Factor'.

IMITA.•

The new Vortex Screen
is now available to the
discerning audiophile via
our 30-day in-home trial
offer, exclusively on a
factory-direct basis at
$1250 per pair. It
continues to set new
precedence in real value
and will do so for many
years to come.
For personalized
assistance in arranging
for your in-home trial,
just call:
1(800) 437-VORTEX

....\/ TPA NS PA PE NC Y FACTOR '

0RT EX
Vortex Acoustics, Inc.

P.O. Box 1316

Guasti, CA 91743

most rigid fundamentalist will insist on hear-

moments, but in its frequent gear shifts rup-

ing it.
Once the symphony entered the repertory,

tures the music's integrity.
Far more commanding are six performances
led by Toscanini. Two are studio efforts (1951,

it became astaple for important occasions,
often being the work with which an orchestra
opened its season. It is not surprising, consequently, that it received immediate attention

RCA 60257-2-RG; 1941, scheduled for reissue
in March of 1992 on RCA). Both are fine read-

on discs, one of the few symphonies to gain

ings, differing in many details, but sharing a
clarity, lean sonority, and propulsive power.

(from Weingartner) acomplete acoustic recording. Weingartner went on to make electrical

performance available in asonically inferior

The same holds true for alive 1951 Toscanini

versions in 1928 and 1938, both once available

Hunt set of the four symphonies (CD 706), and

in poor LP transfers, the former from Opal, the
latter from Columbia and Artisco. Collectors

afine-sounding video cassette of the telecast

finding these in cutout bins should pursue their

on which the performance was featured. Good

curiosity only if apremium price is not asked,

as these versions are, however, they are no
match for three other live ones. Interesting for

superior transfers of each account being likely

the ensemble involved is a1952 effort with the

to appear on CD.
Far more interesting and superbly remas-

six not done with the NBC Symphony. Avail-

tered is a1927 Stokowski/Philadelphia account
(Cameo Classics 9009H), an English LP that
may still be found in stores handling imports.
Here is the tonal luster of the Philadelphians
preserved in sound that is astonishing for its
age, revealing aslightly mannered but richly

Philharmonia Orchestra, the only one of the
able in afairly decent-sounding Hunt set (CD
524) devoted to the Brahms cycle Toscanini led
during his last appearance in London, it is valuable for the fullness of orchestral tone—
rounder and less coarse than what Toscanini
drew from the NBC ensemble.

expressive, forward-pressing performance, one

But the versions that stand out in this group

that Stokowski in three subsequent recordings

are from 1937 and 1940. The former, contained

was unable to duplicate. Similarly, a1928 Klemperer performance with the Berlin State Opera

on aMyto CD (89009) that preserves Toscanini's debut concert with the orchestra formed

Orchestra (Koch Legacy CD-7053) proves far

expressly for him, is an exceptionally free,

more incisive than the conductor's 1955 ste-

improvisational reading with arange of tempos

reo version (Angel CD 69551), which, for all its

(some unusually slow) atypical of the Maestro.

rhythmic rectitude and superbly controlled,
ment that is unduly protracted and pompous.

Considering its age and the cramped acoustics
of studio 8H, the sound is surprisingly good.
Still, it's the 1940 account (Melodram 18011)

Conversely, the weakest of Karajan's six

that reveals Toscanini at the peak of his powers.

recordings of the work is his earliest—a 1943

Recorded off the air, it was part of abenefit concert that took place in Carnegie Hall and is,

well-integrated finale, suffers from afirst move-

effort with the Concertgebouw Orchestra (DG
423 527-2); it is poorly transferred from 78s and
painfully mannered in its willful tempo modifications. None of the conductor's subsequent
efforts, let it be added, comprise preferred edi-

quite simply, the most compelling performance
of the music Iknow: free yet firmly controlled,
sharply accented and profiled, and built upon
plateaus of dramatic climax that culminate in

tions, all being rather cool and detached, but

an overpowering conclusion that may leave

some listeners may be seduced by the tonal
opulence of his two most recent versions (197?,

one breathless. Here, more than in any other
performance, is the perfect balance between

DG 427 253-2; 1983, DG 413 141-2).

rhapsodic freedom and atight rein, and here

Among other historical editions, those of

is aconductor who understands how, in Brahms,

Furtwângler (Music and Arts CD-289) and Men-

themes undergo dramatic transformations as

gelberg (Philips 416 210-2) should be of interest
only to specialized collectors. The former (with

marked as any that may occur in the theater.
The sound, if limited on top and bottom, has

the Concertgebouw Orchestra) lacks the thrust

sufficient presence and color. For anyone inter-

and tension of Funwângler's magnificent 1950

ested in this work, this is aperformance not to

account with the BPO, which DG will probably reissue on CD. Mengelberg's reading, also

be missed.
Similar to this Toscanini account, if not quite

with the Concertgebouw, has many exciting

so intense, is alive 1952 Cantelli performance
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Mark Levinson and Joseph
Cali will blow your mind if
you can write the check.
"Cello offers ... the first opportunity to hear music and
soul as it really is."
Gary Karr, double bass soloist

Cello Music Systems are by-appointment retail showrooms dedicated to Cello equipment and the finest associated components by
Day Sequerra, Theta, Philips, Simon Yorke, and others. We have on
demonstration new and affordable products designed by Mark
Levinson and his associates, including the pew Duet 350 power
amplifier: 350 Watts per channel/8 Ohms, 1kW in mono bridged
mode, featuring anew generation of power amplifier circuitry by
Tom Colangelo of Cello, Ltd.
Cello builds speakers too. The new Strad models stole the '91 Consumer Electronics Show (read the press). Why give up transparency
or dynamics?

Cello Music Systems/LA
Joseph Cali, Director
9080 Shoreham Drive
W. Hollywood, CA 90069
Tel. 213 273-2203
Fax 213 275-2279

Cello Music Systems/NY
Mark Levinson, Director
112 E. 71st Street
New York, NY 10021
Tel. 212 472-5016
Fax 212 879-1434

Do not be mislead: Mark Levinson and his associates designed
the product only if the Cello name is on it.

(Stradivarius 10007)—a far more vibrant read-

There can be little question of Tennstedt's

ing than the one Cantelli recorded for EMI with

commanding position, and his performance

the Philharmonia Orchestra (likely to be reis-

has akind of monolithic intensity heightened

sued before long). The sound of this aircheck

by apointing of detail that yields welcome tex-

with the NBC Symphony, aside from aslightly

tural clarity. But some may find his account too

restricted top, is quite serviceable.

expansive and limited by an antiseptic detach-

Among other historical editions, three, by

ment that neutralizes the music's emotional

virtue of the conductors involved, command

wallop. Dohnányi's I, like Boult's, is the weak-

interest: SzeII's (CBS MYK 37775), Walter's

est reading in agenerally distinguished cycle.

(Odyssey MBK 44827), and van Beinum's

He secures, to be sure, superb playing from the

(Philips 420 854-2). All are stereophonic and

Cleveland Orchestra, but his broad tempos

all have merit. Yet none does full justice to its

tend to inflate the score with the pompous for-

respective conductor: Szell's is sometimes

mality that its severest (and ill-advised) critics

fussy and without the fire he brought to the

have claimed for it. The same might be said of

music in the concert hall; Walter's, rhythmically

Skrowaczeveski's account, which has some

tauter than his 1952 version with the New York

lovely moments, but—with its prevailing

Philharmonic, lacks that effort's craggy brash-

breadth and occasional tempo modifications

ness. Still, this third of the conductor's three

—does not quite coalesce.

recordings is superior to his mannered account
of the '30s with the VP0 (once available on a

Sir Donald Tovey once noted that "it is the
nature of awork of art to be itself," by which

Vox LP); van Beinum's reading sounds tepid

Iassume he meant that we cannot set down

compared to the white heat of one he recorded

inviolate rules to which creativity must con-

for Decca/London in the early '50s.
Of more recent recordings, those by Jarvi

form. Iraise this issue because the point seems
equally applicable to musical interpretation.

(Chandos 8653), Solti (London 414 458-2), and

To be more specific, despite my preference for

Bernstein (DG 410 081-2) should be avoided.

athrustful, aggressive approach to 1, the read-

Jiirvi's account is poorly recorded, interpre-

ings of Sanderling, Giulini, and Horenstein

tively ponderous, and slack to the point of

manage, through anumber of compensatory

blandness. Solti musters abit more thrust, but

features, to make agood case for another view

he, too, cannot generate the intensity the work

Sanderling's performance can be had only in

demands, and his recording is further under-

athree-CD set of the four symphonies, one of

mined by abass-heavy sonority in which tex-

the finest cycles available (Eurodisc 69220-

ture is blurred. Bernstein's performance (with

2RU). In his 1, accents are sharply drawn,

the VPO) has the finest sound among these

secondary voices given their due, and the

three, but is far less incisive than the one he

sonority is free of excessive weight. As aresult,

recorded with the NYPO (currently unavailable

the music acquires an inner tension that gener-

but almost certain to be reissued by CBS-Sony);

ates its own brand of propulsion. Similar in

furthermore, the remake is marred by tasteless

overall approach is Horenstein. Here the pre-

tempo adjustments that disrupt continuity and

vailing sonority is lean, with motivic profile

structure.

always well-defined. As a result, the music

Considerably less wayward, though hard to

never becomes inflated, acquiring, instead, a

recommend without qualifications, are the

grim insistence tempered by apoised integrity

recordings of Boult (Angel 69521), Dohnányi

that serves as a reminder of the Classical-

(Teldec 43479), Skroveaczewski (MCA 25188),

Romantic polarity at the work's core. Ihave not

and Tennstedt (Angel 47029). Boult was one of

heard the Chesky CD reissue (CD-19), but the

the unsung giants of this century, aconductor

English RCA LP boasts clean, close, slightly

of taste and temperament if without the flam-

bright sound that complements the per-

boyance and charisma of some of his peers.

formance.

The Brahms cycle he recorded for EMI is gener-

It is probably no exaggeration to say that

ally distinguished, but its Imay prove too cool

Giulini (DG 427 804-2) has recorded the quin-

and reserved for some tastes. Still, in its under-

tessentially controversial edition. Tempos are

stated directness, it holds up well to repeated

very slow, and, with afirst-movement repeat

hearings, its only major flaw being the inclu-

included, the performance runs to what may

sion of afirst-movement repeat.

be arecord-breaking 53 minutes. Yet, owing
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to the conductor's rhythmic steadiness, ableak,
brooding intensity emerges that grows in

Davis's avoidance of too much vibrato in the
violin solo and his preference for transparency

cumulative impact as aresult of his avoidance
of mannerisms. All kinds of felicities exist here,

avoid Muti's cloying sweetness. This CD is also
filled out with the Haydn Variations, aperfor-

notably an exceptional care with detail and

mance that has a bit more backbone than

superb execution by the Los Angeles Philhar-

Muti's, but that still lacks the dramatic contrasts

monic. Not aperformance for all tastes, per-

the work demands, the perorational return of

haps, but one that may appeal for its riveting
power.

the main theme sounding not so much triumphant as sleepy. Still, for those favoring abroad,

Similar in approach though not so expansive
are two recordings of Wand (RCA 60086-2-RG,

middle-of-the-road 1, this well-recorded edi-

with the North German Radio Symphony of

tion has much to recommend it and completes
Davis's cycle of the symphonies.

Cologne; and RCA 60428-2-RC, with the
Chicago Symphony). As amid-priced edition,

As aclosing note, it is worth citing Brahms's
original piano four-hand sketch of 1recorded

the Cologne account is cheaper and, given its
musical sonority, afar better buy. The Cologne

by Duo Crommelynck (Claves 50-9102, reviewed in Vol.14 No.4). It is this version that

ensemble may lack the virtuosity and tonal
allure of the Chicagoans, but its coarser tone

introduced the symphony to asmall, select
audience shortly before its premiere. The per-

better suits the craggy nature of the music, and

formance is valuable not so much for musical

Wand is amore animated interpreter in this
earlier (1982) effort. Indeed, it generates a

pleasure as for revealing (indirectly) the imagi-

power and drama that place it among the best
editions available, even Wand's occasional

how it contributes to the work's sense. In
effect, this arrangement testifies to the absur-

adjustments of tempo and pulse being made
to sound logical and apt.

a"thick" orchestrator. Moreover, it provides

Newly released are performances by Muti
and Sir Colin Davis. The former (with the

native expressivity of Brahms's scoring and

dity of the once-held notion that Brahms was
cogent insight into his creative processes, and
for that alone the recording is invaluable. $

Philadelphia Orchestra, Philips 426 299-2) is
amajor disappointment. The first movement,
in particular, is disjointed by afrequent rupturing of pulse, the prime example being atasteless
modification of pace just before the recapitulation that is so extreme it has the effect of slicing the movement in two. The inclusion of an
exposition repeat only intensifies the disjunctive effect. The second movement is rather sentimental, and the finale, echoing problems in
the first movement, is broken into little sections
that do not gel. The CD is filled out with aponderous Haydn Variations.
Davis's performance (with the Bavarian
Radio Symphony, RCA 60382-2-RC), despite its
leisurely pacing, is much more of apiece. No
first-movement repeat is observed, and the
opening Poco sostenuto is urgent and purged
of the bloated pretension sometimes imposed
on it. It's interesting, too, to hear how Davis,
unlike Muti, makes sense of the triumphant
return in full orchestral dress of the brass chorale from the finale's introduction: with Muti,
that return is detached and sentimentalized by
legato phrasing; with Davis, it epitomizes the
dramatic transformation of themes endemic
to sonata style. And in the slow movement,
Stereophile, September 1991
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he stainless steel headband was getting
tighter across his forehead; five minutes
ago he could've changed bis mind, but
now it was too late and be was gladfor it. Soon
he'd be free, free of the droning pelvic soul
musiç music of a people and a culture so
abhorrent to bis nature the only way out
was . .
THE
COMPLETE
STAXNOLT
SINGLES,
1959-1968
244 songs by Otis Redding, Sam & Dave, Booker T.
& the MGs, Carla Thomas, Rufus Thomas, William
Bell, Eddie Floyd, The Bar-Kays, The Mar-Keys, and
many, many others
Atlantic 7-82218-2 (9 CDs only). Reissue producer:
Steve Greenberg. AAD. TT 10:5207

The manuscript of tbis review was discovered by a bag lady
rummaging &rough the burnt-out ruins of Mr Greenberg 's
Austin, Texas mansion. Once a Stereophile reader (until
bankrupted by her hardware habit), she recognized Richard
Lebnert iname and forwarded it to us.

Stereophile, September 1991

It wasn't my idea to review the StaxNolt box
set; I'd had enough of the whole humanity trip
and quit Stereop bile along time ago, and the
last thing Iwanted to do was get back into contact with anybody, much less review some
music But Richard Lehnert was one of the few
people Icould still semi-relate to, so when Isaw
his E-mail as Ilogged on one morning, IEmailed him back and suggested we do virtuallunch. He was still in Santa Fe with Jane, and
when we virtually-met in the Compuservateria
Icould see he was still very much at peace with
himself. The conniving fool.
Ichose as my dining scenario the Carnegie
Deli of New York City circa '74, and the images
of the virtual hot pastrami sandwich and Dr.
Brown's cream soda looked so real in my VR
helmet Ibegan fidgeting inside my simul-suit.
Richard set his virtual-muffalata down and
looked me straight in the image.
"It's getting worse, isn't it? Ihaven't heard
from you in months."
195
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"Big deal," Itold him. "Hey virtual lady! Can
we get some more goddamn virtual pickles
already?!"
"You're withdrawing further; even your
voice sounds different."
"It damn well better," Isaid; I'd slapped anew
algorithm in the voice-synthesis section to
avoid positive voice-stress identification.
Another few yards of distance never hurts. I
asked Richard what he wanted me for in the
first place.
"I want you to do apiece for the magazine
on the new StaxNolt box set. Nine CDs. Every
StaxNolt A-side put out between '59 and '68,
and some of the Bs. All the stuff you used to go
nuts over before the. ..
before your. .."
What Richard was being so annoyingly
polite about was my breakdown. Ihad abreakdown. Ifound out, on my own, THANK YOU,
just what was the problem—ie, PEOPLE—so
Icut that particular toxin from my daily diet,
so to speak, and thus cured myself quite cheaply, suddenly, and, if Ido say so myself, PERMANENTLY. Every day we spend interacting
with other people, we get alittle more insane
from all the random, unpredictable behavior
and eccentricities of our fellow humans; it got
to the point where the more Itried to control
my environment, the less order Iachieved. My
systems collapsed, my mind began to unravel.
Ineeded to shed my skin, and Iwanted the new
layer to be metal.
"You're getting away from us, bro; you don't
write, you sure as hell don't call. ..what is it
you said to me, that you don't do real-time anymore? That you can't get any closer than aminimum of three successive A-D-A stages in a
commlink or else you start hyperventilating?
That you don't even wear your glasses in your
VR helmet anymore, because you want even
the screens to be out of focus?! You need to
rediscover yourself, Corey, and I'm sending
you the StaxNolt box to start with. You used to
go on and on about Otis Redding and Steve
Cropper; listen to it again and maybe something'll dick within you before it's too late You've
got alot of people very scared, Iwant you to
know. Jane cries for you, man ...1 do, too."
Same old Richard, getting human on me
again. Ibanged my fists hard on the support
surface and virtual-knocked over the virtual
napkin dispenser. Itold him not to waste his
tears on me and gave him apost office box to
send the set to; I'd hired aboy to fetch my mail
and groceries for me and afew weeks later the
security system went off at the sound of his
knocks on the front gate. Icalled up camera five
on the screen and saw his spotted face and
runny nose staring into the lens.
"Mr. Burroughs! Mr. Burroughs! Are you
Stereophile, September 1991

home?"
His hand was gripping the gate so 1switched
on the voltage I'd wired to keep animals off the
property; he jumped a good five feet and
landed on his ass.
"GETAWAY FROM THE GATE!" Iscreamed
into my mouthpiece "I TOLD YOU NEVER TO
TOUCH THE GATE! Now leave my supplies
there and GET LOST!"
The motor that controlled the headband
pressure shook inside the helmet as the pressure on his skull increased. His eyes were
forced open as the skin of bis forehead was
pulled upward by the ever-shrinking steel
band. His hands involuntarily gripped the
now-useless controls, the knuckles white and
trembling. The earspeakers inside the helmet
blared Otis Redding 's "These Arms of Ming"
and bis death-mask leer drew his mouth's
corners deeper against his cheeks as he beard
his neck cracking. ..
Richard had sent the latest issue of Stereo',bile along with the box set, and Ipaged through
it with distaste; they'd gotten themselves anew
hotshot, some kid named Dan Pussey. Real
funny guy; the readers ate him up. Well, young
Dan Pussey would learn what it's really all
about sooner or later. ..
Iopened up the Stax
box and looked inside. Jesus, nine CDs?! I
couldn't remember any of the names ...0tis?
Carla Thomas? Eddie Floyd? Who were these
people?! And what kind of aname for alabel
was StaxNolt? It reminded me of the voltage
I'd turned loose on the boy earlier, and Ilaughed
out loud for the first time in months; it felt
strange, and the echoes down the unlit, empty
halls sounded sinister, like I'd never heard
myself sound before. Iliked it.
"Soothe me baby, soothe me. .."
What was this crap?! This Sam and Dave
group was horrible; imagine miking an actual
drumkit for the rhythm tracks! Why hadn't
they just used adigital drum machine? This Al
Jackson guy kept switching the accents, and
his snare drum was always afew milliseconds
behind the beat; what was he trying to do, create agroove?! When you summarily shut yourself off from all human contact and emotional
involvement, the last thing you want is a
groove. In the past year, I'd gotten heavily into
Kraftwerk, Eno, Jean-Michel Jarre. ..
Eurocentric droning synthesized robotic OOZE was
where it was at! I'd put on Jarre's Equinox in
the morning and just let it waft through the corridors like some medieval death march. The
music meshed perfectly with the gothic lay of
the house, and it didn't actively interfere with
any of my thoughts or movements. That was
the beauty of Eurosynth: it didn't mean anything and it didn't make you want to move. It
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left you alone, which is as it should be.
be in the VR suit going through my various
But the Stax discs were unlistenable; song
simulations when I'd notice my foot tapping
after song, Ibecame agitated, irritable, inalong to "Green Onions" and suddenly have
volved. "DAMN YOU!!" Ishouted at the hi-fi,
to reset the whole scenario in anger. Or I'd be
"MP MAKING ME FEEL LIKE THIS!!" Of all
playing computer golf and hit one into the
the artists on there, the one called Otis Redding
drink because the music was stirring up longwas the most unbearable His songs typified the
forgotten feelings inside me; emotional reworst characteristics of the StaxNolt sound: a sponses I'd spentyears trying to eliminate, with
hip-shakin' groove heavy on the backbeat,
damned good reason.
bright'n'punchy horn charts, and minimal,
It just didn't pay to feel anything anymore,
supremely funky Southern soul electric guitar,
but these Stax/Volt singles were nothing less
bass, and organ backing. But the most salient
than celebrations of feeling, of triumphant
and unnervingjy wretched component of this
human redemption, of the sensual pleasures
doggerel was Otis's voice. Ichecked it out on
of the flesh. Looking through the 65-page fullthe FFT analyzer, and half the time he didn't
size book included with the set, Isaw arecord
even sing in perfect pitch! The other half of the
label that had all at once reinvented Southern
time, he was singing out of time with the rest
soul music and provided the down-home
of the musicians!! No wonder they developed
funky flipside to Motown's urban pop dance
Harmonizers and samplers to correct this shit;
empire And through it all, the presence of Otis
this Redding fellow seemed to be proud of his
loomed large; both tragic and heroic, Mr. Pitiorganic limitations! Iguess nobody ever told
ful, all the way country in every sense of the
him about the importance of proper intonaword and fiercely proud of it—Fa, fa fa fa fa, fa
tion, and I'm sure he never owned ametrofa, fa fa—the man who built Stax and the
nome; it was just this kind of gleeful trashing
greatest soul singer this world has ever known.
of the established European order-driven aesIhated every minute of it.
thetic that drove me around the bend thefirst
The stainless-steel band broke through the
time around.
skin like asausage casing Corey's eyes bulgThrough the smoke from the shrieking
ing out like astartledfn:rg kas the twirling pinmotor be could see the image of Richard on the
wheels crashed inside his bead and the gears
big screen, screaming "NO NO NO!!," but
of the helmet whined in anger
there was nothing be could do; the stainlessBut Icouldn't stop listening to it; that was the
steel band was cutting into his forehead now
problem. As much as Ihated the way it made
and the pain was nearly hallucinatory. He
me feel like dancing, Ibecame perversely fascould feel the plates of his skull scraping
cinated with it as an exercise in self-flagellation,
against each other as they began ¡be inevitable
much like seeing how long one can hold aredcollapse inward, and the image of thefrantic
hot coal. At first Ionly listened for afew songs
man on the screen seemed a billion miles
at atime, then Ieventually put the whole set
away.
into the multi-player and set it for infinite
The other "artists" were no better: Booker
repeat, letting the awful noise bounce off my
T. & the MG'S and the Mar-Keys played instruSpic'n'Spanned walls 24 hours aday. Icouldn't
mentals that were thankfully devoid of those
sleep. Ibegan walking the halls nude with a
involving vocals, but still drove me up the wall
flyswatter. Every time Ipassed a mirror I
with their relentless rhythmic invention and
smashed it with my bare fist. The infocenterdownright funkiness. Why couldn't these guys
taindom registered that several E-mails had
just play the changes straight?! The songs were
been received, but Iignored them, choosing
simple enough in structure; why did they have
instead to burn off all my hair with aset of long
to make them so unique? It was hard enough
fireplace matches.
that Ihad to suffer through tube-amplified gui"Pain in my heart ...
just won't let me be. .."
tar and bass. In fact, Ithink the entire Stax stuThe music was trying to get inside my head,
dio in Memphis had been tubed, from the
but Iknew better than that! Yes, by golly, Idid!
mikes to the Ampex tape machines; how they
You see, Iwas stronger than the music. Ieven
ever got around the sonic shortcomings of
turned it up as loud as it would go, the sound
tubes was beyond me, but the entire set did
booming through the house like some joyful
have acomplete absence of the hard, brittle
reverberating getdown gospel revue. Ifell to
quality Iloved so much on my Eurosynth CDs,
my knees and clasped my ears in fright, unaand gave the Stax discs awarm, lovely tone that
ble to breathe. My mind wanted the music to
set my teeth on edge. If I'd wanted golden butSlIDP, but my body kept forcing me to confront
ter, I'd have gone to Virtual Wisconsin.
it as nakedly and as directly as possible, to the
The more Ilistened to the Stax discs, the
point where Iwas kneeling before Gordon's
more confused and disoriented Ibecame. I'd
old Sound-Labs stark naked with my streaked,
Stereophile, September 1991
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stubbled head and burnt fingers, eyes wide
open, arms outstretched to receive the message
in all of its stupefying glory. My ears throbbed
to sound pressure levels Ihadn't experienced
in years, my head ached from the enduring
madness, my body tensed like aBengal tiger
at the moment of the kill. Ibegan crying like
I'd never cried before, and Iknew Icouldn't
hold on much longer; it was happening all over
again.
"COREY! ARE YOU THERE?! CAN YOU
HEAR ME?!"
Richard's face came on the big screen but I
paid it little notice except to smear several restaurant packets of ketchup all over the glowing surface. Iwasn't thinking about anything
at all, just moving forward on pure muscletwitch. THIS was the state I'd been trying to
achieve all this time: auto-pilot. The Automatic
Man. Complete absence of conscious thought,
bias, and conflict. Simple. Easy. Flowing.
"I CAN'T SEE ANYTHING!! THERE'S RED
ALL OVER MY MONITOR!! COREY!!"
Icould hear the ants outside growing bigger
and stronger with every passing second. God,
to be an ant—cold, martial, without feeling. I
wanted an exoskeleton like an ant's, ametalclad armor that would keep me safe and everybody else away. Ithink lcan Ithink Ican Ithink
Ican Ithink Ican Ithink Ican—

"These...arms. ..of.. .
mi-i-i-i-inc.. .
they
are yearning. .."
The yellowed foam began to collect at the
corners of my mouth as Istrapped myself into
the VR chamber while singing along with Otis;
I'd had these discs on infinite repeat for weeks
now, and knew every lick and lyric by heart.
Iwas smiling with my eyes wide open as I
tapped in the command with my dirty fingers:
head circumference = O. The motor came on
and Istarted laughing, and Otis's screaming got
louder and louder and the image of Richard
flickered like apilot light in the corner of my
peripheral vision and it started to hurt but that's
okay and all Iknew was that the StaxNolt box
was indeed the most sensitive, human group
of recordings I'd ever heard and that it was by
far the worst thing I'd ever heard in my entire
life. Iloved it too much ...
Corey's lifeless beadfloppedforward like
a rag doll's, bis black tongue sticking out of
his mouth dry and stiff The horror in his ear
the imperfect rhythms, and the crude sound
quality were forever silenced, but the strange
andforeign music played on inside his helmet
as well as throughout the main perimeter The
online news service reported later that the
music played on continuouslyfor nine months
before an electrical short started thefire that
burned the bouse down to the ground.
S
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RECORD REVIEWS

Elvis Costello's new Mighty Like ARose needs a
little weeding-out. See p.224.

Classical
BERLIOZ: Fantastic Sympbony
WEBER: Invitation to tbe Dance (arr: Berlioz)
Christoph von Dohnányi, Cleveland Orchestra
London 430 201-2 (CD only). John Pellowe, eng.; Paul
Myers, prod. DDD. T1': 62:50

This is about the fiftieth Fantastic Symphony
to appear on CD and the third to emanate from
the Cleveland Orchestra, which places astrong
obligation on London/Decca and Dohnányi to
justify the effort. Technically it is asuccess,
with much fine sound from an orchestra very
effectively arrayed across Cleveland's Masonic
Auditorium and nicely set back within its spacious acoustic. As commonly happens, the
upper strings seem more distant than their
lower brethren, but neither clarity nor brilliance are sacrificed, while the bass has afine
richness and the big drum in (iv) and (y)
archives an almost Telarc-like fullness of impact. If there's any sonic doubt it concerns
dynamics, which fail to overwhelm at the end
of the "March to the Scaffold" and in the
"Witches Sabbath" unless one chooses to play
the whole work rather too loudly for comfort
elsewhere. Most un-Telarc-like, this, but Ihesitate to blame the producer as asomewhat
restrained dynamic seems consonant with
Dohnányi's overall approach, which evinces
more concern for the symphony's subtleties
and sadness than for its brilliance or bombast.
He glides very convincingly between the
introvert ponderings and passionate outbursts
of (i), generating an underlying mood of wistful
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Glenn Gould's last recording, and his conducting
debut, is finally released: astartling re-creation of
Wagner's Siegfried Idyll. See p.209.

lamentation which somehow threads its way
across the "Ball" movement (which, in contrast, includes the festive optional cornet
part—in the Cleveland tradition) to the central
Pastoral section (iii), where everything is very
carefully molded. In particular, the cor-anglais
player deserves congratulations for the really
heartfelt loneliness suggested by his responses
to the rumbles of distant thunder at the movement's end. The March, which opens with
notably well-articulated rapid drumbeats, includes the repeat—as does the first movement
—and avoids the all-too-common mad rush;
and if the Satanic finale is atrifle lacking in fortissimo fire, there's no denying the perky
humor with which Dohnányi directs the
woodwinds when they gleefully mock the idée
fixe theme.
This is an interestingly biased if not tremendously startling performance of the old warhorse, worth hearing for its quieter insights,
while the coupled Berlioz orchestration of
Weber's Invitation to the Dance is areal delight. Faster than usual, it is brilliantly brought
off, with abeautifully shaped frame provided
by Stephen Geber's solo-cello "invitation" and
"thank you."
—John Crabbe
BRAHMS: Complete Organ Works
Kevin Bowyer, organ
Nimbus NI 5262 (CD only). DDD. TT: 68:40

Brahms wrote little organ music, and this was
confined either to his earliest years or to his last.
However, Kevin Bowyer makes avery persuaStereophile, September 1991

sive case for it on this recording, pointing
Brahms's undisputed contrapuntal skills with
atasteful blend of organ stops and dynamics,
and Nimbus has backed this up with afirst-rate
recording that copes with the instrument's
huge harmonic range with consummate ease.
For completeness, Bowyer has included not
only the revised and then published Fugue in
a-flat of 1864, and the Chorale 0 lizturigkeit,
oHerzleid, which only saw the light of day in
1882, but also their discarded 1857 originals.
Also composed in 1857 were the small Prelude
and Fugue in a, dedicated to Clara Schumann,
and the larger, more dramatic Prelude and
Fugue in g; neither was published until 30 years
after Brahms's death. But perhaps his most
compelling work for this genre was the compilation of Eleven Chorale Preludes, composed
in 1896, and published posthumously as Op.122.
These not only show aremarkable diversity but
pay homage to the Baroque practice that
favored the use of German Protestant chorale
tunes. Bedecked in the Romantic harmonies
immediately recognizable as Brahms's own,
they bridge the span of two centuries with confident nobility.
—BarbaraJahn
CHOPIN: Piano Music
The Four Ballades, Nocturne in c#, Berceuse, Andante spianato and Grande Polonaise, Ihrantelle
Bernard d'Ascoli, piano
Nimbus NI 5249 (CD only). DDD. TT: 61:14

This, blind French pianist Bernard d'Ascoli's
second disc, is much better recorded than the
first (of Schumann works), highlighting the
clarity of d'Ascoli's textures and the floating
tranquil lines he can sustain by finger as well
as pedal legato. But this in itself also exposes
arather sparse and not always clean use of the
sustaining pedal. Then, by the close of the First
Ballade, it becomes apparent that d'Ascoli just
doesn't have the weight and power to bring
such cataclysmic passagework as the chromatic
double octaves to full fruition.
As the disc progresses, though, it is d'Ascoli's
basic lack of imagination that really palls. Melodies are given straight, there is no ebb and flow,
no gentle rubato. The Berceuse is an interesting
case in point—it becomes abeautifully neat,
technical exercise, but lacks poetry and atmosphere. Chopin preferred to hear other pianists
play his music; Ifear d'Ascoli would not have
been one of them.
— BarbaraJahn
DVORAK: Symphony 8, Serenade Op.22
Claus Peter Flor, Royal Philharmonic
RCA 60234-2-RC (CI) only). Mark Vigars, Simon Rhodes,
engs.; Andrew Keener, prod. DDD. TT: 69:19
DVORÁK: Symphony 9, Carnival Overture
André Previn, Los Angeles Philharmonic
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Telarc CD-80238 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, prod. DDD. TT: 50:33
DVORÁK: Symphony 9, The Wood Dove
Eliahu Inbal, Philharmonia Orchestra
Teldec 2292-46468-2 (CD only). Michael Brarnmann,
eng.; Martin Fougue, prod. DDD. rn 63:36

One would hardly recognize Dvorák's 8th as
his most genial symphony in the hands of Peter
Flor. In all his recordings that Ihave heard, Flor
has sounded supremely cautious, and this has
been most readily reflected by apropensity to
select leaden tempi that crush all the life out of
even the most vivacious of rhythms. Hence,
this most constructionally original and lyrical
work, with its plethora of toe-tapping themes,
becomes asomewhat languorous beast.
Although the third-movement scherzo goes
some way toward eradicating the torpidity of
the Adagio, the weaknesses of the Finale are
heightened, and the result is, again, totally enervating. Even the fresh-air quality of the coupled
Serenade is dampened by amood of disquiet,
thanks to the unyieldingly tight control of the
reins Flor deems necessary in order to achieve
what is, admittedly, alaudable neatness.
Pedantry has never been André Previn's style,
as demonstrated by his much praised Dvorák
8, with its unforced light and shadow and its
rather surprising, though nonetheless convincing, subtlety. But Ihave to admit to disappointment with his "New World." That element of
rubato that worked so well in the 8th seems to
halt the flow of phrases unnecessarily in the
9th. But there is some delightful playing here,
particularly in the Largo, and the vitality of the
Finale is truly impressive.
Not so many years ago, the Carnival Overture could quite easily have appeared on that
list of works representative of Previn's special
brand of inspired direction. Here it lacks spontaneity; it even sounds dull and metrical in
places and, considering aTT of only 50:33, this
all adds up to adisc that cannot be recommended.
Inbal's approach stands somewhere between
those of Previn and Flor, with the control of
neither, but certainly with the ability to draw
amore spirited, heartfelt performance from the
orchestra than Flor can command. Here, the
sum of the parts is definitely more praiseworthy than its individual components, and
with acolorful performance of the programmatic Irted Dove, afresh performance and 13
minutes more music for your money, it has to
be recommended, despite its shortcomings,
over Previn's recording. However, none of
these readings told me anything about the symphonies that at least two dozen other conductors haven't already committed to disc.
—Barbarajahn
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ENESCO: Oedipe
José Van Dam Oedipus; Gabriel Bacquier. Tiresias; Nicolai
Gedda, Shepherd; Gino Quilico, Theseus; John Aler,
iiiUS; Brigitte Fassbaender, Jocasta; Nlarjana Lipovsek,
Sphinx; Barbara Hendricks, Antigone; others; Orfeon
Donostiarra, Orchestre Philharmonique de MonteCarlo; Lawrence Foster
EMI CDS 7 54011 2(2 CDs only). John Rushby-Smith,
prod. DDD. TT: 2:36:37

As one can see from the virtual Who's Who in
Opera cast, this recording must be taken seriously. Many of the singers have only afew lines
to sing, but they have been chosen carefully.
Is Oedipe worth such trouble and preparation?
The answer is aresounding Yes!
The Romanian Enesco worked on this, his
masterpiece, for 15 years; it was premiered in
Paris in 1936 and was acclaimed agreat work.
It was revived the next season and then disappeared until 1955—so much for the need for
great art. This is its second recording; the first
was in Romanian (it was written, and is performed on this recording, in French) and
appeared briefly on Electrecord in the '60s.
The opera tells the entire Oedipus story, from
the birth and Tiresias's prophesy to the moment before death at Colonnus. The only
weakness Ican discern is in the final, Colonnus,
act—there's aperfumed piety to it which Ifind
cloying and out of line with the rest of the
opera. (The musical idiom is highly individualistic until then—a mixture of French schooling with Romanian/Baltic harmonies, and ahint
of Bartók; the last act is pure French impressionism.) But this is just talk—the opera is enormously effective and this performance is-1
hate the word—definitive.
José Van Dam, agreat artist, here surpasses
himself in the title role. He reaches into his soul
and draws acomplete portrait of the tormented
Oedipus, in tones ranging from Schoenbergesque Sprechstimme to the most rounded
legato. This is award-winning singing/acting.
There isn't aweak link in the cast, but other
standouts are the terrifying Sphinx of Marjana
Lipovsek (the music which accompanies her
appearance can make your skin crawl), the selfconfident Laius of light tenor John Aler (with
atotal of 14 bars to sing!), Brigitte Fassbaender's
hopeless Jocasta, and Barbara Hendricks's
touching Antigone. Imight add that the entire
cast sings in flawless French, and this helps, too.
The general tone of the opera, as one might
expect, is somber, but Enesco, realizing that he
was dealing with Greek Tragedy, brilliantly
evokes pity and terror as well. He also tonepaints, as in the first act where the shepherd
(marvelously portrayed by Nicolai Gedda) sings
that he and the others have plaited garlands
from leaves and carved flutes from reeds. The
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orchestra is large and the texture intricate, but
Lawrence Foster balances the various strands
masterfully and helps us through some of the
knotty moments. He also makes the Monte
Carlo Philharmonic sound like agenuinely
major band; they respond to him and the music
beautifully. The production job is fabulous,
with great clarity and depth and an absolutely
natural voice-orchestra balance As Isaid above,
"definitive," and it's true. Don't miss this one.
—Robert Levine
GRAINGER: 7h the Foret
Symphonic Band Music of Percy Grainger: Molly on the
Shore, Country Gardens; Chorale No.2 (Franck); March
(Bach); 'Tuscan Serenade (Fauré); 7others
Keith Brion, Kenneth G. Bloomquist, conde.; Michigan
State University Symphonic Band
Delos DE 3101 (CD only). John Earglejohn McDaniel,
engs.; Adam Stern. prod. ODD. TT: 56:44
GRAINGER: Dished upfor Piano,
Folksong
Arrangements
Country Gardens; The Merry King; Molly on the Shore;
Irish tune from County Derry; Knight and Shepherd's
Daughter; Scotch Strathspey; One more day my John
(easy & complex versions); 20 others
Martin Jones, piano
Nimbus NI 5244 (CD only). ODD.
6&26

One of the things Ienjoy so much about Percy
Grainger's music is that his high-spirited style,
sometimes impertinent, sometimes tender,
always imaginative, invariably brings asmile
to my face Here are two very fine anthologies,
each containing some of the most popular
selections (the Michigan Band includes Counuy Gardens in both Sousa's arrangement and
the composer's own, quite different, later setting), but also providing afair number of rarities. For example, in the third volume of his
complete piano-music survey, Martin Jones
supplies afive-minute keyboard edition of the
Scotch Stratbspey, as well as the nearly nineminute Jutish Medley, these being by far the
longest works (shortest is the 31-second Bristol
7bwn). And these are just afew among anumber of unusual items in this 28-piece album.
Keith Brion, who guest-conducts all but two
of the dozen band settings in 7b the Fore! (a
Grainger expression asking for amusical phrase
to stand out), reveals what an extraordinary
arranger the composer was with a14-minute
organ chorale of Franck, asong by Faint, achorale by J.S. Bach plus an Anna Magdalena march
by his son, CR E., as well as the usual familiar
selections that are de rigueur for Grainger collections. The Michigan Band performances are
in the main very satisfying, although they never
quite attain the subtlety and polish of Frederick
Fennell's groups or another favorite of mine,
the Central Band of the Royal Air Force (EMI
CDC 749608). Delos's reproduction, however,
features an excellent soundstage and separa Stereophile, September 1991

tion, with great instrumental color and almost
tangible brass. Martin Jones, in spite of the usual
distant Nimbus tunnel sonics, provides great
pleasure with his exuberance and sensitive
identification with the Grainger style. This particularly varied collection would in fact make
aworthy introduction to Grainger's piano settings, often markedly different from his
instrumental and orchestral treatments of the
same pieces.
— Igor Klpnis
LISZT: Tone Poems
Hungarian Rhapsodies I-6, Les Preludes, Mazeppa,
Battle of the Huns, mephisto Waltz
Hermann Scherchen, Vienna State Orchestra
MCA Classics MCAD2-9832 (2 CDs only). Herbert
Zeithammer, eng.; Kurt List, prod.; Doug Schwartz,
remastering eng.; Martin Fleischmann, digital rernastering prod. AAD. TT: 2:07:30

Imust admit that Iactually purchased these
double-decker (two-in-one) CDs out of pure
nostalgia. It was back between 1957-59, the
time of their initial issuance on the long-since
defunct Westminster label, that Iwas working
for that company as Art and Editorial Director.
Although never an out-and-out admirer of Hermann Scherchen (1891-1966), Idid recall that
these Liszt performances of six Hungarian
Rhapsodies, orchestrated by their composer
in collaboration with Franz Doppler, plus the
three tone poems and the Mephisto Waltz,
were very special. Originally issued in Westminster's high-end audio Laboratory series
(each side less than 20 minutes long, careful
quality control, plus packaging in azippered
plastic bag and booklet that included aminuteby-minute sonic analysis), these were marveloussounding state-of-the-art recordings. Of course,
that was back in the late 1950s; how would they
sound AAD'd?
To my utter astonishment and that of several
other listeners, the performances emerged with
superior, wide-spread imaging and with remarkable fullness of body; Westminster's
sonics, in spite of apenchant for spot-miking
and pinpointing of certain instruments, were
always impressive but not exaggerated beyond
living-room listening credibility. They are just
as striking again, so much so in fact that, without fear of dispute, one can describe these two
CDs as sounding better than agreat many discs
of very recent vintage.
What of the performances? The Vienna State
Orchestra, recorded on atight budget (limited
rehearsals, non-expansive sessions) was not the
most precise of ensembles, or especially refined tonally. Even wind and string intonation
could be aproblem. The wispy organ in The
Battle of the Huns, furthermore, is actually
embarrassing. What makes these renditions
Stereophile, September 1991

come so vividly to life, however, was the highly
romantic, passionately involved, free-wheeling
conducting of Scherchen. Surely the surging
Les Préludes has to be one of the most effective recordings since the legendary Mengelberg, the most popular Hungarian Rhapsodies
the rip-roaring orchestral equivalent of the
pianistic individualisms of aHorowitz or Cortot. The great atmosphere and directorial
impetuosity one can hear on these bargain CDs
(we're talking about acost of between five and
six dollars per CD, depending on the store)
would make them recommendable no matter
the sonics. But when the sound is as impressively palpable as this, the set becomes an
irresistible bargain. Except for the very minor
complaint that cutoffs at the end of pieces
could have been less abrupt, there can be nothing but praise for the transfers. — Igor Klpnis

MONTEVERDI:

Vespers (1610)

Soloists, Chant Choir, New London Consort, Philip
Pickett
L'Oiseau-Lyre 425 823-2 (2 CDs only). Peter Wadland,
prod.; Simon Eadon, eng. DOD. TT 91:28
MONTEVERDI: Vespers (1610)
Soloists, Choir, and Junior Choir, The English Baroque
Soloists, John Gardiner
Archiv 429 565-2 (2 CDs only). Karl-August Naegler,
prod.; Ulrich Vette, eng. ODD. TT: 105:42

The Pickett discs were recorded in St. Jude's
Church, Hampstead (London), the Gardiner
in St. Mark's, Venice, and All Saints', Tooting.
Parts were recorded at apublic performance.
The considerable difference in overall timing
is explained by the fact that Gardiner includes
the smaller six-voice Magnificat. To balance
things, Pickett features afair amount of plainchant which has little to do with Monteverdi's
work, since he envisaged the motets as substitute-antiphons. The listener who chooses
Pickett can cut out the chant by using his remote-control key to eliminate Disc 1, bands
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and Disc 2, bands 2,
14, 19.
The St. Mark's sound is resonant and lively,
but does not quite capture, for me, the extraordinary velvety acoustic resulting from the concave shapes of the many cupolae. Anyone who
has conducted 16th- or 17th-century music in
the basilica will understand what Imean. It is
aquestion of neither definition nor articulation, for the finer points of the latter can be
brought out by close miking, allowing the
more distant mikes to pick up the atmosphere.
This makes it possible to jig along in some
of the psalms, where the jazzy approach
detracts from the essential dignity of the work
as awhole. In the Sonata sopra Sancta Maria,
certain of the quick passages are speeded up
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out of all recognition, and no amount of knobtwiddling will control this undesirable element. What happens is that asection will begin
with long slow notes, which gradually speed
up because of the notation, until everything
careers along at aspeed high enough to warrant aticket. What should happen is flexibility, for the Dutch writer Bannius remarked that
Monteverdi's music ought never to be performed in exact rhythmic proportion, and the
composer says the same in his Eighth Book of
Madrigals, where performance according to
the emotions is said to be much preferable to
following arigid beat. Gardiner is insufficiently
flexible.
Pickett's plainchant error derives from an
edition Imade in the early '60s, which was
used for a"cleaned" performance of the Vespers given at Westminster Abbey, London. The
Dean had informed me that he wanted aperformance that would not exceed 75 or 80
minutes, since there were no restroom facilities for large audiences. By including only the
invocation, five psalms, hymn, and Magnificat
(all basic to the office of vespers), Ireduced the
total timing to 70, which was atrifle too short;
but by adding the chant in conformity with a
modem vespers service (as opposed to one dating from Monteverdi's time), Ireached the
desired length of program. Subsequent performers questioned this approach, as indeed
they should, especially for recordings. The
latest to succumb is Philip Pickett.
The acoustic recorded at St. Jude's is acceptable, however, though those listeners with
high-end capabilities will probably wish to
bend the output to some extent, especially in
the fuller passages which Ifind unclear in certain respects. Yet this is, without doubt, slightly
the more preferable of the two versions, even
if it lacks the smaller Magnificat.
—Denis Stevens
WAGNER: Glenn Gould Conducts & Plays
Siegfried Idyll, original chamber version.' Piano Transcriptions (Gould): Die Meistersinger, Prelude to Act
1; GOtterdlimmerung, Dawn & Siegfried's Rhine Journey; SiegfriedIdyll
Glenn Gould, piano, piano 4-hands (overdubbed), conductor; members of the Toronto Symphony
Sony Classical SK 46279 (CD only). Kevin Doyle,' Kent
Warden, Frank Dean Dennowitz, engs.; Glenn Gould,'
Andew Kazdin, prods. ADD. TT 71:00

Listening to Glenn Gould's masterful Meistersinger and Gtetterdammerung piano transcriptions again for the first time since their release
in the mid-'70s, Ireacted exactly as Ihad then:
these are fascinating abstracts of Wagner's
music, Gould's astonishing technique revealing
in x-ray fashion Wagner's equally astonishing
contrapuntal skill. But music they're not. It's
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nowhere clearer than in this disc, by amaster
technician and musician, how inextricably
wedded is Wagner's music to his orchestral
writing. (Wagner is not Bach, who sounds
wonderful no matter on what motley aggregation of instruments his music is played.) Only
in the brief fugal section of the "Rhine Journey," as might be expected, do Gould and the
music take off. Otherwise, in Gould's extremely
capable hands, some of Wagner's finest music
still ends up sounding no better than Liszt's
lesser tone poems: too many notes, too little
soul, all painted with too literal abrush.
The Siegfried Idyll is altogether different,
Wagner's original and uncharacteristically
sparse scoring (13 instruments) lending itself
perfectly to Gould's expansive art of piano
reduction. Most important, Gould slows down
the piece to 23:31, making it by far the longest
Idyll on record (apart from his own orchestral
version; see later). He allows himself the time
and space to pick lovingly, savoring,ly over this
music's fragile bones, and, for the first time in
my listening experience, this very private, intimately charming piece of incidental music,
never intended for public performance, becomes asmall masterpiece of High Romance.
For the piano transcriptions Gould is at the top
of his form, but, yes, he hums throughout, and
the inside-the-instrument piano sound is painfully harsh and fatiguing.
But the real treat is Gould's 1982 orchestral
version—his conducting debut and final recording, released here for the first time. It's
even longer than his piano version, if by only
aminute, and even more of arevelation. After
the first few bars Irelaxed fully under Gould's
slow, sure conducting hands, not resisting. My
gratitude for his willingness to take time to create this most personal vision grew and grew
over the next 24 minutes and 28 seconds.
Needless to say, Iheard things I'd never heard
before, as arpeggios became figures, figures
became phrases, phrases became long, suspended melodic lines, and rests threatened to
stop time itself.
Program your CD player to play first the
piano arrangement, then the chamber version.
At nearly the same speeds, they remain wholly
different creations. Gould makes the listener
work and wait for, savor each note—his genius is to coax the listener to work hard, willingly, and happily, his final reward complete
satisfaction. The pick-up chamber orchestra
of Toronto Symphony players leaves agood bit
to be desired in terms of execution, but the
long, slow pace leaves the players so revealed
I'd hate to have been in their shoes. ,
For those familiar with the Idyll, this disc is
amust-buy for the chamber-orchestra version
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alone. From this mere 25 minutes of music, it's
clear Glenn Gould had agreat deal to say as a
conductor when astroke felled him days after
his 50th birthday and amere month after this
performance was taped. All the more reason
to treasure his Siegfried Idyll—you'll not have
heard its like.
—Richard Lehnert

Classical Collections
JOEL COHEN & BOSTON CAMERATA: New Britain
(Roots of American Folksong)
Joel Cohen, The Boston Camerata
Erato 2292-45474-2 (Cl) only). Joel Cohen, prod.; David
Griesinger, eng. DDD. 'TT 6008

Iwant to tell you that Ithink this is the best and
most important recording yet from Joel Cohen
and his Camerata, but first we have to talk about
Hubert Humphrey. You see, the late Happy
Warrior once expounded his economic theories thusly: "There's two kinds of people—
tricolators and percolators. The tricolators
think it all trickles down from the top, and the
percolators think it works its way up from the
bottom." Of course, musicologists tend to fall
into similar camps: some believe that folk
"composers" borrow their tunes from throughcomposed "art" music (Purcell is ausual example of a"classical" composer whose tunes have
been thus borrowed), while others believe that
the great composers could not exist without
the popular idiom from which they draw
strength and inspiration. Like the Bobby
Kennedy character in Barbara Garson's MacBird, Ibasically agree with both positions. New
Britain is afascinating exploration of just such
musical cross-fertilization; not only do Cohen
and his cohorts do afine job of elucidating the
sources of American folk music, they also have
agreat time doing it.
When classically trained singers perform folk
music, the result is usually asad travesty in the
literal sense. Ionce heard Marilyn Horne perform an "Evening of American Song," and I
wanted to crawl under achair out of sheer
embarrassment. Not so with the Boston
Camerata; Iwould actually go to afolk concert
by these people. Even when they essay acowboy tune, you laugh with them, not at them,
and this turns ascholarly exercise into aperformance that can be enjoyed without refer1This is also due. Ithink. to the fact that the recorded balance
is extremely close to the instruments. This kind of orchestra.
under-the-microscope engineering—it presents an illustrated
score rather than adocument of areal acoustic event—leaves
me in two minds: while the sounds of the individual instruments are scratchy and not particularly beautiful, that wry lack
of beauty to the sound allows the individual musical lines to
stand proud of the overall sonic texture. However, Ican't help
feeling sorry for the musician,, there being nowhere for even
the slightest unevenness of tone or technique to hide —JA
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ence to the notes. As a Philadelphian and
admirer of the Sacred Harp tradition (a close
cousin of an Elizabethan system of solmisation
used to teach sight-reading to an illiterate
audience, and more commonly known as
shape-note singing 2), Iespecially enjoyed the
five Sacred Harp songs that close this CD. Ialso
loved the tracing of the song-trail that leads
from a15th-century French chanson through
"Barbara Allen" to the hymn "Heavenly Dove" 5
Another really interesting thing about this
CD is that the engineer seems to have taken his
cue from the performers and produced the best
sound I've heard from Erato at their Boston
venue. There is more detail and agreater sense
of dynamics than on previous efforts, without
any foreshortening of the soundstage. This is
definitely adisc to have, whether you agree
with all of Cohen's scholarly argument or not.
Agorgeous job all 'round.
— Les Berkley
EVGENY K1SSIN: Carnegie Hall Debut Concert
Schumann: Abegg Variations, Op.I; Symphonic Etudes,
Op.13; Prokofiev: Sonata No.6; Etude, Op.2 No.3;
Liszt: Liebestraum No.3, Rhapsodic espagnole, Itanscendental Etude No.10; Chopin: Waltz, Op.64 No.2;
Schumann-Liszt: Wiiimung
Evgcny Kissin, piano
RCA 60443-2-RC (2 CDs only). Leszek Wojcik, eng.; Jay
David Saks, David Frost, prods. DDD. 'IT: 104:43

What Ifound most enjoyable about this September 30, 1990 concert recording made at
Kissin's Carnegie Hall debut when the Soviet
pianist was not quite 19, was the simplicity of
approach to the familiar Liszt Liebestraum and
the extraordinary brilliance of the same composer's Spanish Rhapsody. What struck me as
least appealing were the same things Ifound
wanting in those of Kissin's recordings that I
had previously heard. The technical display,
it goes almost without saying, is extraordinary,
but the dazzle is presented without subtlety or
sensitivity. Almost all of the more aggressive
of the Symphonic Etudes of Schumann, for
instance, are overpoweringly projected, giving at least one listener the impression of aRussian tank preparing for onslaught. There is little
charm even in quieter, potentially caressing
moments, nor does there seem to be anything
personal to Kissin's palette of expressive
devices. The passions are there, but sound to
me like superficial effects. Kissin surely has talent galore, but sadly, Icontinue to find his
music-making soulless.
From the sonic end, the miking is close and
2Philadelphians call it "Sacred Harp" because of afamous collection with that title which was published herr.
3A guitarist friend of
and lused to trace the path from
"Greensireves" through "Streets of Laredo" to "House of the
Rising Sun," complete with Library of Congress field
recordings.
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airless, undoubtedly so as to reduce extraneous noises (when not applauding, the audience
is remarkably quiet). Forte passages, however,
are hard and uncongenial to the ear.
—Igor Kipnis

The Young Otto Klemperer
BRAHMS: Symphony 1
R. STRAUSS: Till Eulenspiegel 's Merry Pranks;
Salome: Dance of the Seven Veils
WEILL: Suite from The Threepenny Opera
Otto Klemperer, Berlin State Opera Orchestra
Koch Legacy 3-7053-2 HI (mono CD only). Disc-to-tape
transfers by Mark Obert-Thorn. A?D.
7404

Otto Klemperer was one of the greatest conductors of this century. We know him mostly
by the stereo recordings he made on EMI with
the Philharmonia Orchestra during the last two
decades of his career. Those records are responsible for our usual preconception of Klemperer as achronically serious conductor, rooted
firmly in Teutonic tradition, creator of architecturally adamantine performances of the classics
which move with glacially slow inevitability.
This view is incomplete, as are comparisons
of Klemperer's EMI recording period with
Bruno Walter's last years with Columbia. With
Walter, the child was definitely father to the
man. His interpretations evolved within aconsistent vision. They gradually toughened during his years in America, but from youngest
days to last he remained asensualist and aconservative, rejecting most trends of 20th-century
music.
The older Klemperer, the conductor of the
EMI recordings, differs from the younger to the
point of discontinuity, adiscontinuity heightened because for 15 years in the middle of his
career, he made no recordings. The recordings
on this Koch disc, made before that hiatus,
when the conductor was in his mid-40s, reveal
adifferent man: aradical, exploring, sometimes
volatile musician. He embodies what appears
to us today as the contradiction of his time:
though committed to the music of the young
20th century, Klemperer still clings to some of
the attitudes of his conducting elders.
Nowhere is this conflict better illustrated
than in the Tbreepenny excerpts, arranged
from Brecht's musical play which premiered
in 1928, just three years before the recording
was made. At the time, this was scandalously
decadent, popular music, the negation of the
heritage of Brahms and Bruckner, and with
Marxist attachments to boot. (The suite was,
in fact, commissioned by Klemperer himself,
apoint curiously not mentioned in Koch's
booklet.)
Klemperer's performance shows the newness of Weill's work in perhaps unintended
Stereophile, September 1991

ways. The Berlin State Opera Orchestra sounds
abit lost playing music which must have lain
far from their experience: they're flat of phrasing, and the lack of vibrato in certain instruments is wrong for music derived from the
nightclub. One of the clarinets is so at sea in the
Tango-Ballade that he completely loses composure, squeaking like ahigh-school bandmember. Probably got sung just that way at the
play's premiere, too.
Till Eulenspiegel provides quite acontrast.
Though at 35 years old it wasn't exactly regular
repertoire, Strauss's music was much more in
the blood of the orchestra members. This 1929
performance is bouncier and more limber than
Klemperer's 1960-ish stereo recording (which,
incidentally, EMI omitted from the single-CD
compilation of Klemperer's Philharmonia
Strauss—I believe the only piece not to be
included). The contribution of the unnamed
solo violinist is especially ripe and sassy. Not
Karajan-precise, still well-controlled even by
today's standards of execution, this is avirtuoso
reading.
The 1928 reading of Salome's Dance shows
how wrong we can be in our preconceptions
of Klemperer. It is unremitting and violently
carnal throughout. The Philharmonia recording of three decades later is marginally slower,
the interpretation having picked up much more
sensuality over the years, building gradually,
almost teasingly, to its orgiastic climax—hardly
the granitic kind of approach we associate with
Klemperer's late career.
The Brahms symphony, recorded February
1928, spans quite arange of emotion—perhaps
too great arange for the young conductor to
make complete sense of. It certainly lacks the
singleminded power of Klemperer's justly
celebrated Philharmonia reading. There's more
of the tempo ebb-and-flow we expect from
performances of the early part of the century.
The strings employ portamento and a big
vibrato.
Klemperer broods over the second movement, occasionally lingering over espressivo
passages. The third movement disappoints,
with clumsy, clipped phrasing; it's not all of one
piece. Klemperer makes the last movement
ebullient in the manner of its great symphonic
influence, the finale of the Beethoven Ninth.
It suffers only by comparison with atruly great
reading of the movement, such as the awesome
drama of the Philharmonia performance, where
the solo horn yawps primordially, almost like
the trombone in Mahler 3.
Clinching arecommendation for this Koch
disc is Mark Obert-Thorn's superior transfer
from 78s. Side-joins rarely assert themselves.
There is asmooth consistency to the low level
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of surface crackle, which suggests that some
kind of filtering was applied; if so, it must have
been done sparingly, as the sense of air around
treble instruments suffers little. Tone-color
below the treble is rich. And, derived from 78s
though it is, this disc produces true pianissimos absent from the later EMI recordings,
where soft passages were often overamplified
by the close microphone placement Klemperer
favored in his pursuit of maximum clarity.
Koch has provided arare document, agenerous and eclectic sampling from agreat conductor's early years. In the process they have also
created one of the better CD reissues of 78-era
material. Highly recommended.
—Kevin Conklin

A KRONOS QUINTET
IN FORMATION (Various composers)
Kronos Quartet
Reference Recordings R11.9 (45 rpm LP), RR-9C1) (CD).
Keith 0. Johnson, eng.; Kronos Quartet, J. Tarnblyn
Henderson, prods. AAA/ADD. TT: 33:45
ASTOR PIAZZOLLA: Five Tango Sensations
Kronos Quartet
Elektra Nonesuch 979254-2(CD only). Judith Sherman,
Rob Eaton, Dave O'Donnell, Dan Gellert, engs.; Judith
Sherman, prod. DDD. TT: 26:46
WTOSLAWSKI: String Quartet
Kronos Quartet
Elektra Nonesuch 979255-2 (CD only). Judith Sherman,
Juhani Liimatainen, lbny Eckert, Clip.; Judith Sherman,
prod. DDD. TT: 23:47
KEVIN VOLANS: Hunting: Gatbering
Kronos Quartet
Elektra Nonesuch 979253-2 (CD only). Judith Sherman,
Juhani Liimatainen, Tbny Eckert. engs.; Judith Sherman,
prod. DDD. rr: 21:14
BLACK ANGELS (Various composers)
Kronos Quartet
Elektra Nonesuch 979242-2 (CD only). Judith Sherman,
Juhani Liimatainen, Tony Eckert, Alex Haas, Dan Reid,
engs.; Judith Sherman, Kronos Quartet, prods. DDD.
TE 61:41

It is, at once, among life's most sobering and
exhilarating lessons that by taking risks, you
court both success and failure. Of course, you
can also end up somewhere in the murky inbetween. The Kronos Quartet is, to say the
least, among those who dare, and while their
efforts seldom result in outright failure, they
can—as proven by at least one of these releases
—inhabit the murky in-between. But when
these musicians succeed, they often do so in
immodest proportion. In these five recordings,
Kronos is stylistically all over the place, as
usual, and the results range from the banal to
the fascinating. The listing above runs roughly
in that order, and it is the order in which I'll discuss them. The Piazzolla, Lutoslawski, and
Volans recordings are the new Elektra Nonesuch "singles," standard-size CDs containing
short works. The Reference Recordings In ForStereophile, September 1991

mation disc is not much longer than the singles. Recently released on CD, it was the first
recording ever made by the current members
of Kronos, in 1979, and consists of music originally appearing on the 45rpm LP. It's duration
is just over half an hour, which for me was
about 30 minutes too long.
It's not that the music is bad, per se, or the
performances lackluster. It's all just so boring.
Each one blues- or pop-based, the ten works
are pleasant enough but offer very little to
engage the interest. David Kechley's "The
Funky Chicken" (are you getting the idea?) is
riddled with rock clichés. Derek Thunes's
"Wind on My Back" is almost embarrassingly
pedestrian. And John Whitney's "The Junk
Food Blues" contains aphrase almost identical
to one from an old Buckinghams top-40 hit
("cause she knocks me off my feet—have
mercy on me" was, Ibelieve, the lyric). Ken
Benshoofs "When" is an attractive lament, and
Alan Dorsey's "Whatever Happened to the
Hoodoo Meat Bucket?" contains some intriguing tone colors and rhythms, but this collection remains, on the whole, musical condo art.
The sound quality, while good, does not strike
you with its tangible realism the way most
Reference recordings do. The LP is more tactile, lively, and deeper in soundstage than the
CD, but even the finest recording job would
not make me want to listen to this music repeatedly.
I'm sorry that Ican't be very congratulatory
toward Astor Piazzolla's Five Tango Sensations,
either. Piazzolla is considered something akin
to the John Coltrane or Omette Coleman of
tango, having taken the idiom to otherworldly
new places. Not here. The composer accompanies Kronos on the bandoneon, which
sounds something like an accordion, through
arather somnolent series of short pieces titled
"Asleep," "Loving," "Anxiety," "Despertar," and
"Fear." Most of these "sensations" carry an air
of hopeless longing, adeep melancholy unrelieved by joy, except, ironically, in the final
"Fear," which is absolutely jaunty in its merriment. This music is based on endlessly repeated single, modulated melodic lines (always
sung by bandoneon), homophonically dressed
out by Kronos. As with In Formation, there's
just not much happening. It is music of very
little substance. The sound is remarkable for
its depth of image, but like the other Elektra
Nonesuch CDs, the lack of upper-octave information renders the instruments rather leaden,
without the luster of live music.
With the Lutoslawslci disc, we start to see brilliance both in ICronos's repertoire selection and
in their execution. This 1964 quartet is characterized by fresh tone colors, disjunct melodic
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motion, vigorous rhythms, and asemi-improvisatory compositional style. It's fresh, exciting,
and insightful, never straying far from astrong
feeling of tonality. The Kronos Quartet does it
full justice. Their playing is spontaneous, with
intensely felt emotion and an engaging, persuasive quality springing from vigorous attacks
and sharp staccato phrasing. This performance
is more convincing and compelling than
another very fine reading by the La Salle Quartet on DG, and the recording quality complements the excellence of the playing, with a
vivid sense of presence just slightly favoring
the lower registers.
The third "single" is a1987 composition by
Kevin Volans titled Hunting: Gathering. This
work brilliantly reflects Volans's South African
roots. It is adancing, singing, flowering of
colors, with rapidly shifting elements neatly
unified by recurring themes. The Kronos portrayal is as highly spirited as the composition
itself. This is an unqualified success, and it is
sonically rendered with asense of air and performance space anotch above the other recordings in this group. Instrumental locations
are pinpointed in space and extend in awide
arc across the soundstage. Ihighly recommend
this recording.
Even better, by virtue of its containing more
music, is the Black Angels CD. If Hunting:
Gathering was acelebration of light, this collection may well be considered alament for
darkness. The compositions are exhilarating,
not in mood but in their revelation of the inextinguishable human spirit in its most trying
hours. George Crumb's lead-off piece, Black
Angels, was inspired by the Vietnam War and
might well be titled Darkness Audible. It is a
shriek of the soul, disturbed and disturbing,
menacing and fascinating. It is a credit to
Kronos to call their performance devastating.
The second piece on the CD, Spem in Mum,
is aKronos transcription of Thomas Tallis's 40part motet. It is an island of serenity among the
other tortured works. Muted strings, unforced
attacks, and lack of vibrato give the combined
instruments atone color close to that of aharmonium, and it works beautifully in this
exploitation of wonderfully subtle climaxes
and delicate dynamic shadings. Another short
respite is "They are There!," aperiod recording
—with needle-drop, scratches, and all—of
Charles Ives playing and singing apatriotic
World War Isong. Imagine Ives making an
arrangement of "Over There," and you'll pretty
much have the picture. Kronos has recorded
some light figurations over this old recording
because they "always wanted to play aquintet
with Ives." It's acuriosity, to be sure, but it's also
alot of fun.
Stereophile, September 1991

Even more haunting and disturbing than
Crumb's piece is Istvan Marta's Doom. A Sigh.
It, too, employs apreviously made recording,
this one of eerily intoned folk songs sung by
residents of aremote village in Romania. One
song is about awoman's dead parents, the
other evokes memories of abloody battle.
Marta scores electronic accompaniment and
string-quartet parts around these recordings
in away that pierces the soul. Its effectiveness
is made even more poignant by the story of the
villagers' fate following Marta's visit, as told in
the liner notes. Iknow of few recent compositions Iwould recommend with greater urgency
than this one. You must hear it.
The disc is completed by afine reading of the
Shostakovich Quartet No.8, which carries the
inscription, "to the victims of fascism and war."
This music is about the perseverance of the
spirit through darkness, and it is afitting way
to end the Kronos program. Lacking slightly
the stillness, tension, and compassion of the
Fitzwilliam Quartet's performance on L'OiseauLyre and the pure power of the superb Borodin
Quartet on EMI, Kronos still gives apersuasive
and affecting reading of this moving piece. Like
the other works on this CD, the sound is abit
dark and closed-in on top, but otherwise very
good. Soundstage width is given precedence
over depth.
Of these five recordings, Ihighly recommend the Lutoslawski quartet, Black Angels,
and Hunting: Gathering by Kevin Volans. In
Formation and Five Tango Sensations Ican do
just as well without. Pleasant enough, they simply don't have the substance of the other
recordings. Iwould encourage anyone interested in the serious music of our time—indeed,
of any time—to seek out all three of the recommended discs.
—Robert Hesson

Show Music
KISMET: 1990 Studio Cast
Musical adaptation & lyrics by Robert Wright & George
Forrest, based on themes by Alexander Bonxlin
Ambrosian Chorus, John McCarthy, choral director: Philharmonia Orchestra, John Owen Edwards
Musical Heritage Society MHS 522667X (2 CDs only).
John vip. prod.: John Kurlander. mg. DDD.
n37:14

Baghdad! You must investigate Baghdad! A
city rich in romantic oriental lore. Baghdad!
Don't underestimate Baghdad! And learn a
feu,of thefacts of life you never knew before.
It's January 18, 1991: the bombing of Iraqi
military installations has begun; Iraq is firing
Scud missiles at Israel and Saudi Arabia, and I'm
listening to "Not Since Nineveh," from the new
recording of Kismet. The irony is almost
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unbearable. Was the world of Kismet adifferent, better world? Perhaps. In Kismet's world,
the prayers of a "stranger in paradise" are
answered, and one may ascend "out of the
commonplace, into the rare." But the lyrics of
"Gesticulate" deal with dismemberment; "Was
IVCiazir?" talks of torture and murder. Perhaps
it wasn't as different as all that.
All right, lighten up. Let's stay within the
world of musicals. Kismet, first produced in
1954, is really athrowback to the European
operetta style rather than the integrated dramatic musical style of Oklahoma!, and survives
for the same reason that The Merry Widow survives: its music. Borodin purists may disagree,
but Ithink that if old Alexander were alive
today, he'd be far from displeased with what
Wright and Forrest have done with his music,
and the lyrics are often quite clever. 4 With the
right cast and alight directorial touch, astage
production of Kismet is sure-fire entertainment, and it has become astaple of summer
theaters. The score has been recorded anumber of times, with the original 1953 and the
1965 revival casts, showcasing the one-andonly Alfred Drake, setting aformidable standard. (One of the studio cast recordings, Capitol SW 2022, has Gordon MacRae playing both
Hajj, the father, and the Caliph, his daughter's
suitor, which lends arather incestuous air to
the proceedings.)
How does the present effort stack up? First,
the good news: the score, as played by the Philharmonia, has never sounded better. Conductor John Owen Edwards shows areal flair for
this music, with asure touch in both the rhythmic and the lyrical passages. This is the first
complete recording of the score, and, as amost
welcome bonus, it includes songs from Timbuktu!, the black version of Kismet that was on
Broadway in 1978. Except for Judy Kaye, the
cast consists of British opera singers, and they
generally perform admirably. Kaye is her usual
spirited self as Lalume; Valerie Masterson makes
lovely sounds as Marsinah; Richard Van Allen
is asonorous Wazir; Donald Maxwell's Hajj
sounds abit Gilbert-&-Sullivan-ish but is otherwise fine; only the rather dry-sounding Caliph
of David Rendall disappoints. Jerry Hadley,
where are you when we need you? 5What the
performance as awhole lacks is the sort of
theatricality that comes from extensive stage
experience with the show. (Again, except for
Kaye, but she has done Lalume on stage, notably in Toronto afew years ago, and with great
4Though Ialways stumble over the forced rhyming in "Bring
on the cymbals, the timbales, the lyre. .."
—JA
5Recording Kismet for another record company, that's where!
This one is coming from CBS, and is to feature Hadley, Samuel
Ituncy. Dawn ly,shaw. and)ulia Migenes. Should he interesting.
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success.) For that, one still has to turn to the
original or the revival cast recording.
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
CHARLIE HADEN & the Liberation Music Orchestra: Dream Keeper
Tom Harrell, trumpet, flugelhorn; Earl Gardner, trumpet;
Sharon Freeman, French horn; Ray Anderson, tromlxme; Joe Daley, tuba; Ken McIntyre, alto sax; Dewey
Redman, Branford Manaus, tenor sax; Joe Lovano, tenor
sax, flute; Juan Lazzaro Mendolas, pan pipes, wood
flutes; Mick Goodrick, guitar; Amina Claudine Myers,
piano; Charlie Haden, bass; Don Alias, percussion; Paul
Motian, drums; Oakland Youth Chorus, Elizabeth Min,
conductor; Carla Bley, conductor; selected lyrics, Langston Hughes
Blue Note CDP 795474 2(CD only). Neill King, eng.;
Hans
ndl, prod.; Disc Union/DIW, exec. prod. ADD.
TT: 48:43

Charlie Haden may have outdone himself with
his most recent extravaganza, his Liberation
Orchestra's Dream Keeper. Haden and such
long-time, neo-anarchistic assariates as arranger
Carla Bley, saxophonist Dewey Redman, Sharon
Freeman on French horn, and drummer Paul
Motian have, through their complex, often
challenging, often exhilarating music, tried to
make sense of our crazy world.
Through it all perseveres Haden, atrue internationalist. Relentlessly he continues his
search, hoping to discover new musical shapes
and forms, hoping all the while to hone his
already quite impressive, well-documented
skills. Colleagues may contest his politics, but
Iseriously doubt whether they would call into
question either his technique or his ability to
organize large, seemingly unwieldy projects.
Nor is Haden one to preach to the converted.
Joining some of the aforementioned mainstays
on Dream Keeper, in addition to mid-career
people such as the awesomely talented and versatile saxophonist Joe Lovano, trumpeter Tom
Harrell, and guitarist Mick Goodrick, are such
babes in the woods as Branford Marsalis
(tenor), trombonist Ray Anderson, and pianist
Amina Claudine Myers.
Dream Keeper may well represent one of
Haden's greatest triumphs. He's blazed aglobal
path, taking us from Africa to South and Latin
Americas, through North America and Europe,
and back to Africa again. Adding Langston
Hughes's lyrics, as delivered by the Oakland
Youth Chorus, to the eight-part, 16-minute-plus
title suite only adds depth to the proceedings.
The album is also an aural triumph. Envision
an abundance of musicians in one room
encircling—like an old-time radio program—
one microphone. As musicians are called upon
for solos or group harmonies, vocal or instrumental, they step toward or away from the mike
21')
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as needed. Haden strategically lays out and
highlights the many musical layers, further
defining and adding shading and contrasts.
Overall, the many solos—some only afew
notes long—are bright, clear, and crisp. Those
in supporting roles set themselves at the proper
depths, as Bley's arrangements demand an airy
spaciousness. The cooperative spirit so crucial
to Haden's work carries right through to microphone placement.
Dream Keeper is agorgeous musical blend
of five multi-part pieces, each representing a
part of Haden's career. On the one hand are the
austere and the brazen; on the other, the joyous, the succulent, and the celebratory From
free-for-all, anything-goes, totally improvised
solos that are spirited, energetic, and, yes, abrasive, Haden strategically moves us in and out
of straight-ahead and bebop riffs, melding each
note within his (and Bley's) proclivity for and
fondness of Latin, Spanish, and Mexican forms.
As always, Bley's quirky, witty arrangements
leave one pleasantly satiated. While Dream
Keeper delivers bountiful solos throughout,
including, most notably, Haden's in the suite's
opening section, Redman's delivered during
"Nkosi Sikelel 'I Afrilca" (Anthem of the African National Congress), and Anderson's and
Marsalis's during "Spiritual," there is also a
tremendous amount of well-constructed, wellthought-out ensemble playing.
Ican't say enough about Haden's ethics or
his sense of decency, and his willingness to
unite such sentiments inseparably with his
musical mind. Dream Keeper is an extraordinary accomplishment with just one problem:
it lasts only 48 minutes.
—Jon W. Poses
THE MANHATTAN PROJECT: The Manhattan
Project
Wayne Shorter, tenor, soprano sax; Michel Petrucciani,
piano; Gil Goldstein, Pete Levin, keyboards; Stanley
Clarke, acoustic, electric bass; Lenny White, drums
Blue Note CDP 794204 2(CD only). Alec Head, eng.;
Lenny White, prod.; Michael Cuscuna, Stephen Reed,
exec. prods. ADD? TT: 63:06

It might be unfair to label this session, recorded
live in aNew York studio, the newest Weather
Report. Then again, it might not.
Drummer Lenny White (an ex-Weather
Reporter) has assembled an acoustic and electric sextet capable of delivering straight-ahead
material and even standards—"Stella By Starlight," "Good Bye Pork Pie Hat," and "Summertime," for instance Also contributing are Wayne
Shorter, Weather Report co-founder and
anchor, and athletic bassist Stanley Clarke, who
has certainly earned aplace in the spotlight
through his fusion antics as well as his
lightning-fast fingers. Compositions include
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the late Jaco Pastorius's (also of WR) "Dania"
and Shorter's classic "Nefertiti." The keyboardladen ensemble incorporates Michel Petrucciani on acoustic piano and Gil Goldstein and
Pete Levin on synthesizers.
This, to say the least, intense album comes
at you with big sounds, many layers, and a
maze of electronics. The date is intelligently
mixed if emphatically bright. High-end frequencies are stressed throughout, even in
Clarke's bass solos (as on "Dania," where he
plays alot of treble-range leads). This aural strategy doesn't necessarily detract from the overall
picture, but be forewarned. Still, there's arichness of tone, coloring, and shading heard
throughout Tbe Manhattan Project.
At its best, this session engages one's interest
and comes across as technically and musically
complex and intricate, filled with intriguing
and seductive improvisational moments. Just
when you've written it off as an ill-conceived
"superstar" session, Petrucciani will fool you
with some sterling playing, such as his bluesy
solo on "Stella." On the same track, Shorter's
soprano sax commands deserved attention.
Clarke, too, when he plays acoustically, delivers
some stunning solos. When these three take
charge and dominate, The Manhattan Project
succeeds.
At its worst, however, TMP is astrained,
overwrought, heavy-handed exercise in electronic power, particularly when White pounds
his drums and crashes full-tilt into his cymbals
as on "Pork Pie Hat." In such cases, the music
degenerates into instrumental rock-funk. At its
weakest moments, TMPlacics subtlety. There're
just too many crescendos, too much melodrama, too much going on at one time. Such
musical pyrotechniques belong on "Arsenio."
But let's be fair. These veterans do take fusion
to ahigher degree After all, they've been at this
since Miles Davis went electric nearly aquartercentury ago. Shorter, Clarke, White, et al, know
more about so-called "crossover" music than
just about anyone. Compared to, say, the Chick
Corea Elektric Band, these guys shine. Still,
there's just not enough real meat here. Sorry,
fellas; back to the drawing board—Jon W. Poses
MeCOY TYNER: New York Reunion
McCoy l'yner, piano; Joe Henderson, tenor 52X; Ron
Carter, bass; Al Foster, drums
CheskyJDS1 (CD only). Bob Katz, an.; David Chesky,
prod. DDD. rr: 74:37

Chesky Records has moved into the big time.
In an impressive casting coup, they've recorded
four current, still-vital jazz giants at the heights
of their forms—McCoy Tyner, Joe Henderson,
Ron Carter, and Al Foster, with nary an Oscar
Peterson or an André Previn in sight. The result
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is an instantly classic jazz album, and, not so
incidentally, the best "audiophile" album ever
made.
All but Al Foster last played together (with
Sonny Rollins) in the Milestone All-Stars tour
of '78, which Icaught in Boston, and during
which Tyner seemed ill at ease; Iremember
him playing cold and stiff. New Ibrk Reunion
catches Tyner, as well known for the damage
he does to aSteinway in asingle evening as for
his consummate musicianship and neverflagging seriousness, in amuch more mellow,
reflective mood. Still, the standards are given
tough readings, "What Is This Thing Called
Love?" turned inside-out in an exploded-chord
version that cooks hard and fast. Originals by
Tyner, Carter, and Henderson are more wry and
philosophical; Tyner shows a good bit of
humor, something not always obvious in his
playing.
But what aband—Joe Henderson, with Rollins and Wayne Shorter one of the three most
consistently interesting tenor men since Coltrane's death, is so relaxed and so musical he
could be supported here only by the perfect
rhythm section of Ron Carter and Al Foster.
These two lay out, however, on Monk's "Ask
Me Now"; Henderson's long, unaccompanied
introduction is all hunting-horn tribal tenor,
magnificent trills and honks, totally unpredictable, totally jazz. (And you know you're in good
technical hands when the ambience around
Henderson's horn doesn't change abit when
l'yner's piano comes in.) The date's synergy
beggars belief.
Ron Carter's dramatic oft-covered (by Carter,
at least) "A Quick Sketch" is drawn loosely here,
though the tune was better handled on Herbie
Hancock 's 1982 Quartet album. Tyner 's "Home"
is aclassic, if new-minted for this session, '60s
Bluenote jazz tune, urban and intimate by
turns, serious and playful, with meaty playing
throughout, all àla Horace Silver at his best.
It fades out tantalizingly at the end, but the CD
is almost 75 minutes long.
In fact, the entire date is reminiscent, in the
best ways, of all those amazing Bluenote
recordings of the '60s, for which label all but
Foster recorded at the time. There's that same
rightness, that seamless fit of tunes and players,
players and each other, and all of that with
recording technology, with one big exception:
producer David Chesky far outdoes Rudy van
Gelder. Listen to the lower registers of Tyner's
piano in"Miss Bea," effortlessly spreading and
deepening as Tyner explores the piano's range.
No vintage Bluenote ever sounded this full, this
real, this good.
Like all Chesky Jazz recordings so far, New
}brk Reunion was recorded with asingle main
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stereo mike and judicious spot-miking; it's a
new reference standard in both music and electronics, and the perfect audiophile recording;
one so well-made that even the dweebiest of
'philes can forget about all such things as sizzling cymbals, piano and drum transients, and
vagaries of soundstaging. Because, folks, it's all
been taken care of. All you have to do is listen
to the music Demonstration quality all the way
down.
—Richard Lehnert

Rock fià Pop
CARLENE CARTER: IFell in Love
Reprise 26139-2 (CD only). Leann Unger, eng.; Howie
Epstein, prod. ADD. TT 38:07
JONATHAN RICHMAN:jonatban Goes Country
Rounder CD 9024 (CD). Lou Whitney, eng.; Lou Whitney, D. Clinton Thomas, prods. MD. TT: 32:10
COUNTRYJOE McDONALD WITHJERRY GARCIA:
Superstitious Blues
Ryko RCD 10201 (CD only). Michael Rosen, Danny
Kopelson, David Luke, Michael Semanick, Cogs.; Bill
Belmont, prod. ADD. TT: 37:14
JERRYJEFF WALKER: Navajo Rug
Ryko RCD 10175 (CD Only). Bill Meyers, eng.; JerryJeff
Walker, prod. AAD. T1': 37:35

"All the songs Ihear these days /They've got
no give and take," sings Jerry Jeff Wallœr on his
latest, Navajo Rug. Ican't really disagree, and
maybe that's why Walker and these three other
artists have all returned to Hank Williams country after lengthy detours to rock and roll and
points left. Having put their 15 minutes of fame
half alifetime behind them, WalIce4 Carter Richman, and McDonald now seem quite content
to apply their talents to subjects like grandma,
baseball, rodeo, and long-gone friends. Artistically speaking, the simple life seems to agree
with them.
Going not by gender but by pedigree, let's
start with Carlene Carter's IFell in Love. The
behavioral scientists will have afield day with
this one. Out of the blue, the one-time Mrs.
Nick Lowe puts out arecord that's more Nashville than anything her half-sister, Roseanne
Cash (alca Mrs. Rodney Crowell) ever released.
So much for nature vs nurture. But praise the
gene pool, can this woman sing. From the next
room you'd swear it was her own momma,
June Carter Cash (who makes acameo on "My
Dixie Darlin"). Carlene wraps her talented tonsils 'round abunch of very strong songs here,
most of which she wrote herself. Cuts like
"Easy From Now On" and "The Leavin' Side"
make it dear that Carter's one female artist who
won't play the victim or pose as aboy toy.
These are somebody-done-somebody-wrong
songs by somebody who's seen both sides of
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the fence. Perhaps the best and most heartfelt
of the bunch ain't about men at all. "The Wildwood Rose," atouching remembrance of family singalongs with Grandma MaybeIle Carter,
captures the kind of female bonding that goes
on while the guys watch football. One problem: The production here is too Nashville-slick
for me, and reverb-happy engineer Leann
Unger just can't leave Carter's powerhouse
voice to its own devices. Still, if you knew the
bride when she used to rock and roll, you owe
it to yourself to catch this batch of country
cookin'.
Jonathan Richman is another rocker turned
good ol' boy. But the one-time Modern Lover
makes the journey from Boston to Nashville by
way of Pee Wee's Playhouse. Jonatban Goes
Country succeeds precisely because the
change of genre has coaxed Richman out of his
"man-child" schtick. For the unconverted,
even atoned-down Jonathan can be as insufferable as asulking five-year-old, but if you can
get past his wide-eyed whininess there's some
genuinely funny stuff here. "Since She Started
With Horses," amagnificently silly tale of playing second fiddle to ahorse, includes this paean
to equine love: "She'd buy betadine if she only
had adollar /and she'd sit out in the pasture if
she only had atail." Jonathan applies that same
kind of wit to afew more of his favorite things:
long-distance bus rides, Reno, Nevada, and the
old corner store. Even the hypoglycemic sentiments of love songs like "You're the One for
Me" are endearing because you can't help but
believe that he really means this stuff. Richman
also shows some surprising ability as an interpretive singer, especially on Ronce Blakely's
"Rodeo Wind" and Porter VVaggoner's "Satisfied Mind."
Sonically, the close-miked vocals don't quite
mesh with the more laid-back instrumental
tracks, but otherwise the CD's not too bad. But
the musicianship, with help from Nashville
pros like Clinton Thompson and Tom Brumley, is first-rate, and JoJo knows his way around
the fretboard of aStrat, too. While I'll be the
first to admit that Jonathan Richman is an
acquired taste, overall, this is by far his strongest record since 1983'sJonatban Sings.
Quite frankly, Country Joe McDonald sounds
alittle surprised to have made it to 1991, and
he's clearly got alot to get off his chest. Superstitious Blues is aback-to-basics record, spare,
bluesy, and almost haunted. There's no "Feel
Like I'm Fixin' to Die Rag" here; McDonald
seems so intent on getting things out in the
open that it almost doesn't matter whether anyone's listening. The result is an intensely personal and wildly uneven album, with afew
touching moments and some that are just
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embarrassing. "Eunicita," to name one, would
make Rod McEwen puke, while "(Rock) Cocaine"
deserves adecent burial in one of those public
service announcements about the dangers of
fried eggs. Stuck at the end of the album are a
couple of small gems: "Clara Barton" and
"Blues for Michael," ahaunting tribute to guitarist Mike Bloomfield. In keeping with Holt's
Law, this CD is sonically head and shoulders
above the other three. The recording by committee is straightforward: just guitar, vocals, and
the four walls. There's a"reach out and touch
it" quality to this recording which the others
can't match. But if you bring your friends over
to hear this one, be merciful and start with the
last two cuts.
Jerry Jeff Walker's Navajo Rug is worth buying just for "Nolan Ryan, He's aHero to Us All."
This icon-worshiping ballad, complete with
career statistics, is so holcey it's irresistible, even
for aMets fan. Cut from the same melodic and
narrative cloth as Ray Stevens's "The Streak,"
it's the perfect accompaniment to yet another
no-hitter, and almost makes up for "Mr. Bojangles." The rest of Navajo Rug is like an old pair
of boots: nondescript, comfortable, no scorpions inside. Still, it's refreshing to hear alyric
that refers to Conway Witty that's not apunchline. Vocally, Wallcer doesn't so much sing (mercifully, if "Rocking on the River" is any indication) as narrate to a sprightly country
backbeat. This is one time Iwon't complain
about studio processing: it's for voices like J.J.'s
that the Lord created reverb. Walker's message
here is simple: It's great to be alive (well, most
of the time), and in any case it beats the alternative.
As alistener who generally likes 'em black,
blacker, and blackest, these records were a
refreshing change. Maybe alittle affirmation's
not abad thing after all. If! had to recommend
one, I'd say grab IFell in Love if you want to get
up and dance, orJonatban Goes Country if you
need alaugh. Unless, of course, ol' Nolan's
pitching tonight.
—Allen St. John
ELVIS COSTELLO: Mien>,Like A Rose
Warner Bros. 26575-2 (CD only). Kevin Killen, ems.;
Mitchell Froorn, Kevin Killen, D.P.A. MacManus, prods.
AAD? TT: 5427

Like alot of you, 1got my first dose of Elvis
Costello on that near-legendary "Saturday
Night Live" performance. Thoroughly shitfaced and determined to beat John Belushi at
his own game, E.G. howled and thrashed his
way through "Radio, Radio" like an anti-matter
Buddy Holly from arejected "Star Trek" script.
Iwas transfixed. ‘Vondering what all that racket
was, my mother came in from the kitchen and
reacted as though she'd seen a cockroach
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crawling across the linoleum. Iwas hooked.
It's too bad that Mom isn't around to hear
Mighty Like A Rose. Here an older and perhaps
wiser Elvis (he's 36) faces down amidlife crisis the size of aPeterbilt. Feeling the first pull
of the downhill slope, E.C. turns his poison pen
on himself and in the process makes Camus
sound like aparty guy.
Set to adeconstructionist Beach Boys beat,
the album's opener, "The Other Side of Summer," should find its niche with the guys who
wear sandwich signs saying "Repent!! The End
is Near!" and the MTVskis who liked the convertible and the cute girls at the beginning of
the video. In case we missed the news, Elvis
provides us with alaundry list of society's ills
from crack to ocean pollution and back again.
Smear on some sunscreen, pop it into the tape
deck, and watch the used syringes wash up on
the beach. But when he throws in "s it amillionaire who said 'Imagine no possessions'?"
the barb isn't aimed so much at the late John
Winston Ono Lennon as at the whole rock-star
business in general. Present company included.
And to pop-rivet the reference closed, "Hurry
Down Doomsday, The Bugs Are Taking Over"
chucks in "Forget about Beethoven, Rembrandt and Rock and Roll... /Forget about
Buddha, Allah, Jesus and Jehovah," echoing
Lennon's "God" from Plastic Ono Band.
Rounded out by the self-explanatory "How To
Be Dumb," the first act of Mighty Like A Rose
could be dubbed "Apocalypse Right Now."
For Act II he could borrow "What the World
Needs Now" from Burt Bacharach and plaster
on the subtitle: "But You Don't Always Get
What You Need." The remainder of the album
(with the exception of "Invasion Hit Parade")
is astring of sort-of love songs filled with
missed connections and lovers no longer loveable. That isn't exactly virgin territory for
Costello, but there's ahealthy dose of selfrecrimination in each of these songs. Try these
lines from "All Grown Up": "But look at your
self /You haven't earned the weariness /that
sounds so jaded on your tongue"; or this coup
let from "After the Fall": "You've changed but
not for the better babe /I'd tell you why but
what's the use /'Cos it's the same kind of pity
/Adrunkard gives as his excuse." Sure, it's risky
to take lyrics too literally, especially from as slippery awriter as Elvis. But before you start
second-guessing your second-guessing, check
out "Broken," by E.C.'s wife, Cait O'Riordan.
It's as straightforward and confessional asong
as anything he's ever committed to polycarbonate. And on this ballad that's as lovely as it
is bleak, he testifies, not once but twice, "But
if you leave me then Iam broken/And if I'm
broken only death remains." Does that sound
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like somebody who just got back from aLeo
Buscaglia seminar?
Ultimately, the trouble with saying "Life
sucks and then you're dead" is that it sort of
ends the discussion. So Elvis leaves himself a
loophole on the album's closer, "Couldn't Call
It Unexpected No 4." On an album where the
rockers sound constipated and the slow songs
just 0000ze, it's the musical light at the end of
the tunnel. Lyrically, it's ahalf-step back from
the abyss. "Please don't let me fear anything
that Ican't explain /Ican't believe I'll never
believe in anything again," he sings in avoice
quite free of irony. Quite achange from the guy
who ended My Aim Is 7hie by repeating "Waiting for the end of the world" to afadeout.
Nobody's ever bought an Elvis Costello
album for the sound, and Mighty Like A Rose
is no exception. Mighty sounds alot like Spike
(also engineered by Kevin Killen), which is to
say compressed, no low end to speak of (don't
be fooled by that opening bass riff), and anarrow soundstage. The one piece of good news
is that Killen took something off the top, so the
upper-midrange brightness which was aproblem on Spike is alittle less of one here.
I'll leave you with one of Mom's favorite allpurpose warnings: "Watch yourself." Like strep
throat, Mighty Like A Rose has away of creeping up on you. Play it 30 or 40 times and pretty
soon you'll find yourself kicking the dog and
buying another Piece of the Rock. Am Isuggesting you do that? 6 Is this agreat album as
well as agreat sales tool? "No" on both counts.
As soon as Ipulled Spike out for asound check,
Irealized that this year's model just doesn't
stack up. Our final score: major artist, minor
album, important new direction, and abeat
you can't dance to. But the $64,000 question
is still up on the board: Can Elvis Costello's
newfound fear fuel his music the way his highoctane anger always has? Stay tuned.
St, John
BONNIE RAITT: Dark of tbe Draw
Capitol C2-96111 (CD only). Don Was, Bonnie Rain.
prods.; Ed Chemey, eng. AAD. TT: 53:45

When Luck of the Draw arrived, Irealized I'd
sat down to listen to my copy of its predecessor—
the surprisingly, phenomenally popular Nick
of Time—only once. Still, I've heard the album
a hundred times, and willingly—it's everywhere, and it's been everywhere for along time
now: on the PA system at the gym, in my
friends' car's tape decks, doing its slow grind
out of hidden speakers in half the shops in
town. Nick of Time is great music, and aper6 Play the record over and over. Imean. Icannot, in good
conscience, condone cruelty to animals. People. maybe.
Animals, no.
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fect pop product: each song inexorably leads
to the next, the invariably medium-tempo
arrangements bearing only the barest hint of
the subtle calculation that must have been at
the back of producer Don Was's mind all the
time. The album insinuates itself slowly while
your back is turned, like afull-blown love affair
growing out of along-term friendship, until
you just can't live without it. An amazing piece
of work.
Luck of the Draw—a perfect title for an
album in the unenviable position of following
such amonster hit—is both more and less interesting, works both more and less well than
Nick. The songs are far more varied in tempo
and tone, but only one of them is as finely
crafted as anything on Nick; the resulting disc
sounds fresher, more spontaneous, but doesn't
hang together as an album. Luck of the Draw
sounds merely like abunch of songs, just one
damn thing after another; any individual song
might be more interesting than any of Nick's
on first or second hearing, but aside from Bonnie's own "All At Once," there's nothing here
as good as "Nick of Time," "Have aHeart,"
"Thing Called Love," "Love Letter," or almost
anything else; and Ican't imagine playing Luck
even ten times, either as foreground or as background, let alone ahundred.
But it's alot more than aturkey feather in
Bonnie's composer's cap that the album doesn't
really take off until track 4, the first of her own
songs, "Mangled and Dark." She saves the gutsiest, raunchiest grooves for her own tunes, and
does 'em proud, sounding alot like John Hiatt's
recent albums (she covers Hiatt's good-natured
"No Business" here). The songs she's chosen
for Luck are very much in the Raitt tradition:
half of them challenges to men to measure up
to her own strengths, desires, and demands, the
other half requests, direct or not, to men to tell
their women the truth about what they feel
and, as often as not, what they don't feel. It's
to Bonnie's credit that, with each album, the
former sound more accurate and less posturing, the latter less pleading, more leading.
The duet with Delbert McClinton on "Good
Man, Good Woman" simply doesn't work, the
two singers sounding sin simpatico, as if in
different recording studios athousand miles
apart. It was abrave thing for Bonnie to duke
it out with one of the best R&B singers in the
world, but they're not even in the same ring.
The title song is the weakest on the album
(that's asneaky old album-titling trick dating
back to Dylan's Highway 61 Revisited), but it's
followed by the strongest, and the best thing
Bonnie's ever written: "MI At Once," amoving,
exhausted outpouring about family breakup
and loss. And in "One Part Be My Lover,"
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Michael O'Keefe provides such powerful lyrics
about jockeying for romantic position, so fully
in the Raitt tradition, that it augurs well for their
recent marriage: "He's like aboxer who had to
retire /After winning but killing aman /He's got
all of the moves and none of the courage /
Afraid to throw apunch that might land."
Producer Don Was's analog sound is as fat
and full as Nick's, with realistically sized drums
if aless than convincing soundstage. The gutbucket tunes ("Tangled and Dark," "Come to
Me") are recorded to total satisfaction.
Luck of the Draw as Nick of Time 11? Not
hardly. Better than the last four or five albums
Raitt made for Warner Bros.? Definitely. Worth
your while? Absolutely.
— Richard Lchnert
R.E.111.: Out of Time
Warner Brothers 26527-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Scott Litt, various engs.; Scott Litt, REM., prods. AAAMAD. TT: 44:09

By their own admission, they're bored little
puppies. So everyone swapped instruments,
drafted guitarist Peter Holsapple as utility
player, and distributed Warner Brothers' money
between funky-but-top-q studios (Bearsville,
Paisley Park, and two Georgia houses for
strings and overdubs), imaginative guest artists
(KRS-1, the B-52s' Kate Pierson), awhole slew
of string and horn players, and cause-related
art. (The Limited Edition CD Portfolio, packaged in ahardbound photo album tied with ribbons, contains ten specially commissioned
postcards of flowers, fruit, and band memorabilia plus a"woody" CD picture disc in avellum sleeve and credit sheet, all printed on recycled paper. Vocalist Michael Stipe has been
writing articles on saving the environment.
Tips: Don't buy disposable packaging. Ride
bikes.)
As you'd expect with amastering job from
Precision Lacquer, the whole recording/arranging/production end of things is more than up
to snuff. Out of Time has good imaging, good
separation, faithful reproduction of instrument
sound and texture, all that. The result is you can
hear more of what R.E.M. is going on about,
which is one useful byproduct of major-label
production. Like Steely Dan, R.E.M. never
prints album lyrics, and no doubt designed to
cut through the band's signature instrumental
jangle—trademark, but reminiscent of 40 million windchimes in abelfry on systems not easily able to handle HF distortion. Stipe's equally
trademarked vocals are delivered straight from
the nose. Since he doesn't have alot of breath
support or much range, meaningful or not, the
lyrics—hence anything the song's about other
than texture—are frequently lost in space.
Not that that doesn't happen with the collection of pop tunes here. You've really got to
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listen to make out what rapper KRS-1 is beating out in "Radio Song," and phrases like
"blackbirds backwards" swirl up and sink in
"Half aWorld Away" like letters in alphabet
soup. With the generally sterling production
exhibited here and on the previous big-budget
album Green, however, now we can assume
that if we don't get the drift, the vocals or the
mix aren't necessarily screwed up, the band just
wants us to listen harder. Or the music is the
message. Or the words are meant to be heard
as delightful random found objects (REM. is
an art band). Swell, but sometimes that may be
adangerous assumption: The peppy "Me in
Honey" tosses off lines something like "There's
afly in the honey /Baby's got ababy with
mece-ce-ce." Delivery is everything: snuck in
fast and slightly swallowed, lines like these are
subject to wild misinterpretation if this track
doesn't, in fact, have anything to do with some.one's girlfriend about to make the singer adad.
What this album is about is love: happy, sad,
ongoing, finito, etc. At aguess, it's also ahomage to Haight-Ashbury, where proto-R.E.M. hippies rocked the cradle and brought forth pop
songs that embodied everything from stupid
fun, war protest, inner vision, amore deeply
revealed first person, and enchantment with
the Mellotron and fuzz guitar. Certainly there
are stylistic references to lots of bands spanning

the last 25 years ("Near Wild Heaven" references everything from the Beach Boys through
Herman's Hermits), and anyone who puts on
afull string section, orchestral arrangements,
and spoken intros somewhere between The
Velvet Underground's "The Gift" and Days of
Future Passed ("Texarkana") and doesn't
expect the obvious reference to the Moody
Blues is either about 11 years old or pulling
your leg.
The tracks themselves make up avery mixed
bag. "Radio Days" and the heavy-airplay single
"Losing My Religion" are outstanding. (For
Green, the busy-busy Warner Brothers broke
"Orange Crush" and placed "Stand" as the FoxTV series theme song for comic Chris Elliot's
semi-humorous "Get aLife." While we can
bemoan the new commercial reach of aband
which formerly was never heard more than 1.8
miles from the transmitter of WUNI, let's not
be selfish: these are good, even important,
songs. "All Along the Watchtower" helped
shape the minds of the '60s; why not give
R.E.M.'s vision apeace of chance today?)
Three other tracks ("Shiny Happy People,"
"Low," "Me in Honey") are pretty good, or at
least interesting. "Country Feedback" is as miserable, fed up, and willfully obstructive as
David Byrne beating up on his therapy-junkie
girlfriend ("No Compassion") and Richard and

Coming in October,
by popular demand...
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Linda Thompson giving ano-hope pal the push
("I run asteamship, Idon't run amission,"
Linda wails, ratcheted beyond all endurance in
"Hard Luck Stories"). The other five tracks
spread their moments of intrigue pretty few
and far between; they're undistinguished and
indistinguishable (another result of larding
everything with strings).
Five out of eleven would make atough call
for your fifteen purchase bucks, but the clear
excellence of "Radio Days" and "Losing My
Religion" make Out of Time amust-have. The
brilliance of throwing atestifying guest rapper
up against the radio surf to deliver stupid-fresh
credibility, social commentary, humor, and a
beat shows these four Georgia boys and an L.A.
hipster have got the imagination it takes. Don't
think so? TILIce achorus of "Baby baby baby/hey
hey hey" and see what you come up with.
On the mystical front, "Losing My Religion"
is alucid, transcendent, perfectly crafted piece
for everyone who ever broke up with someone
who really mattered, lost afriend, lost afaith,
ahope, acountry. Everything works, down to
the tiny, fading mandolin at the close, evoking,
with its echoes of the Civil War and the last days
of the American Frontier, historicity, commonality, and the grandeur of abrighter day, fresh
with hope and promise, gone now with the
wind.

On arelated note, just bow bored are the
R.E.M.ers? Bill Berry, Peter Buck, and Mike Mills
linked up with Warren Zevon one lost night in
Sherman Oaks last year to cut an album of
white boy blues (Hindu Love Gods, Giant
Records 924406-1, LP; -2, CD). If your idea of
agood time is to listen to a former Everly
Brothers sideman (Zevon) and three downhome boys revisit "Walkin' Blues" àla the electrified Tom Rush or The Blues Project, this
one's for you. No worse than Long John Baldry,
the album includes afine reworking of Woody
Guthrie's "Vigilante Man" and an enthusiastic
assault on Prince's "Raspberry Beret." Stipe
wanted to make it, but he went out for dinner
and the album wrapped before he got back. It
says here.
—BethJacques
TANITA TIKARAM: Everybody's Angel
Reprise 26486-2 (CD only). Tanita Tikaram, Peter Van
Hooke, Rod Argent, prods. MD. TT: 48:11

1Wenty-one-year old Tanita Tilcaram scores
another hit with this album, her third for
Reprise. Recorded for the most part "live" in
the studio (actually at four different studios,
whose sonic signatures are discernible), the
arrangements are tighter and leaner, resulting
in music less abstruse than before. The lyrics
are more direct and abit less effusive, although
Istill have trouble with them. Tanita's talents

An orchestral
recording as you've
always wanted
to hear it.
Sound by Dorian.
1-800-288-2007

THE PROMISE OF THE COMPACT DISC FULFILLED ... AT LAST.
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as asongwriter, arranger, and lyricist continue
to impress me, as does the production quality,
her association with Peter Van Hooke and Rod
Argent proving to be astep in the right direction. Iespecially appreciate the attention paid
to dynamics in the songs, aquality lacking in
much popular music these days. It's refreshing
to hear music played at other than if/levels;
music which builds in intensity from beginning
to end. Communication of emotion in music
involves more than achieving certain sound
levels! Tmita Tikaram understands this, and her
music reflects it.
Much of the music has astrong r&b feel,
especially "Deliver Me," "lb Wish This," "Sunface," "This Stranger," and "Me In Mind." The
Section, atrio of trumpet/flugelhorn, violin,
and sax, figures prominently in these tunes,
adding adistinctly jaunty flair to the arrangements. With Mark Isham, how can you go
wrong? Jennifer Warnes (who, along with
Leonard Cohen, is astrong influence for Tmita)
makes aguest appearance on the album's opening cut. Her angelic voice, heard in duet and
harmony vocal with 'Panita, adds an intriguing
texture to this song of anxious love. "Deliver
Me" sounds as if it could have been lifted from
an early Van Morrison songbook. The gospellike female harmony vocals and Mark Creswell's tasty guitar fills fit the song perfectly. Rod

Argent's angry Hammond is heard on "Mud In
Any Water," abluesy tune which provides an
effective musical change of pace. Jennifer
Wames is heard from again on harmony vocals
here, and lead guitarist Mark Creswell adds
some appropriately angry licks. After aprecious
and delicate intro to "Sunface," Tanita turns up
the heat and emotion, singing with avoice so
warm it wraps around you like acomforting
blanket on achilly night. The bouncy "Never
Known" follows, instantly breaking the somber
mood established just minutes before. One of
my favorite songs, "Swear By Me," is anononsense tune ushered in with astunning intro.
The recording is excellent (check out the
layered vocals on "Me In Mind," or the drums
on "This Stranger"), its analog heritage not
betrayed in the transfer to digital. Ionly wish
an LP was available, as with Ancient Hearts and
Sweet Keeper. The album closer, "I'm Going
Home," is exceptional. You're right in the
recording studio with 'Panita, her band, and a
small string ensemble. The immediacy of her
guitar playing and the intimacy captured in the
recording is stunning. Each nuance in the process of making music is revealed here. Real
instruments (no synthesizers), real voices, and
real emotion captured in arecording that does
justice to the music. What more could one ask
for? Buy this disc!
—Guy Lemcoe

Audio Hell

A place where Hi -Fi equipment can only be judged by
specification or review. Rooms are 12' x 12' of plaster and
glass; no rugs, no furniture. Where all CD players sound the
same because "Bits is Bits." Finally where a "Best Buy"
product is as good as the best.
If you inhabit this world but want abetter life, call us. We
can help.
Acürus, Adcom, Apogee, Aragon, AudioQuest
Audio Research, B&W, Celestion, Classé,
Esoteric, Krell, NAD, Proceed SME, Theta, VPI

AUDIO

Everybody's favorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174 617-648-4434
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
VAC & Golden Dragon
Editor:
Our thanks to Sam Tellig for his very kind comments on the VAC PA90 90W monophonic
amplifiers and Golden Dragon vacuum tubes.
We feel that Sam has presented afair and accurate description of their sound, which we feel
to be among the finest ever.
It is wqrth noting that our dealers routinely
match VAC with more demanding, widerbandwidth speakers than those used in this
review. Among the speakers routinely driven
are Apogee Stages, Audiostatics, Avalon Ascents,
B&W 8005, Martin-Logans, Vandersteen 3s, and
Yankee Ribbons, to name a few. Full rated
power (class-A) is available from one to eight
ohms, and the power supply is regulated (even
for the output tubes). Don't be afraid to challenge aVAC amp; it may surprise you.
Preference for triode or ultra-linear output
modes depends on the listener and the system.
VAC amplifiers are easily switched and both are
worth auditioning.
Sam's instincts are correct; the KT77 does
indeed improve every aspect of the VAC PA90
(as afew lucky owners can attest), and many
other EL34-based amplifiers (this was apopular
swap for Marantz 8Bs). Sam may also simply
prefer the sound of KT88/6550A-based amplifiers, such as our VAC PA60. The KT88 traditionally provides more robust and energetic
low frequencies than the more delicate and
detailed EL34.
Now, Ineed to clarify my remarks to Sam
regarding the Quicksilver amps. The Quicksilver is awell-made amplifier that runs its tubes
in afairly conservative fashion. Golden Dragon
tubes well complement and enhance its fine
characteristics. Our full warranty stands for
KT88s used in Quicksilvers, and Ido not see
why any tube distributor would do otherwise.
When Sam's KT88 failed Iwas surprised, and
suggested that the amp should be checked if
asecond tube were to fail in the same amp. This
is asensible recommendation even for a VAC
amp, and this is the point Iwas inarticulate in
making. No tube, transistor, capacitor, resistor,
or complete amplifier is infallible.
With respect to tube reliability, Ican honestly
say, after 20 years of experience that Ihave had
more outright failures with solid-state amplifiers than with tube amplifiers, and very few
of either. Ithink it seems worse because people
are conditioned to expect tube problems. Large
sums of money have been spent over the past
30 years to push this notion, one of the origStereophile, September 1991

inal marketing claims for transistors. Of course
afew tube designers do push beyond conservative limits and experience excessive failure
rates, but this certainly need not be the case.
Output-device failure is actually more easily
remedied with tubes. Add to this the simple fact
that tubes are still more accurate and musical,
and the case is made.
Of course, tubes can fail in and of themselves, but if well made they really are extraordinarily reliable particularly after passing the
"infant mortality" stage common to all components. Considering Golden Dragons sold
through June 1991, we have observed atotal
failure rate (noise vacuum loss, etc.) of less tban
1%, even including tubes operated beyond ratings. This compares favorably with the best
tubes of all time, yet we're working with the
factory to improve it further. Development is
ongoing. When a failure within warranty
occurs, that tube is replaced promptly. We do
not want any customer to keep apart that is not
performing in spec. We ask that customers
return rogue tubes at their convenience so that
the failure modes can be analyzed as part of our
continuing improvement efforts.
For the record, Golden Dragon power tubes
are the brainchild of PM Components, aBritish
firm, and are contractually exclusive improvements (sound and reliability) on the standard
Chinese tubes available everywhere else. More
than three years have already been devoted to
their development. To the best of my knowledge, they are the first tubes ever developed
using both subjective and objective criteria,
and are serious contenders for the title "best
ever" As exclusive US distributor, were pleased
to note that already one other US manufacturer
is recommending to "use only genuine Golden
Dragon tubes."
Finally, aword about paranoia and tubes. I
routinely let several VAC amps run in test over
nights and weekends, through thunderstorms,
etc. While we don't recommend this, the worst
I've seen so far is ablown fuse.
Kevin M. Hayes
Valve Amplification Company, Tubes By Design
Vacuum Tube Logic
Editor:
In the first instance, we want to state that we
were not aparty to Sam Tellig's recent "view"
(de-view, anti-view, for it certainly is not a
review), in that we did not supply the equipment to Sam. In the case of the 225s, he purchased them from adealer; in the case of the
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70/70, Sam was loaned asample that was sent
to adealer intendedfor photography only, and
sent to the dealer in haste for an advertising
deadline.
By way of relevant comment, we are at aloss
to make areply of much relevance, since this
is avery rambling, uninformative piece of journalism, as seems to be rather typical of Sam's
writing style of late. [For shame—Ed.]
David & Luke Manley
Vacuum Tube Logic

JM Lab Micron loudspeaker
Editor:
First and foremost, Iwould like to say "thank
you" to Stereophile for the review of our
Micron speakers.
Our thanks go far beyond the normal polite
reply of asatisfied manufacturer. All of us at JM
Lab, France, want to express our sincere
appreciation to Dick Olsher and John Atkinson
for the time and care utilized in this review. We
all know that there is no easy way to be fair; fairness is an ethic. It calls for at least two active
ingredients: adeeply rooted taste for the truth
and possibly an infinite dose of positive energy
to pursue it. Probably also asmall trace of
amnesia, since, of course, the closer we get to
the truth, the clearer we see how much more
has to be done to get closer. Our company is
truly and fully invested with funds, personnel,
and spirit for the creation of loudspeakers. That
is all we do here and, from the engineering of
the smallest components to the final auditory
testing, there is an incredible amount of work,
investigative research, and background experience to be applied. What we truly appreciate
as amanufacturer is to see that Stereophile and
its reviewers are ready to match our efforts with
asimilar, no-stone-left-unturned approach.
John Atkinson is expert at technically framing
the character of aspeaker, and while Dick
Olsher's tongue is somewhat tart at times, the\
music, after all, is essentially palatable. What
counts is that the quest is the same.
As we have achance to do so, Iwould like to
address some technical information. After the
beautifully mixed review given to the Focal Aria
5, Kimon Bellas, co-designer with Joe D'Appolito, initiated aresearch program on tweeters
with our chief engineer for the purpose of
addressing this "complicated high-frequency,
presumably audible ringing imposed on the tail
of the Kevlar-tweetered speaker's impulse
(fig.3)," as so perfectly described by John Atkinson. It very quickly appeared that the Kevlar
itself was not responsible (after all, it is the same
material used in the much-appreciated bassmidrange drivers), but was instead caused by
undesirable resonances coming back through
Stereophile, September 1991

the Kevlar concave dome from the top of the
pole piece and, to amuch lesser degree, from
the inside of the magnet. Achange in the profile of the top of the pole piece, the addition of
an ultra-thin pad of avery special damping
compound (with acontrolled absorption spectrum) on top of the pole piece, and the insertion of afoam donut inside the ferrite brought
spectacular improvement. Simultaneous with
this effort, atitanium version of our concavedome tweeters was being developed by our
research and engineering groups, and this
improvement was naturally incorporated into
the new titanium tweeters as well as all Focal
tweeters of the K(Kevlar) and the T(titanium)
series. Our top-of-the-line Utopia and the
Micron minimonitor are the first JM Lab
speakers to incorporate the new titanium
tweeter, and we are sincerely pleased with its
success. We will continue to use the Kevlar
tweeter in other models, as we think there is
aneed for both.
It is interesting to note that, in his remarks,
John Atkinson somehow discovered the exact
option we chose in order to design the Micron
with anear-anechoic target response We indeed
feel that this approach, taking into account the
total acoustical energy radiated into athreedimensional field, is the best way to produce
asmall speaker offering atruly credible tonal
balance in anormal listening environment.
Jacques Mahul
President, JM Lab, France

Tube Research Labs
Editor:
Thank you for taking the time to stop by the
room we shared with First Sound at the Summer CES. Thanks also for mentioning Tube
Research Labs in your show report [in Vol.14
No.8].
Since we were not able to talk with all the
people who stopped by the room and our literature was always gone early, please allow us to
briefly clarify afew points mentioned in the
article. The Sound-Lab speakers used at Summer CES were Ais, not A3s. The amplifier
shown at the show uses 20 KT99 output tubes
per channel, not KT90s. Most of the remaining 28 tubes per channel are used for active
tube regulation in the power supply. Total tube
complement for this amplifier/power supply
is 96 tubes. The weight of one amplifier chassis
is 180 lbs while one power-supply chassis
weighs 205 lbs, for acombined two-channel
weight of 770 lbs.
Faberge eggs and Ube Research Labs amplifiers—we like it.
Paul Weitzel
Tube Research Labs
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Nonspeaker Ribbon
Reference Three
Editor:
In response to the Stereopbile Winter CES report
in Vol.14 No.5, we felt compelled to correct the
information given. We certainly have no dispute with DO's glowing words of praise regarding the sound of the Nonspeaker Ribbon Reference Three. In fact, we very much appreciate
the considerable time DO spent listening and
investigating the system.
The driver complement on each Granite baffle is as follows: aribbon tweeter flanked by
three ribbon midranges above and three ribbon midranges below the tweeter. This is significantly different from asingle midrange
flanked by tweeters: an arrangement which,
due to the wavelength of the frequencies
reproduced by the tweeter relative to the distance between the two tweeters flanking the
midrange, causes some very undesirable cancellation and imaging problems.
Further, these "midranges" are really more
like "full ranges" in that they: a) operate from
100Hz to beyond 15kHz, b) are designed with
flat impedance and rolloff frequency choke,
and c) are fed directly from the amplifier for
maximum damping and resolution. The ribbon tweeter is "blended" into the "full ranges"
over an octave or so. ..
thereby eliminating the
crossover point. All drivers and passive components are hand-measured and matched to
tolerances of at least 0.01%. So the system
operates as adirect-feed, crossoverless, single
line-source ribbon dipole well beyond the four
most critical octaves of reproduction (160Hz1560Hz).
While DO did substantiate that the Nonspeaker Ribbon Reference Three, with its inert
Granite baffle, justifies its 58800/system price
tag, it is worth noting that we displayed another
system: the Ribbon Reference Four. This is
essentially the same system but with four ribbon "full ranges" mounted below the ribbon
tweeter on each Granite baffle and asingle
multiple-wall (to break up resonances) Granite
subwoofer instead of two. The primary difference between these systems is $2200 in greenbacks. Ribbon Reference Four's system cost of
$6600 makes this technology available to a
greater number of music lovers.
In closing, we would like to thank you for
publishing this letter and compliment you on
the very substantial improvement in the quality
of this magazine over the past few years. You
may recall our last letter back then, when we
complained about show coverage, editorial
comment and content, poor paper/ink/packcomplained about show coverage, editorial comment and content, poor paper/ink/packaging,
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etc. Quality is, after all, something we should
seek in our endeavors; when we achieve it with
all the necessary effort required, the recognition of that effort is well deserved. Hats off
to Stereopbile!
Ken Mavrick
Designer, Nonspeaker Division, Mavrick Audio
Thank you.
--JA
ListenUp Maughanbox
Editor:
After reading Lewis Lipnick's excellent review
of the B&W 800 speakers in the June issue, we
feel some comments are in order regarding the
use of our proprietary bass alignment filter
(called the Maughanbox by ListenUp after its
designer, Gordon Maughan).
It is appropriate to describe briefly the exact
effects we hear when inserting the Maughanbox into the signal path, as compared with no
bass equalization whatsoever. These comments
apply equally to B&W models 800, 801, and
802, as well as to anumber of other speakers
with which the Maughanbox has been tested
(eg, Magneplanar MG 3.3s, Apogee Divas, Avalon Eclipses and Ascents).
•Bass quantity and extension are increased
(the expected effect of the filter).
•Image focus improves (that is, the size of
instruments or soloists becomes more compact
and more lifesize, not smaller than lifesize).
•The size of the reverberant soundfield
increases in all dimensions: laterally, vertically,
and front-to-back, with instruments layered
more deeply into the soundfield and extending
well to the outside of each speaker.
•The amount of what is commonly referred
to as "air and space" around instruments
increases. This is perceived differently by
different people as either an increase in spatial
clarity or, more commonly, as an increase in
actual detail.
•The speakers are perceived to "disappear"
more as sound sources and images are
reproduced more free from the speakers themselves.
It should be stressed that the latter four
effects (which would not be predicted from the
function of abass-alignment filter) are heard
over and above what one hears with no filter
in the signal path. With the stock B&W filter,
by comparison, these effects are obscured
because of the self-imposed limitations in build
quality that B&W felt necessary to make. We
were as surprised as anyone to discover these
extra benefits from what would be expected
by simple low-frequency equalization. We have
performed extensive listening experiments that
indicate these effects are not artifacts of our filter, but in fact are consequences of reproducing
full bandwidth below 50Hz in stereo. For exam237
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THE AUDIO GLOSSARY

by J. GORDON HOLT

In the three and a half decades since the arrival of stereo, no one has
done more than J. Gordon Holt to develop and define aconsistent vocabulary
for describing reproduced sound. This is actually two dictionaries in one: agke-sary
of subjective audio and acomprehensive plain-English guide to nearly two thousand technical terms. If you aren't exactly sure about "liquid" midrange or "hard"
sound, or find yourself puzzled by an unfamiliar word or alphabet-soup abbreviation, you'll find aconcise explanation in this handy, compact reference volume.
But watch out! When you least expect it, Holt's dry humor emerges. You'll learn
that acassette is "a small cass," achube is "a British tube," and acode causes
"blockage of the dose." Whether you chuckle or groan, you won't be bored!
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pie, in one test setup with Quad ESL-63s, the
use of either the Maughanbox or stereo subwoofers (run in parallel with the Quads)
produces identical improvements in image
focus and reverberant soundfield size.
Because the B&W 8005 are tuned to ahigher
resonant frequency than 801s, they have audibly less bass extension. For this reason, we
made the decision to offer achoice of EQ
curves to our customers. The stock B&W curve
provides 5.5dB of boost at 25Hz. Our modified curve provides 6.7dB at 19Hz. From 50 to
80Hz, the gain of each curve falls below 1dB
and reaches unity with less than 1dB difference
between curves. In Lew's room, he felt that this
difference was not preferable to the standard
curve. In our listening room and with our
setup, both Lew Lipnick and Scott Rundell of
B&W America concluded that our 800s sounded
better than any others they had heard. Since lowfrequency amplitude response is so highly variable depending on room dimensions and seating position, customers may specify which
curve they prefer.
For the benefit of your readers, we would
like to share some of our setup procedures
which will ensure optimum results with the
Maughanbox. Positioning the speakers according to the "rule of thirds" (or sixths) and
angling them inward both reduce excessive
boominess. Substituting steel cones for those
supplied with the speakers provides ageneral
improvement in low-frequency pitch definition and clarity, as well as asignificant enhancement of imaging precision. The Maughanbox
should be located l' (or more) away from the
amplifier, as serious sonic degradation can be
induced by aproximity effect.
We would all be naïve to think that there
would be no cost to inserting extra circuitry of
any kind into the signal path. With speakers
such as B&W 801s or 802s, most people have
found that the net improvement in sound quality provided by the Maughanbox is so great that
use of the box is almost not an option. In
speakers with the bass output and resolving
power of the 800s, especially in "tetra-wired"
mode, we might agree that use of abass alignment filter is more optional. Even so, users of
our box have found useful improvements in
this speaker's performance, especially when
the Maughanbox is placed on cones over ay
4"
marble or granite slab.
In closing, we would like to thank Lew Lipnick and the other good people at Stereopbile
Hans amused to see some writers referring to "Pearson's Rule
of Thirds:* presumably following recent discussion of loudspeaker placement in The Absolute Sound. Readers should be
aware that this is adecades-old rule-of-thumb, which I, for
example, heard expounded by Quad's Peter Walker nearly 15
years ago.
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for their consideration of the Maughanbox in
the context of this review.
Charles E. Zeilig
International Sales Manager, ListenUo Systems

Rega wow & flutter
Editor:
It has only recently come to my attention that
there was amention in Stereopbile about apossible problem with "wow & flutter" on the
Rega turntables. Iwant to assure your readers
and Rega owners that we are aware of no such
problem. In fact, due to the construction of the
'table and the physics involved, the Rega 'table
is one of the most "speed-steady" 'tables on the
market.
However, if you use your 'table for 33 and
45rpm operation, the belt can become
stretched out of shape. We suggest aseparate
belt for each speed, but only if you play alot
of 45s.
Other than acustomer living avery highhumidity area, which will also cause the belt
to loosen, Ican think of no reason why there
should be aproblem. Any customer having a
problem can contact his nearest dealer or
myself personally. If there is adefect, it will be
replaced at no cost to the customer.
Iwould be very interested to know who
started this rumor and why, before you printed
it, you did not contact the distributor to verify
the facts.
Rega turntables represent some of the best
values in high-end hi-fi, with most of the Regas
sold still in everyday use, now close to 17 years
in the US.
Craig Gulley
Music for Others
The "rumor" is actually the wording of our
"Recommended Components" entry for (be
Rega, based on ST's and my experience of the
turntable experience which is admittedly now
some five years or more in the past. Iwould
welcome (be opportunity of updating (bat
experience.
— JA

Koetsu & buying secondhand
Editor:
We at Koetsu USA are finding it quite disturbing
to see our devoted aficionados abused in the
secondary market. Please remember that Koetsu
cartridges have been manufactured since 1976.
We recently examined asupposedly 6-monthsold, 40-hour Rosewood Signature, purchased
by afan in New York for the reasonable sum of
$500. Although it is worthless at present, it
might be prized some day as an antique. It was
in lovely condition for a1978 model.
Our heart goes out to the innocent audiophile who paid for that unit on aC.O.D. basis.
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Why Music Lovers
Buyfrom
Square Deal.

AKG •Apogee
Arcici
Audio Ouest
B&O •B&W
C.A.L. •Carver
Classe Audio
CWD •Dahlquist
Electro Companiet
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JBL Pro Wei
Lexicon •Listen Up
Magnum
Monster Cable
NAD* •Nakamichi*
Onkyo •Ortoton
Sonographe
Sony ES•
Straightwire
Sumo •Target
Terk •Thorens
Tice •Velodyne
&Morel
In-slore sales

Square Deal auditions
virtually everything - but carries
only the best models of the best brands.
You get to choose from the cream of the crop!
A quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
credit card is welcome.

Square Deal
456 Waverly Avenue
Patchogue, New York 11772

Locat: (516) 475-1857
others:1 800 332-5369
Since 1925. We must be doing something right.

In-House Test Lab * 30th Year of Tube Sales
POWER TUBES

Prices subject to change.
6805
6L6GC
6L6GC
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EL34
EL34
KT88
300E1
6550
6550A
7591A
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(Philips-STR387)
(China)
(Siemens)
(China)
(China)
(China)
(GE)

Singles
10.00
25.00
12.50
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15.00
12.00
25.00
225.00
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30.00
25.00
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MP
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44.00
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24.00
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38.00
60.00

MOT
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76.00
120.00

PRE-AMP TUBES
5AR4/GZ34
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12AT7

5U4GB

20.00

12AU7A

6AN8A

12.50

12AX7

6F07/6CG7
6DJ8
6DJ8

16.00
12.00
10.00

12AX7A
LM-12AX7/A
12BH7A

14.95

5751

6JK6

(Jan Philips)
(USSR)

ARS ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 De Celis Place • P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
Fax: (818) 997-6158 •

(818) 997-6279
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(China)

6.50
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This type of situation has come about so often
during the past year that we feel compelled to
write this letter and offer our assistance.
We will examine any vintage Koetsu for no
charge other than shipping. Our people have
hands-on experience with every model ever
brought into America. There are some bargains
out there, but since 1989 there have been major
changes. Since then our designs have no longer
attempted to narrow the window of VTA acceptance to produce sonic spectaculars on ahandful of records. Current models can be set by a
trained technician and then play the vast majority
of real-world records without the precarious,
cantilever-threatening, constant readjustments
required by older Koetsus, and many of the
newest MC designs.
Any current model bought used could be a
bargain. The best values out there will probably be on the recently discontinued Black
Goldline. We have seen these being traded for
under $200 in lovely condition.
Remember, Koetsu means light and pleasure.
Enjoy your listening, play all your favorite
records. Look for bargains, but do not hesitate
to call for shipping instructions—(305) 6986102—if you are buying on the secondary market. Buying used is always risky; we can help
limit your exposure.
William G. Karniol
President, Koetsu USA
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The Sound advice, Sound equipment and
Sound deals people, invite you to celebrate its new
location at 150 5th Avenue!

HLfl

Cerry INC

Phone: (212)601-3823 Fax: (212)633-8018

Come discover along lost treasure in true
fidelity -AIR TIGHT -the ultimate in tube
technology from Japan and highly
acclaimed ATM-2 power amplifier exclusively at

HI -FI CITY

Experience the little wonder from Italy, 'CHARIO' -speakers also exclusively at HI-FI CITY
Take advantage of our grand opening celebration for 10 days and get special
prices on all audio/video components, TV's, VCR's, and accessories. Participate
in our surprise gift drawing everyday for 10 days, from Sept. 01 to Sept. 10, 1991!
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e evenings with leaders of the audio industry. See
what's new, learn why their products set the standards

eserve your place now to join us for two pleasant

others try to follow.
Michel Reverchon
Goldmund SA
Thursday, October 10

Arnie Nude11/Paul McGowan
Genesis Technologies
Thursday, November 7

Reservations required. Refreshments will be served. Start time 8 PM.
Anston •Aural Symphonies •AudioOyes! •B & K •Celestion • Coda • ET •Forte • Freed • Genesis
Goldmund •Kimber •Koetsu •Lyra • Mirage •Marton-Logan • MIT • Magnum Dynelab • NiftyGritty
Onkyo • Meta Research •Parasound • Proceed •Reference Line •Signet •Renaissance • Sonnse
SOTA • Stax • Surniko •SME • Target • Threshold • Tice • VP, • Wade • WBT

5720 Pickwick Road

Centreville, Virginia 22020

703-818-8000

Just off 1-66 at Rt. 28 or 29. 15 minutes from the Capital Beltway

Integrated System
Avalon

Es

M-120 Tube Amplifiers
eference Une

D2 -DA Converter

2-42

111111111

Perfectionist Attenuator

Eclipse

Please call to audition
this and other fine systems

209-298-8888
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers Interested In selling Stereophile call (505) 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5. Box 57
Huntsville
Audio Video Lab
2801 Newby Rd SW

ALASKA

El Toro
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N. El Camino Real
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd

Anchorage
Fair Oaks
Shimeks
Pinkerton Audio
405 E Northern Lights Blvd 6716 Madison Ave, Ste 8
Fairfield
ARIZONA
C&M Stereo Unlimited
Mesa
2020 N. Texas
Hi -Fi Sales
Gardena
810 W Main St
Reference Audio Systems
Phoenix
18214 Dalton Ave
Sound Alternatives
Hollywood
4126 E. Lewis
World Book 8. News
Sounds Like Music
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Real Hi Fi Systems
Irvine
2734 W. Bell Rd. $1306
Soundquest
Tower Records
4255 Campus Dr. $116
3949 E. Thomas Rd
Leucadia
Scottsdale
Music by the Sea
Esoteric Audio
542 N. Hwy 101
4120 N. Marshall Way. Ste 1
Los Angeles
Tucson
Axone Electronics
Wilson Audio Ltd.
8414 W. Third
2900 E. Broadway
Paris Audio
12401 Wilshire Blvd
ARKANSAS
Radio Active Sound
Little Rock
1278 Westwood Blvd
Creative Sight &Sound
400 N. Bowman, Ste B-3
Mission VI*
Videolaser
CALIFORNIA
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Berkeley
Monrovia
DB Audio
Brooks Berdan. Ltd.
2573 Shattuck Ave
110 W Olive Ave
Audio Chamber
Mountain View
17178 University Ave
Sound Goods
Music Lovers
391 San Antonio Rd
1510 AWalnut St
Newport Beach
Tower Records
Audio by Design
Classical Annex
1000 Bristol St N.
2585 Telegraph Ave
Oakland
Beverly Hills
California Music World
Beverly Hills Audio
1015 63rd St
8950 W. Olympic Blvd
Palm Springs
Christopher Hansen Ltd.
David Rutledge Audio
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Canoga Park
Palo Alto
Shelly's Stereo
Audible Difference
6836 De Soto Ave
805 El Camino Real
Upscale Audio
Western Audio Imports
8381 Canoga Ave
4191 El Camino Real
Carmichael
Pasadena
Deetes Sound Room
GNP Showcase
5825 Manzanita Ave, #4
1254 E. Colorado Blvd
Sound One
6650 Fairoaks Blvd
Riverside
SpeakerCratt
Claremont
1650 Seventh St
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill. $139
Rohnert Park
Colma
Auto Symphony
Serra Stereo
5704 Commerce Blvd
4947 Juniper° Serra
Sacramento
Cotati
Keith Yates Audio
Zone Audio
2440 Fulton Ave
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
Paradyme Audio/Video
Cupertino
1720 Fulton Ave
Elite Electronics
San Diego
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd Stereo Design
Dublin
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Plus
Stereo Unlimited
6767 Dublin Blvd
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
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San Francisco
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
612 N. Milpas
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission St
Santa Cruz
Cymbaline Records
1336 Brommer St. #A9
Lenz Arts Inc.
142 River St
Santa Maria
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanada Ave
Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appt
Shelley 's Stereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Sherman Oaks
Tower Records
Classical Annex
14623 Ventura Blvd
Simi Valley
House of Audio/Video
1970-4 Sequoia
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 W Castle St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
13011 Newport Ave. #100
Upland
Audio Haven
1937 W. llth St
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Walnut
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Classical Annex
8840 W. Sunset Blvd
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd. #24
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd.
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
The Stereo-File, Inc.
1939 Pearl St
Cherry Creek
US. Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N Tejon
The Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
Denver
Listen Up
999 S. Logan
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
U.S. Tech
111 S Madison
Sound Hounds
646 S. College Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Fairfield
The Sound Source
1955 Black Rock Tnpk
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank

FLORIDA
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 US 19 N.
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Sound Advice
4008 N Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Insights
2302 S. US 1
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
523 South 21s1 Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd, #10
Key West
Audio International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Largo
Sound Creations, Inc.
3690 East Bay Dr
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy

Audio Plus
6214 S. Dixie Hwy
Joe's News
1549 Sunset Dr
Sound Components
11927 S Dixie Hwy
Pompano Beach
Stereo Shoppe
1650 N. Federal Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N. Dale Mabry Hwy
Audio Visions
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Marietta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
3184A Waialae Ave
The Audio Shoppe
800 S. Beretania. #207
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
ILLINOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barrington
718 W. North West Hwy
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700N. Western Ave
Sound Choice
928 W. Diversey Pkwy
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E. Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Saint Charles
Audiophile St Charles
411 S. 2nd St

In Southern California
Wi

•
•
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Service & Selection
Audio Den proudly offers hidefinition audio & video for the
discriminating music lover.
We specialize in custom home
installation and personal service
for those who seek excellence in
the reproduction of music.

At Progressive Audio we can
expand your perception of
recorded music. We will demonstrate what ahigh-end stereo
system should sound like and
what you should expect from a
high-end dealer.
With our ten serious listening
rooms we are central Ohio's
exclusive dealer for:
I3&W 800
Esoteric Digital
Krell
Spectral
Sota Cosmos
Theta Digital
Thiel CS-5
Vandersteen 3
Wilson %Van 3/Pup!

ppoapEmv€
gum

614/299-0565
1764 N. High St.. Columbus, OH 43201

2

Electronics
Jeff Rowland
Design
Counterpoint
Bryston
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonographe
Stax
NAD
Luxman
Denon
Revox

Accessories
Audio Quest
CWD Furniture
Mod Squad
Signet
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kim ber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
WIBT
Esoteric Audio
CD Stop Light

Speakers
Acoustat
Boston Acoustics
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Turntables
Well Tempered
Labs
Thorens
Sonographe
Denon

Video
Proton
NAD
Pioneer
Fosgate
Shure HTS

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700
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Springfield
The King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
9546 Allisonville Rd
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Logic
5733 Urbandale Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd
1426 Unit Town Rd
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound. Inc.
830 S. Hillside
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octave's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Worcester
O Coins
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Book Nook Inc
18690 Encorse
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E. Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Rd
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
2800 E Grand River Ave
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Stereo Showcase
2440 28th St NE
Lansing
Contemporary Audio
3800 W. Saginaw
Rochester
Almas HiFi Stereo
235 S Main St
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Almas HiFi Stereo
4354 N. Woodward
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Belair Rd
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Cou Audio Shop
326 N. Market St
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Towson
An Oie Musik, Inc
1Investment PI, Annex Bldg MINNESOTA
Hopkins
MASSACHUSETTS
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Arlington
Audio Vision
Hi End Audio
1060 Massachusetts Ave
740 11th Ave S
Boston
Minneapolis
Audio Studio
Audio Perfection
303 Newbury St
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
Tower Records
HiFi Sound Electronics
360 Newbury St
1226 Harmon PI
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MISSOURI
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
227 N Lindbergh Blvd
Fes Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St Louis Sound Co
1341 S. Lindbergh. Ste 1
Kansas City
Primus Audio
1164 Baltimore
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St.
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E. Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 S. Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E Flamingo
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Lane
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Amherst
Audio Ensemble
2Pauls Way
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S Main St

Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo
751 Amboy Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Mom's Music Systems
Windsor Plaza. 98 Wolf Rd
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
NEW JERSEY
206 E. Main St
Chester
Binghamton
Professional Audio
JSG Audio
Consultants
1437 Front St
57 E. Main St
Buffalo
Deptford
Speaker Shop
Hi Fi Connection
3604 Main St
136 Rt 41
Canandaigua
Englewood
Audio
Nouveaux
Stuart's Audio
71-73 S. Main St
3Grand Ave
Fairport
Marlton
Fairport Soundworks
Hi Fi Connection
30 State St
RD 1, Pt 73
Kingston
Millburn
Sound Advice
Professional Audio
604 Ulster Ave
Consultants
Lake Grove
182 Essex St
Audio Den Ltd
Monistown
Smith
Haven Plaza
American Audio
2021 Nesconset Hwy
213 South St
Latham
Sight and Sound
Clark Music in Albany
60 Speedwell Ave
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
South Street Stereo
Liverpool
20 South St
Audio
Excellence
Northfield
4974 Alexis Dr
Sound Inc.
Lynbrook
900 Tilton Rd
American Audiophile
Princeton
373 Sunrise Hwy
Woodbridge Stereo
127 Village Blvd. US Route 1 Merrick
Performance Audio
Ridgewood
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Sounding Board
Mount Kisco
75 Franklin Ave
Accent on Music
Secaucus
175 Main St
Harvey Electronics
Fox and Sutherland
600 Secaucus Rd
15 S. Moger Ave
Sea Girt
Nanuet
Monmouth Stereo
Eardrum
Audio Video
2133 Hwy 35
148 E. Rt 59
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
New York City
450 Hwy 35
Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
Dina Magazines
1841 Hooper Ave
270 Park Ave S
Trenton
Lyric Hi-Fi Inc.
Hal 's Stereo
1221 Lexington Ave
Lake Lawrence Plaza
2605 Broadway

Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Zines Magazines
2077 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Discriminating Ear
Harbour View Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, Rt 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Gordon Electronics
2739 Erie Blvd E
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E
Walton
Audio Classics
US Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E Post Rd
NORTH CAROLINA
Bowne
Mr Audio
809 Blowing Rock Rd
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State RI 725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
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Cleveland
The Sound Resource
12801 Buckeye Rd
Mark's
258 The Arcade
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2616 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Toledo
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave
Tulsa
K- Labs Premium Audio
4715 E 41st St

OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
14 W Lancaster Ave
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. 3rd
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
3047 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N. Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street hid
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
2 It,

PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
171 Angell St Suite 216

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Hilton Head Isle
Sound Ideas
218 Park Plaza

TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 191h Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
381:00 N Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Marcum Electronics
6009 Burnet Rd
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N Central Expwy
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Denton
Bell Audio Video
1727 W University Dr
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd. 4159
El Paso
Soundguest Inc
6800 Gateway E 10
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esotenc Ear
13158 Veteran's Memonal
Pkwy
StereoWorks
2470 S Dairy Ashford. $285
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S Loop 289. 413
McAllen
Videorama
1301 Pecan
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy

San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Or

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

VIRGINIA
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5720 Pickwick Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products &Svcs
215 Main St
Falls Church
The Sound Exchange
228 W Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc
6477 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northrup Way
Richland
Tin Ear
704-A Symons
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe $2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW

WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW

WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St
South Chadeston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S. Hastings Way
Greenbay
Hi Fi Heaven
1917 S Webster Ave
Madison
University Audio
402 S Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S

WYOMING
Cheyenne
Electronics Unlimited
1400 Dell Range

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24. Site One. RR1

ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Sounds of Music
220 7th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
107464 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
KO Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic Neves
6650 Morris St

ONTARIO
Brampton

Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St. $3
Mississauga
Laserland
2200 Dundas St E.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W $3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Eu phonics
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2

Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Thomhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
129 Jarvis St
Classical Music Shop
Hazetton Lanes Mall
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St, Units E8 &E9
Waterloo
Sound Stage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
233 Brock St S.
Windsor
Audio Two
2863 Howard Ave

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St Zotigue
Montreal
Metropolitan News
1109 Cypress St
Opus Audio
5181 Decarie Blvd
Ouebec
CO.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thombury, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

BERMUDA
Hamilton
M&M International. Ltd
61 Church St

DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
Copenhagen
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilia
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36

GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b
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GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
Videorythmos
6Sivitanidou St
176 76 Kallithea
Musicompact
293 Kilissias Ave
Crete
Audio 8Visual Co
3Zografou SI
Thessaloniki
Audio Hall
2DeIliou St

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi. Chiyoda-Ku
MALAYSIA
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
67 Lorong Rahim KaLal 13
MEXICO
Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama SA
Marsella 71

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E. Coast Rd
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Padre Jot re. 22
SWEDEN
Stockholm
HiFi Art
Grey Turegatan 24 11438

HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
Surte 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
YK Audio
Room 201 Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
PYK Audio
248 Ocean Terminal

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Riinstraat 142-150

HUNGARY
Budapest 1.1-153
Zebraudio Ltd
PO Box 556

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone. Wellington
DR FiritIon i'd
3Sew,

TAIWAN
Taipei
Taitu Electronics Corp
6F, No 57-1. Sec 2
Chung Ching South Rd

ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF. S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrocx

INDONESIA
JI. Ungaran Timur 52
Sanggar Audio
Semarang 50232

SAUDI ARABIA
National Distributor
Jeddah
Audio Tech
P.O. Box 14369

THAILAND
Bangkok
Audio Suite
350/1-2 Petchaburi Rd
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raiadamri Rd

SWITZERLAND
Veyrier/Go
Hi-Fi Portier
101 Chemin Des Bola

Future Land
Amarin Plaza. 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee

SM8M Marketing Co
Peninsula Plaza. 3rd Floor
153 Raladarrin Rd
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow 02
Music Room
221 St Vincent St
London
Audio 1
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi F1
Harris Arcade. Friar St
WEST INDIES
JAMAICA
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit
YUGOSLAVIA
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirse Znava 1

BY THE YEAR 2000

EVERYTHING ELSE WILL HAVE COME AND GONE—BUT YOUR
TICE AUDIO POWER BLOCK &TITAN WILL STILL BE THERE!
•Atma-Sphere •Audible Illusions •Belles •Cary
•Chicago •Distech •EHS •Eminent Tech. •
FMS •Fried •Garrott •Kindel •Kinergetics •
Klimo •Magnum •MFA •Musical Concepts •PS
Audio •Pro-Ac •Quicksilver •Sonance •Spica •
Straightwire •Sumiko •Superphon •Systemdek
•TARA Wire & Electronics •Target •Tice •VPI

POWERBLOCK —Improvement greater than
you ever imagined. Indispensable for any hiend system.
TITAN—Coupled with the powerblock—they
define the state of the art in AC line conditioning.
POWER EXTENDER—Rack style, 6outlet
strip designed not to degrade the AC power

Hear These And Other Fine
Products At:

AUDIO
ENJOYMENT
C all for appointment

516-360-8815
11 Caroline Avenue, Smithtown, NY 11787

Used equipment bought, sold, traded
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF THE MCNEILL AUDIO REPORT
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, en) per word, $12 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.25 per word, $90 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE: Ms are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components
bought and sold. New and used. Daily specials.
Closeouts. Best prices! CD players. D/A converters,
nu-ntables, toneanns, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners,
preamplifiers, power amplifiers, receivers, and
speakers. Audio America (VA). Call (703)745-2223.
ABRAKADABRA!!! IF YOUR DREAMS include astateof-the-art CD playback system that sounds like analog
and costs less than $1600, wake up to the Audio
Alchemy top-loading 2-chassis Digital Drive System
($699), Digital llansmission Interface ($299), upg,radable Bitstream Digital Decoding Engine with digitaldomain polarity switch ($399), and unique Analog
Decoding Engine (improves analog output of all CD
players, fl/As. DNB, DCCs., for $199). Money-back guaranty! Free shipping worldwide! Trade-ins welcome!
Allegro Sound /Audioldbrks, worldwide headquarters
for new & pre-owned High-End & Classic audio since
1973, 15015 Itntura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403,
by appointment only or Cail (818)377-5264 anytime.
Get Alchemized!
MIRROR IMAGE, ALTIS, SYMPHONIC LINE, CODA,
XL0, Eminent Technology, Klyne, Dynaudio loudspeakers, Perfectionist Audio Components, Electrocompaniet, Audio Alchemy, Celestion SL, Magnum
Dynalab, Space& Time, Reference Line, Lyra cartridges
and turntables, Musical Design, Sumiko, MAS, Arcra,
Bright Star, Well-Tempered, Tiffany line conditioners.
Graham tonearms, Vecteur loudspeakers, Fosgate,
many more. Straightforward guidance. !Crystal Clear
Audio, Dallas, TX, (214)821-2753. Audition evaluations available.
B&K M-200 SONATA MONO AMPS, 1pair, like new;
B&K Pro-10 MC Sonata preamp, like new. PA, (215)
567-4626.
ARTHUR'S CUS7DM AUDIO—Michigan. Altis, Audio
Alchemy, Audiophile, AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Finyl,
Lyra, MFA, Parasound, PSE, Reference Line, Ryan
Acoustics, SimplyPhysics, Sound-lab, XL0, and other
fine brands. (3/3) 682-4686.
-SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH,- featuring: AudioQuest,
Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Grado Signature, Koetsu,
Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre. ProAc, Ryan Amusties,
SansuiNintage, Straight Wire/Maestro, Superphon,
Target, Wavetrace, Well-Tempered. Custom cable terminations. Alexis Audio, Liverpool, Ny, (315) 4533937. Visa/MC/Amex.

BEYOND 2000 AMERICAN HYBRID ULTRA RESOLUTION" interconnects are accurate for microwave transmissions. 21st-century-ready, $350, Im. oversize WBT
plugs. The best at any price. American Hybrid Technology, 549 Centennial Ave, »enton, NJ 08629.
Fax/pbone: (609)599-3828.

248

COUNTERPOINT FACTORY UPDATES—Recently
engineered updates assure Counterpoint owners that
your purchase is alasting investment. SA2, SA3, SA3.1,
SA4, SA5, SA7, SA7.1, SA11, SAI2, SA20, SA3000. Please
have serial number(s) ready. For details, cost, and a
return authorization number, call Counterpoint at
(800)275-2743, ext.103 or 110.
PHILIPS 6695 Hl-FI STEREO VCR with surround,
brand new, $375 ($650 list); Naim speaker cable, 2
x6m, 850. (505)989-8990.
THE MUSICAL TRUTH. .."'—A new personal newsletter for the curious audiophile of ordinary means.
Covers affordable high-end, plus classic used equipment, and an iconoclastic POV by HFL, one of the
original Equipment Editors of TAS. Bimonthly, $12/6
issmcs. TAIT PO Box 723. larmington, CT 06032-0723.
MUSIC METRE SOLID SILVER INTERCONNECT may
be the last interconnect you buy. itansparent, natural,
pure, dynamic. Talk is cheap in high-end audio. This
table delivers! $400 one meter (818)242-4535 (Phone)
or (818)242-4415 (fax).
LINN LP-12; PS Audio 5.5 preamp plus M-500 power
supply plus 100C amplifier; ADS 1530 top-of-the-line
speakers. All mint/some warranty. List $7100, sell
$3400 OBO. (212)549-7742, NYC.
ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS! Audio Alchemy, Altis,
Arcici, Boulder, Coda, Music Metre, Point Source
amplifiers, PS Audio, Straight Wire, VMPS, and more!
Call (313)342-2475for prices and info Gil Morrison.
INADEQUATE DEALER SETUP is common cause of
AUDIO NEUROSIS. Get ALL of the high-end sound
you paid for through ("rpm in-home setup and tweaking. Analog front end and system synergy professional
with 13 years' ccperience—will travel—representing
SOTA, ET, VPI, Graham, SME, Smut°, SimplyPhysics,
Music Reference (RM5, RM9; most musical value),
Sound Connections, etc Call for system consultation.
Chet, (318)981-6271.
LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD. One of the largest distributors of electronic valves/tubes in the UK can offer
large quantities of special-quality Mullard receiving
valves, such as: ECC81/12Ar7, ECC82/12AU7, ECC83/
12AX7, ECC88, EF86, EL34, GZ32, GZ34, 6LGG/GC.
Telephone, telex, or fax for immediate quotation. 1
Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey, England CRO 2QP
(011-44)81-684-1166. Fax: (011-44)81-684-3056. leler
946 -V)8.
CLASSÉ Al. TDIO DR9, 8monde: old. $2500; Nalcunichi
PA7 preamp, $700; Adcom CPA-555 preamp, Iyear
old, $500; 2Monster Cable .5m M1000, $50 each.
(809) 778-3663 (bome)any time after 7pm, (809)7788767 (work) 7am-5:30pm.
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HIGH-END AUDIO TRUTHS as written by an insider
of aprestigious high-end distributor. The most honest
comments ever seen in print. Send check for $4 to:
IDE Co, Dept. 269, PO. Box 9634, Boston, MA 02114.
FREE SHIPPING FROM in/between audio: Introducing Scientific Fidelity - lesla" loudspeaker, Cary Audio
tube electronics, Bradley Audio, Aural Symphonies,
AudioQuest, Gold Aero, TARA Labs, Apature, Esoteric,
DNM, Straight Wire, Dynavector, SimplyPhysics,
Chesky, Reference. Call (503) 638-5767 for afree
catalog.
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 8AMP, mint, 5months old,
$4400. (301)445-7587.
FOR SALE: AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE D/A, ADE, DTI,
DDS, and digital coax cable. Call or write (Yes! write)
for prices and/or literature. Brian Kelly, 6-10am &
8pm-MONT PST (818) 332-3013 (if out of service,
(818)304-4677), Box 1116, Glendora, CA 91740-1116
US MONITOR QUADS with Arcici stands, $2700; VTL
100Wpc monos, $1800; Meitner PA6i, $1400; WellTempered turntable with Monster AGI000, $1500;
Nalcamichi CR5A with remote, $600. (609)497-0411.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO EARS GENESIS CD player, new
with warranty, $1100 ($1995); AudioQuest Green, 12'
paie 8120; Theta Digital interconnect, $80 ($195). (717)
421-2884, days.
KRELL ICRS-2, $2700; ICSA-200, $3300 OBO; SOTA
Star/SME IV/Carnegie 2, $2200. All mint, pick up
only-NYC. Call Eriç (212)244-5580 days.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carves,VElltinpered, NEC, Forté, Nalcamichi
R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
Stax, Nalcamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko, VPI,
CV/D, and more Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court Street,
Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816.
STRAIGHT WIRE MAESTRO INTERCONNECT, 2m
$299; EVS dual P&G Attenuator, $350; Sequerra
speaker (walnut), $349. All 1year new, with boxes.
Steve; (408)255-7969 evenings before lOpm Pacific
Time.
PYRAMID MET-7 SPEAKERS, ORIGINAL, black finish,
excellent condition, $150 includes shipping in US.Jeff,
(414)731-8016 CST
CUSTOM CABLES AND TERMINATIONS, Camacs,
XLR balanced, high-flexibility tonearm sets; custom
Shallcross volume controls; MIT MultiCaps and Wonder Caps/solder/wire; Vishay and Holco resistors, all
types audio connectors, tonearm and chassis wires
wide selection of high-end accessories/mod parts, $1
catalog ($3 overseas); Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (
415)669-7181 .
LOOKING FOR EQUIPMENT? We can help! We sell
only dependable, excellent-sounding audio equipment
(plus video). We offer friendly, knowledgeable advice,
hands-on experience, free manufacturers' brochures,
quick delivery. We carry: Mirage, Kinergetics, Cary,
Philips, KEF, Quad, PS, Fried, Spica, many more. Ask
for catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St.,
Charleston, SC 29403. (803)723-7276.
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TANDBERG 3014A CASSETTE DECK, mint, never
used, $1100 plus shipping, firm. Betuven 6-10pm only
EST (216)773-7328.
CELEST1ON SL700 LOUDSPEAKERS, complete with
grilles and stands, $1700; Proceed CDP, $1095; MIT
MH-750 speaker cable, 8' pair with 2pairs of WBT
locking banana plugs on each cable, $300; AudioQuest Topaz interconnects, II', $40. CallJobn, (512)
691-2933.
McINTOSH MX-110, $175; SR-2, $85; C-33, MOO; MR.
80, $1500; MC-2155, $1250; MPI-4, $1000; ARC EC-21,
$450; Regs RB-300, $100; Heath pair W5M SP-1, $325;
Lux pair 3045/1CT88, $1000; 2003, $375; pair Bose
901 111 with EQ. $550; Precision Fidelity C-9, $800;
REL Precedent FM tuner, $950; Fisher 800B, $250;
KM-60, $125; 101R, $125; X100C, $100; MPX-100,
$150; MPX-200, $100; Sherwood S3MX, $150; A3MX,
$85; H.H. Scott 399, $225; 335, $150; 130, $165;
Dyna FM-3, $85; PAM-1, $25; QD-1, $35; ESC-1, $35:
2ST-70, $275; FM3X, 833; Pilot MPX 200, $125; E.H.
Scott 2800B rec ,as is, $500; Ampex 1250 F-4470 F4455 936, 8350; Viking 88 RMQ 87Q, $200; Concertone 505-2, $75; Crown PRO 744, 8550; ECO HET-94
AM tuner, $65; 2050, $75; MX-99, $45; HFT-92 kit,
$45; Sony SB-500 tape Selector, $50; MLV-1100 TV
MPX, $150.J.P Evans, 877 Bettina Ct. #643, ¡fouston, TX 77024, (713)973-9480.
FIDELITYCRAFT IS PROUD TO OFFER the NRG line
of class-A and -AB amplifiers, and Unity Audio class-A
speakers. Satisfaction guaranteed with personal service. For information on these and other products,
call or write: FidelityCrajt 643 Windemere Dr,
Brighton, MI 48116, (313)227-9740. We ship nationwide However, if available, support your local dealer.
DAHLQUIST DQ-20, great soundstage, accurate spectral balance, perfect condition, $900; (615)333-9224
PS AUDIO 5.5 PREAMP, cost $1195, sell $599; Vortex Screen speakers, $799. Both mint. Roger (805)
498-8767 or (805)983-3343 PST
FOR SALE: WATSON LABORATORIES model 10
speakers, excellent condition, walnut with black cloth,
asking $600. NAD MR-20 color monitor, excellent
condition, asking $400. Cotter Mk.2 MC transformer,
beautifully made, asking $90. Old 78s with famous
vocalists. Back issues of Stereopbile, complete from
Vol.3 to Vol.12. Back issues of The Absolute Sound,
Vol.9 to Vol.14. Call Al at (607)565-8438 evenings
or (607)565-9624 days.
PRODIGY OTL TUBE AMPS, rated Class A in StereoMerle, mint condition, $4650. Ezra, (803) 327-4849
any time.
SOTA LINE CONDITIONER, Yamaha T960Il tuner,
(2) lm M1000 interconnects, (2) lm MIT Shotgun interconnects. All mint, make offerlobn, (215) 264-5259
evenings.
B&W MATRIX 800, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805 OWNERS:
Are you using B&W's black box (high-pass alignment
filter) with your high-end equipment? You are being
deprived of the best. Now available are high-quality
units at avery affordable price. Ask for "The Golden
Flute" by JPS labs at your B&W dealer, or call (716)
822-0159.
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QUAD
• ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKERS
• ELECTRONICS
• SUBWOOFER SYSTEM

NO MORE VIDEO!
Not in Stereophile, anyway. If you want to
read more ofJ. Gordon Holt's deathless video
verbiage, and see how he and his associates
are doing for video in 1991 what Stereophile
did for audio in 1962, you'llhave to subscribe
to JG H's video magazine, Video Theater.
VT is all about what it takes to make movie
viewing as much fun at home as in the theater.
It's about monitors, LD players (and discs),
surround decoders, amplifiers, loudspeakers,
topcom poppings, and watching in the dark.

Distributed by
QUAD U.S.A.
P.O. Box 730 •Barrington, Illinois 60011
TEL (708) 526-1646
FAX (708) 526-1669

Introducing

The
MERRILL KT-1
Turntable Kit
Performance that beats
$2,000 -$3,000 turntables
for

$695 0°
(Assembly requires approximately 3hours.)

Call for a brochure!

A 6-issue subscription costs apiddling $16,
with a full refund if you feel you were
gypped. Order from Video Theater, 1215
Ravenwood, Boulder, CO 80303.

ATC SCM-20 •Acoustic Energy
Audio quest •Audible Illusions
ASC •B&K •Sonata •Cardas
Celestion •Classe' Audio •Coda
Technologies •Esoteric Digital
Kimber •KEF Custom •Lexicon
Ensemble •Entec •Meridian
Mission/Cyrus •Magnum/Dynalab
Mod Squad •PSE •Philips
Audio/ Video •Niks •Rega •Sims
Sonus Faber •Stax •Sonrise
Sound Anchor • Tara-Labs • Target
Tera/Video • Tice Power Block
Velodyne
VAC Valve Amplification Co.

301-890-3232

AUDIOPHILE STEREO

2125 Central Ave.
Memphis, TN 38104

(901) 272-1275
250

DIO

ONE
CHILDRESS CT.
BURTONSVILLE,
MARYLAND 20866
FAX (301) 890-3819

VISA, MASTERCAkD
& AMERICAN EXPRESS

ACOUSTAT 1+1s med.-C, $750; Electrocompaniet Pry
1moving-coil, $550; Series 20 M-25, $350; Yamaha
DSP100, $350; Klyne SK2, $250; Vandu3teen 2C with
Sound Anchors, $800. Phil, (305)426-1371 (FL).

THRESHOLD SA-350 AMPLIFIER, $3400; B&K Sonata
101 preamp, $975; Denon 1520 CD player, $500. All
items mint with boxes and warranty cards. Don, (914)
361-1486 after 5pm.

IDOS, ROOMTUNES, available at Keith Audio Group,
(314)445-9716, 9-5 CST

SAN DIEGO AREA: The new Hales speakers (stunning
holography), Cardas cables, Symphonic Line amps
(a big winner), Convergent Audio preamps (that marvelous CAT), outstanding passive preamps, Benz cartridges, Sound Anchor stands. Auditions by appointment. Used items occasionally. Audio Archives, (619)

B&W 802 MATRIX SERIES II, black, with 2 pairs
AudioQuest Indigo wire, $3000; NAD 2600A amp
bridged with 7600 remote receiver, $1200. Package.
$4000. (609)652-6286 any time.
SPECTRAL DMC-10 DELTA PREAMP, $1300; Spectral
DMA-50 amp, $1200; SME V tonearm, $1100; Hegrman Hapi II, $100. (708)456-1285 evenings.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET Pioneer CLD900 laserdisc player (digital), $300 plus shipping;
Franklin Mint One Hundred Greatest Recordings Of
All Time, $1200; Dennessen PRD, $150. Most prices
include UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommerwerck,
doStereophile, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
YOUR INTERCONNECTS ARE LYING! Find out what
honest-sounding cables can do for you. If you have
an otherwise good-sounding system, using the Cormorant/SCT-04 should substantially improve it, thanks
to its unique design based on proven electrical and
mechanical techniques. XLR connectors available.
Order risk-free. If not completely pleased within 45
days, return for full refund including shipping both
ways. $129/1m pair. Also available, model SCT-03,
$95/1m pair. Air shipping, $4. Stewart Grand. Solid
Core Ièclonology, 3808 IVestview Avenug West Palm
Beach, FL 33407. (407)842-7316.

455-6326.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering hest prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. Tollfree, (800) 292-5533.
ROOMTUNE, INC. would like to thank the following manufactures for allowing us to treat their exhibition moms at SCES in Chicago: Symclex, Bright Star,
Mirror Image, First Sound, Artemis, Vision Acoustics,
Clements, Genesis Technologies, Stax, Valve Amplification Company, AudioStatic, Audio Research, Kinergenes, Parasound, ProAc USA, Nobis Electronics, The
Mod Squad, Ensemble, Altis, Jadis, Merlin, Cardas.
MFA, German Acoustics, Swan's Speaker, Hales Audio,
Encore Electronics,
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—We are your
newest source for Arcici, B&K, Cardas, Merlin Signature, Philips, Promethean Audio Products, PS Audio,
Roonillme, and TARA Labs products. Call Mark or
Rich for sound advice—sound price. Signature
Sound, PO. Box 2814, Liverpool, NY 13089. (315)
622-9066, (315) 622-4137.

COUNTERPOINT SA20 AMP, $1000; EV Interface B
speakers, $200; Uher 724 reel-to-reel with built-in amp
and speakers, $225; Adcom speaker box. $45. All
mint. (608)246-0270, leave message.
BOSTON ACOUSTICS T930s, 3-way towers, $350
OBO; Dynaco PAT-4, $50; 2pairs Cardas Gold interconnects, $25 each Jim, (216) 747-0010.
NEW IMPROVED HAFLER DH110 with registration
card, $225; PS Audio 4.6 with active/passive inputs,
$464. Looking for JSE Infinite Slope 2A. L Smith, III
N. 3rd Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.
MELOS MA222B PREAMP, $1895; Arcam Black Box
D/A converter, $375. All mint, B/0. (508)251-4871.
USED: KEF 107, $2500; Levinson ML9, $1500; Linn
LP12/1ttok/K18, $1995; DMS, $2250; SARA9, $1000;
Sonographe amplifieg $700; Acoustat preamp, $499;
MIT 750, 15' pair, $300; Infinity RSIB, $2500; Fosgate 3608, $500; McIntosh 7007 CD player Call Arty
01(402) 391-3842.
MELOS TM-90 stereo amplifier, excellent condition,
$650. (908)654-0568.
S0fA COSMOS turntable, granite finish, $2200. (WO
725-0554 EST
SELL FOR CASH, or trade your audio and video equipment. Authorized sales and service for Harman/
Kardon, JBL, Rotel, AudioQuest. Stereo Classics, 75
Church St., New Brunswick, NJ 08901, (908) 2201144, Fax (908)220-1284. Buy, sell, trade, service.
Amex, MC, Visa.
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NIUIDIEIMIRIT11-11UIRIE
COMPONENT RACK SYSTEM

•Adjustable
•Expandable
•Stackable
•Affordable
Be your own audio
housing
architect Everything
is optional.
shelves, isolation
platforms, record racks, et
•r
19" components.
Buy only what you
need when you
need it!
Priced from $170

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design was
created by music lovers
and musicians with the
simple goal of offering
the highest level of
musical accuracy
possible.
We offer complete
systems from less than
$800 to state-of-the-art
audiophile and roomto-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs.

Angstrom Apogee
Acoustat •B&K
California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Forte •Fosgate •KEF
Lexicon •Monitor Audio
MB/Quart •Nakamichi
NHT •Meridian
Mirage •NAD
PS Audio •Rotel
Soundlab •STAX
Threshold •Sonance
Well Tempered Labs
Van den Hal

Audio Images
Audio Research
Classé Audio
Counterpoint
Nairn Audio
PS Audio
Luxman
Hafler
Denon
Eastern Pa's Premier High End
Energy
Audio Speciatists
Dun tech
Vandersteen
Martin-Logan
Velodyne
Lexicon
Optonica
Esoteric
Theta Digital
Proton Video
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
California Audio Labs
VP! •PSE • CWD • Straightwire
Sonance •Sumiko. ...& morel
Few Quafity, Affoniabif, .41 Lrpertur With A Persona( Touch

1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach, CA 92660

714/851-0112

Western New York's Exclusive

MARK LEVINSON
DEALER

•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO RESEARCH
•AUDIOOUEST
•DENON
•GRADO
•[INN
•MAGNEPAN

•MIRAGE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI
•PROCEED
•PROTON VIDEO
•THETA
•THIEL
•VELODYNE

Trades Welcome
MC •VISA • AMEX • DIS
4114

\

1111
1111011 1111 1110101 1II IN 110 11
111111P

2314 MONROE AVE

line

giuNi

215-391-1200
5980 Hamilton Blvd. • Wescosville, PA 18106

Straight Talk...
For 30 years we have provided the best quality, selection, and advice to music lovers throughout the
central U S. at very
competitive prices.
Adcom

• ADS • Alpine

B&O • B&W • Boston
Denon • Esoteric Audio
Forte • KEF • Klipsch
Marlin-Logan • Mitsubishi
Monster Cable • NAD
Nakamichi • Onkyo • Paradigm • Phase Tech • Philips
Revox • Sennheiser • Shure
Signet • SME • Snell • Sony
Stan • Sumiko • Threshold
Velodyne •Yamaha & more.
Phone: 913/842-1811 ext 6
24th & Iowa, Lawrence, KS 65044
Mon-Thur 10am-8pm, Fri & Sat: 1(m-Cipm

ROCHESTER, NY

716-442-6050

MON.-FRI. NOON-9
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Custom Home/Office Design & Installation,
12 Sound Rooms, Records &CDs
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FOR SALE: CLASSÉ DR-6L pre, $2499 obo; DR-25
amp, $3299 obo; M.L. #23.5 amp, B/0; SOTA Panorama speakers, 2pairs, $799 and $899; MicroMega
Tho CD (the best!!!), new in box, $6500; DUO, $1430
obo; Sony CDP-X777ES CD (three 75, not 2!); B&W
Matrix 804 speakers, 11/0; 805 speakers, B/0; Lwunan
T-117 tuner, Iused $399, Inew $475; NAK 1000ZXL
deck, $1499 obo; Goldmund Reference TE, $19,500
obo; VTL tube D/A, B/0. Call or write (Yes! write) for
list of others. Brian Kelly, 6-10am & 8pm-MDNT PST
(818)332-3013 ajout ofservicg (818)304-4677), Box
1116, Glendora, CA 91740-1116 USA.
CARY AUDIO DESIGN CAD-50 and Superphon 400S
available at Keith Audio Group, (314)445-9716, 9-5
CST. New store opening soon.
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NY.
New arrivals! Nairn CD player and DBL speakers, Linn,
Kairn preamp, Deltec processors, Epos ES11, Rega
amplifiers, McCormack CD drive and electronics. All
on demonstration. Our affordable products—Rotel,
Creek, Arcam, Regs, Castle, and Royd—are musical
and should be auditioned. Vet care about your needs,
regardless of budget. 175 Main St., Mount Kisco, NY
10549, (914)242-0747.
YAMAHA SURROUND-SOUND DSP-100U, DSR100PRO, MX-35, $800. Also Straight Wire Rhapsody
interconnect, lm, $50 each. Encore speaker cable, 8',
$75. Richard, (407)848-7914.
THIEL CS2 LOUDSPEAKERS, $1200; Aragon D2A
with IPS, $925; Mod Squad Deluxe line drive, $775.
(716)282-7168 days.
NEVER USED: DECCA INTERNATIONAL pick-up
arm. Still in original carton, with instructions, $350
firm. (Decca 4RC pick-up included without charge.)
(215)963-5223.
MARTIN-LOGAN, THRESHOLD, WADIA, SOTA,
Quicksilver, Spica, Surniko, Klyne, Lyra Connoisseur,
Rotel, Linaeum, BEL, XL0, Atma-Sphere RPM, TARA
Labs, flatline, Morel, PSE, Philips, SME, Forté, MFA,
Graham, Superphon, Fosp,ate, Tice, and more. Corner Audio, 1204 NW Gilson, Portland, OR 97209,
(503)227-1943.
TRIPPLITE POWER CONDITIONERS, LC-1800,
$269.95; LC-2400, $349.95; and rack-mount LCR2400, $369.95, will protect your system from surges,
high/low voltage situations, and line noise. Call for
pricing on other line filters and conditioners. Cable
Concepts, FO 'Jac 417, Powell, OH 43065, (614) 7618933 or Fax (614)761-8955.

ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY!
Vacuum-tube controlled. Latest technology and modular design. "Risk free" 30-day home trial. Uncompromised performance at factory-direct pricing. Call
or write to: David Lucas, Inc, Dept. SF 924 Hutton
Road, Oakmont, PA 15139. (412)828-1967.
JBL LE 10A RAW SPEAKERS, 16 ohm, near mint, one
pair, $200; JBL LX4-2 crossovers, $50/pair; one LE 20-1
tweeter, fair, 125. (714)679-0173.
NAKAMICHI CA-7A REMOTE PREAMP, $1595 with
switched power strip, warranty; Philips CDV-488,
$695 warranty; Yamaha NSA-102, new, $120. All pampered. NEC PLD-910 digital prologic, $595; Phase
léchnology PC-80, $400; Onlcyo Integra M-504, $450;
Parasound EQ-300, $65; Pioneer EGX-707 video processor, 895. (312)335-0460.
MINNESOTA—ARCICI, AUDIOPRISM, BEDINI,
Kinergetics, LAST, MIT, Precision Audio, Regs,
Roonilime, Royd Audio, Shahinian, Sims, Sumiko,
Sumo, lac, VPI, van den Hul, NIttIllèmpered, LPs and
CDs, and more audio components of uncompromising quality. The best prices for trade-ins. By appointment, (612)331-3861.
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion 3000, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SAI00/220, PS Dip,ilink, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat,
Spica Angelus, Beyer, Magnum, Fosgate, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rama, Sound-Lab,
Kinergetics subwoofer, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (714)861-5413. Appt.

A1c
u ºi1-133 en
Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:
STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET'
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.

SOUND LAB

AUDIOQUEST & STRAIGHT WIRE high-performance

MICROMEGA

MUSIK SYSTEM

CLASSE

VTL

MFA

speaker, interconnect, and video cable products.
Replace your current cables with superior-quality
cables and rediscover your music system. AudioQuest
Midnight speaker cable, 10' pair $159.95; AudioQuest
Ruby interconnects, 3' pair, $59.95; and AudioQuest
Lapis interconnects, 1m pair, $329.95. Call for pricing
on other professionally terminated cables. Cable Concepts, PO. Box 417, Powell, OH 43065, (614)761-8933.

APOGEE

MIRAGE

MUSE

MERLIN

HALES

RYAN

CAL

BOWEN

VMPS

WELL TEMP

FIRST SOUND

ROTEL

CARDAS

BRASFIELD

THORENS

WHEATON

AVALON

PHILIPS DFA1000 REFERENCE SERIES digital integrated amplifier, 120Wpc or 20Wpc class-A, built-in
D/A converters, LCD/Learn remote, original packing,
mint condition, $1450. Call (201)868-9249.
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VERSA DYNAMICS

SHURE FITS
BENZ

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110
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Music & Video Systems for the Novice & Connoisseur

&
Consultancy -Custom Systems Acoustic Treatmem
Installation Retail
Air Tangent •Allegro •Arcici •Athena
Audio Prism •AudioQuest •Basis •Benz •Card'',
Chesky •Chicago Speaker Stand •Clarity Audi
Clearaudio •Creek •Delos •Dorian
Dynaudio •Electron Kinetics •Eminent Technoir,
Ensemble •Essence •First Sound •Fosgate
German Acoustics •Grado •Harmonic Mundi
Klyne •Last •Magnait •Merrill •Mod Squad
Mogaini •Morch •Nestorovic •NeutrM
Nimbus •Opus3 •Pro Ac •QED •Rega
Reference Recordings •Rockport Technologies
Room Tune •Rotel •Sequena •Sheffield Lab
Sims •Surniko •Superphon •Symphonic Line
Tara Labs •Target •Tice Audio
Wadia • Water Lily • WBT •and More

(800) 628-0627

(609) 799-9664

Princeton Junction, N.J. 08550

'FOR THE LOVE OF MUSIC

AR
B&K
NAD
CAL
FMS
Basis
Krell
Nairn
Spica
Theta
Apogee
Aragon
Avalon
Classé Audio

SERIOUS
AUDIOPHILES
DESERVE
SERIOUS
SERVICE.
And that's what you
will get at Reference
Audio/Video. We offer
the best in high-end
audio and the best in
friendly service by
our knowledgeable
staff. From the latest
CD players to the
finest high-power
amplifiers, you'll
like our surprisingly
affordable prices and
fast shipping.

MFA •COUNTERPOI
rOV
DO)
si
o•je0
.11TA.
T
DAHLOUIST •j
BÓSE
t
eH
I
IA T
F EAIV
MR
PRECISE
.
PS AUDie0 •Orin rti
CELESTION •PHIL
LEXICON •PROTON
VELODYNE •SNELL
MELOS •STAX •CWO
TICE •AUDIBLE IL
OHM •DCM •ARCICI
PROAC •CAL AUDIO
SONANCE •PIONEE
BEYER •JAMO •VPI
THORENS •KIMBER
FOSGATE •MAGNUM
SME •TARGET •JBL
AUDIO QUEST •CAR
BEYER •TARA •AKG
NILES •PARASOUND

illReeeo
iiz, F
Call us at

(213) 517-1700

18214 Dalton Ave., Dept. C, Gardena, CA 90248
Hours: M-F 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 1 Pacific Time

Texas Finest
Audio Store

rd

Energy
Acurus
Sony ES
Ensemble
Celestion
Vandersteen
Audioquest
Quicksilver
Unity Audio
Room-Tunes
Martin-Logan
Conrad-Johnson
Magnum -Dynalab

A U I) I0
ENSEMBLE
2Pauls Way (Rte 101A) Amherst, NH 03031
(603) 886-4742
(No sales tax in N.H.!)

Anadyne •Avalon • MW • B&W 800
Bryston • Cardas • Carver • Classé
Day-Sequerra • Dynavector • Energy
Esoteric • Goldring • Hales •Jadis
Janis • Krell • Krell Digital
Martin Logan • Monster M Series
Rega • Roksan • Rotel • Sony ES
Target • Tice

*)'

'INSIGHT

Located In Dallas Texas
2141437-4167
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M&K V1B SUBWOOFER, SIB satellites with all new
drivers, stands, all mint, $1095 OBO. Call Gong (614)
982-5975 EST

CARY AUDIO BLACK BOX CD processor, $600;

MAGNEPLANAR 3A, like new, $1500; PS 2000( amp,
$1200; PS CD1A, $275; Denon DCD2560, unused,
$550. All perfect condition, boxes and manuals. Audio
Research D150 amp, $1500; Electro Research A-75
amp, $400. Gustave, (612)293-1904 any time.

ARAGON 4004 Mk.II amplifier, as new, $1400080;
Sony X77ES, virtually brand-new, $1150 OBO. Also
52' Naim NACA5 cuble, $100080. See April "Recommended Components." Tim, (806) 756-4425.

GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Belles 150, $450; Musical Fidelity B-1, $350; Fokos
.7s, $500; Lazarus HIA, $1100; more. We represent

Sound-Lab Dynastat Electrostat speaker, 81600. Free
shipping in US. (313) 855-9487.

JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP, WADIA, JAD1S,
Dynaudio Consequences, Basis, Graham, Lyra Clavis,
Koetsu, MFA, Klyne, Kebschull, Quicksilver, Eminent
Technology, SOTA, PS Audio, Rotel, Mod Squad,
Cardas, AudioQuest, Sumiko, SME, Oracle, Sound
Anchors, Sanus Systems, Hales Audio, Dynaudio, and

best-buy products from Belles, B&K, Superphon, Parasound, Musical Concepts, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR,
Audio Alchemy, Melos, ProAc, many more!. Stereo
Consultants, Lafayettg IN, (317)474-9004, 2-10pm
EST

more! The Sound Resource, (216)751-6363.

30-60% SAVINGS TO PURCHASE DIRECT from
Hong Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston

LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review,

Camera & Radio Co., Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55
Hankow Road, Hong Kong. Vk accept Visa/MC. Fax:
(852) 369-9313.

December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.

MARTIN-LOGAN CLS IIA, Entec LF30 subwoofers

$75 PAID FOR MINT STEREO LPs: RCA Soria
LDS6065 (Ansermet/Royal Ballet), Mercury SR90144
(Fennell/Española). Others wanted! Randall Goldman, Box I, Kenilworth, IL 60043.

(custom black lacquer finish), Jeff Rowland electronic
crossover, $5000 firm. All perfect. (314) 536-2035.
WALSH 5, brand new in box with blank warranty card
and dated receipt. For the ultimate in surround-sound,
apair of Ohm 04X, in flawless condition, will be
included. Wood on both are identical. This is a$10k
system for only $5000. Shipping is not included. For
questions, please call (713) 538-1377 or(713)286-5821.

HIGH END.
NOT HIGH PRICED.
Audloquest
El«
California Audio Labe
Celestion
Counterpoint
Creek
Grado
Harman Kardon
The Mod Squad
Monitor Audio
Philips
Proton
Revolver
Snell
Spica
Surniko
Target
§

Va.ndersteen
V.P.1.
Wadia

LPs/CDs/Tapes

CLASSICAL RECORD SALE. Our latest classical catalog
is available. Many audiophile collectibles and import
LPs. Large selection of mono, stereo, and digital. Write
or call for catalog. First Chair Records, RO. Box 629,
Walkersville, MD 21793. (301)845-8997.

z

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

Now Under New Management

REPRESENTING:
APOGEE •AUDIO OUEST •
INIK AUDIO •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION •
CONRAD-JOHNSON •
COUNTERPOINT •
LINN •MARTIN-LOGAN •
MIT CABLE •MOD SOUAD
NITTY GRITTY •
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP •
SOTA •STAX •
SUMIKO •
TARGETTHETA DIGITAL •
VANDERSTEEN •
WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON •
& MORE
Plus CD's E LP's
CREDIT CARDS •
DELIVERY •
SET UP
MON -SAT 11-6

718-377-6530
80 STATE STREET
FAIRPORT, NY 14450
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4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE, TN 37215
(615) 297-4700
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PRIVATE COLLECTION OF VINTAGE CDs, cassettes,
records. List $5, refundable. Moore, Box 6012,
Chicago, IL 60680-6012.
RARE PERSUASIONS CD, Live in the Whispering Gallery of Grand Central Terminal. Historic digital
recording by this legendary acapella group. ". .one
of their sweetest rides"—Richard Lehnert, Vol.13
No.3. (212) 947-3308.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and import press
ings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc,
5346 N. Guilfoni Are, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)
255-3446.

Wanted
WANTED: SEQUERRA TITNER; Quad ESL-63; 1mono
Jadis-80; Tammy speakers; McIntosh; tube Marantz,
regardless condition, working or not; Mark Levinson
ML-1, LNC-2, LNP, M1-6A, etc.; Krell units including
Reference 200; lindberg 3014A cassette, 3001A tuner;
Garrard 301 TEL, old toneanns. SellfRade: Magnepan
'Tympani IVA; ARC x-over EC-4, EC-2; 1mono Jadis80; Marantz 10-B tuner. (718) 387-7316 or (718)
384-4667.
WANTED: PROAC Studio 3s. (303)329-9061 .
MINT INFINITY IRS DELTAS, original shipping cartons. Eric, (403)569-1884.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized

WANTED: RCA/MERCURY 2- and 4-track open-reel
tapes. Randall Goldman, Box 1, Kenilworth, IL
60043, fax (708)251-2598.

dealers for B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint, etc The Stereo 7kading Outlet, 320 Old

AUDIO. ..
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
Records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list, without charge, call

TOP RETAIL $$ FOR McINTOSH tube and SS, Marantz
tube, '50s and '60s JBL, EV Patricians, Mark Levinson.

(716)377-0432.
DAT-120s: SONY, $10.99; MAXELL, Denon, TDK,
$9.99; Fuji, $9.49. BASF, $8.99. Maxell: Vertex-90,
$13.99; MXS-90, $2.99; XLII-S 90, $2.39. TDK: MAXG90, $10.99; MA-X90, $3.49. Sony metal-ES90,
$3.99; Denon HDM-100, $3.99. That's: Suon0-90.
$8.99; CDIV-100, $4.19; S/H, $4.95. Visa/MC. Tape
World, 220 Spring Street, Butlen PA 16001, (800)
245-6000.

York Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215)886-1650.

(313)229-5191 evenings EST
WANTED: PHILIPS LHH-1000 CD transport; M.L.
No.26 preamp; all Swiss Physics; PS Audio 4.5 preamp; Sansui C-2301 preamp; Technics SH-9090 mono
EQs; Denon POA-8000 amps; all K.M.A.; Sony—all
EsprittrA-E77ES pit-amp/5088 nmertall EQs; and MAC
MR-80 tuner. Call or write (Yes! write) for my 6page/Wanted Audio list, or to buy or sell. Brian Kelly,
6-10am and 8pm-MONT PST, (818)332-3013 (ifout
ofservice (818)304-4677). Box 1116, Glendora, CA
91740-1116. This ad is valid until the year 2000!

hold all recording formats

NEW YORK

u

illtIntash
Introducing The New

MC 7150
POWER AMPLIFIER
The best disc and tape
storage system in America
Free mailorder brochure

I
It

PARK PLACE AUDIO

(please mention Stereophilei

.4

55 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK, NY 10007
212-964-4570

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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...the legacy continues

2 Blocks North of World Trade Center
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading. is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write: Nelson 8
Associates. 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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FINAL WORD
aweekend with some of the

recommending the latest dramatic break-

most remarkable folks in this industry: it was

through when the last four years of "break-

Eve just surv ived

SterrophiWs annual Writers' Conference wherein

throughs" still haven't caught up to analog. I

we discuss the upcoming "Recommended Com-

suggested we recommend no more than one

ponents" to appear in the October issue. JA tells

digital product each in Classes A, B, C, and D,

me this is the fifth such conference since 1987,

with an explanation of the caution thereby

and afine one it was.
Partway through the weekend Iwas struck

urged on consumers when contemplating high-

by something: this is the only event in the

down. After all, it was said, our job is to describe

world, as far as Iknow, where such alarge

the product's performance, not tell people how

ticket digital purchases. Iwas loudly shouted

group of informed writers get together to

to dispose of their income; they're perfectly

thrash out the pros and cons of what's best in

capable of doing that themselves. I'm confi-

hi-fi. And thrash it out we do! There's plenty

dent that last statement is true, but Istill say we

of outright disagreement, frequently with personal attacks thrown in. No product makes it

(the audio press in general) need to be aware
of, and responsible for, the role we play in

easily into the pages of "Recommended Com-

whipping up enthusiasm for breakthroughs

ponents."
Manufacturers are known to cringe when

which may be outmoded in only ayear.
The last two years of loudspeaker develop-

they see the forthrightness of some of the criti-

ment have seen enough changes that the rel-

cisms made in aformal review, but that's nothing compared to what we say among ourselves.

evance of Stereophile's loudspeaker recommendations has gradually eroded, aproblem
addressed by JA in dramatic fashion, as you'll

Of course, since no product is spared the whip,
publication of the complete transcript of our
sessions might result in marketplace paralysis.

see when you read next month's issue. Never
fear: the change is for the better. And when you

All hi-fi equipment has things wrong with it;

read those recommendations, just keep in mind

at least one member of agroup like the 16
writers present—and usually more than one—
will have found those problems, and feel that

how much diversity there is among our staff

they preclude arecommendation. If you believed

speaker listings in "Recommended Components," and some of us probably less than 50%.

what everyone in the group said, you wouldn't
buy anything!
Some of the disagreement is philosophical.
Peter Mitchell, who never saw amulti-thousand-

as to what speakers should be recommended
in each class. No one agrees 100% with the

Does this mandate the need for personal audition, or what?
Ahighlight of the weekend was another free-

dollar amplifier whose price he could justify

for-all on Stereophile's philosophy of equip-

were he spending the money himself, can't

ment performance and review, and the question of what constitutes appropriate (or even

really get into the debate that takes place over
Classes A, B, and C within amplifiers—accorcling

mandatory) program material. The writers also

to his lights, all contenders are disqualified. Sam
Tellig is similarly suspicious of high prices,

showed themselves willing to sound off on the

rooted no doubt in his Yankee cheapslcatism.

zine—as usual, the discord was deafening.

role of music reviews and features in the maga-

Other writers can't get enthusiastic about any

Seropleile has been criticized in some quartets

of our Class Cand D recommendations, know-

for lack of focus, an undetermined direction.

ing how far they fall short of the best available
Even more exciting is the debate over the

If this weekend was any indication, Stereophile's
direction is the product of vigorous debate

latest digital products, not to mention the free-

among many well-informed voices—and Ifeel

for-all loudspeaker discussion. With digital,
there are always people like me who, no matter

most confident of the result. It even reminds
me of the purpose of the First Amendment to

how attracted to the best in the latest proces-

the Constitution: for all our problems, the US

sors (I'm currently using the $12,000 Stax),

has done pretty well with that tradition.
—Larry Archibald

can't help but wonder why Stereopbile keeps
258
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OUANTUM C
ABLE'

Let the music move you in awhole new way... .
Lose yourself in the sound
of the new Quantum Series audio cables from TARA Labs, the makers
of the famous Space &Time cables.
The powerful, dynamic sound of Quantum Series cables will transform
your audio system. You'll hear adeep bass "punch" and acrystalline treble
clarity that's like hearing music for the first time. Our cable configuration
and natural fibers virtually eliminate electrostatic noise, for pristine high
frequency detail and ambience.
And if that's not enough to give you goosebumps, Quantum Series cables
start at amere $2.95/foot. Ask your authorized dealer about Quantum Series
cables....
But don't say we didn't warn you.
Call TARA Labs for your nearest authorized Quantum dealer.
2567 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, OR 97520
5031488-6465
© Copyright 1990 TARA Labs. Inc
TM—Quantum Senes is atrademark of TARA Labs. Inc

TARA LBS
Space &Time Audio Products
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AudioQuest makes afull line of cables; speaker, audio-interconnect, video,
S-video, fiber-optic and installation cables. All are engineered
to bring you maximum performance.

‘
4

Over the last 12 years AudioQuest has continually improved and refined
its cable designs to reduce all types of cable-induced distortion — and,
to do it cost-effectively. Many different constructions and grades
of copper and silver are used depending on the budget.
AudioQuest F-18 speaker cable is one of three very
flat cables which use multiple-solid conductors.
The sound is sweet and clean because
strand interaction is eliminated, while
•
skin-effect and resistance minimized.

AudioQuest
Indigo Hyperlitz"
speaker cable uses
geometry similar to our
most expensive cables,
yet is very affordable. The
spiraled solid conductors maintain
an absolutely consistent position and
are far enough apart to prevent magnetic
interaction. The clarity, dynamics and
sense of acoustic space are incredible.

F-18*

AudioQuest Diamond Hyperlitz interconnect cable uses our patented
construction which eliminates strand interaction and minimizes distortion
caused by insulating materials. Teflon insulation, FPS'''.solid long-grain
silver, and resistance-welded, direct-gold plated, FPC"" plugs make
this cable sound incredible. The aural invisibility of this cable is
something you will have to experience for yourself.
AudioQuest's absolute commitment to value doesn't mean that all AudioQuest
products are inexpensive. It does mean that the expensive products are also an
excellent value when used with better systems.
No matter what type of equipment you have,
you can maximize your system's performance
with AudioQuest cables. Contact you local
AudioQuest dealer and listen for yourself.
You will hear the difference!

audioquest
Tel: 714-498-2770 Fax: 714-498-5112
P O. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674 USA
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Indigo Hyperlitz

*All diagrams are

Diamond Hyperlitz •

times actual size.

Distrubuted in canada by Audio Products International
3641 McNicoll Avenue • Scarborough, Ontario MIX 1G5
Tel: 416-321-1800 • Fax: 416-321-1500

